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Some initial consideration of character types and usages 
in mediaeval literature is undertaken before an examination of the poems' 
structures which seem to be adaptions of the homiletic genre. The 
Gawain-poet uses the homiletic framework but presents his themes, not by 
the customary argument, but by the use of exemplary characters. The 
narrator's voice is adapted to become more positive, like that of the 
dream vision genre, and less didactic. The poet characterizes mainly by 
amplifying the Vulgate with realistic detail.
Other literary traditions used are the description of 
behaviour in the sin-manuals, and the romance and drama which have parallels 
viththe complementary King-figures in Purity. Other characters without such 
well-defined social roles are more difficult to place in mediaeval 
literature. Abraham, the embodiment of Purity's theme that the pure see 
God, is presented initially through his actions, and, although a figura 
of purity, he is shown as an individual and not a type figure. Lot, too, 
is individualized but he is seen as a fallible man and presented in a 
humorous light, as is Jonah. He is disobedient to God, but he is not 
totally condemned, which is in itself unusual. In a longer presentation 
than any in Purity, his thought processes and feelings are only detailed 
where they show impatience and further the theme. That characterization 
is dependent on the effective presentation of theme is clear from the 
non-development of Noah (considered with Abraham and Lot), when the poet 
emphasises instead God's character of wrath at impurity.
The poet uses character as he does imagery by accumulating 
examples, in a paratactic structure to present a loosely-knit, composite 
picture of the theme. His purpose is not only didactic, and his 
characterizations are unusual in their individual presentation of reality, 
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION.
Purity, or Cleanness, as it is sometimes called, and Patience, the 
less famous companion poems in M.S.Cotton Nero A.X. of Sir Gawain and the 
Green Knight and Pearl, have suffered critical neglect in comparison with 
these two well-known poems. Purity and Patience are alike in having religious 
themes illustrated by biblical narratives, and alike, too, in the judgement 
passed on them by critics, until recently, that they were inferior in 
conception and form to the other poems. All four poems are written in the 
same dialect, products of the Alliterative Revival, that renewal of Old 
English poetic form in mediaeval guise, which occurred in the North and West 
of England from the mid-fourteenth century onwards. Both Purity and Patience 
are written in an alliterative long line and there is some evidence for a 
quatrain grouping in Patience, if not Purity, although even in Patience this 
stanza-division is not completely regular.^ The two poems, therefore, 
share a similarity of subject matter and treatment, and a similarity of 
verse-form.
The manuscript in which the poems occur is dated 1400, providing
a terminus ad quem for the date of the poems themselves. Arguments based on
the description of architecture and dress in the poems suggest that they
were written in the second half of the fourteenth century, and linguistic
2evidence corroborates this broad dating. Much critical energy has been 
expended to discover more exact dates for the poems, and to find the order in 
which they were written. In Purity there is evidence that the poet used 
Mandeville's Travels, in the description of the Dead Sea and the palace of 
the Great Chan which, in the poem, is Baltazar's palace. Since this was 
available in England in the mid-1350's, that is the earliest date at which
1. See Patience,edited by J.J.Anderson,(Manchester,1969). Introduction,p.3-
2. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,edited by J.R.R.Tolkien and E.V.Gordon, 
(2nd edition,ed. N.Davis .Oxford, 1969), Introduction, p. xxvi .
Purity can have been written. Some critics also see evidence in Piers Plowman 
B. text that Langland became familiar with Patience before writing this 
revised version, although this evidence is not conclusive. ^ The B. text 
was completed c 1379» and Anderson therefore dates Patience between 1360 
and 1380. The four poems together are dated variously between 1360 and 
1395» and most critics seem to agree that Pearl and Sir Gawain and the 
Green Knight are later poems, this argument being based on artistic merit 
generally, and assuming a common author.
Purity and Patience .therefore, are considered to be the earlier
poems in the group, but there is some argument as to which came first. In
one view. Patience is seen as the earlier, simpler work, and Purity the less
successful, more ambitious later poem, and in another, Purity is held to be
the less successful, more conventional earlier work, and Patience the better
constructed later work. R.J. Menner in his edition of Purity cites
similarities between Patience and Purity, which make it apparent to him that
Purity is the later work; he takes sentences from Patience and shows that
the poet used them a second time in Purity. Most noteworthy of these are the
use of the Beatitudes, quoted in their entirety in Patience and referred to
more casually in Purity, and the use of Psalm 93^"^ in a similar way,
A
exactly in Patience and more casually in Purity. Other similar evidence is 
given, none of which, in J.J. Anderson's opinion, is conclusive. ^ My 
consideration of characterization in the poems will shed no new light on 
their relative dates and positions. I have examined Purity first, as the 
more complex poem, at least structurally, and it seems to me, from its more 
traditional handling of biblical material, possibly the earlier poem. This, 
however, is a subjective view, and one based on the assumption, as are the 
3" Patience,ed. Anderson,p. 21 ff.
4. Purity ,edited by R.J. Menner,Introduction,p. xxxii ff.
5# Patience.edited by J.J. Anderson, Introduction,p. 5>Note I.
views quoted above, that the poems are the work of one poet.
A.C.Spearing in his book. The Gawain-poet: a critical study, deals 
effectively with the problems of authorship. He shows the similarity of 
style and imagery between the four poems, and particularly "the use of 
periphrases for God which contain not only such ordinary synonyms for God 
as lord, father, prince, king as their head-words, but such traditional 
synonyms for man as wyy, tulk and hathel."  ^ Other similarities he considers, 
as well as this "humanizing of God", are the use of the pearl as an image 
for purity, and the comparable structures of Patience and Purity.
A.C.Spearing concludes his discussion of the unity of authorship:
But ultimately, to establish probabilities in such a case, we can 
only fall back on the principle of economy, or Ockham's razor. It is easier 
to believe that towards the end of the fourteenth century, within a certain 
rather small dialect area, there lived one great poet than to believe that 
there lived two,or three, or four. For the fact is that the author of each 
of these poems was a great poet, of a quality rare in any age. 7
I shall therefore assume, following A.C.Spearing, that "the 
Gawain-poet" refers to the author of all four poems in the Cotton 
manuscript.
Purity and Patience are religious in subject matter, and use 
narratives from the Bible to illustrate their themes, taken from the 
Beatitudes, of purity and patience. In Purity there are four biblical 
narratives, an initial New Testament parable of the Wedding Feast, and Old 
Testament narratives of the Flood, the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, 
and, finally, Belshazzar’s Feast. In Patience there is one narrative only, 
a retelling of the Book of Jonah. I shall be considering the narratives in
6. The Gawain-poet.(Cambridge,1970),p.33.
7. The Gawain-poet.p.37.
order, firstly in Purity, and then Patience. Before examining character 
in the poems it is necessary to consider their genre, and the relation of 
the narratives within the poems to the themes, and to the structure; this 
is especially important in an understanding of Purity with its complexity of 
construction. The poet examines purity and patience as religious virtues, 
that is, as they relate to God; He is the standard against whom the other 
characters are measured; it is basic to these poems that human life is 
defined in terms of obedience or disobedience to God ,and therefore in 
the chapter on the Wedding Feast in Purity some consideration will be 
given to the presentation of God in the poems.
Methods of character portrayal in Purity and Patience can be seen 
the more clearly because the principal source for the narratives is the 
Vulgate and any alteration or amplification to the text can be noted. The 
biblical figures exist already, within a narrative structure which the poet 
has adapted, and, in some cases, with a web of traditional presentation 
already developed. Such is the case with the main figures in the first two 
narratives, Noah and Abraham, who are considered together, since they are 
both patriarchal figures, both "good" and obedient to God. Baltazar is a 
less familiar figure, and he is presented as disobedient, an evil character. 
Jonah is different again, being in rebellion against God, but not entirely 
evil. Minor characters reinforce, or contrast with the impression made by 
these principal characters.
In examining character in these poems, I shall be examining methods 
of portrayal, seeing whether they have any affinities with any other types of 
literature, a "type" for this purpose being a broad banding of like characters 
and not as used in a narrower typological sense. Since both poems deal with 
religious topics, it would be useful to consider similar usages of the 
material, in paraphrases, homilies, and manuals of Christian behaviour, at 
the edge of "literature", and also in the drama.
In the mystery cycles of the late Middle Ages there is a 
developed presentation of the same or similar material to that in the poems, 
and, although these cycles as they have been preserved were written much 
later than Purity and Patience, drama was undoubtedly being performed in 
some form at the time of their composition. According to Rosemary Woolf jâmicula»* 
plays were being performed in London from 1320-1330 onwards, at the time 
the Holkham Bible picture book was being compiled and Chester, one of the
Q
earliest of the extant cycles, is dated by A. Williams at 1378. The York 
Cycle was well established by 1379, according to its editor, Lucy Toulmin 
S m i t h , a n d  the Wakefield master was revising the Towneley plays at some 
time between the early and mid-fifteenth c e n t u r y . T h e  drama is the 
foremost place in which these biblical subjects are given detailed treatment, 
and, therefore, while one remembers the probable later date of many of these 
much revised plays, it is useful to examine the similarities and contrasts in 
presentation; in the drama, with only characters on stage to describe action, 
characterization has a more important place, potentially, than in any other 
genre of this period, and the methods of presentation in drama also provide 
a useful contrast to the narrative verse of Purity and Patience.
Other literature, too, can be contrasted with Purity and 
Patience, and not that on specifically biblical subjects only. The dividing 
line between what is religious and what secular is a shadowy one in the Middle 
Ages, since the various genres frequently contain within them literature on 
both négligions and secular topics using similar presentation. Certain 
characters in Purity can be seen to have counterparts outside strictly religious
8. The English Mystery Plays .(London,1972)»p.38.
9. The Drama of Mediaeval England .^ (Michigan,1961), p. 57.
10. The York Plays, edited by L . T.Smithy(Oxford, 1885), Introduction,p. xlv.
11. The Wakefield Pageants in the Towneley Cycle, edited by A.C.Cawley,
(Manchester, 1958,reprint,1968),Introduction,p.xxxi .
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literature, as well as in the border country of the morail romance and
the saint's life. I shall be exsunining other literature as it relates
to characterization in Purity and Patience, and making a more general
survey of possible character types and differing methods of character
portrayal only briefly in this chapter, as a background to the use of
character in the poems.
Before a consideration of literary characterization is
undertaken, it would be valuable to examine the view of man which the
literature of the period reflected. A.C. Spearing comments on the
differences between the presentation of man in Patience, and man in Old
English alliterative verse, and he is able to isolate a major distinction
between them; in the Middle Ages, he says,
Man is placed in the context of an all-encompassing power, and 
to defeat it or outwit it he struggles absurdly and in vain. 
Thus the hero becomes a hero manqué, a would-be hero. The 
heroic or tragic aspiration is everywhere thwarted, and the 
heroic conception of man is undercut and presented ironically.
Whereas in Old English the hero fighting agednst the odds was to be
admired, in the altered climate of the later Middle Ages, man is
presented as less than heroic, and, indeed, presented ironically, if he
presumes to struggle against Fate. John Burrow extends this view to
encompass the work of four of the major poets of the period, Chaucer,
Langland, Gower and the Gawain-poet; he sees "an unheroic image of man" as
characteristic of this, the "Ricardian period".
In his discussion of this view of man. Burrow comments on the
private nature of the events described in Ricardian poetry, in which
battles and great events occur off-stage. He gives as examples the
essentially private love of Troilus for Criseyde, which has no effect on
12. A.C. Spesiring,'Patience and the Gawain-poet', Anglia . 84 (1966),p.307.
13# John Burrow, Ricardian poetry  ^ (London,1971), p.94,
11
the course of the Trojan war, and Sir Gawain’s conquest, which is one of 
the bed-chamber and not the battle-field. Burrow says, "The chief 
characters in Ricardian narrative, then, achieve little of public 
consequence". This aspect of the littleness of human activity is further 
emphasised by what Burrow sees as the cyclic nature of Ricardian 
experience: Sir Gawain returns to Camelot, the pilgrims in the Canterbury 
Tales would have returned to Southwark, and Piers Plowman ends with the 
beginning of a pilgrimage to find Piers. This is unlike the "triumphant 
or tragic close" of the epic.^^
John Burrow further describes "the humbling confrontation" 
which A.C.Spearing notes in 'Patience and the Gawain-poet', between man 
and this "all-encompassing power." One of the ways in which man is 
humbled is by means of confession, a sacrament of the Church which became 
particularly important in the fourteenth century; there are obvious 
examples of literary confessions, in Gower’s Confessio Amantis, in the 
two confessions of Sir Gawain, one to the priest and one to Sir Bertilak 
in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, and in the presentation of Confession 
and Penance in Piers Plowman. Burrow links this with the stress laid on 
confession by the Church, and the aids to help a good confession which 
take the sinner through various areas of sinful behaviour, generally 
based on the Seven Deadly Sins. A psychology based on the sins of man is 
not likely to produce characters of heroic dimensions. Burrow remarks 
that other figures,"saints and saintly persons",are present in this 
literature, but that these are exemplary figures, far removed from the 
"real" world:
For the poems of this period are pervaded by a sense, not only 
of the littleness of human concerns, but also of the often unsuspected
14. Ricardian poetry,p.100
12
15weakness and perversity of human nature.
Burrow concludes his chapter on the Image of Man with a 
consideration of the positive aspect of presentation in the poets' 
sense of humour, which he calls "their most intimate and persuasive
16quality". He sees certain characters, like Bertilak in Sir Gawain 
and the Green Knight, Theseus in the Knight's Tale, and the Host in 
the Canterbury Tales.as typical of the "high eld" character, the mature
17man whose "jovial wisdom" represents "an ideal of 'mesure' " for the age. 
These characters, and "the ironic implication, the humorous crosslight" 
with which the other characters are viewed, build up the "unheroic image 
of man" characteristic of the period.
This general view of man in the literature of the period 
reflects the trends in philosophy and theology of the age. One of the 
most general differences between the early and late Middle Ages was the 
increasing emphasis on the individual; from the twelfth century onwards 
individual man,most writers agree, became increasingly important, though 
exactly how and when this change took place is a matter of controversy.
J.C. Payen places the interest in man with the scholasticism of Abelard, 
and the Victorine mystics, who, says Payen, set in relief the role of
18interior responsibility and the freedom of man to do evil. Payen's
study is more restricted in scope than is Marc Bloch's, in which he 
attributes the change to the assimilation of Greek and Arabic philosophers 
from the twelfth century onwards and the revival of jurisprudence, which 
caused an awareness of the niceties of reasoned argument on every sphere,
15* Ricardian poetry. pp. 110-1 1 1.
16. Ricardian poetry, p. 111.
17. Ricardian poetry, p. 129 .
18. J.C. Payen^ La Motif de repentir dans la littérature française: Des 
origines à 1230i(Geneva.1967). p.54.
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bringing with it what Bloch calls "a more efficient instrument of mental 
19analysis". It is the assimilation of Greek philosophers, particularly
Aristotle,which Walter Ullman sees as important, in his essay*Some
Observations on the mediaeval evaluation of the "homo naturalis" and
the "Christianus." * In this discussion Ullman says that for the
early Church until the late Middle Ages man was seen almost solely as
"the Christian", reborn by baptism with a new nature from God, which
caused the Church to ignore the individual with human passions and see
"the Christian" who is often presented in biographies, for example, in a
stereotyped and stilted form . In the thirteenth century St. Thomas
Aquinas assimilated Aristotelian premises, with their consideration of
the "humanitas" of man, into Christianity, creating an uneasy balance
between the Christian and the natural man. This dualistic system,in
Ullman’s view, was bound to break down, especially as political systems
no longer held an exclusively Christian viewpoint, and in his opinion
a "search into the natural man’s internal composition" took place in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in which the "homo naturalis" gained
21pre-eminence over the "Christianas". This liberation of the individual
is something recognised by art-historians, as Ullman comments in another
essay on a similar topic:
The more abstract image,which depicted no one individual 
personality,became a realistic image of human proportions, with an infinite 
variety of personal,individual traits. 22
19. M.Bloch, Feudal Society,translated by L.A.Manyon,(London,196l), p.l03.
20. In 1 ’Homme et son Destin d’après les penseurs du moyen ^ ge. Actes du 
premier congrès internationale de philosophie medievale 1958,(Louvain, 
Paris,I960),p.145 ff .
21. L ’Homme et son destin.p.150.
22. W.Ullman, The Individual and Society,(Maryland,1966),p.105 .
uIn the fourteenth century the importance of the individual 
was further enhanced by the philosophical ideas of William of Ockham 
(1300-1349). He strengthened the nominalist position by asserting that 
man ordered sense knowledge himself, not into predetermined patterns 
which conformed to an order greater than man himself, but according to 
his own knowledge. Thus man as an individual gained freedom from the 
straight-jacket of hierarchies of ideas but he also lost the certainty 
of earlier centuries, where philosophers were confident of the power of 
reason to elucidate all matters of Faith. Ockham showed the inability 
of reason to reveal religious truth, and, in divorcing faith from 
reason, left both to develop separately. This uncertainty over man in 
relation to God caused an increase in speculation about such matters as 
grace, merit, freewill and predestination. Ockham's insistence on God's 
absolute freedom to act, if He wished, regardless of His laws added to 
man's uncertainty. It is little wonder that the literature of this 
period not only reflects a wider range of characterization, but also 
sees man as impotent before this "all-encompassing power".
Thus individual man gsiined in importance and lost in certainty. 
This simplified picture of the philosophical and theological development 
in the concept of man brings together some of the ideas which led to the 
fourteenth century presentation of man. The Victorines and the later 
mystics with their emphasis on man and his personal knowledge of God, the 
'humanitas" of the Aristotelian system, and the schematization of knowledge 
individually by Ockham, all made the individual's experience important.
The Church^too, influenced the concept of man by the emphasis on 
confession: I have already quoted John Burrow's remark on the effect in
literature of this confessional psychology. Marc Bloch, in speaking 
of the twelfth century renaissance in letters, says;
15
The whole tendency of the new literature Was towards the 
rehabilitation of the individual; it encouraged the growth 
of a more introspective habit of mind, reinforcing in this 
direction the influence of the religious practice of 
auricular confession which, after being long confined to 
the monastic world, became widespread among layman during 
the twelfth century. 23
Literature reflects the contemporary concept of man, and 
conceptions of man from theology and philosophy are gradually absorbed 
into literature. Mediaeval writings which, as it were, straddled the 
gap between theology and literature axe the manuals of behaviour,
designed to educate both priest and laity into their duties, after the
Fourth Lateran Council of 1213 at which the Church ordained annual 
confession and communion.as a minimum observance for all . Vernacular 
treatises were written in England in the years following the Lambeth 
provincisil council in 1281, which also provided a code, designed to remedy 
the ignorance of many parish priests. The sources for these treatises 
were the great thirteenth century treatises on the Vices and Virtues, the 
work of the French theologians, like William Perault (Peraldus ,d.1260) or 
Prior Laurens who wrote Somme Le Roi (c 1279)^^These many treatises 
analyse behaviour into areas of sin, and they accustomed man to analyse 
his actions according to a set of rules. The French writers even before
the Lateran Council had "a new taste for psychological analysis",
according to John Burrow, and this is evident in later English poems, when
25poets used the moral psychology derived from this confessional apparatus.
Several of the treatises analyse behaviour in some detail, 
giving examples of undesirable activity to discourage men from sinning.
H.R. Patch sees a link between manuals of behaviour and literature 
commenting that Chaucer's "realistic" characters had parallels in such 
23# Feudal Society . p.106 .
24. W.A. Pantin,The^hurch in the Fourteenth Century .(Cambridge, 1955)» P # 220, 
25# Ricardian poetry.p.107.
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treatises. He notes that to present a familiar human type in these
manuals it was necessary to reflect real life accurately, and, in his
introduction he writes of 'realistic' description:
What I wish to show now is 1) that such descriptions are 
found in the early treatises on vices and virtues and 2) 
that in this way realism may have found its way into 
literary art in general in the period. 26
Literature of the period was therefore affected by this
interest in confession in two ways; firstly it led to an "unheroic
image of man", and secondly, according to Patch, it caused a realistic
presentation of behaviour. The first is clearly true, but, for the
second,it is well to remember that the manuals themselves are not neutral
mirrors of behaviour, but attempts to modify it, so that their didactic
intent may be more forceful than their realism. The sort of description
of behaviour can be illustrated from two illustrations from the same
manual, the fourteenth century translation of Somme Le Roi, the Book of 
27Vices and Virtues. I am showing this aspect of mediaeval writing in
some detail because in my opinion the manuals did affect characterization,
though not simply in added realism as Patch suggests. In the second
Deadly Sin, Ire, the writer describes the four "wars" an angry man wages:
■J^ e *jstridde werre *J»at a wr^ man haj> is to hem ])at b ^  vnder 
hym, as to his wif and his mayne, for suche a man is 
o*J>erwhile wod *Jjat he smyt and bete)^  his wif, his children, 
his seruauntes and brek^ pottes, coppes, and disches, and 
al‘)>at he may sette hond on, as a man'Jpat were out of his
witte, and so is he. 28
The behaviour described here is "realistic" enough, although 
the details given are very general, showing that Euiger of this sort can 
apply to most readers. The condemnatory tone is clear in the repeated
26. H.R. Patch^Characters in Mediaeval Literature! MIN,40(1925).P»3-
27. The Book of Vices and Virtues.edited by W.N. Francis,EE£BS. 217.
28. The Book of Vices and Virtues.p.23. 11,30-36 ,
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assertion of madness, but apart from that, this small area of 
wrath is literally described. In the presentation of Glutton, 
however, different techniques are used; the writer begins by 
presenting the contrast between God and the god of the belly,
but he also presents the thoughts as a parody of the Church's
Hours :
God biddejj hym fast; his wombe biddë^ hym fast 
not "but ete ]Dy mete al in ese, and sitte ]per-at 
longe y-now, and J)ou schalt ete ]pe bet ere and 
]be more." God bidde}) hym ryse herly; his wombe 
bidde]i hym lye stille, for he is to ful to ryse 
so herly, "I mote slepe, for ]>e chirche is noon 
hare, he wole abide me wel." And whan he schal
rise, he bigynne]^ his beedes and seij?: "A, lord
God, what schule we ete today? Where schule we 
fynde any ]ging ]^ at ou3t is?" And after })es 
mateynes, ])an come ^ e laudes: "A, lord God, we 
drunken good wyn 3ister-euen and ete good mete."
3) an schal he bigynne to wepe for his synnes and 
seijD : "Alas, I haue be almost ded tony3t; pe wyn 
was to strong of 3ister euen; myn heued akej? ." 29
Although this is repetitious, and the idea of the
glutton's hours is by no means original, the presentation of the
sin could not be called "realistic" in conception. Details of
behaviour are realised, but they are very general, and the
behaviour is exaggerated and made comic by the presentation, so
that the folly of this sin will be condemned by the reader
almost involuntarily. The sin manuals do not simply hold up a
mirror to life, but utilise the techniques of persuasive oratory
to condemn certain behaviour because the didactic interest is of
primary importance. Such manuals tend to fragment behaviour,
seeing a man as possessed by a certain sin or certain aspect of
a sin, and as incapable of behaving in any other way. It would
seem that such presentations would lead to caricature in their
exaggeration and not to> any but a superficial 'realism'.
29. The Book of Vices and Virtues. p.47,IU18-32 .
Moving tov/ards a definitely ’literary’ presentation
of the Sins, in Piers Plowman^ ,^ there are differences in
conception between the sins and it can be seen how the tradition
of the sin manuals is modified to suit Langland's purpose. The
Deadly Sins confess to Reason in B. text Passus V, and Wrath is
introduced thus:
Now awaketh Wratthe with two whyte eyen.
And nyuelynge with the nose and his nekke 
hangynge. (Passus V,ll. 134-135) .
The poet’s use of ’’awakening’’ wrath exploits the
semantic link between the personification and the emotion. Wrath
appears as a friar, as a cook in a convent, and also as a monk,
although from Wrath’s point of view this last is not a success.
Allegory and literal presentation are linked here, as for example
when Wrath is a cook he serves ’’ ioutes and iangelynge".
(Passus V,158), and when he is a gardener to the friars, he
describes his work in this way:
On limitoures and listres lesynges I ymped,
Tyl thei here leues of low speche lordes to
plese, (Passus V,11. 137-139).
Langland blends allegorical and literal levels together,
adapting the format of the manuals of behaviour by omitting the
specifically didactic and more general aspects of the sin which
are necessary in the manuals. Although Wrath is not characterized
consistently, each of the elements, the friar, the cook or the
monk, is a specific example of wrath, and together they build up
a composite picture of the Sin.
With Gluttony, the method of characterization is
completely different; here there is one situation and one figure,
who is Gluttony personified. The portrait begins:
Now bigynneth glotoun for to go to schrifte.
And kaires hym to-kirke-ward his coupe to schewe.
30. Piers Plowman,edited by W.Skeat.
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Ac Béton the brewestere bad hym good morwe,
And axed of hym with that whiderward he wolde.
(Passus V, 3 0 4-3 0 7).
The presentation of Glotoun is dramatic, in that it is
a series of encounters and actions in the tavern, and it is on a
literal level in its description of drunkertpss. Each detail is
both general, in that it could be true of any drunkard, and
specific in that it is a literal description, apparently of one
night at the tavern; instead of speaking of Glotoun’s unsteady
gait, Langland dramatizes it:
He my3te neither steppe ne stonde er he his staffe hadde; 
And thanne gan he go liche a glewmannes bicche,
Somme tyme aside and somme tyme arrere.
As who-so leyth lymes forto lacche foules.
And whan he drowgh to the dore thanne dymmed his eighen. 
He stumbled on the thresshewolde an threwe to the erthe. 
Clement the cobelere cau3te hym bi the myddel.
For to lifte hym alofte and leyde him on his knowes;
Ac Glotoun was a gret cherle and a grym in the liftynge. 
And coughed vp a caudel in dementis lappe;
(Passus V, 3 5 2-3 6 1 ).
The similes used to describe his progress add concreteness 
to the portrait, and the literal quality of it is indicated by the
presence of Clement the cobbler and others in the tavern, who
have no allegorical dimensions at all, unlike the portrait of 
Wrath in which there was no active presence of another character.
Langland, in portraying two similar characters, both 
Deadly Sins, uses two different methods; in one he mingles the 
literal level with the allegory to make a composite, and in the 
other he presents a dramatic, unified portrait of Gluttony.
Even in the sin manuals- different methods are used to present 
different sins, although they tend to deal exhaustively with the 
sin, fragmenting even further to ensure that every aspect of it is 
covered. Behaviour is described, in the manuals and in the examples 
from Piers Plowman, largely in terms of action, exaggerated in the
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manuals to make certain of condemnation from the reader. It is this
fragmentation of behaviour which, I think, has an application in
literature more generally, caused by a long familiarity with this
kind of psychological analysis.
In Piers Plowman, however fragmented Wrath may be, he
appears as a personification of the Sin and not as a group of examples
of wrathful behaviour. Langland has moved into the familiar and
complex mediaeval world of allegory; Langland's allegory moves from
one level to another, from the literal level at one moment, as when
Wrath tells tales in the monastery and is punished for it, to an
allegorical gardening with friars, quoted above. His is a subtle
use of shifting images and meanings throughout the poem. When
allegory is used, there are many different methods of presentation;
Pamela Gradon describes "The Allegorical Picture" in Form and Style
in Early English Literature, commenting that "under the umbrella of
allegory shelter a number of different modes of writing" from the
figurai mode, in which a historical figure is used to exemplify a
particular quality, to the emblematic, in which the theme is presented
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in a number of images which may not make a composite whole. Such is
the emblem of Drunkemess written by Robert Holcot in liis Commentary
on Wisdom which Pamela Gradon cites, in which drunkeaess is represented
32by a child carrying a horn and wearing a crown.
Purity and Patience, having narratives which illustrate 
a theme, come within the broad range of poems, it would seem, which 
contain exemplary figures. The narratives are all on biblical subjects, 
and the main characters portrayed therefore illustrate a quality 
figurally, that is, they are figures having an existence in history, 
used to exemplify some quality, or,in these cases, the lack of it.
31. Pamela Gradon.Form and Style in Early English Literature. 
(London,1971), p.64-
32. Form and Style.p.54.
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E.R. Curtlus comments on the exemplary figure in antiquity, which
developed from the exemplum in late classical times; Cicero and
Quintilian were familiar v/ith this rhetorical form, and books of
33examples v/ere written. Not only pagan figures were used; Curtius
comments on the parallels dra'wn between classical exemplary figures
34
and biblical ones, used for example by Dante. The use of a historical 
figure to represent a quality was therefore established early, and 
was familiar to the Middle Ages under various names. The use of 
exemplary figures, or figurae,implies something of the purpose of 
Purity and Patience, if, on investigation, it proves that the poems 
are endebted to this tradition for characterization. On the other 
hand, Pamela Gradon, in her discussion of literary structures which 
will be considered in more detail in the next chapter, comments:
Works, such as The Wanderer, The Seafarer in Old English, 
and Purity and Patience in Middle English, which use type figures 
to exemplify a single theme, mutability, renunciation, purity, patience, 
are not strictly allegorical. On the one hand, the characters in these 
poems are clearly different from both the figura.which is a proper name, 
and from the individual character in a modern novel, which is also a 
proper name, but which, unlike the figura.motivates and is revealed by 
plot; on the other hand, their structure is not strictly allegorical 
nor yet, though narrative, can they be said to have a plot. 35 •
With the figures in Purity and Patience presented within their own narrative
structure, it should be possible to see how far the figure's function alters
the concept of its character, and to see how far the character in the
narrative is absorbed by the theme of the poem.
Another figurative use of historical characters, particularly
biblical ones, is in the typological scheme, in which the Old Testament
figures were seen as prefiguring the events of the New, Occasionally such
identification with New Testament figures altered the traditional character
of the Old Testament person, as in the Ludus Coventijae play on the Flood,
in which Noah's wife, far from being a shrewish sinner, is a type of the
33. E.R.Curtius.European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, 
translated by W.R.Trask„(London,1953), p.59.
34. European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, p.362.
35. Form and Style, p.115#
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virgin, and behaves accordingly. It is possible that the poet of Purity
and Patience might have used typology in presenting character, and such
a usage would inevitably affect characterization.
The purpose for which the characters are developed will thus be
an important consideration, as will the methods by which this purpose is
fulfilled. 1 have already quoted examples of characters similar in origin,
presented differently, and character, like Vrath in Piers Plowman, which
is conceived as a composite figure. This is but one area of mediaeval
characterization; other methods of characterizing can be found in the
mediaeval manuals of rhetoric, with which, it is argued, the Gawain-poet
had some familiarity. O.G.Hill traces the influence of mediaeval poetic
in Patience, and to a lesser extent in Purity, although he sees this
influence mainly in the figures of speech used and not in the
characterization.
It is probable that an educated man, such as the Gawain-poet
undoubtedly was, had some knowledge of the rhetoricians, possibly, as Hill
suggests, through a knowledge of auctores, the Christian or classical
writers studied in the first of the artes a scholar learned, that of 
37grammar. A.C.Spearing notes the Gawain-poet * s wide reading, which, as
well as Latin and French authors, seems to have included an awareness of
Italian poetry and an acquaintance with Dante’s work, but Spearing
comments that the rhetoricians ’’are unlikely to have supplied him with
anything more than a formalization of the techniques actually employed
38in mediaeval poetry’’.
In these manuals of rhetoric the description of character is 
generally to be found as a part of amplification, the filling out of 
a subject to give it at least the illusion of significance. Most often 
characterization is described either as effictio or notâtio, the former
36. O.G.Hill.* Patience: style,background, meaning and relationship to 
Cleanness*,(unpublished 6155. » University of Illinois,1965) •
37. 'Patience; style, background , meaning'^ p.16.
38. The Gawain-poet, pp.15-18.
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being a head to toe description of appearance and the latter, less
frequently used, being concerned with moral qualities. The rhetoricians
derived their definitions from classical oratory, and the main concern
was for fitness of description, that all the parts should be consonant
with the whole. Matthew of Vendôme,on the other hand, derived his view
of characterization not from the influential Rhetoricaad Herennium as
did most of the others, but from Horace and Cicero. In his Ars
Versificatoria,described by J.W.H. Atkins, he advocates characterization by
discussion of attributes, internal and external, which should be in
accordance with decorum. Rank, age, appearance and function are all part of
39the fitting description of character. It is clear from this brief 
description of rhetorical practice that the characterization is likely to 
be static, and, indeed, "set-piece" descriptions of appearance can be 
found in several works. Pamela Gradon links this kind of descriptive 
characterization with the romance mode, commenting on the conventional 
conceptions and stereotyped behaviour which marks this kind of writing.
Although it would seem that the romance mode is far removed from 
poems such as Purity and Patience, some of the rhetorical devices, and the 
conceptions of character may throw a side-light on to the characterizations 
of these religious poems. The romance mode is notoriously difficult to 
define, encompassing as it does the moral romance like Amis and Amiloun, 
and classical myth like Sir Orfeo, sophisticated discussion of courtly 
values as in Chretien de Troyes’ work, and composites like Bevis of Hamptoun. 
Pamela Gradon sees the essence of romance as a move from the naturalistic 
to the extraordinary, ’’from the present actuality to the unfamiliar and 
idealised.Commenting on the way in which situations are presented in 
romance, with soliloquy or debate by the characters on the difficulties 
which face them, particularly in their love, E. Vinaver says:
39. J.W.H.Atkins, English Literary Criticism:The Medi eval phase,(London,1932),
p.103 ff»
4 0 . Form and Style, p.238.
4 1 . Form and Style, p.226.
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It is not contemporary morals or proprieties that 
dictate the structure and conception of the 
romance, but the feeling that certain ways of 
presenting even the most straightforward issues 
are part of the kind of artistry that the reader 
expects and enjoys.
Vinaver quotes the presentation of feelings in
Chretien de Troyes* Cliges ,in which Alexandre and Soredamours still
soliloquize, although no problems confront them.^^ Characters behave
conventionally in conventional situations, without any "naturalism"
because this typical characterization is expected in romance. In England
an excellent example of this conventional characterization occurs with
the heroes in Chaucer’s Knight’s Tale; as Pamela Gradon says:
The modern reader wonders why Chaucer, who shows 
himself a master of realistic detail in Troilus 
and Criseyde. should choose to present his theme 
in this work by means of these two pasteboard 
figures. The answer is surely that the work is 
a romance and that the pathetic and not the tragic 
is its proper tone. The love of the two heroes is 
idealised, their fate a schematic one. Emily is a 
shadowy figure and rightly so; for she is only a 
dream, a. projection of an ideal. 43
The types in romance fulfil their function as hero, heroine, 
friend, confidante or villain, to name the most obvious, and are 
characterized fittingly to suit their role. Even in the French 
romances, detailed discussion of thoughts and feelings does not 
lead to consistent characterization; as E. Vinaver says of Chretien 
de Troyes:
Chretien lets the characters enact a line of 
argument that happens to interest him, no matter 
what kind of characterisation, real or unreal may 
emerge as a result. 44
Romance characterization, then, is largely conventional 
with stereotyped behaviour; it is possible for the mediaeval poet not to 
characterize in the modern sense of the term, to create a consistent 
figure who motivates the plot or is changed by it. Conventional
42. E.Vinaver, The Rise of ' Romance, (Oxford,1971), p.25-27,
43. Form and Style.p.246.
44. The Rise of Romance, p.30,
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characterization fulfils its function in romance, however, and in
the late Middle Ages it could be used in a subtle way to create a
range of effects. In the Gawain-poet*s case, his best-known work is a 
romance, although it is by no means typical of the genre. I want to 
examine a part of one portrait in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, 
since it illustrates the use of conventions, and also shows something 
of the Gawain-poet * s artistry,which will be examined more closely later.
The portrait of the Green Knight, as he enters Arthur’s hall to deliver 
his challenge is at first sight an example of effictio. a detailed 
presentation of external appearance:
"per hales in at pe halle dor an aghlich mayster.
On ])e most on Ipe molde on mesure hyghe;
Pro pe swyre to ]pe swange so sware and so 3^ ik,
And his lyndes and his lymes so longe and so grete.
Half etayn in erde I hope ]3at he were,
Bot mon most I algate mynn hym to bene,
And "{pat ]pe myriest in his muckel "pat my3t ride;
For of bak and of brest al were his bodi sturne.
Both his wombe and his wast were worthily smale,
And alle his fetures fol^ande, in forme J)at he hade,
ful clene; (11. 136-146). 4^
The long description which follows details his clothing, his horse’s
trappings and his equipment. D.Pearsall comments that the description is
based on a similar artistic principle of "description through enumeration
of detail" as that used by Matthew of Vend^ jne although the Gawain-poet
avoids the formal rhetorical structure.The poet adapts the convention
further, as I.D.Benson points out in his chapter on'Literary Convention
and Characterisation!^7 firstly there is the "half-etayn", described
first, huge and super-natural, and then there is the knight who is "\)e
myriest in his muckel" with his ideal, heroic physique. The poet contrasts
these two figures throughout the description, alternating between the
fittingly-clothed knight and the bizarre monster whose beard is "as a busk"
and whose hair reaches almost to his elbow (184). Benson considers that
45. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight^edited by J.R.R.Tolkien and E.V.Gordon.
46. D.Pearsall,'Rhetorical "descriptio" in Sir .Gawain and the Green Knight'/ Mm, %  50 (1955),^130.
47. L.D.Benson.Art and Tradition in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.
(New Brunswick,1965)> Po56.
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the poet sets two type-descriptions together, the knight and the literary
"wild man" figure, gaining in ambiguity by interweaving these two. John
Burrow also notes this ambiguity-.which is further enhanced by the poet's
48exploitation of conventional symbolism. The Green Knight's colour
"oueral enker-grene." (150) is at once the colour of faery, of the
dead and of the devil, and at the same time the colour of Youth, as
for example, in the Parlement of the Thre Ages. Thus the symbol of
greenness has conflicting meanings, both terrifying and reassuring, and
the ambivalence of the portrait as a whole is enhanced. J.Burrow concludes:
The figure of the Green Knight, then, has about it 
a wide range of "suggestions" calculated to evoke, 
in a mediaeval reader at least, conflicting expectations 
about his future actions and eventual significance - 
"al ]pe wonder of 'pe worlde what he worch schulde."
When the figure is set in motion again, we can see
that the poet contrives with considerable virtuosity 
to keep up the suspense. 49
The figure of the Green Knight is described with much literal
detail, in both his knightly and superhuman aspects, in a minutely
described picture: here the knightly aspect is seen, with an exact
delineation of the kind of fur used in his clothing:
A strayte cote ful street, pat stek on his sides,
A mere mantile abof, mensked withinne
With pelure pured apert, pe pane ful clene
With blyp) e blaunner ful bry3t, and his hod bcpe,
D  at watz la3t fro his lokkez and layde on his schulderes:
(152-56).
Thus the conventional type figures are covered by a seemingly literal
presentation, which illustrates one aspect of the Gawain-poet * s style,
which A.C.Spearing feels to be typical, his "concreteness": he says:
For him,every event within his fictions is as 
fully reali&ed, as fully present to all the senses, 
as if it were part of every day reality.50
External detail, therefore, may cover a complex web of symbol 
and convention, which together, make up an apparently unified figure.
48. J.Burrow.A reading of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,(London, 1966)^:J.3 ff-
49. A reading of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,p.17.
50. The Gawain-poet. p.37.
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The portrait of the Green Knight is therefore furthering 
his role in the poem, indeed enhancing the mystery and uncertainty, 
which remains until the end of the poem,by means of his unresolved imagery. 
The static presentation of the figure,too, fulfil s a purpose; he is not 
portrayed simply to add weight to the poem, but the cessation of action 
at this point reflects the pause of shock and silence his entry causes in 
Arthur's court. The description is not a neutral one; to some extent he is 
portrayed as Arthur's knights see him. It is no accident that the last 
part of the description dwells on the great axe he carries, an object of 
interest for them as well as the focal point of the first part of the 
poem.
In the portrait of the Green Knight it can be seen how the
characterization fits with the rhetorical idea of decorum, how the figure
has an immediate as well as an overall function in the plot. This 
sophisticated use of stock characterizations illustrates the ability of 
the Gawain-poet to exploit conventions and to transmute them, so that at 
first sight they appear to be one unified portrait. The stock figure of the 
Wild Man and the noble knight both appear in romance, and conventional 
symbolism, like "greenness", appears in many mediaeval works. By using 
convention the poet creates conflicting expectations in his readers, who 
would recognise the stock characters, and in this way he creates
uncertainty over the position in the plot and the function of his
composite character. The whole portrait is imagined in action, as if the 
Green Knight were a unified figure with a realistic detail and lively 
speech style. It is clear that the Gawain-poet was able to call on a wide 
range of techniques to create his characterizations, and this is one aspect 
of characterization which must be considered in Purity and Patience.
w
As well asAportraiture and viewpoint, character in Purity and 
Patience are also achieved by action and speech. Here, again, the Gawain- 
poet has been felt to have a particular skill, especially to be seen with 
regard to the portrayal of life-like speech. In his other poem. Pearl. one 
can see examples of this, as well as a use of convention similar to that
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in Sir Gawain,as the poet adapts the dream-vision's conventional dreamer 
to express the elegiac sense of loss which makes the poem's theological 
debate on grace and merit a unique synthesis of convention and form.
The figure of the dreamer, who has lost his 'pearl', is presented, as is 
customary with dreamers, as being in a state of ignorance which the pearl- 
maiden remedies; the dreamer-narrator is given speech which indicates in 
turn his initial mood of sorrow, his joy and incredulity at seeing his 
pearl again, his misunderstanding and his reconciliation at the end.
The poet again exploits the distinction between image and meaning, as the 
dreamer realizes the central image of the court of heaven and the heavenly 
kingdom in terms of its familiar earthly meaning. He is therefore indignant 
that so young a child as the pearl-maiden should be given the position of a 
queen in heaven even after she has explained that all who gain a heavenly 
reward are made kings or queens. The dreamer's disbelief is set down in a 
seemingly naturalistic speech, which captures the indignant tone of the 
dreamer; and this one stanza illustrates the means by which 'realism* is 
achieved:
' That cortayse is to fre of dede,
3if hyt be soth ]pat ]?ou cone3 saye 
]Dou lyfed not two 3er in oure ]oede; 
pou cowjpe3 neuer God naiÿ>er plese ne pray.
Ne neuer nawjoer Pater ne Crede;
And quen mad on ]pe fyrst day !
'I may not traw, so God me spede,
"JPat God wolde wr;^ )e so wrange away.
Of countes, damysel, par ma fay,
Wer fayr in heuen to halde asstate,
0%)er elle3 a lady of lasse aray;
Bot a quene ! Hit is to dere a date.' Pearl , 4'82-4-94*.
The dreamer's doubt is neatly caught in the initial "3if hyt be 
soth," in his stating of the facts so specifically, that the child died so 
young she knew no prayers, and in his forceful negatives at this point.
He sums up his feelings in mid stanza:
And quen mad on J>e fyrst day.'
He returns to his disbelief, expressed in stronger terras, backed up 
by a pious exclamation, and then, as if saying that he might have believed
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her had she pitched her tale a little lower, he considers her entitlement 
to lesser status. The stanza concludes with an exclamation which echoes 
the mid-stanza line.
The poet has obviously structured this stanza very carefully 
with its balanced mid-point and emphatic close; even the apparent "filler", 
the tag "par ma fay", adds to the effect of the stanza as the poet uses 
a more fashionable French ejaculation when the dreamer speaks of the court 
hierarchy. The literal, realisticv;surface appearance is the result of a 
carefully constructed stanza, which employs rhetorical devices to achieve 
its ends. For such a conscious artist as the Gawain-poet, speech structure 
adds to the effect of other methods of characterization.
This necessarily brief look at two aspects of the Gawain-poet's 
use of "realism" in literal description of appearance and in speech 
indicates also that methods of characterization include also the use of 
convention and the synthesis of type characters of different kinds. The 
examination of character in Purity and Patience will take into account this 
method of characterization, of using and adapting stereotypes to further 
the poet's purpose.
Mediaeval characterization is clearly a complex area. Clearly 
the degree to which a character is developed depends on the kind of writing 
and on its function within the work. A description sufficient to delineate 
a character in romance would be insufficient to exemplify vice or virtue 
in didactic work, because in the romance convention dictates what is 
fitting, while in the didactic work, human behaviour is scrutinized, so that 
the illustration of it must be more minute. In the romance the character, 
however conventionally described, is seen in action, in relationship with 
other characters, whereas in the work of didacticism, frequently., one 
aspect only of behaviour is considered, and the vice or virtue only is 
detailed. Even in the more sophisticated romances, as I said earlier, 
consistent characterization is not an aim of the writers. Allegorical 
presentation of characters may be emblematicor exemplary; typology, too,
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can range from symbolic to near realistic, according to need. In few 
mediaeval works is a faithful portrayal of human behaviour for its own 
sake a first, or even a secondary,consideration.
The late Middle Ages, with its scholastic tradition of
categorising every part of knowledge, of creating hierarchies and
schemata, possessed a psychology, which, as I have shown, fragmented 
behaviour, rather than analysed it, so that one would expect this 
fragmentation to be found in literary works together with earlier 
conventions derived from classical literature. It seems, therefore, that 
there was a conventional presentation of emotions, of vices and virtues, 
derived from Church practice, as well as conventions in the presentation of 
stock literary figures, like Youth, Old Age, the hero or heroine. I have 
shown that the Gawain-poet could exploit these conventions to produce a 
synthesis which is far from conventional in the Green Knight, and part of this
thesis will be taken up in examining the use of stock figures in Purity and
Patience, in seeing if there are figures from which the characters in these 
poems may derive.
Allegory and symbolism, too, played an important part in 
mediaeval thought. With biblical subjects, the figurative level of 
presentation must be considered, and also the relationship between the 
meanings of the poems and the presentation of character within them. The 
narratives in both poems are taken iv o tn the Vulgate, and therefore one 
can see the alterations made by the poet clearly, and gain a clear idea of
the poet's additions to or omissions from characters.
The main aspects of characterization, therefore, which must be
considered are the poet's m^^hods of presenting character, whether he
develops character at allb^on^the Vulgate -and, if so, whether it is
literal or naturalistic, or by allegory or symbolism “his use of stock
character types from other genres, the relationship between his characters,
and the purpose and structure of his poems. Contemporary theological and
philosophical opinions may also be reflected in the poet's development of 
character, as he presents his view of man and his relationship with God.
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-CHAPTER 2
A CONSIDERATION OP THE GENRE AND STRUCTURE OP PURITY AND PATIENCE
One aspect of mediaeval literary activity which was not 
considered in the opening chapter was the writing of homilies, to which 
genre Purity and Patience have been linked. Although the earlier view of the 
poems, illustrated by D. Everett, who said that "each is a homily commending 
one of the virtues in the Beatitudes and illustrating its value, and to some 
extent its nature, from biblical story",^ has now been modified by 
D.J.William's proposition that the poet uses the homily as a "setting" rather 
like a dream vision framework, the homily is still important as a framework. 
The use the poet makes of the form is important in a discussion of the poems: 
important, too, are the subjects of the poems, and the manner in which they 
are expressed. An examination of the purpose and structure of the poems is 
therefore necessary to set the characterizations in the poems in context.
The history of the homily in the Middle Ages is a long and 
complex one, since there is no one homiletic form typical of the period, nor 
is there one path of development. While preaching has been a characteristic 
activity of the Christian Church since its inception, and while clerics had 
always been aware of the possibility of form in the presentation of teaching, 
in the years following the early thirteenth century preaching became a 
central activity of the Church. The need for renewal in the Church as 
expressed-in the Fourth Lateran Council of 12l6^which stressed the importance 
of basic teaching for the laity, coincided with the institution of the two 
Orders of Friars. While the Franciscans sought to renew the people's faith
1.'The Alliterative.JRevival',in Essays on Middle English Literature.edited by
P.M. Kean,(Oxford,1955), p.6 9 .
2.'A Literary Study of the Middle English poems Purity and Patience\(Unpub.B.
Litt. thesis,Oxford,1965),p.67 ff.
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by the simplicity of their teaching and their example of poverty, the 
Dominicans were from the first a preaching order, setting out to combat 
heresy and intellectual error with the weapons of scholastic theology and 
trained intellect. Following their arrival in England in 1221 they 
established convents in Oxford and elsewhere, where they trained scholar 
preachers to implement the reforms advocated by the Fourth Lateran Council.
To assist the education of these aspiring preachers, whether 
friar or secular, numerous preaching aids were available. One of these, which 
is very informative as to the aims and structure of mediaeval sermons, is 
the ars praedicandi, which was a recognised part of rhetoric, similar to 
the ars poetriae and the ars dictamini.^  From these preaching manuals 
Baldwin and others distinguish two types of sermon, sermones ad clerum and 
sermones ad populum, the former being in Latin and the latter in the 
vernacular. The distinctions between these sermons decreased with the years, 
and with what Beryl Smalley calls "the outward and downward spread of
5
sophistication." Other classifications can be made, according to the 
occasions on which the sermon was preached, as does Owst, when he quotes an 
ars praedicandi attributed to Ralph Higden, which distinguishes: "sermo 
dominicalis, sermo festivalis, et sermo ad diversos status hominum, sive ad 
diversa négocia rerum".
Using the first classification, that of audience, the numerous 
artes praedicandi, written from the early thirteenth century onwards, are 
agreed that there are two distinct methods of sermon construction, designed 
to meet the needs of the two groups, W.O. Ross calls the vernacular group 
"ancient", the descendants of the old homilies which were preached by 
Gregory the Great and others: these sermons are expositions of Scripture,
7
in which the Gospel of the day is discussed. The other group Ross calls 
"modern", while Robert de Basevorn in his Forma Praedicandi of the late
3. Dom D.Knowles, The Religious Order in England,(Cambridge,1948),p,163 ff.
4. C.Baldwin, Mediaeval Rhetoric to 1400 ,(New York,1959), p.230.
5. The English Friars and antiquity in the early fourteenth century.(Oxford, 
I960),p.29,
6. G.R.Owst, Preaching in Mediaeval England^(Cambridge,1926),p.247.
7. ' /I. E. Sermons .edited by W.0.Ros8,EE2S. 209,Introduction p. xli'ii.
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thirteenth century calls them "Oxford" sermons, and names the "ancient" 
sermons after their eminent user, calling them "partly Parisian and partly
Q
Gregorian," Even in the "ancient" sermon there was no one level of
Q
argument: the sermon preached before the King shows a greater display of 
erudition and rhetoric than the simpler expositions in the Northern Homily 
Cycle, for e x a m p l e . T h e  "modern" sermon, on the other hand, is 
characterized generally by its intricacy of form, as the preacher discusses 
the divisions and sub-divisions of one short text or theme.
Although the various artes praedicandi differ greatly in their 
approach to sermon construction, generally they are most concerned with the 
"modern" sermon, giving the order of procedure from prothema to clausio.
The plans they advocate are by no means rigid: they were intended to be 
outlines which the individual preacher adapted to suit his audience and 
his particular text, although the artes praedicandi often offer illustrative 
sermons as examples. According to Etienne Gilson, behind the divisions and 
sub-divisions, the aims of the preacher to explain and instruct, to be 
pleasing and to move his hearers,are all-important, and the methods he 
chooses to effect these ends will depend on the intellectual state of his 
hearers.H For a less learned audience, whether the sermon is Latin or 
vernacular, a discussion of the ideas contained in the text will suffice; 
for a more learned audience, the text itself is divided, the words themselves 
are discussed, similar and contrasting texts and authorities are martialled, 
and the clerics are moved, one hopes, by the subtlety of the presentation.
At worst these highly polished products of scholasticism become arid exercises 
in far-fetched etymology, giving intellectual satisfaction rather than 
instruction; they represent one extreme in sermon writing, and between them 
and the popular vernacular sermon lie a mass of sermons which adapted the 
artes praedicandi to their own purposes.
8. In Artes Praedicandi,edited by Th.M.Charland,(Paris,1936).
9. M.g, Sermons,ed,Ross,No.39,P.220.
10.English Metrical Homilies of the Fourteenth Century.edited by J.Small, 
(Edinburgh,1862).
11. Les ideas et les lettres,(Paris,1855), p.110*
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According to Th.M, Charland, the sermon, at least in England,
was usually based on three divisions of the theme, which were themselves
sub-divided. The major part of artes praedicandi is concerned with dilatio,
that is, how such divisions may be amplified so that teaching is effective.
Thomas Waleys, writing in the early fourteenth century, cites three methods
of amplification; these are firstly discussion by reference to authorities,
both biblical and patristic, and even to certain approved pagans, secondly
13reasoned argument, and thirdly discussion by drawing on examples. Other 
writers have different divisions, but they all cover similar ground, as for 
example in Robert de Basevorn*s eightfold division in which he sub-divides 
Thomas Waley's first two categories, without using examples as a major 
sub-division^^ The artes praedicandi advise preachers to discuss a division 
at a time, so that there is not necessarily any linking of material across 
division boundaries, particularly in the less learned sermons, and the 
sermon is rarely a coherent whole with a unified argument running through it. 
Even in the most learned sermon the linking is frequently mechanical with 
verbal similarity rather than thematic identity throughout.
These artes praedicandi deal with the structure of sermons and 
the ways of discussing texts. The great number of sermon-models, and also 
the growing similarity between the two great divisions of sermons, cited by 
Beryl Smalley,makes it impossible to establish one common structure for all 
sermons of the period, although it is possible to compare the homiletic 
elements in the structures of Purity and Patience with sermon structure, if 
only generally.
The use of verse in homily is not unusual, since in fourteenth 
century England many vernacular verse treatises and sermons were written.
For the unlearned parish priest, the duty of instructing his congregation in 
matters basic to the Faith at least four times a year had been enjoined' by
12. Artes Praedicandi,p.150.
13.'De Modo Componendi Sermones*,in Artes Praedicandi.p.368 ff.
14. Discussed in Les Idees et les lettres , pp. 128-148.
15. See above, p/5Z »Note 5*
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Archbishop Peckham in 1281 as the basis for reform which caused a host of
manuals on Christian behaviour to be written to aid the lower clergy. Many
of these, in Owst's opinion,were designed to be read from the pulpit by the
p r i e s t , I n  the artes praedicandi. rhythm and assonance were considered as
"ornaments" permissible to adorn the sermon, although "sermones rimati,"
homilies in rhymed prose, were attacked in the thirteenth century because
17they drew the attention of the hearers from the meaning to the form.
By the late fourteenth century the "university" sermon and the
popular exernpla-filled sermon had begun to be superseded by a return to the
older homiletic tradition, another revival of emphasis on biblical teaching
and preaching, this time headed by Wyclif and the Lollards, who attacked the
"fables" which had become the most important part of the vernacular tradition.
There seems to be a consensus of opinion among critics that
Purity and Patience are in some way linked to this homiletic tradition,
although the exact nature of such a link is uncertain. C, Moorman considers
18that the poet is "consciously making use of sermon form", while O.G. Hill 
considers that the background of the poems lies with the rhetoric manuals of
19the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, either directly or through "auctores."
W, Vantuono synthesises these two views, seeing Patience, at least, as a
"poetic sermon" drawing on the artes praedicandi for structure. Vantuono*s
attempt to classify it as a formal homily" leads to some juggling of terms:
For example, the theme of Patience is stated explicitly in the 
first line, and the ante-theme which introduces it comprises lines ? to 60. 
and continues through the entire work, excluding the peroration. Since the 
poet begins to expand his idea from line 2, one may consider the ante-theme 
as a part of the dilation; the major phase of the dilation starts with the 
exemplum at line 61. 20
This overlapping of sections, is, to say the least, unusual in a
genre, if Vantuono is right, in which clarity of exposition was desirable.
If the ante-theme were fulfilling its customary function of introducing the
16. Preaching: in Mediaeval En&land,p.275.
17. Preaching in Mediaeval England,p.273.
18. "The Rôle of the narrator in Patience 'g , 61 ( 1963-4)„f.90 ff.
19."Patience: style background, meaning and relationship to CleannesJ[Unpub, 
dis s., University of Illinois,1965),Introduction,p.5 f f .
20. "The Structure and Sources of Patience'.M S. 34 (1972), 401.
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theme, it would be unusual to find an expansion and discussion of the theme
occurring there. Vantuono characterizes the ante-theme as containing prayer
and invocation, but his evidence that this characteristic is to be found in
Patience in lines 29-30 -
These arn pe happes alle a3t pat vus bihy3t weren,^^
If wepyse ladyes wolde lof in lyknyng of ]oewes:
stretches the definition of these terms considerably further than the
customary prayer for God's grace.
More convincing is the discussion of the relationship between
the homily and the poems by D.J,Williams, who considers that the poet uses
homiletic form as a setting, utilising such aspects of the homily as are
necessary to link the poems. Williams considers that the essential principle
of unity is the preacher's voice and he considers that in Pur it...
especially the narratives are linked and unified by homiletic features.
Patience, he thinks, is at a further remove from the homily, so that,
whereas Purity depends on a "sustained sermon method" to link it together,
22in Patience the sermon form is used "impressionistically".' What seems
most important to D.J.Williams is the preacher's voice, particularly in
Patience where the form is adapted greatly, and this aspect of the sermon
will be considered in some detail later in the chapter.
In Patience one feature which would make it difficult to
classify as a homily is the length of the exemplum, and the manner in which
it is used. The prologue of the poem "is organised so as to give maximum
23prominence to the leading idea" and the broad theme of "patience", as 
expressed by the poet as being possessed by those '*]pat can her herte stere" 
(1.27), is narrowed down by means of a contemporary example, in which the 
poet supposes that he has been given an errand by his liege-lord. In this 
way the main story of Jonah is introduced. At the end of the poem the very
fact that editors have been uncertain where the speech of God ends is a
mark of the unusual nature of the poem, since usually the divisions between
exemplum and argument are self evident. The conclusion is a restatement of
21.'The Structure and Sources of Patience, p.4
22. *A_ Literary _S.tudy of the ME £p.ems Purity and Patience,. 66 ff.
23. patience, edited by Anderson, p.8 .
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the advantages of patience, the exemplum itself being argument enough. 
Patience presents its case by means of the illustrative story without any 
analysis of the text or any didactic passages. This tends to confirm
D.J.William's view that the poem draws on homiletic tradition for its
setting.
In Purity, as Williams says, there is more homiletic material
and a more complex structure. The poet himself tells the reader something
of the purpose and proposed plan of his poem at the beginning:
Glannesse who so kyndly cowjse comende.
And rekken up alle pe resounz pat ho by ri3t askez,
Fayre formez my3t he fynde in for{)>]ering his speche.
And in pe contrare, kark and combraunce huge. (1-4).
Here the method he will adopt in discussing the virtue in the poem is
revealed as argument by similarity and contrast. At the end of the poem
he says:
P  us upon prynne 'wyses I haf yow pro schemed, 
pat unclannes tocleves in corage dere 
Of pat wynnelych horde pat wonyes in heven,
Ande clannes is his comfort, and coyntyse he lovyes,
And pose pat seme arn and swete schyn se his face., (1805-10),
indicating the three main divisions of his poem which A.C.Spearing comments
is frequently the number of divisions mediaeval homilists used.^^ The
manuscript itself gives some evidence of the structure; Sir I.Gollancz in
his edition remarks on the large size of the capitals indicating the
sectional divisions, compared with the smaller capitals of the subdivisions.
These large capitals occur at lines 1, 557 and 1157; Gollancz also
distinguishes a division between the "Prologue" and "Part I" although this
95
is marked as a sub-division in the text.'" Most critics,following these 
main divisions, have divided the poem into an Introduction and three 
sections which contain the main narratives, linked by transitional passages
g g
by what Menner, referring to one of them, calls "carefully concealed art."^ 
In Purity there is more discussion, a greater tendency to 
didacticism between the main narratives. The Introduction, which includes
24o The Gawain-poet,p.42 .
2 5 . CleannesssS.E.E.P. 2 Vols,(Oxford,1921, 1933),Vol.I ppx-xi,
2 6 . Purity,Introduction, p.xlvii.
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the first long narrative, that of the Wedding Feast, sets out the basic idea
which the poet will discuss, the concept of "clamiesse": it introduces the
Beatitude which forms the "text" of the poem:
Me mynez on one amonge oper, as Mapew recordez,
]3at pus of clannesse unclosez a ful cler speche:
"pe hajpel clene of his hert hapenez ful fayre.
For he schal loke on oure horde wyth a bone chere;
As so saytz, to Pat sy3t seche schal he never
Pat any unclannesse hatz on, auwhere abowte; . (2 5-3 0 ),
It is noticeable that the poet inverts the Beatitude immediately, indicating
his method of discussing the negative vice as well as the positive virtue.
As in Patience the first biblical exemplum is introduced by means of a
contemporary parallel to the Wedding Feast, that is, the treatment a poorly
dressed man may expect to receive from an earthly lord.
Following the parable of the Wedding Feast, which will be
discussed in the next chapter, the poet comments on the point it makes, in
terms more reminiscent of a homily than anything in Patience, that no sinful
man can approach God. The "clothes" worn to the Feast in the parable are
explained:
Wich arn ^ enne py wedez pou wrappez pe inne, 
pat schal schewe hem so schene schrowde of pe best ?
Hit arn py werkez, wyterly, pat pou wro3t havez.
And lyved wyth pe lykyng pat ly3e in pyn hert, (169-72).
The "works", incidentally.,here and elsewhere in the poem, include the
inclination of the heart as well as the outward show,
A list of sins, showing how one may forfeit the sight of God,
is narrowed down to one specific sin, " fylpe of pe flesch" (line 2 0 1).
D.J,Williams comments that out of a haphazard list of foul sins the poet
chooses one to stand for all, so that this "fyl])e" is not simply sexual
impurity, since the poet constantly moves away from narrow definitions of
27the sin he chooses as representative. There follow two short illustrations, 
which serve to indicate that God, while He hates sin, acts with displeasure 
and measure against all sins except that of impurity, which here seems to 
be defined as sexual impurity. Lucifer and Adam, both rebels in their
27. * A Literary Study of the RTE j)oems Purity and Patience*, p.9 ff.
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different way, are contrasted with the sinners of Noah’s generation, against 
whom God is merciless in anger. The long Flood narrative shows their 
punishment or total destruction.
The next section, the transitional passage between two long 
narratives,emphasises that this was the worst punishment; God never again 
destroyed everything because of sin. The homiletic link warns the individual 
against "harlottrye unhonest" (579) which is punished by exclusion from God’s 
sight. In contrast, the man who is "al fayre... .v/;^  inne" (593) is rewarded 
by the sight of God. This leads naturally into the second long narrative, 
which contrasts the pure Abraham and later Lot with the evil-doers of Sodom 
and Gomorrah,
There follows a longer homiletic section, which Gollancz, 
following the capital lettering, sets at the end of the second part of the 
poem. Spearing puts it separately, as a transitional passage between the
pQ
narratives." The poet moves now from warning man against sin, to 
encouraging him; "penne conforme pe to Kryst" (1067). He describes Christ’s 
purity from birth onwards, and His ability to cleanse the unclean.(1093-1100). 
The poet moves from physical uncleanness healed to spiritual cleansing, by 
shrift and penance, and he says that those who are once cleansed must take 
care to remain so, since, if they sin again, God is displeased.
The idea of God’s possessions whether man's soul, "a dysche,
oper a dobler" (1 1 4 6) being defiled is continued in the third and longest
exemplum, that of the defilement of the Holy Vessels from Jerusalem by
Baltazar, who has himself known and rejected God. The poet concludes the poem
by returning to the idea of the impure man who cannot see God - in this case,
the example is Baltazar - and he sums up the lesson of the poem, that God
cannot endure uncleanness and "clannes is his comfort" (1809). He concludes
with a prayer;
pat we gon gay in oure gere pat grace he uus sende,
pat we may serve in his sy3tper solace never blynnez. (1811-12) .
This brief description of the poem's framework does not 
indicate clearly the means by which the poet achieves his effects. One of
-If-
28. The Gawain poet., p..43 .
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the main ways, discussion by contrast, is easily seen, but it is clear that
the poem's argument does not rest entirely on the directly homiletic
passages. A.C.Spearing says of the poem that "structure and purpose are 
29
one",' and he describes the purpose thus:
But in fact moral abstractions such as clannesse and fylthe
have no meanings except in so far as they are embodied in actual human
situations; and the purpose of the poem is to create or recreate meanings 
for them by juxtaposing situations to which they can be applied. 30
Williams also comments on this tendency of the poet "to embody ideas
directly".
Spearing,in common with other critics, sees the structure, not 
as a frame for logical argument, but as an investigation of the meaning of 
the basic concepts by employing all their possible meanings in illustrating 
the moral truths behind them. Gradon calls the structure "paratactic".
She says:
The structure of the poem thus consists of a number of
juxtaposed exemplary narratives which develop a number of themes implicit in
the initial parable. 33
D.S.Brewer, too, comments on the structure of the poem,calling
it an illustration of "that associative principle of literary and linguistic
34construction which is so important in both language and literature".
Theme and argument are expressed, not only dialectically, although there is 
a thread of logical argument running through the poem, but emotively as well. 
A.C.Spearing discusses the way in which the poet uses the variety of 
meanings possible in such concepts as "clannesse" and "fylthe", commenting 
that the poet exploits the physical meaning of the two words to add impact
to the moral response. He says:
The poet’s purpose is by no means to distinguish one variety of 
fylthe from another, the physical from the moral. On the contrary, his whole
29. The Gawain-poet,p.55,
30. The Gawain-poet„p.51.
31.'A Literary Çtudy,p.40,Note 3.
32. Form and Style,p.124.
33. Form and S t y l e ,p.122.
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method involves running the two together. He defines not by analysis but 
by synthesis, mapping out an area of meaning common to a number of 
superficially different situations from human life. 35
The poet uses "clannesse" and fylthe" in different circumstances, 
without defining their specific meanings. Williams comments on the 
ambiguous use of the words and the two-fold topic used, that of the
o r
virtue with its negative vice. The methods by which the poet achieves the
synthesis of various meanings of both vice and virtue are manifold. By not
defining the meaning of his concepts directly, the poet gains in subtlety of
interpretation as well as in breadth of conception. The poem works at the
level of argument, simply advising man on the folly of impurity and the need
for purity, but beneath this level is a structure of imagery. Just as the
poet uses the word symbol "clannesse" in its variety of meanings, both
abstract and physical, so he uses key images in a similar way. The image of
God as a King in his court is exploited, for example, in several ways, by
connecting God's kingship with earthly kingly values like "cortaysye" and
"quoyntyse", and by contrasting the sinful human King Baltazar with his
heavenly counterpart. The imagery of the feast and of clothing is also used,
so that there is a web of this imagery which occurs within the narratives,
and in the transitional passages, linking the diverse elements in the poem
more closely together. Finally D.J.Williams comments;
The contrast of filth and cleanness has been pursued and 
redefined through several scales of figure, parable and description with 
deliberate use of the evil side as a basis for argument. 37,
and the final impact of the poem is complex, as it is caused by such a
variety of means.
The main theme of the poem, that of "fylthe" contrasted with 
"cleanness", is not the only one to be distinguished in the poem. Pamela. Gradon 
sees the first narrative, that of the Wedding Feast, as providing the embryo- 
themes which are then developed and discussed throughout the poem. The
35. The Gawain-poet,p.53*
3 6 .'A Literary Study,p.5 ff-
37. 'a • Literary Study, p. 9 •
38. Form and Style,p.122.
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principal theme of "purity" is linked to what R.Menner in his edition calls
a "subtheme" of "traw)>e" or loyalty, also to be found in the p a r a b l e . T h e
wedding guests reject the lord's invitation; they fail in loyalty to him,
and, in the same way, Lucifer and Adam also fail. Lot's wife, and Zedechyas
in the other exempla,also disobey God, and the total effect of this is
described by Gradon as "a kind of musical canon" in which the two themes are
interwoven. Gradon distinguishes a third, too, the "theme of wisdom", which
is to be found in the story of Nebuchadnezzar, who acknowledges God's power
after his sojourn as a beast, that is, he achieves wisdom; in Pamela Gradon*s
view reference to this is to be found in the conclusion when the poet says that
God loves "coyntyse" (1809) which she translates as "elegance" (or wisdom).
Thomas Waleys in his De mode componendi.sermones says that the
preacher should aim to delight the intelligent hearers by its subtle contrasts
41and similarities, and to edify the less learned. The poet of Purity 
certainly uses imagery, and interwoven themes to form similarities and 
contrasts by means of which the understanding of the concept he discusses 
is broadened and deepened. As well as this patterning he also uses parallel 
or contrasting narrative sub-structures. The most obvious is the contrast 
between the two feasts at the beginning and the end in which parallels of 
action increase the impact of the last narrative's parody of the first. There 
are parallels in destruction of great numbers of sinners in the central two 
episodes, although this also illustrates the variation technique since the 
first is total destruction of all flesh, and the second limited to the Cities, 
and other parallels can be observed also, like the two incidents in the 
exemplum of the destruction of the cities, in which God and angels are 
entertained by Abraham and Lot respectively.
Purity is complex in structure, the effect of the poem being 
dependent on a number of interlocking patterns, which operate on different
39. Purity ■> P- xlvii .
40. Form and Style.p.1^1 ff*
41. Artes Praedicandi,edited by Th. M. charland, p.344*
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levels. There is the dialectic level, the structuring of narratives, and 
the level of imagery, within which is contained the use of word-clusters, 
all of which enrich the overall effect of the poem as a whole. A.G.Spearing 
comments :
This complexity is in accordance with the mediaeval taste for 
a continuously and intricately interwoven surface, whether in literature or 
the visual arts. 42
It is true also of the poet's other works; in Pearl the poet develops the 
meaning of his poem as it progresses, so that the reader comes to understand 
the imagery of the pearl and the jeweller, for example, gradually as the poem 
unfolds. As in Purity the central theme of "clannesse" and "fylthe" is 
defined by the presentation of different meanings and contrasting examples, 
so in Pearl the symbolism is developed by putting the abstract into concrete 
settings. In Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, too, although it is written in 
a different genre, the interwoven structure and patterning, as in the three 
days' hunting which alternates with the three temptations of Gawain, is 
evident. The way in which the complex structuring works in these poems is 
similar to that in Purity: the links are not made explicit; as in Purity, 
the contrasts and similarities, the interwoven imagery or symbolism are not 
emphasised or explained.
Although there is this complexity of structure in Purity, there 
is little overt allegorization. The narratives are all told on a literal 
level, and there is no evidence that they are being used in any other way 
than exemplary. However, the fact that the poet does not make all his meanings 
explicit, together with the fact that there were many commentaries in the 
Middle Ages which provide allegorical meanings for every biblical story, has
led certain writers to see hidden meanings in the poem. C.G.Morse, for 
example, considers that the whole poem is eschatological, and sees the image 
of the vessel as central to the meaning. Figuratively the vessel is man 
himself, who contains grace within himself. In the end the pure vessels join 
the Wedding Feast, while those who are impure go to Hell. Other references to 
"vessels" occur in the Flood narrative, where the ark is Noah's vessel for
42. The Gawain-poet,p.55 .
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survival, and in the story of Abraham, where both Abraham and Lot set vessels 
before their guests. Baltazar misuses the holy vessels and then is himself 
defiled and mutilated in punishment
T.D. Kelly and J.T.Irwin agree with C.C.Morse's interpretation.
They also see the poem as sacramental in structure and they consider the
whole poem in the light of the first narrative, the Wedding Feast. They see
the sin of lust defined as the worst sin because it perverts the relationship
of the father with the child, the symbolic representation of the relationship
between God and man. The common feature in the first two long narratives
which they distinguish is the salvation of the family unity, of Noah and Lot,
the Family being the symbol of the unity of God Himself and an opposing force
against the sin of lust. The "sacramental framework" of the poem is to be
seen in the "washing" (line 355) of the Flood waters,which represents Baptism,
in the Wedding Feast is to be seen the sacrament of Matrimony, and also the
most important sacrament of the Eucharist, which is also described in Christ's
breaking of bread (1107-8), All these sacraments, particularly Matrimony and
Eucharist, are symbols of the Last Judgement, when the Church will be
consummated in Christ. The poem, think Kelly and Irwin, is parable-like
because its hidden meaning divides^understanding it from those who do not and
44who are therefore condemned.
This reading of the poem depends on a view of the parable which 
may be discernable in the New Testament, and in certain Church teaching, but 
which is not obvious in Purity. The idea of the hidden meaning, which is in 
itself a judgement, dividing those who discern from those who do not, is not 
apparent in the way the poet deals with the parable. He makes it clear what 
the foul clothes refer to, the deeds man has performed, and he makes it clear 
also that.by penance and shrift one may achieve the sight of God. There are 
parallels in the poem, and the image structure is a complex one, but it seems 
to me that Kelly and Irwin build too much on somewhat slender evidence. In 
describing the pearl imagery in the poem, for example, they say that "pearl" 
was used to refer, among other things, to the Host dipped in wine at the
43.'The Image of the Vessel In Cleannass*. University of Toronto Quarterly,
. 40 0.971\pp.20?-21h.  ^ ,
44. 'The Meaning of nleanness;parable as effective sigu^, 35' &972%p.2.
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Eucharist. They give as one reference the entry in the Oxford English
Dictionary ( pt.Vll,2 earl,11 ) which does give this meaning, but with
reference to the Greek Orthodox Church only, the earliest reference in English
being given as occurring in 1847. The New Schaff Herzog Encyclopaedia of
Religiou^ .toowledg^ e (Vol .VII^p.l79,margarita) also gives this meaning of the
word, applied to the vessel in which the consecrated Host was carried, but
again says that it is current in the Eastern Church. Thus interesting though
this hidden meaning would be, the poet of Purity would not be aware of it.
Injppite of the complexity of Purity, that it should have such
a meaning as critics such as Kelly and Irwin place upon it seems to me to
strain the proportions of the poem. D.J.Williams remarks that the Wedding
Feast parable was commonly interpreted from earliest times as an image of
the Last Judgement, and that throughout the poem there is a repeated pattern
45of judgement and punishment, with events of "cataclysmic doom." This
interpretation of the poem reinforces what the poet himself says, that
impurity brings destruction, rather than the Kelly and Irwin interpretation
which seeks abstruse meanings.
Apart from the structure and meaning of the poems as a whole,
there are the narrative units, four in Purity, which, according to the
homiletic tradition from which the poem is drawn, could be described as
"exempla". The use of exempla within a sermon was considered the most
effective way of teaching and, although not used extensively in the "modern"
sermon, the employment of illustrative tales to enlighten a congregation had
a very respectable history. J. Th. Welter defines the exemplum thus:
Par le mot exemplum on entendant au sens large du term, un 
r^cit, du une historiette, une fable ^ u une parabole, une morality ou 
description pouvant servir de preuve a 1 ' appui d’un expose doctrinal, 
religieux ou moral. 46
These exempla were used increasingly in preaching after the 
advent of the friars-preacher, although they had been used for centuries as
45.'a Literary Study,p.141»
46. J. Th. p.Exemplum dans la littérature religieuse et.dldactlque.Ju 
Moyen , (Paris,1927)j p.l.
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one means, among others, to illustrate teaching. Gregory the Great, for 
example, used them sparingly in his homilies and, before one illustrât:
tale of Martyrius the monk and the leper who proved to be Christ Himself, 
he says:...." ad amorem Dei et proximi plerumque corda audientium plus 
exempla quara verba excitant,
Later Humbertus of the Romans made a compilation of semon tales, laying down
several rules for the use of these in his introduction. He preferred "devout
and biblical tales," and disliked the use of fables and trivial tales as did
many other Dominican writers. W.H.Hinnebusch comments "that restraint
characterized them in the use of sermon exempla", but elsewhere and later this
48
was not always the case. J.A. Mosher chronicles the exemplum * s rise in
popularity, due to its effective use by friars, and its decline in the late
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, a decline signalled by the condemnation
of exempla and their use by wandering friars, at the Council of Salzburg in 
491386. The numerous thirteenth century collections of exempla show that these
tales were drawn from every conceivable source, and the exemplum proved an
effective preaching aid. until it began to take over the didactic purpose of
the sermon, making it instead entertainment. Mosher comments that by the time
Gower adapted the illustrative tale in Confessio Amantis. the exemplum had lost
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its identity as a specifically teaching form. One of the opponents of the 
use of exempla in sermons in the late Middle Ages was Wyclif, who, with his 
followers,advocated a return to the older homiletic form of Scriptural 
exposition. Among other and more fundamental objects of attack, Wyclif and his 
followers condemned the friars and their "fablying", and an example of this is 
to be found in a diatribe, ascribed to a follower of Wyclif, called Of .the 
Leaven of the Pharisees, in which the preacher lists the hypocritical ways of 
the religious. In his section on the Commandments, he says:
47. Homiliae,P.L.,tom LXXVI,col 1300,BIO#
48. W.A.Hinnebusch, The Early English Friars preache_r,(Vatican,1931), P#300ff.
49. J.A.Mosher, ThP Exemplum in the early religious and didactic literature.„o_f 
England  ^ (New York,1911)i
50. Th. Fxemnlum in .=70v religious anA didactic llteratu^,pp.25-26.
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3if ]p®i matcen hem besi on *Jp" holy day to preche fablis and lesyngs 
to ]oe peple and not ]og gospel, and gc^ from place to place and fro 
man to man to begge of pore men for here false lesyngis, and letten 
men fro here devocioun ; I p e l kepen not wel here holiday. 51 ^
The use of illustrative tales as a preaching aid was
therefore declining at the time when Purity and Patience were being written,
and, indeed, the long narratives in the poems are very different from the
exempla used in most homilies. Exempla elsewhere vary tremendously in
length and detail, from a passing illustration, such as Johannes de Bromyard
CO
uses in his Summa Praedicantium (in speaking of preachers, for example,
he complains that while the Devil’s fishermen use big nets, the preacher
seems equipped only with rod and line), to an extended description of a
saint’s life. By a consideration of the exemplum in a homily cycle in print
the difference between its use in a sermon and the use to which the
narrative tale is put in Purity and Patience can be seen. The Northern
Homily Cycle appears in several forms, each increasingly lengthy and complex,
but in its edition by Small, using the Edinburgh College of Physicians
53manuscript, it is an early form, and incomplete. The cycle was intended
for use throughout the Church’s year- and. it is written in verse, obviously
for an unlearned congregation. Cerould speaks of the original compiler as
a man of some originality, who adapts the exempla he uses for his own
p u r p o s e s . I n  the sermon for Christmas Day.y he is speaking of the contrast
between pride and meekness, as seen in Christ. After his initial argument
he exhorts his congregation to meekness by means of three exempla of
St. Martin, St. Anton, and the hermit Makary. An example of his style and
method of presentation is this, the opening of the exemplum of Makary:
Anothyr ermyte hyght Makary,
To wham the fende had grete enuy,
And on a day the fend hym mete,
For fayre he wald his sawes lette
And sayd, thou dos me grete dyspyte.
For v/yt ne syne (may) I the smyte, (p.70).
The writer’s use of his material reinforces his point that meekness is a
51. The English Works of W y c l i f , edited by Matthews, EEiCE. 74,p.8.
52. Johannes de Bromyard, A. Ritiùs,(Venice,1586),p.253-
53. English metrical homilies of the Fourteenth Century.
54. Gerould, The Northern Homily Cycle. A Study of the manuscript relations 
and nf tVifi ejonrr.fffl r>f the tale.s. (oxford, 1902 ), p. 102.
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worthwhile virtue to possess, and the lack of setting and the speed with
which the story is told are to be expected. All three exempla here illustrate 
the same point and there is no attempt to develop the idea of meekness, nor 
to link the exempla in any way, except mechanically.
Even in the artes praedicandi. where one would expect a 
conscious awareness of structure, the exemplum was not integrated into the 
whole except, again, by a mechanical linking. In discussing the sort of sermon 
suitable for an unlearned audience Robert de Basevorn gives an example, 
with its threefold division, "in tribus pulchris exemplis et tribus figuris 
et tribus narrationiobus." Suppose, he says, that your hearers sin chiefly 
in the vices of pride, avarice and lust, and that it is the first Sunday 
in Advent, or Palm Sunday. The theme taken is "Rex tuus veiat" which is to 
be divided and discussed with reference to each vice in turn. The first vice, 
pride, is discussed in detail, firstly by being contrasted with its opposite 
virtue, humility,which Christ the King possesses above all. The preacher then 
speaks of humility being the mark by which Kings are distinguished from 
tyrants, and he gives several brief examples from nature and art to illustrate 
the folly of pride, before using two longer exempla, the first the biblical 
story from Judges chapter nine, of the trees which seek to choose a king, 
and the second the story of Nebuchadnezzar's vision of the tree in Daniel 
chapter four, in which the King sees a tree cut down, signifying his own 
fall through p r id e .H e re , as in Patience and Purity, the examples are 
biblical, and the way they are linked is clearly more sophisticated than 
the simple parallel narratives of the Northern Homily Cycle, but the unity 
is one of similarity only, every example being in some way arboreal. There 
is no attempt to consider the vice in itself; the preacher's aim is to drive
home the message of its folly.
Purity and Patience show a unique use of illustrative material, 
since there the stories used further the reader's understanding of the vice 
or virtue and present problems for his consideration, like the nature of 
purity or patience. The use of exempla to further the argument is not 
found in simple didactic literature, where the maximum clarity is achieved 
by repetition of one lesson at a time. In both PHÉÏZ Patience the
55. Artes praedicandi,pp.314-3X6.
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exempla are linked by unity of ideas and several points are made in each 
exemplum^ the vices or virtues are seen in action rather than in the 
abstract. Exemplary figures are developed; so that the vice or virtue 
is to be seen in a specific human context, and generally argument is 
conducted by means of the narrative as much as by the homiletic passages.
The use of exempla in the poems is different from their use in any other 
sermon in its complexity, and in the fact that it is the main means the 
poet employs to discuss his theme.
On the other hand the narratives in Purity and Patience are 
not like the "fablis" condemned by the Lollards. The poems are both serious 
works and the poet’s use of exempla integrates the illustrative material 
into the poems so that they are subordinated to the overall purpose of the 
poem. The narratives, by presenting "clannesse" and "fylthe" in concrete 
terms in specific situations, seek to involve the reader imaginatively in 
a consideration of the nature of these virtues or vices. The purity of God, 
for example, is illustrated by the example of the King at the Wedding Feast, 
who behaves with what A.C.Spearing describes as the "fastidious revulsion" 
of God.^^ The poet also describes the purity of Christ, mingling the physical 
and moral senses of the words as Christ heals lepers, the physically unclean, 
by His total cleanness. Man's impurity, too, is described, but the poet 
is not simply condemnatory, since, when he describes the rising waters of 
the Flood, he shows sympathy for those who have accused God's wrath to
their destruction:
Luf lokez to luf and his leve takez.
For to ende alle at onez and for ever twynne. (401-2).
This shows the readers, possibly, their own likeness to ohe sinners, a 
realization of Scripture which involves them in the punishment for sin.
This "realization of Scripture",which A.C.Spearing describes 
in detail in his chapter on Purity, seems to be the main way in which the 
poet chooses to discuss the concepts, although there are other aspects of 
the poem in which imaginative involvement is not so important. The long
narrative is. of course, well suited to this way of developing theme since
the breadth of the story gives scope for detailed expression and leisurely
56, The Gawain poet,p.52,
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involvement which in a short exemplum would clearly be impossible* It is
possible to consider the styles which the poet uses in the narratives and
homiletic links, since he varies his modes of expression throughout the 
poems. The feature which marks him out as a poet of the Alliterative 
Revival, the "set piece" descriptions of the Flood and the storm of 
destruction over Sodom and Gomorrah, is only one aspect of the narrative; 
he uses dialogue skilfully, as in the conversation between Abraham and God, 
and^as well as the long narratives, he uses briefer illustrative stories 
so that the length and scope of the narrative is varied as well.
In these briefer illustrations the poet uses material in a
more homiletic manner; the stories of Lucifer and Adam in Purity are told
to illustrate God’s measure in punishing sin, and there is little of the 
detail which is to be found elsewhere in the poem. Lucifer is ’’ J>e falce fende" 
(205) and his beauty makes him simply "]pe fayrest" among angels. The poet 
states, without explaining why, that Lucifer "se3 no3t hot hymself how semly 
he were", (2 0 9), and the whole incident is described with the minimum of 
detail and a maximum pace, until a series of defining which describe
the actual fall of the angels:
Ipikke ■J)Owsandez ]pro ]prwen jseroute,
Fellen fro *J)e fyrmament fendez fui blake,
Sweved at "Jpe fyrst swap as’Jae snaw^jikke.
Hurled into helle-hole as ]pe hyve swarmez.
...Bot as smylt mele under smal sive smokez for'jpikke, (220-23,226). 
The exemplum of Adam is even more brief with no arresting detail such as 
distinguishes the story of Lucifer. He has no existence outside the poet's 
definition of him as "a freke joat fayled in traw]?e"(2 3 6), and his actions are 
seen only in relation to the effects they had, not what caused them:
Bot "burl lie eggyng of Eve he ete of an apple 
Dat enpoysened alle peplez],at parted fro hem b^^e,.(241-42).
These two incidents are treated in a way similar to that of homiletic
treatment of illustrative Scripture, briefly, and merely to confirm a point
in argument.
Another method of using Scripture is revealed in the 'transition' 
passage following the Destruction of the Cities (line,1069-1108), in which 
the poet is showing the absolute purity of Christ. He summarises the Birth
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and life of Christ in these lines in relation to his theme of 'clannes'. The
birth of Clirist is treated in a lyric fashion:
For watz seknesse al sounde ]oat sarrest is halden,
And ])er watz rose reflayr where rote hatz ben ever,
And ]per watz solace and songe wher sor^ hatz ay cryed;
For aimgelles wyth instruments of organes and pypes,
And rial ryngande rotes, and >e reken fj^el,
And alle hende J)at honestly mo^t and hert glade,
Aboutte my Lady watz lent, quen ho delyver were. (1078-84).
This lyric note in a homily is obviously one way to move the hearers, and
that it was used by friars and others in preaching is evidenced by the fact
that scraps of actual lyrics are found in latin sermon notes throughout the
period, so that even in a prose discourse the emotion could be heightened
as the preacher illustrated his point through lyric.
Another important factor in a consideration of the relationship
between the homiletic genre and the poems, is that of the preacher's voice.
In mediaeval preaching,since it was a form of oratory, the preacher had a
pose which he adopted, much as the writer of dream visions has a persona
in which he spoke. The artes praedicandi, which regulate all aspects of
preaching, including stance, gesture and dress, indicate what sort of
approach the preacher must adopt. For the learned sermon there was a
mediaeval equivalent of "Unaccustomed as I am ..." by which the preacher
acknowledged with humility his lack of qualification for the arduous task
before him, and called on God to aid him. This humble prayer for assistance
prefaces many of the sermons of the period, even those designed for a lay
audience, when the tone following is didactic and authoritarian in the
extreme. The oratory of didacticism is generally certain in tone, informing
of truth, of which the preacher in the vernacular has a superior knowledge,
and the sermon hurries on from point to point to its triumphant conclusion.
The poet of Purity makes use of the rhetoric of the pulpit intermittently,
and in the beginning the tone he adopts is less didactic than reflective.
He begins indirectly:
Clannesse who so kyndly cow)?e coraraende.
And rekken up alle ÿe resounz pat ho by rijtaskez,
Fayre formez my^t he fynde in foi|}jering his speche, (1-3),
by saying that whoever knows how to commend purity might find good ways to
do so. This reflective tone continues throughout most of the introductory
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passage, which .^although skilfully constructed to lead into the parable of
the ’Wedding Feast', gives the appearance of an informal monologue. His
introduction of the Beatitude which forms the basis of his poem is unlike
most other introductions to themes in homilies:
Me mynez on one amonge djoer, as McJ>ew recordez, (25).
The first homiletic admonition follows the inversion of the Beatitude, that
the impure will not see God:
Forpy hy3 not to heven in hâterez totorne,
Ke in pe harlatez hod and handez unwaschen.(33-3 4).
The way in which the poet leads into the first narrative
repays study, since it differs from the introduction to other narratives which
follow. They are introduced as examples with a summary of what will happen
set at the head. Thus the Flood is introduced:
Bot in pe pryd watz forprast al pat pry ve schuld:
3)er watz malys mercyles and mawgre much scheued,
pat watz for fylpe upon folde pat J>e folk used, (2 4 9-5 1 ).
The story of Abraham is prefaced by the description of the fates of the pure
and the impure man and introduced:
And pat watz schewed schortly by a scape onez.(600).
The third long narrative is summarized in a similar way* following the poet's
comments on the jealousy of God concerning His property, he continues:
And pat watz bared in Babylon in Baltazar tyme,
Hou harde unhap per hym hent and hastyly sone.
For he pe vesselles avyled pat vayled in pe temple
In servyse of pe Soverayn sumtyme byfore. (1149-52) .
This way of introducing material is frequently used in homilies; for
example, in the Northern Homily Cycle in the sermon Infra Octave Epiphanie,
the writer summarizes the life of a young man who is led into sin and then
rescued from it by St.John:
Porthi es god that I you telle
Hou it of that man liuelad felle.
For bi him we mai bisen betac 
Ille felawschip for to forsak.
He then tells the story in greater detail.
The first narrative in Purity is not introduced in this way -
and all the others, indeed, are more thoroughly integrated into the structure
than is the case in the Northern Homily Cycle* The poet prepares for this
56. English Metrical Homilies,edited by J.Small,p.111.
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illustration from the beginning, reiterating the imagery and gradually
narrowing down the examples until they fit the parable. Firstly he speaks
of the necessary purity of "renkez of religioun" (line 7), who "approches
to hys presens" (9). The idea of being in God's presence? and serving him
in purity, necessarily, which recurs throughout the poem in various guises^
is thus set at the beginning of the poem, in what D.J.Williams describes as
an example of the poet's custom of making a concrete example of one virtue
which stands for all, so that this "extreme example of chastity" is used "to
57focus the notion and give it impact."
The concept of God as a King with a household (lines 17-22),
not in itself an unusual one, is introduced, and following the Beatitude,
the poet changes from a consideration of cleanness generally to the specific
and physical sense of purity, in an exhortation to his hearers not to go to
heaven in torn clothes or with dirty hands. This change from the abstract
purity of heart to an allegoric sense, that impurity is like dirty and torn
clothes is a natural transition, familiar from biblical imagery (e.g. Isaiah
6 4 )^, and also from the parable about to be told. The poet then gives an
illustration of inappropriate dress at an earthly king's court, using it, not
allegorically, but as a parallel to the Wedding Feast situation:
And if unwelcum he were to a wordlych prynce,
3et hym is }?e hy3e Kyng harder in heven (49-50).
The parable is introduced by a series of illustrations which grow more
specific until the final one parallels the narrative.
The actual introduction of this narrative:
As MaJ)ew melez in his masse of ])at man ryche, 
pat made ]oe mukel mangerye to marie his here dere, (51-52) ,
implies a degree of knowledge on the part of his hearers, that they were
familiar with '*]pat man ryche "jF^at made unlike many other homiletic
introductions- in the vernacular where no knowledge whatsoever is assumed,
and the hearers are given the information rather than invited to share it
as here. The whole of this introductory section, although it has homiletic
injunctions ( cf 11, 33-34), is less didactic and hortatory and more
reflective than is usually the case with homilies. It could be argued that
57.’A Literary Study*,p.-40, note 3*
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this was simply a preacher's ploy to obtain a hearing, but even so, from the
sermons and sermon manuals I have looked at, this seems to be unusual.
Elsewhere in the poem, in the homiletic sections, the poet
uses exhortation. Following the Wedding Feast narrative, for example:
Bot war "ÿe wel, if *5>ou wylt, ])y wedez ben clene.
And honest for‘Jae halyday, lest ]dou harme lache, (165-66),
Following the list of sins for which a man may lose sight of heaven, the
poet returns to a reasoned argument, appealing generally to authorities to
prove that God is only vengeful over 'fy^ of ]oe flesch':
Bot I have herkned and herde of mony hy3e clerkez.
And als in resounez of ry3t red hit myselven,
pat pat ilk proper Prynce pat paradys weldez 
Is displesed at uch a poynt pat plyes to scape.
Bot never 3et in no boke breved I herde
l3at ever he wrek so wyperly on werk J>at he made.
Ne venged for no vilte of vice ne synne,
Ne so hastyfly watz hot for hatel of his wylle.
Ne never so sodenly so3t unsoundely to wenge.
As for fylpe of Jpe flesch Jjat foies han used. (193-202).
As for the introduction the poet gradually builds up to the climax of the
story of God's vengeance in the Flood. Here the appeal to authority is
almost eclipsed by the climactic sentence which follows;
The most obviously didactic tone occurs in the section following
the description of the Flood, where the poet uses the technique of showing
the stupidity of sinful behaviour:
Bot savor, mon, in pyself,p)a3 pou a sotte lyvie, 
l)a3 pou berepyself babel, bypxenk pe sumtyme 
Whe-p-er he pat stykked yche a stare in uche steppe y3e,
3if hymself be bore blynde, hit is a brod wonder; (581-8 4 ).
This attack on 'mon', the unspecified sinner in the audience, is more like
homiletic tone than the reflective opening passages, yet it is not the tone
most typical of the transitional passages. Later, following the second
narrative of the destruction of the Cities, the poet is advising his hearers:
Clerrer counseyl con I non, bot Pat pou clene woipe. (105-6),
and later in the same passage he is joining with his hearers:
%)us is he kyryous and clene pat pou his cort askes;
Hou schulde pou com to his kyth bot if }odu clene were?
Nou ar we sore and synful and souly uch one,
Hou schulde we se*.pen may we say, pat Syre upon throne?(1109-12) 
More exhortation and warning follow: "War pe penne forpe wrake" ; (1143),
and then an unusual request for a homily:
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3if 3e wolde ty3t me a tom, telle hit I wolde,. (1153).
Normally a preacher does not request time from his hearers; he expects it-.
A request like this is most frequently to be found in the more popular
romances and also in those poems which draw on the popular romance tradition.
Chaucer uses a similar phrase in his parody Sir Thopas:
Loo, lordes myne, heere is a fit Î 
If ye wol any moore of it.
To telle it wol I fonde. 58
Although Purity contains passages which are obviously homiletic 
in tone, there are also these other passages, which suggest that the poet is 
not only using.homiletic tradition. The passages in which reasoned argument 
gives way to exhortation,lyric sections to teaching, illustrate the skill 
of the poet to vary the pace and emotional level of his poem. As with 
other aspects of the poem certain unusual features suggest that,while 
the homiletic element is important, the poet is using it and other non- 
homiletic elements to present a synthesis of his own.
Although the mood of the poet varies in the transitional 
passages from contempt for the sinner to wonder at God's power, one is 
conscious of the poet's voice in these sections. His is the argument that 
the reader follows, the advice proffered is his. The persona presented 
however is not a very positive one, not like the narrator of the dream vision 
who exists to be enlightened. He is more or less neutral and, although from 
time to time he descends to become one of us (as at lines 1 1 1 1-1 1 1 2), for 
much of the time he is addressing the reader from a position of superiority. 
This is not unusual for the preacher enlightening his audience; the unusual 
features occur in the reflective opening when the readers are admitted to 
equality and in the line quoted above, which is reminiscent of a genre in 
which the hearers both pay the piper and call the tune. The presence of 
the narrator in the homiletic sections, then, is noticeable, but hardly 
notable. In the exempla,on the other hand, this directing narrator changes 
according to the needs of the exemplum. For much of the time one is unaware 
of the poet's direction of the narrative; occasional reminders occur in the 
first three narratives, as for example when introducing Noah, the poet 
remarks;
58, % e  Canterbury Tales. I-h?agment Vll, 888-90,?
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Hym watz ]pe nome Noe, as is innoghe knawen; (297), 
but for most of the time the literal sense of the narrative is the most 
important, and dialogue and description continue with few reminders of the 
purpose behind telling this narrative.
The final exemplum is different, for reasons which will be 
considered in detail in the chapter on the characters Baltazar and 
Nebugodenozar, but here the narrator is in evidence far more, not as a 
preacher, but as one inviting the audience to join with him in laughing at 
the follies of Baltazar. The tone is quite different from the stern rebuke 
to the man who lives a foolish life, quoted in full earlier:
Bot savor, mon, in Jjyself, }>a3‘J>ou a sotte lyvie,
T)a3 ])ou bere^yself babel,.....  (58 1-8 2 )
Thenne ]pis bolde Baltazar bfÿenkkes hym ones
To vouche on avayment of his vayneglorie:
Hit is not innoghe to ]?e nice al no3ty }>ink use,
Bot if alle *jpe worlde wyt his wykked dedes. (1357-60) »
Here the narrator’s voice is directing the reader's view of Baltazar, and 
the mediation is much more obvious and forceful than it is in the exemplum 
of Abraham, for example, where there is far more dialogue and description 
of action.
While the poem is clearly a serious consideration of the 
concept of "clannesse", it is set in terms different from ordinary homilies, 
and its purpose is obviously to delight, to entertain as well as to instruct. 
The length and detail of the narratives, and the poetic skill with which 
the writer constructs his poem indicate a way of presenting material usually 
considered homiletic in a unique manner. The use of Scripture to furnish 
all the major examples reflects, perhaps, the increased interest in the 
literal sense of the Bible, made important by the Wycliffite preachers, but 
the poet's use of it,which reflects his wide biblical knowledge, is unusual. 
When he employs a quotation from the Psalms, as he does in speaking of the 
God, who set the eyes in the head and made ears, knowing what evil men were 
doing, he does not acknowledge the authority, as with the possible allegorical 
references about Noah (when the Ark is referred to as ">at cofer ]pat watz 
clay-daubed" (4 9 2) )', the authorities remain unstressed, the references to
them allusive. It would seem from this allusive style that the audience of
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Purity was learned, of the nobility rather than of the people. This is 
reinforced by the reference to the Roman de la Rose (lines 1057-1064) by
which the poet advises his hearers to consider what Christ likes and do it,
as "Clopyngnel" counsels the lover to conform to his lady's desires; there 
are also references to courtly speech, when the poet uses such words as 
" ]ae play of paramorez" (700) in God's speech about love, and Christ is 
described as "]>at Cortayse" (1097) just as Mary is called "Quen of Cortayse",
in Pearl, (line 444). The whole tone of the poem seems to be based on
homily, as if the poet is indeed utilising such parts of the tradition as 
are necessary to present his ideas and themes in a homiletic tradition.
The narrator of Patience has received more critical attention 
than the narrator of Purity, particularly with reference to the first sixty 
lines before the exemplum begins. Patience as a whole differs from Purity 
in the way in which the virtue is considered; whereas in Purity "clannesse" 
is considered in the light of its heavenly reward and in God's reaction 
against the opposite vice of fyl'jp e, in Patience the emphasis is not at all 
upon the reward for being patient, but rather on the impatience of Jonah and, 
in some sense, the patience of God. The poem Patience is much more concerned
with man, one man in particular, and his relations with God, and it has a more
specific concern than the more cosmic view of Purity with its numerous 
exempla and complex structuring of ideas.
The prologue of Patience, like that of Purity, is a skilful 
preparation for the narrative itself. The opening lines are similar to those 
in Purity, in that they set the theme before the readers and they are 
indirect:
Pacience is a poynt,]ba3 hit displese ofte.
When heuy herttes bin hurt wyth he.'Jxyng (ÿer elles,
Suffraunce may aswagen hem and ]3e swelme lej^ e.
For ho quelles vche a qued and quenches malyce. (1-4).
This is unexceptionable, in its general statement about a virtue, and its
efficacy, except in the second half of the first line. It is unusual to find
a preacher admitting that the virtue he is about to describe is in any way
displeasing. It is usually considered his task to encourage to virtue by
extolling the merits of it^  and decrying the opposite vice, but the
narrator of Patience, as he reveals later, has a less than typical view of
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the virtue. This resigned note is reiterated a little later, following a
general statement on the virtue of learning how to suffer:
For quo-80 suffer cow^ Jae syt, sele wolde fol3e,
.. .]pen is better to abyde ]:>e bur vmbe-stoundes,
J3en ay ]orow forth my ]3ro, y>a3 me J>ynk ylle. (5, 7-8).
An example drawn from another preacher, in prose, composed in the early
fifteenth century, can be compared with Patience. The writer is speaking
of the man who loves God, who is happy in prosperity or poverty. Having
spoken of the prosperous man, he turns to the poor man:
And on ]p>e toj^ ur side, 3iff he haue angwiche o]?— ur be
oppressed and suffure many wronges, or "y)00 Ipat he lese all’jpat he
hf^, and be-com as poure as euer was L_ob, euermore he thanke"}) God in ys 
herte of all is sondes, and so for is grett paciens he gette^ hym heven. 59
It can be seen that the poet of Patience is leaving the homilist's usual
stance that virtue is good because it is a virtue, and admitting that patience
is a negative virtue which enables endurance when nothing else avails. As
D.J.Williams says of the poem's theme:
"It is a more defensive virtue more modestly expressed," lacking "the sense 
of high spiritual endeavour." 60
The poet next introduces the Beatitudes in a similar way to
the introduction in Purity:
I herde on a halyday, at a hy3e masse, (9).
Here again, the poet is making particular the circumstances in which he heard
his text in a way foreign to most preachers. O.G.Hill considers that this
gives a clue to the intended audience of the poem, since the Beatitudes
were read in Church on All Saint's Day^^ but the impression given is one
of detachment from the Church and its liturgy, as if the poet were associating
himself with his hearers and not with the clergy.
The poet then lists the Beatitudes, with their rewards,
commenting on the likeness between the first and last, poverty and patience,
which merit the same reward. The virtues of the Beatitudes are personified
59. Middle English Sermons ,edited by W.0.Ross,EE&8,. 20%p20D,U,26-31.
60. 'The Point of Patience%M.P, .,68 (1970),p.128.
61.'The Audience of Patience*,M P> .66 (1968), p. 104 •
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briefly, in courtly terms as ladies to be loved. D.J.Williams comments on this
usQ of all the Beatitudes to introduce a treatment of one of them saying
that the poet intends to portray patience as having a "breadth of application"
with a suggestion that this eighth Beatitude, which St.Augustine links with
the first, is the key to all the others. St. Augustine considered that the
seventh Beatitude, that advocating peace, had a breadth encompassing
the others,, and Williams suggests that this broad application is transferred
to the eighth, to patience, which in this sense is the basis of man's proper
attitude to his place under God, involving obedience on one side and on the 
6?other mercy.
The poet sets the two similar Beatitudes together, as those
appropriate to himself:
Bot syn I am put to a poynt }>at pouerte hat te,
I schal me poruay pacyence and play me with bdj?e; (35-36),
and he gives his reasons for the similarity between the two:
For ]per as pouert hir proférés ho nyl be put vtter,
Bot lenge where-so-euer hir lyst, lyke df>er greme;
And pere as pouert enpresses, pa3 mon pyne Pynk,
Much, maugre his mun, he mot nede suffer. (4 1-4 4 ).
He concludes this introduction with a specific example, still
using the first person, of his liege-lord who sends him on an errand: there
is nothing for it but to go, willingly or unwillingly. This leads the poet
into the story of Jonah, whose Lord sent him on an errand to preach which
he refused. The poet then uses a formula familiar enough in secular romance,
the appeal to the audience for time to tell the story, which was used also
in Purity (1*1153):
Wyl 3e tary a lyttel tyne and tent me a whyle,
I schal wysse yow per-wyth as holy wryt telles. (59-60).
The homiletic voice would be more ready to assume that the audience is ready
to be edified.
Critics have considered the personal note which the poet seems 
to introduce into the prologue: C.P.Moorman notes that the narrator is
"actively present in the story", and the reader is from time to time made 
aware that he is listening not to an impersonal and omniscient author but 
to a narrator who although not strongly individualized is nevertheless a
6 2 .’The Point of Patience/ p.132.
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man of firm opinion." He sees the linking of patience and poverty as a
mediaeval commonplace, although the poverty he interprets as spiritual
poverty, a quality which Jonah so signally lacks. The intensity Moorman
finds in this introduction he attributes to some autobiographical element
in the writing, similar to the narrator's retelling of experience in Pearl.
J.J.Anderson, on the other hand, disagrees with Moorman on the
meaning of poverty, which is described, as he points out, by verbs which
suggest the inevitability of the state:
For per as pouert hir proférés ho nyl be put vtter (41),
a thing to be accepted with resignation rather than welcomed as a virtue.
Besides which, to boast of spiritual poverty would be a sure sign that it
was lacking, and the poet claims poverty very definitely (line 35).^^
Anderson sees the personal introduction as merely a homiletic play;
But the passage is better explained in terms of the poet's
didactic aims, for whether the poet's poverty was real or not, the personal
element is not present in any meaningful way in the series of generalisations 
of which the passage consists. The "I" of the passage has no obvious function 
other than the purely homiletic one of helping to ingratiate the homilist 
with his audience,and "you" could easily be substituted for "I" throughout. 65
In lois article answering Moorman, Anderson sees the function of
the introduction as the creation of rapport between the homilist and his
audience ;
He is consistently concerned to establish close and friendly 
relations with his hearers. 66
Anderson also speaks of the "unpretentiousness of the language" of the poem 
and the homeliness of the imagery, although in his edition of the poem he 
says that this homeliness is always "in good taste", and that the poem is a 
"highly sophisticated sermon"^the tone of which "is always that of a
67
cultivated man addressing a cultivated audience."
6 3 .'The Role of the Narrator in PatienceVp.90 ff.
6 4 . J.J.Anderson,*The Prologue of Patience%M P, '83 (1966),p.283 .
6 5 . Patience, ed. Anderson^^p.8.
66.’The Prologue of Patience .,p. 286 .
6 7 . Patience,p.l6.
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The fact is, however, that the poet chose to differ from the 
customary pose of the preacher to ally himself with his hearers instead of 
exhorting them. The difference in tone between the impersonal and the 
personal is marked:
in Purity the poet states the Beatitude and then addresses his hearers.
Por*)>y hy3 not to heven in hâterez totorne.
Ne in "jpe harlatez hod and handez unwaschen.
For what ur]ply ha]>el "jpat hy3 honor haldez
Wolde lyke if a ladde com ly)Derly attyred,......(33-36);
in Patience at the same point in the introduction, the poet says:
Thus pouerte and pacyence arn nedes play-feres;
Syjaen I am sette with hem samen, suffer me by-houes;
])enne is me ly3tloker hit lyke and her lotes prayse,
ÎDenne wy]per wyth and be wroth and ]oe wers haue.
3if me be dy3t a destyne due to haue.
What dowes me dedayn oJ>er dispit make ?
0))er 3if my lege lorde lyst on lyue me to bidde
0]per to ryde o}oer to renne to Rome in his ernde.
What gray}>ed me ]oe grychchyng bot grame more seche ? (45-53).
Such a conscious poet as the poet of Patience proves himself to be must
have been aware of the nuances and tonal differences which occur in a
personal rather than impersonal introduction. D.J.Williams comments on "the
reticently revealed character of the narrator-preacher", saying that he is
presented semi-dramatically in a situation which parallels Jonah's and he
is therefore involved in Jonah's state.
J.J.Anderson, however, likens the personal tone to the neutral
69persona of a poem like Luf is lyffe, ascribed to Richard Rolle. Rosemary
Woolf speaks of the characteristics of this lyric genre, the writers of
which are "anonymous" with no peculiarities of style, exhibiting an '
"abnegation of individuality" which makes lyrics impossible to identify as
70the work of one man. The particular Rolle poem to which Anderson likens
Patience has homiletic elements, but they are subordinated to a series of
71definitions of the quality of love. The "I" character here is neutral, 
meditating or advising, but not thrusting his own experience on the reader.
In Patience. however, the poet chooses to pose as one enduring poverty, who
68.'A Literary Study ..p. 112 •
69.'The Prologue of Patience/ p.286*
70. R.Woolf) The English Religious Lyric in the Middle Ages.(Oxford,1968lp.6 ff.
71. The English Religious Lyric,p.169 ff.
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has a particular view on the meansvliitkmake that endurance possible.
The poet’s acceptance of patience in poverty is a common 
mediaeval idea, but the difference between Patience and other literature 
in which the two are linked lies in the way the poet expresses the idea, 
embracing patience in poverty with resignation rather than enthusiastic 
acceptance. The whole prologue undercuts the customarily confident tone 
employed, for example, by the preacher in the sermon from Ross collection 
quoted above, who gives patience as a panacea for all the ills he so glibly 
lists. In Patience the virtue is almost dependent on the outward 
circumstances of poverty; each time the poet speaks of the two, patience is 
conditional on poverty: "Bot syn I am put to a poynt...I schal me poruay
pacyence" (35-36), and "Sy)>en I am sette with hem samen, suffer me byhoues(46). 
D.J.Williams comments that poverty encompasses man’s state before God, and 
cites Abraham's use of the word "pouer" to refer to himself in Purity 
(line 6 1 5). Being poor includes powerlessness in the face of God, and
72
therefore the poet makes a virtue of necessity.
The ingratiating stance of the friendly preacher, is unusual 
even in a homily. A sermon preached before the King in the early fifteenth 
century indicates that the poet displays his erudition to the full and 
retains his powers of rhetoric without relinquishing his right to dictate 
to his august audience. In speaking of the position of man in society, he 
says;
"pan iff euery parte of Cristes churche wold hold hem contente with here 
own occupacions and not to entermet fapur y>en re son and lawe rewels 
hem to,}oanJ>e grace of almyghty God shuld fQoresh and "Joe more freshly 
cohtynue amonge, 73
In Patience there is a totally different relationship with the audience, in 
which the poet's tone of rueful resignation at poverty assumes a kinship 
with his audience.
Other words reiterate the idea that this virtue of patience is 
neither pleasant, nor a means of alleviating suffering; phrases like ")>a3 
mon pyne ]qynk" (43)>and "maugre his mun", and verbs like "byhoues" (4 6 ) and 
"nede" (44) express the compelling force of poverty to be endured. The poet
72."The Point of Patience\p.130*
73. Middle English Sermons,ed.Ross,p.224 , 11. 18-22.
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embraces poverty because it is "ly3tloker" for him to take what comes,
and not be angry. To say that it is easier, or better to employ virtues
is being more pragmatic than was customary in mediaeval popular theology.
This confirms D.J.William's opinion that the poet uses the
homiletic tradition as a setting for poems which are more than homily. He
also suggests another genre on which the poet may have drawn: for his
narrator's voice:
Where a sermon is self-explanatory, the method here is much 
more like Chaucer's in the opening of one of the dream poems, in which we 
are conscious of a voice at once withdrawn and familiarly earnest, both 
informative and reticent - although in both kinds of poems questions of 
actual autobiography are equally beside the point. 74
Chaucer, Langland and the Gawain-poet in Pearl all use the
dream vision genre, first used in French literary tradition to introduce
allegories particularly of love, the most famous of which, La Roman de la
Rose, was certainly known to the Gawain-poet (quoted in Purity 1^1. 1057-64).
Chaucer's adaption of the genre in his early poems is well-known, particularly
his persona, the "obtuse narrator" which is familiar through the Canterbury
Tales, if not through the Book of the Duchesse, the House of Fame or the
Parlement of Foules. This fictional character has a distinct relationship
with his audience, a kind of shared joke between them which P.M.Kean sees
as a part of Chaucer's method of communicating with his well-bred and
75sophisticated audience. The purpose for which the narrator's pose is
adopted varies from poem to poem: in the Book of the Duchesse the narrator
is used as a tactful form of approach for the bourgeois poet to the
aristocratic mourner, while in the House of Fame, in Dorothy Bethurum'.s
view, Chaucer parodies the love vision and sets a mock argument for knowledge
V A
against experience. A similar pose also used by Chaucer is that 
commonplace one of the poverty stricken poet, that true convention used by 
many poets to many patrons. This is expressed gracefully by Chaucer with 
some of the rueful humour found also in the prologue of Patience, in the
74.*The Point of Patience^PP.127-8.
75. Chaucer and the Making of English Poetry. (London,1972 ), Vol I,
76.'Chaucer's point of view as Narrator in the love poems’,PrÆLA , 74(1959), 
p.513 ff.
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Complaint to his purse:
To you, my purse, and to noon other night 
Complayne I, for ye be my lady dere!
I am so sory, now that ye ben lyght:
Beth hevy ageyn, or elles mot I dye! 77
The feature of the narrator in dream vision which has links
with Patience is the fallibility of that narrator as guide. In Chaucer's work,
as with other poets, the narrator is not generally an onlooker; he is there
to be informed and educated. With Patience the narrator admits, by the way
in which he accepts the necessity for patience, that he is not a perfect
being who enjoys poverty as a God-given opportunity to suffer gladly. He has
therefore stepped down from the pulpit and moved to a more equivocal position,
something like the dream-vision narrator who is uncertain of the full
implications of his dream.
In Piers Plowman the narrator moves from ignorance of the
meaning of his vision to a fuller understanding, and he takes his readers with
him on this journey to comprehension. The "I" character in Piers Plowman,
R.Woolf sees as unusually personal for the Middle Ages, a figure absorbed
in the perplexities of his own mind, not one who distances the action by his
78mediating presence. He is a part of what J.Lawlor calls the common
tradition "of humorous self depreciation, ranging from mild self-mockery to
79rueful admission of stupidity,"
This learning Dreamer is matched by the Dreamer in Pearl, where the narrator 
also moves from a position of ignorance to a certain knowledge. By means of 
his continual misunderstanding of the difference between Heaven and earth, 
and his misinterpretation of earthly imagery, like that of the court, 
which express the realities of Heaven, the poet is able to make vivid the 
problems he discusses, so that his audience can understand more than the 
Dreamer does.
The narrator of Patience is less well-defined as a character 
in the Prologue-: there his relationship with his audience is established 
and, in the exemplum, he explores Jonah's inability to be patient, to 
exhibit self-control, in a somewhat equivocal way, being both sympathetic 
77# The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, p. 538, 11# 1-3,7#
78.'some non-Medi-eval Qualities of Piers Plowman,Essays in Criticism,, 12
( 1 9 p. 119 ff.
79, Piers Plowman: an essay in criticism,(London,1962),p.120 ff.
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to Jonah's plight, and impatient with him. He has a similarly complex view
of God, and this complexity makes Patience an unusual mediaeval poem.
D.J.Williams suggests that at the end of the poem the hearers have a
broader view of patience than is possible for the narrator. In the conclusion
there is no reference to God's grace and mercy which have been stated in
God's last speech to Jonah, and the poet therefore makes a "calculated
discrepancy" between the austere view the narrator holds and the more hopeful 
80one God gives.
This conclusion advocates the mediaeval concept of "measure",
a balance between pain and joy (525) and it ends on a note of resignation:
For-ÿy when pouerte me enprece3 and payne3 in-no3e.
Pul softly with suffraunce sajttel me bihoue3; (528-29),
Patience,like Purity.has a narrative too detailed to be
simply illustrative: it seems to have been intended not simply for the
instruction of a learned audience, but for their delight in their
consciousness of the poet's skill. The concept of patience, in^pite of
the single illustration with which the poet illustrates it, is discussed
with a breadth of significance, encompassing man's relationship to God, and
in the illustration,unusually, Jonah, the disobedient servant, is not wholly
condemned. The homiletic pattern is but one of the resources employed by
the poet for a purpose quite outside the reach of what we usually mean by a 
81sermon.
Since these poems are products of the Alliterative Revival, 
it may be that they are endebted to some extent to the Old English tradition 
of Scriptural paraphrase. G.R, Owst comments that by the time of Rolle "all 
valid distinctions between treatise and poem and sermon proper" have been 
blotted out.®^ Paraphrases of Scripture in the Middle Ages, such as Cursor 
Mundi or A Midflle English Metrical Paraphrase, of the Old Testament,are 
written with homiletic intent, so that there is a tradition of paraphrasing
80.*The Point of Patience*pp.135-36.
81.*The_Pqint_of Patience\p.l27,
82. Preaching in Mediaeval England,,p.277.
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and commenting on Scripture. The exact link between these later paraphrases 
and the Old English biblical poems is impossible to determine. G. Shepherd 
comments on the lack of critical understanding of many of the problems which 
the biblical poems present, and the difficulty in comparing Purity and 
Patience with Anglo-Saxon poetry is that, apart from lack of evidence for 
a continued tradition, the Old English paraphrases are relatively few, and 
most have textual difficulties which make appreciation difficult. Closest 
in subject matter to Purity and Patience are the poems of the Junius 
manuscript of the tenth century, which includes poems on Genesis, Exodus 
and Daniel. Anglo Saxon concepts of the Old Testament were based on an 
elaborate system of typology, according to Shepherd; he sees the poems as 
linked with the lectionary, the system of readings of Scripture in the 
Church, and he comments:
"The reader can never afford to be beguiled by what at first sight may appear 
to be impressionistic or realistic description." 84
Other aspects of the Old English poems, which Shepherd notes,
are very different from the Middle English poems; one of these is the "slack,
rhetorical control" which overrides the logical presentation of the narrative
and which extends to the larger structural units so that the poems seem to
lack u nit y . W i t h  these differences in purpose and composition a direct
link between the two periods is unlikely, but certain similarities imply
an indirect influence in the alliterative tradition. The Old English poems
amplify the Vulgate narrative, and R.Creed shows in a detailed analysis of
one section of Genesis- how the poet dramatizes the sacrifice of Isaac by
a sudden acceleration of action as the climax is reached:
Ongan "^ a ad hladan, aeled weccan
and gefeterode fet and honde
bearne sinum and J?a on bael ahof
Isaac ge^ongne, and )>e aedre gegrap
sweord be gehiltum, wolde his sunu cwellan
folmum sinum, fyre scencan
maeges dreore. ))a Meotodes ^egn,
ufon engla sum Abraham hlude. 86
stefne cygde.




86. Junius MS  ^ edited by Krapp,(New York,1931),H -  2902-10 .
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Creed comments on the dramatic intervention of the angel, cutting across the
pn
swift action of Abraham with its many verbs.
Another likeness may be seen in an incident from Genesis
which also occurs in Purity, the departure of God from Abraham when He is
about to destroy Sodom:
Gewiton him )>a aedre ellorfuse 
aefter }3aere spraece spedum faran
of ]oam hleoÿorstede, halige gastas,
lastas legdon ( him waes Lothes maeg 
sylfa on gesiS^e ) o^ ))aet hie on Sodomas 
weallsteape burg, wliton meahton.
Gesawan ofer since salo hlifian,
reced ofer readum golde. (23344-23406).
The Old English poet has a similar awareness of scene and realization of
scripture to that in Purity. God’s speech threatening destruction is set
within sight of the "weallsteape burg" with its golden roofs, a detail,
which, if it symbolizes worldly possessions or values, also has the effect
of making the scene more concrete.
Characterization in the Old English poems is, with a few
exceptions, less important than in the Middle English poems: the editor of
the Old English Exodus comments that "Moses is endowed with some of the
traits of the epic hero," but that he is not individualized, and that with
other characters, like Abraham, their actions are "almost ritualistic in
88their symbolic significance." Exceptions to this occur in the later Genesis 
in which Rosemary Woolf traces the "psychological realism which distinguishes
I
the poet of the later Genesis from other Old English poets. She sees the
characterization of Eve in this poem as cutting across the typically Anglo-
Saxon "characterization according to ideals," and presenting Eve as "sinful 
89but sympathetic." This he does by presenting her as deceived by the
devil because she wishes to be wiser than Adam, a motivation unbiblical and 
unusual, but psychologically convincing. There is the dramatization of 
Lucifer also in the Pall of Angels in Genesis B with its skilful presentation
87. R.B.Creed,'The Art of theSinger:Three Old English Tellings of the Offering 
of Isaac*,in Old English Poetry,edited by R.B.Creed,(Providence RI,1967),p*89ff#
88. Exodus.edited by E.B.Irving,(New Haven,1953),p.29-30.
89. R.Woolf^'The Fall of Man in Genesis B and the Mystere d’Adam^Studies in 
Old English Literature, edited by S.B.Greenfield,(Eugene 0re;]9^ 3),p.l87 ff*
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in dramatic contrasts between light and darkness, Heaven and Hell, as well as
in Lucifer's speeches, of the demonology of the early Church. The purpose
of this section of the poem is to explain the existence of the world - and
the problem of its constant discord with the harmony of God, and this, says
Shepherd, is more important than the drama of the story.
This brief consideration of some aspects of Old English biblical
poetry indicates a general distinction between Purity and Patience and the
earlier verse in purpose and in conception of character, which in Old English
is defined by ideals and by social role, so that Abraham is a national leader,
an Anglo-Saxon chieftain with all the obligations set upon him in this role.
The typological element in Old English is more important than in Purity and
Patience, although in both periods there is a breadth of narrative treatment
which allows for some development of the Vulgate original.
The difference between the alliterative poems and the biblical
paraphrases is easier to see. The paraphrases are Scripture versified, with
some moral commentary, and the verse is simply a medium by which the message
is transmitted rather than a complement to the material or an adornment.
An example of the style of these paraphrases will illustrate the difference
between them and Purity and Patience. The opening section of the visit of God
to Abraham at Wlambre begins thus in the Metrical Paraphrase:
ffell aftur long apon a day 
Abraham was tylled under a tre 
In hy sesoun hym to play 
By syd a hyll that heght Mambre.
Thre chylder com J>or in the way 
Als comly ose euer man my3t see
And cled in honest wed wer T^ ai,
All semand on eld to be.
For thei wer fayn to sy3t;
He helsyd them as hende.
And herberd tham all ny3t
And askyd wheddur‘J>e i wende. 90.
The same scene in Purity is obviously different in metrical skill and
conception; there is no repetition in Purity of tag-phrases, like "ose euer
man my3t see" and "fayr to sy3t"; the detail in Purity is greater, and
functional, unlike the "honest wed" and the "on eld" of the Metrical
paraphrase. Cursor Mundi is similar to the Paraphrase, but it focuses upon
the three men as the Trinity:
90. A Middle English Metrical Paraphrase of the Old Testament.edited by
Ka len and Ohlander^Gothenburg Studies in English ,1925-55),Band 27,p. 18,line 
552ff.
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Quen it was hate a-pon a tide 
Abram satt his hus be side,
Bi-side ^e wale of mont mambre,
Loked him far and nere; sagh he 
Toward him com childir thre 
Liknes o god in trinite;
Bot an allan he honired o ]>aa 
Als anfald godd and in na ma;
"pe trinite he sagh bi pat sight
And gestend pam wit him pat night. 91
Purity and Patience seem to me to be most like the Old English
paraphrases in their use of Scripture, but this likeness must be set against
dissimilar qualities of writing and structure: certainly they are unlike 
the rhymed paraphrases with their brief and general narrative style and 
total lack of structural organization.
G.T.Shepherd says of alliterative poetry in general:
"It is known that many alliterative pieces prove difficult to classify....
The difficulties may suggest that we are dealing with compositions of 
individual invention". 92,
and this is true of Purity and Patience. It is possible to see
and identify the genres, from which they are drawn, but they are not typical
of any one genre. It seems likely that the poet used the homiletic genre
consciously, presenting an unusual exposition of his ideas in this familiar
form. D.J.Williams indicates that the poet’s knowledge of his audience
influenced his mode of presentation when he says that the poet is
"addressing his courtly patrons entirely on their own terms, but composing 
a work which is no more entertainment but which attempts to deal with 
religious and moral issues such as those patrons understand. It is not so 
much a homily for aristocrats as an aristocratic poem in the same way Sir
Gawain is."
These poems use traditional material and traditional modes 
of expression, but both are re-interpreted to create works which, as
94
A.C.Spearing says "have no parallels outside the work of the Gawa^-poet."
91. Cursor Mundi,edited by Morris, EEIS. 57,MS. Cotton Vesp.A iii , 11. 2703-12
9 2 . G . T . S h e p h e r d ,'The Nature of Alliterative Poetry in late Mediaeval England', 
Proceedings of the British Academy, (1970;>
93.*A Literary Study,p.107-
9 4 . The Gawain-poet,p.107.
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CHAPTER 3
THE PARABLE OF THE WEDDING FEAST. AND THE PRESENTATION OF GOD IN PURITY
"Ockham once protested that laymen and old women used to badger 
university lecturers with their heretical views on necessity and 
contingency and the limits of God's power.
Such was the interest felt in theological matters that even the laity felt
concerned to air their opinions in the fourteenth century. In literature,
too, there are echoes of the controversies which were dividing the schools
of the period, and it is clear that theological problems were more than a
mere background to literary activity in the period. In the introductory
chapter I described briefly some of the areas in which Ockham's theology
caused uncertainty. The aspect of most relevance to the presentation of
God is obviously His position in relation to man and the created order,
and this in turn affects many of the other theological problems of the day,
Ockham's theology restored to God His absolute freedom to act,
which had been denied, at least implicitly, by the determinist concept of
the universe which the assimilation of Aristotelian philosophy into
Christianity by St. Thomas Aquinas and others had established. The Sceptic
philosophers restored God's potentia absolute,and, as I said in an earlier
chapter, freed Faith from reason, because they argued that matters of
Faith could not be established or proved, as earlier theologians suggested,
by the use of reason. William of Ockham placed the emphasis on experience
and considered that man's mind ordered sense knowledge to enable him to
form judgements from the evidence provided by his senses. This, as Gordon 
2
Leff says, was revolutionary, because it was a purely physchological 
explanation of universals, setting free the individual .understanding from 
the pre-existent archetypes needed by the realist.
1, ’Ockham Contra Benedictum^ln Wyclif and the Oxford Schools.
J.A,Robson, (Cambridge,1966), p.33.
2. G. Leff, Mediaeval Thought.(London.1958),p.284.
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It meant, further, that since the nominalists, like Ockham and his 
followers, ordered their own sense experience into patterns they could 
never reach certainty about the nature of God, who was above sense 
experience, whereas the realist, who considered that man’s mind conformed 
to an absolute order, could gain some certainty about Him.
The proposition that God possessed supreme power, which Ockham emphasised, 
led his more extreme followers to ascribe an arbitrariness to God, Ockham 
himself considered that God was simple in essence and therefore He could not 
be known as God, because to know a part of Him would, in that case, be to 
comprehend all of Him: according to Ockham He was therefore knowable in His 
attributes only, like goodness, which we can recognise because we know 
human goodness; God gives a moral law to men, which highlights the abyss 
between the two. Here Ockham differs from St. Thomas Aquinas, who thought 
that the moral law lifts man to God through shared moral consciousness. 
According to Ockham, God Himself is outside the law and therefore not bound 
by it. if He has absolute power in the universe, it would seem that He is 
a party to sin, because nothing man does can be done without His permission. 
Ockham says, however, that we sin against the moral law, to which God is 
exterior and not bound, and therefore we sin without God’s aid and 
connivance. God is absolutely free, and even hatred of God in a man can 
become a merit, if God ordains it. Although God cannot contradict His own 
nature. He can, it seems, contradict His own laws; Hagarde, from whose work 
much of the above is taken says:
De même. Dieu' peut très bien non seulement modifier les 
commandements, qu’il nous a donnés, mais les contredire.^
Ockham’s followers extended this absolute power of God to affirm that He 
could, indeed, condone sin: as one of the most extreme Ockhamist, Adam of 
Woodham, said ’’It can be said that He could lie as He could sin.’’
(Sentences* III, 5).^
3. Lagarde* La Naissance de l ’esprit laïque du Moyen Age,(Paris,1946).
4. In Mediaeval Thought, p.293.
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This depth of uncertainty which pervaded fourteenth century
theology was not limited to the philosophers and theologians. What was once
certain, God's relationship with man and man's ability to know God, was
called into question, and matters such as grace, merit, freewill,
justification and justice became subjects of controversy. So familiar were
such subjects that Chaucer uses them to add substance and weight to his mock-
heroic consideration of the imminent fate of a cock in the Nun's Priest's
Tale. The narrator apostrophizes Chauntecleer, rebuking him for
disregarding dreams:
Thou were ful wel ywarned by thy dremes 
That thilke day was perilous to thee;
But what that God forwoot moot nedes bee.
After the opinioun of certein clerkis.
Witnesse on hym that any parfit clerk is.
That in scole is greet altercacioun 
In this mateere, and greet disputisoun.
And hath been of an hundred thousand men.
But I ne kan nat bulte it to the bren 
As kan the hooly doctour Augustyn,
Or Boece, or the Bisshop Bradwardyn,
Wheither that Goddes worthy forwityng 
Streyneth me nedely for to doon a thyng, - 
"Nedely" clepe I symple necessitee;
Or elles-, if free choys be graunted me 
To do that same thyng, or do it noght.
Though God forwoot it er that it was wroght;
Or if his wityng streyneth never a deel
But by necessitee conditioneel. y..
I wol nat han to do of such mateere; fra.^ mG.n.c 
My tale is of a cok.....(Canterbury Tales^l. 3232-52)
Thus Chaucer illustrates by reference to authorities the reaction to
Ockhamism. This other extreme in the debate on man's relation to God is
represented by Bishop Bradwardine, who held an extreme realist position, in
the Augustinian tradition, and who, like Wyclif, reacted strongly against
the nominalist reduction of man's knowledge of God to uncertainty. In
Troilus and Criseyde, Chaucer uses as a source the other authority quoted in
the Nun's Priest's Tale, Boethius, whose De Consolatione philosophiae had a
profound influence on the Middle Ages. Troilus' speech, in which he laments
the enforced departure of Criseyde from Troy, is part of Boethius's debate
on freewill and predestination, which expresses Troilus's fatalism at
this point in the poem. (Troilus and Criseyde,Book IV,958-1078).
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The terms in which Chaucer expresses this fatalism, echoing the debates of 
the schools about predestination, illustrate the interest felt and knowledge 
possessed by a wide range of people in the Middle Ages.
In Pearl also theological problems are discussed, more centrally 
than in Chaucer's work; in Pearl the poet considers the problems of grace 
and merit, in an extreme case, that of a young, untaught child's position 
in Heaven. The child, too young to earn merit,becomes, in the form of the 
pearl-maiden, an advocate for God's justice, educating the dreamer so that 
he learns something of the heavenly reward. J.P. McNamara sees Pearl as a 
debate between "Ockhamist tendencies of the Dreamer" and "the Augustinian
5
conservatism of the pearl-maid". The dreamer stresses the importance of
works, and the maiden, the value of grace: the recurring theme of the poem,
the stanza link in Section VI,is:
For "Jje grace of God is gret inoghe. (Pearl 1^^2,624,636).
McNamara also sees a reference to the extreme Ockhamist position that God
could lie in the pearl-maiden's reply to the dreamer, when he expresses
his joy at being near her:
I halde J>at iueler lyttel to prayse 
Tpat leue3 wel’Joat he se3 wyth y3e.
And much to blame and vncortayse 
l)at leue3 oure Lorde wolde make a ly3e, 
t)at lelly hy^te your lyf to rayse,
Î>a3 fortune dyd your flesch to dy3e. (11 ,3 0 1 - 3 0 6).
In Pearl, McNamara describes the debate as one in which the
dreamer defends the power of merit to win salvation, and the pearl-maiden
makes it clear that man has no claim on God by right, only by grace. In the
end, says McNamara, the dreamer tries to swim the river to reach the maiden
and to "seize salvation by act of human will." McNamara's interpretation here
implies a kind of allegorization of the poem with the dreamer as Merit and
the Maiden as Grace. Although much of his interpretation of the poem is
convincing, he seems to overstress the importance of the theological
aspects of the poem, neglecting the methods of presentation which set those
problems in a human situation. He does show that the Pearl-poet was aware
5. J.F. McNamara;'Responses to Ockhamist Theology in the poetry of the 
Pearl-poet, Langland and Chaucer*. (Unpublished dissertation, Louisiana 
State,1968), p.44 .
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of the new ideas and alive to their implications, as were other major 
poets of the period.
Although Ockham's following was never very great, he had a 
profound influence on his period, which affected poems such as Purity and 
Patience. They do not deal directly with matters of grace and merit, for 
example, being both celebrations and explorations of virtues, but because 
they both contain presentations of God and His relationship to good and evil 
men, it is inevitable that there will be some reflection of contemporary 
ideas in them.
It has been said that all the ideas developed later in the Purity 
are stated in the first narrative,^ and the reaction of God to the behaviour 
of men is established by means of the Wedding Feast parable. This parable 
occurs in two Gospels, Matthew and Luke, and although the poet claims to be 
using Matthew (1.51) he in fact synthesises the two stories. In Matthew 
22 Jesus tells the story of the marriage banquet to which those invited
refuse to come. They ill-treat the servants sent to tell them, and are 
destroyed in their turn by the King. The story ends with the destruction 
of the guest without a wedding garment. The parallel parable in Luke 14^^ 
includes the excuses given by the first guests but omits their fate; it 
concentrates on the open invitation to come to the Feast. The giver of the 
feast is not a king, and there is no destruction of the ill-clad guest.
This parable, in common with other Gospel stories, was 
allegorized in all its details in the Middle Ages. Jerome in his Exposito 
quator evangelorum even explains the meaning of the meals prepared for the 
banquet, (tauri occisi, ostendit qui pro Christo sanguinem fuderunt).
In the works of St. Augustine also the parable in Matthew is discussed, in 
terms of the "charitas" necessary to enter the Wedding Feast, This central
Christian virtue includes a pure heart, a good conscience and faith;
8without all these, the guest's garments are incomplete. Later writers, like
6 , Chapter II, p.3%*
7, Jerome,edited by Migne.P.L.,tom xxx,col 557C ,
8 , St. Augustine. Sermo XC,edited by Migne.P.L..tom xxxviii,col.559 ff.
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9 10Gregory the Great on Luke and Bede on Matthew use a similar
interpretation to that of Jerome. Gregory details the allegorical meaning
of the other wedding guests, like the poor in their own estimation, and
the blind, who have no light of intelligence. O.G.Hill lists these
references as a part of his thesis that in Purity as well as in Patience
there is evidence of the use of patristic commentary, although he does
not investigate the relationship between them here.^^
The poet of Purity, therefore, has a background of allegorization
on which to draw, should he wish to follow that tradition, and that it was
a usual way in which to present the story is indicated by its use in a
prose homily from a late fourteenth century collection in M.S.Royal 18
B xxiii. The text, taken from the parable is part of the Gospel for the
Twentieth Sunday after Trinity: "Amice, quomodo hue intrasti?” This is
the King's enquiry to the guest without wedding clothes, and the parable
is that from Matthew. The writer of the homily is primarily concerned to
prepare his hearers for Judgement Day, and therefore, after a brief
retelling of the story, he interprets its meaning in some detail:
Som goyn to youre citte,")oat is, to youre vnclene felischippe, 
as to ]pe taueron and to ojjur vnhoneste place; som to youre 
vn]o rifty merchandize, full of vsure, okre, and ojjur falsenes.
He does not realize the story of the parable at all, nor amplify the
parable, because his purpose is to emphasise the means by which his hearers
can be rightly clothed for judgement by pursuing works of bodily and
spiritual mercy. It seems to be a typical use of parable in mediaeval
religious literature, that is, it is heavily allegorized and in fact the
literal level is all but submerged beneath the weight of hidden meanings.
In Purity the main emphasis is on the literal meaning, and the
narrative is told in a leisurely way with many details, and some development
of character. It is introduced with great skill by a process of narrowing
down from the general proposition that God is angry with impurity to the
9. Gregory the Great.Homilae xxxvi^edited by Migne,P.L.,tomLxxvi, col. 12660 ff.
10.Bede.In Mat.Evang.Expositio,Lib. III,ed.Mi#ne,P.L.^om xcii,col.95-96.
1 1 . O . G . H i l l . ’Patience.style,background,meaning and relationship to Cleanness*.
p.10 ff.
12.Middle English Sermons .edited by W.0.Ross,EBT& 209,No.4,pl8 n  9-ip.
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specific example of this anger shown in the parable. As well as an
introduction to the themes of the poem, the imagery which recurs throughout
the poem is first presented here. The principal image of the King at his
court is central to this parable, and the poet introduces it early, before
the parable itself begins;
He is so dene in his corte, ]oe Kyng ]oat al weldez.
And honeste in his housholde and hagherlych served.
With angelez enorled in alle J>at is dene,
Boÿa wythinne and wythouten, in wedez ful bry3t 
Nif he nere scoymus and skyg and non scajse lovied.
Hit were a mervayl to much, hit mojtnot falle. (17-22).
The image of God as King is, of course, by no means original or unusual, but
the poet links the idea of God's court with the Beatitude, in which the pure
in heart will see God. In two of the homiletic link passages, the poet speaks
of seeing God in His court (545-48, 1053-55) so that this thread of God the
King is developed throughout the poem, to emphasise what Williams calls
"the fitting behaviour aspect of cleanness”, the courtly virtues necessary
to the pure in heart.
The narrowing down process continues with a contemporary
illustrative story, which parallels the parable. It makes the general point
that noble men who have a high opinion of what is due to their honour react
violently against anyone who appears to treat them disrespectfully. The
poet introduces the idea of clothing representing a spiritual state, and
then speaks of the earthly ruler's reaction to such a breach of etiquette
as this, when a badly dressed man appears before him:
'p e n ]3e harlot wyth has-te helded to pe table 
Wyth rent cokrez at p e kne, and his clutte traschez,
And his tabarde totorne, and his totez oute. (39-41).
As with other descriptive passages in Purity, this is detailed in its
precise delineation of the "harlot." It also makes the point that to be
badly dressed is more than enough:
And p a s schal he be schent for his schrowde fhble.
]9a^ never in talle ne in tuch he trespas more. (47-48).
In this brief illustration the focus is on the man who is badly dressed and
his fate, since the ruler's reaction of anger is expected, and the detail is
13.*A Literary ^ Survey of the__Middle _English_poems Purity and Patience*.pp.23-24.
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therefore in the description of the man. The dramatic expulsion of this 
"harlot" from the hall is described impersonally;
he schulde be halden utter,
With mony blame, ful bygge a boffet, peraunter,
Hurled to )>e halle-dore and harde Joeroute schowved. (42-44) •
With this detailed preparation for the parable, the poet begins
the only non-historical narrative in Purity. The main difference between
the short illustrative story just discussed and the parable is the positive
r'ole played by the King. The poet makes clear the treatment meted out to the
sinner,coupling it with a warning to his readers to avoid impurity, and then,
in the parable, he enhances the r^le of the King, to show the severe
reaction of the ruler to the disrespectful behaviour of his guest. This
emphasis is not entirely present in the biblical parable; the poet's
amplifications seem to centre on the behaviour of the King, his speech
and actions.
The poet has explicitly linked the idea of God and the idea of
a King and his court, and also the "clothing" of righteousness as something
fitting for the pure in heart. The meaning of the parable therefore* is not
hard to discover, even without the explanation that follows: unlike the
other stories, however, the meaning is not on the surface. The poet of 
Purity here as elsewhere uses the minimum of allegory. The eschatalogical 
element in this parable of the Wedding Feast is present in the original, 
and the use of clothes in a spiritual sense is biblical also, and the poet 
adapts the parable to present his theme of purity by means of the King's 
reaction to the other figures.
C.H. Dodd says of the parable:
A further point of contrast between the parable and the allegory 
is that while the allegory is merely a decorative illustration of
teaching supposed to be accepted on other grounds, the parable has
the character of an argument in that it entices the hearer to a 
judgement upon the situation depicted, and then challenges him 
directly or by implication to apply that judgement to the matter in 
hand. 14.
The didactic intent of the parable is covered by the dramatic 
presentation of the argument in a specific situation from which the general 
implication of the theme can be gleaned. This mode of presenting material
14. The Parables of the Kingdom, (London,1935), p.23.
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would seem to be ideally suited to the Gawain-poet, whose work typically 
sets the abstract idea in a concrete human situation.
Although Dodd dismisses allegory somewhat lightly, his 
contrast is clear. The parable is not heavily disguised allegory, even if 
later commentators read allegory into it. In his use of the parable the poet 
seems to be closer to the original than was Jerome, for example, with his 
allegorization. The figure of the King in the parable makes an impact at 
a literal level, and one is aware that in some senses he represents God, 
and indeed colours the presentation of God throughout the rest of the poem.
It might be said that in concentrating on the figure of the King, and 
detailing his reactions, the poet not only changes the emphasis of the story, 
but creates some of the problems which recur later, in presenting God as 
like man in His character. In the biblical versions, the King is important, 
but it is on the behaviour of the guests that the story concentrates. In 
Purity, though the guests are important, the central figure is the King.
One of the most striking features of the narrative is the poet’s 
retelling of the story in mediaeval terms. He not only amplifies the 
details but he gives the narrative a depth, what A.C.Spearing calls
15"imagining the events of his poems as occupying three-dimensional space".
This space is filled with a mediaeval court and a King's hall. The feast to
which the King invites his guests is undoubtedly a mediaeval banquet:
 ^M y polyle )>at is penne-fed and partrykez bd&e,^
Wyth scheldez of wylde swyn, swanez and cronez-.(57-58).
The guests are invited to a mediaeval banquet:
And sende his sonde pen to say pat pay samne schulde,
And in comly quoyntis to com to his feste. (53-54).
The feast is continually described in terms of the court in which it takes
place; the king orders his guests: "Gomez cof to my corte," (60), and one of
the guests replies "Excuse me at J)e cort" (70). This is unlike the
Vulgate account in Matthew, as is the description of the King's officials
and the order of precedence in which the guests are arranged: they are
15. The Gawain-poet.p.37.
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Sty3tled wyth "pe stewards, stad in"be halle,
Ful manerly wyth marchai made for to sitte.
As he watz dere of degre dressed his seete. (90-92).
At the feast, they are fittingly served:
Bo'jpe with menske and Vryth mete and mynstrasy noble.
And alle ]oe laykez>at a lords a3t in londe schewe.(121-22).
The King himself behaves as a lord should:
l3 en he bowez fro his hour into pe brode halle.
And to pe best on pe bench, and bede hym be rayry,
Solased hem wyth serablaunt and syled fyrre,
Tron fro table to table and talkede ay myrpe. (129-32).
This passage gives the narrative its feeling of concreteness, in the
description of the geography of the place as the king moves about within a
defined setting, from "hour" to "halle" and from table to table. Even at the
end of the narrative, when the Lord orders the punishment of his unwelcome
guest, the description is not of a kind of Hebrew Sheol but of the mediaeval
apparatus of torture:
"Byndez byhynde, at his bak, bope two his handez.
And felle fetterez to his fete festenez bylyve;
Stik hym stifly in stokez, and stekez hym^perafter 
Depe in my doungoun per doel ever dwellez.(155-58).
The man is not cast into outer darkness but into a mediaeval prison.
Against this background the King moves. Obviously part of the reason
for the detail of the background is to show the King's nobility and fitting
behaviour. Everything is in order and the King fulfils every function expected
of him, and his court is obviously an example of the realization of the highest
ideals, pure and courteous like the heavenly court it shadows. Amplifications
in the parable elaborate the King's behaviour and motivation, particularly at
the crucial point when he reacts at the sight of the man in foul clothes. The
first detailed reaction is described when the King is told of the first guests'
excuses:
Thenne pe ludych lorde lyked ful ille.
And hade dedayn of pat dede; ful dry31y he carpez.(73-4).
He condemns these men twice, once here and then again when his servants report
that there is still room at his table:
''For, certez, pyse ilk renkez pat me renayed habbe
And denounced me no3t now at pis tyme.
Schul never sitte in my sale my soper to fele, „
Ne suppe on sope of my seue,pa3pay swelt schulde. (105-8).
On both these occasions he emphasises that their fault totally excludes them 
from his feast and that they have been disloyal to him. The punishment of
these guests, which appears in Matthew, is omitted, because, as
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D.J.Williams says, this would detract from the final punishment of the man 
in foul clothes.
The poet builds up to the climax of this punishment. After
describing the feast, he comments on the King’s thoughts;
Now inmyddez pe mete pe mayster hym bi^o3t, 
pat he wolde se ])e semble pat samned was Jjere,
And rehay te rekenly pe riche and Jje poveren.
And cherisch hem alle wyth his cher, and chaufen her joye.
(125-28).
His thought becomes action, and the poet describes this in his moving 
about the hall which 1 quoted earlier. (129-32).
This,together with the poet's statement that the King "hym bipo3t", gives a
more intimate presentation of the King than before in the narrative, and his
manner of behaviour, he "talkede ay myrpe", indicates something of his mood.
This is changed abruptly as the syntax is interrupted in the next lines:
Bot as he ferked over pe flor, he fande wyth his y3e- 
Hit watz not for a halyday honestly arayed- 
A pral pry3t in pe prong unpryvandely eloped, (133-5).
The parenthesis seems to be almost a comment by the King himself, a change
from the poet's observing eye to the King's viewpoint, which the poet uses
to effect later in the poem, with Abraham watching God going towards Sodom,
for example. It causes a narrowing of focus, this abrupt change from the
smoothly flowing syntax of the preceding sentence to this interpolated
clause. The poet comments on the lord's feelings:
And gremed perwyth pe grete lord, and greve hym he po3t.(138).
The speech of the King to the man in foul clothes illustrates
the poet's skill in imagining dialogue. The Vulgate speech is translated in the
first two lines or so: "Amice, quomodo hue intrasti non habens vestem
nuptialem?" . The poet inverts the Vulgate here as elsewhere to make it an
enquiry, not about the lack of a wedding garment, but about the possession
of unsuitable clothing, stressing the negative aspect. The King begins:
'Say me, frende,' quod pe freke wyth a felle chere.(139)o
16.'A Literary Survey*, p. 138.
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The "frende", coming before the interruption of the speech, sounds more
emphatic and ominous than its Vulgate counterpart. The rest of his speech
is concerned with the foul clothes, and there are numerous synonyms for
these, only one of which, "wedez",is repeated:
**Hou wan pou into pis won in wedez so fowle? 
pe abyt pat Jx)u hatz upon, no halyday hit raenskez; 
pou, burne, for no brydale art busked in wedez!
How watz pou hardy pis hous for pyn unhap [to] ne3e.
In on so ratted a robe and rent at pe sydez?
Pow art a gome ungoderly in pat goun febele;
Pou praysed me and my place ful pover and ful [g]nede,
Pat watz so prest to approche my presens hereinne.
Hopez pou I be a harlot pi erigaut to pr a y s e ? (140-48).
For the most part, these synonyms take the alliteration, thus stressing
the unclean garments, and indicating the loathing felt by the King for the
man. The clothing is further described as "ratted", "rent" and "febele":
the King's indignation seems to be based on the fact that the man's
behaviour reflects on him, C. A. Luttrell comments that this guest is setting
the King on a level with one who does not appreciate matters of dress, that
is, with one lacking in nobility which, as the poet has clearly shown, he 
17is not. This is the reason for the final question in the King's speech,
that the man must have thought him a "harlot", and this is the main reason
for the King's anger.
Following the King's much amplified speech the poet amplifies
the man's reaction. The Vulgate has simply; "At ille obtimuit";
pat dper burne watz abayst of his brope wordez.
And hurklez doun with his hede, pe urpe he biholdez;
He watz so scoumfit of his scylle, lest he skape hent,
Pat he ne wyst on worde what he warp schulde. (1 4 9-5 2).
The poet here realizes the situation, describing the man's appearance and
something of what he was feeling, giving a reason for his silence. His
fear of judgement, which deprives him of speech, is justified, and the
punishment which follows is much more specific than that in the Vulgate,
and, as I have already commented, mediaeval in its detail.
This reason for the punishment given in the King's last speech
is "to teche hym be quoynt". (l60). This is one of the words used throughout
the poem, both literally and symbolically, becoming "semantically enriched",




in Pamela Gradon's phrase. At the beginning of the narrative the poet
describes the Lord as inviting his guests to come "in comly quoyntis",
meaning that they should be well or fittingly dressed. Elsewhere in the
poem "quoyntis" or "coyntyse" is used to mean wisdom, skill or elegance,
so that here the word is used ambiguously to mean that man is to be well-
dressed, or,figuratively, wise. Pamela Gradon comments of this use of
words with several meanings, that the poem is "linked together by a
19pattern of imagery." This particular word is part of the "clothing" 
imagery which recurs throughout the poem, having its source in this 
narrative.
The court imagery presents heavenly perfection in an earthly
setting. D.S.Brewer comments on this symbolic use of the court, "as an
20image of splendour and power, the greatest that the poet knows" in which 
the court is used as a standard for all that is fitting and perfect, 
including "cleanness". The King's fitting behaviour emphasises God's 
perfection, and the King's violent reaction to the ill-clad man presents 
a vivid picture of God's hatred of "filthe".
The poet has amplified the King's speeches and his background.
He moves within his court and sets it in motion with his words of command,
the only one who moves there unbidden. The poet varies the focus of his
work; when the King sees the man in foul clothes, it appears that the poet 
sees as the King sees. His judgement of one man has a wider application 
in its symbolic representation of the Last Judgement, and in the narrative 
the authority of God is given concrete and memorable form. D.S.Brewer says
of the God of Purity;
God in this poem is felt very much as a noble, just, warmhearted 
but therefore also passionate and, indeed, hot-tempered feudal 
lord. 21
18. Form and Style, p.123.
19. Form and Style,p.123.
I
20. D . S . B r e w e r ;'Courtesy and the Gawain Poet,in Patterns of Love and Courtesy
dited by J.Lawlor (London*1966) p.60
21. Vc our te sx and-the Gawain-poet*, p. 59.
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The sub-theme of loyalty or "trawj^e" is implicit in the parable
also, as the Lord condemns the wedding guests* failure to respond to his
invitation. One of these guests swears ironically "by his travée" (63),
and the conflated version of the parable gives two expressions of the Lord's
anger at the guests* excuses which again emphasize their lack of loyalty.
This anger,however, is mild compared to his fury at "unclannes" and his
punishment of the ill-clad man, so that, as with the comparative mildness
of God's anger at Lucifer and Adam, the poet sees God reacting differently
to different sins.
At the end of the poem the poet places the sacriligeous feast
at Baltazar's court, which parodies the Wedding Feast, as Baltazar parodies
God. Instead of the King's righteous anger at the interloper at the feast,
the poet presents Baltazar's petulance at his gods and then his terror
and total lack of authority in his reaction to the writing on the wall. The
structure of the parable narrative therefore, as well as its theme and
subject matter, are echoed throughout the poem, and the two contrasting
King figures, it seems, draw to some extent on a similar basic tradition,
the portrayal of Kings in literature.
Literary presentations reflected at least partially the view of
kingship in the society of the Middle Ages. In society generally the
concept of kingship changed in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, as
the balance moved from theocratic monarchy to feudal kingship as the barons
gained more control, particularly in England. Theocratic theory of monarchy,
according to W. Ullman, made the king God's vice regent on earth: "King by
the grace of God." Ullman says further:
One must divide kingship into two parts: first there was the king 
by the grace of God - the theocratic King par excellence - who, 
because he alone had received the power to rule from God, stood 
above his subjects (symbolized by the elevated throne), who could 
not call him to account: secondly, next to this theocratic 
function, every mediaeval King was also a feudal lord. In many 
vital respects this feudal function was diametrically opposed to 
the theocratic function; thus every mediaeval King was an 
amphibious creature, because,as a theocratic King, his will alone 
counted, while as feudal king he had entered into contractual 
relations of an individual nature with his tenants - in - chief 
and thereby become one of them. 2 2 .
22. The Individual and Society, (Baltimore, 1966), ppj66-67 .
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The situation is further complicated by the religious view of
kingship, what Ullman calls "the hierocratic doctrine." This saw the pope
as the supreme head, with a hierarchic structuring of society stretching
below him. The clergy were superior to the laity, directing their actions
as the soul directs the body, and,while kings had their alloted places and
duties, they were ruled by the C h u r c h . T h e  "two ladders", the twin
secular and religious hierarchies of which Christopher Brook speaks,were
finely balanced,and the claim of the Church to control kings in what
affected "the basic and vital interests of the body of the faithful"
2 Sgradually became less effective in the later Middle Ages. So in society 
at large the concept "king" was a complex one, varying according to the 
definer's own status; a baron might see the King as first among equals, while 
the Church could see him either as the highest in the secular sphere, below 
the status of ecclesiastics, or alternatively, as a man particularly prone 
to sin because of his status.
In literature, the King is conceived, not only as reflecting the 
historic and contemporary view of kingship, but also as the needs of the 
genre in which he is portrayed demand. In the parable the important factors 
are the social values of the court which the King represents, and the King's 
authority is assumed to be paramount. Baltazar represents the human side of 
kingship, the sinner to be judged by God, and therefore he draws on a 
different part of the literary tradition from the King in the Wedding Feast 
who is seen solely in terms of his authority. The King's portrait is briefer 
than Baltazar's; only his behaviour is shown in any detail so that he 
appears, as no doubt the poet intended, as the fountain head of virtue at 
the court. The ruler at the Wedding Feast reflects the presentation of 
authority figures common in mediaeval literature. Other presentations of 
kingship will be considered in the chapter on Baltazar but here where the 
King represents God, he is shown as the "rex Dei gratia", the absolute 
monarch who commands from his secure status as authoritative ruler.
23. A History of Political Thought: the Middle AgesjLondon ,1963).p.lOOff.
24. C.Brook; The Structure of Mediaeval Society.(London.1971), p.13.
25. A History of Political Thought: the Middle Ages, p.103.
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It is in the romance genre that the King and authority figures 
find their fullest expression. The conception of character in romance has 
been discussed at some length in the introductory chapter already, and 
authority figures appear as functions of the plot, rather than characters 
in many romances. In the popular romance such as Sir Guy of Warwick, the 
king sets the plot in motion, and kings are introduced because it is 
appropriate for the hero to move in the highest, most noble circles, and 
defined as either good in helping, or, more often, being helped by the hero, 
or evil in opposing him.
A development of these functional characters are the "high eld" 
figures which, in John Burrow's view, stand at the centre of Ricardian 
poetry. These are characters like Bertilak in Sir Gawain and the Green 
Knight*. Theseus in the Knight's Tale  ^the Host in the Canterbury Tales 
and Piers^and Will] in Piers Plowman. The main virtue which they possess, 
according to Burrow, is that of "mesure", by which they judge the hero or 
other characters with humorous tolerance. All are, in their different ways, 
in positions of authority, Bertilak and Theseus by virtue of their status, 
the figures in Piers Plowman by virtue of their knowledge, and the Host 
because of his role. Bertilak and Theseus are both developed in poems which 
are based on the romance genre, and, as their position of authority is closer 
to the King in Purity than the others, they will be considered in some 
detail.
The authority figures unite their function, as judges with their
role as rulers, having a power to arbitrate which sets them above the
action. This can be seen even in the romances, in which the ruler can be
seen exercising his position as lord to affect the action. One such
example occurs in the moral romance Amis and Amiloun, in which the King,
in taking leave of Amiloun, promises to help him;
Ac 3if euer it bifalle so 
]pat ])0U art in wer and wo 
And of min help hast nede,
Saueliche com or send pi sond.
And v/ip al mi powere of mi lond 
Y schall wreke pe of p a .t dede. 21
26. Ricardian poetry, p.129 .
27. Amis and Amiloun. edited by M.Leach,EEXS, 203, (11^35-40).
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Later, however, he is angry at Amis* treachery in betraying his daughter,
with good reason:
]Pan was pe douke egre of mode.
He ran to the halle, as he were wode.
For no-'Jo.ing he nold abide.
WdJj a fauchon scharp and gode.
He smot to Sir Amis Jber he stode. (805-9).
The dilemma brought about by the King's judgement is resolved at the cost
of Amiloun's health and position, since he is condemned by God to become
a leper and a beggar when he fights in Amis' place to save his friend
from swearing falsely. Other king figures occupy a similar place in
romances; by their judgements action is initiated or concluded, but they
themselves take no part in the action.
The most famous king figure in mediaeval literature is Arthur.
In later cycles, through the influence of French romance and the interest
in individual knights, Arthur becomes a background figure, the head of the
court from which knights set out and to which they return and the centre of
the courtly code they represent. His authority shrinks to the naming of
the young man, for example, in Libeaus Desconus:
Nou will I 3eve him a name 
Before 3ou alle in same 
....Nou clepe him alle in us:
" Libeaus Desconus "
For "^ e love of me! 28
This minor matter is a pale reflection of the earlier Arthur in the
alliterative Morte Arthurs for example, which has greater similarities to
earlier works like the chansons de geste than to the later cycle romances.
Here the King is a true authority figure whose ability to command is never
in any doubt. The excellence of his court, reflecting the fit surroundings
for a great and powerful King together with his supreme authority, is
illustrated in the description of his Christmas:
Bot on the Christynmesdaye, whene they were alle semblyde.
That comlyche conquerour commaundez hym seluyne 
That ylke a lorde sulde lenge, and no lefe take.
To the tende day fully were takyne to the ende.
Thus one ryalle aray he helde his Rounde Table,
With semblant and solace and selcouthe metes;
Whas neuer syche noblay, in no manys tyme.
Mad in mydwynter in tha weste marchys ! 29
28. Libeaus Desconus.edited by M.Kaluza,(Leipzig,1890%p.6-7,11*73-74, 79-81.
29. Morte Arthuig,edited by E.Brock,EET8. 8,p3, 11 70-77.
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Like the King at the Wedding Feast, his "semblant and solace" is dependent 
on his lords’ obedience and when he is not accorded obedience and honour 
due, his reaction is extreme. The senators from Rome who demand homage from 
him to their master, experience the power of his authority, expressed in 
physical terms;
The kynge blyschit one the beryne with his brode eghne.
That fulle brymly for breth brynte as the gledys;
Keste colours as kynge with crouelle lates,
Luked as a lyonne, and on his lyppe bytes!
The Romaynes for radnesse ruschte to the erthe
ffore ferdnesse of hys face, as they fey were; (p.4 11 116-21).
This extreme violence might be a parody of the King's reaction to the man
in unclean clothes, but whereas the King's anger is expressed through speech 
and action, here Arthur's physical appearance alone conveys the weight of 
his authority,
Arthur in Morte Arthuie is also portrayed as possessing a grim
humour also found in other authority figures, although the character of
Arthur, with his love of violent action is less subtle than later figures,
like Theseus or Bertilak. In battle Arthur meets with a giant, whom he
addresses as he cuts him off at the knees:
"Come downe", quod the Kynge, "and karpe to thy ferys!
Thowe arte to hye by the halfe. I hete the in trouthe!"(2126-27).
This can be compared with the nonchalant behaviour of the Green Knight in 
Sir Gawain, hopping over the stream to meet Gawain and using his axe as a 
pole (2232).
In Chaucer's adaption of Bocaccio's poem* II Teseida ,the Knight's 
Tale, John Burrow considers the character of Theseus at some length, to 
show how he fulfills the role of the "high eld" figure.Theseus is first 
presented as the conqueror of the Amazons., and as the angry judge and victor 
over Thebes. He instigates the action of the poem by imprisoning Palamon 
and Arcite; the justice of this act is not questioned, and the two heroes 
bewail Fate more frequently than Theseus. Theseus pardons and exiles Arcite, 
and it is he who interrupts the fight between the disguised Arcite and the 
fugitive Palamon over their love for his sister-in-law, Emily. At the
30. Ricardian Poetry, pi 112. ff.
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beginning of the poem, his is the functional role of setting the action in
motion. He is somewhat remote in presentation because of the brevity with
which his activities are related. He is introduced in this way:
Whilom, as olde stories tellen us,
Ther was a due that highte Theseus;
Of Atthenes he was lord and governour.
And in his tyme swich a conqueror.
That gretter was ther noon under the sonne. (859-63 ).
His activities are indicated very briefly, and the first specific
description of his behaviour is at his meeting with the ladies in black who
mourn the fates of their husbands at the hands of the usurper Creon of
Thebes. The occasion is Theseus' return to Athens, and his reaction is
similar in some respects to that of the lord in the parable seeing the man
in foul clothes. Theseus,too, is concerned for his honour:
Quod Theseus. "Have ye so greet envye 
Of myn honour, that thus corapleyne and crye?
Or who hath you mysboden or offended? (907-9).
When he learns the truth he indicates his noble nature:
This gentil duc doun from his courser sterte
With hert pitous, whan he herde hem speke. (952-53).
The battle at Thebes is told briefly, showing Theseus's warlike prowess, and
completing this picture of the conqueror which was sketched at the beginning,
a general view in all but the detailed reaction to the weeping ladies.
The part of his presentation which interests Burrow is the
interruption of the heroes' fight over their love for Emily.Palamon, who
escapes from Theseus' prison, tells the duke of Arcite's identity, and
demands death for them both as Theseus' mortal foes. Theseus replies:
"This is a short conclusioun.
Youre owene mouth, by your confessioun.
Hath dampned you, and I wol it recorde;
It nedeth noght to pyne you with the corde.
Ye shal be deed, by myghty Mars the rede! " (l'743-4-7y.
The brevity and severity of this sentence shows something of the figure's
authority and justice, but he is swayed by the pleas of the ladies with him.
The poet describes this in terms similar to those used by God of Himself in
Patience. when he says:
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For raalyse is no3 to mayntyne boute mercy with-inne , (523) «
Chaucer says of Theseus:
Til at the laste aslaked was his mood,
For pitee renneth soone in gentil herte.
And though he first for ire quook and sterte,
He hath considered shortly, in a clause.
The trespas of hem bothe, and eek the cause.
And although that his ire hir gilt accused.
Yet in his resoun he hem bothe excused. (176O-6 6) •
Theseus is presented as arguing through to a position of mercy,
controlling his initial anger so that he can look more dispassionately on
their plight, and he comments on their love with a tolerance born of experience;
I woot it by myself ful yore agon,
For in my tyme a servant was I oon .(1813-14) *
Burrow1 comments on the way in which Theseus refers to their love, with
"teasing, bantering humour" and an unflattering comparison of Snily the
heroine to "a cokkow or sin hare".
But this is yet the beste game of alle.
That she for whom they han this jolitee 
Kan hem therfore as muche thank as me.
She woot namoore of al this hoote fare.
By God, than woot a cokkow or an hareI (18O6-IO) •
Following these good-humoured comments on the lovers' situation,
Theseus judges that they must fight in "lystes" for Emily and his function
becomes that of host and judge, the provider of a fitting background for the
tournament. Chaucer describes the arrangements in some detail and sjays of the
entertainment of the kings and knights:
This Theseus, this due, this worthy knÿght.
Whan he had broght hem into his citee.
And inned hem, everich at his degree.
He festeth hem^.and doon hem al honour.
That yet men wenen that no mannes wit
Of noon estaat \\e koude amended it. (2190-96) ,
The topos Chaucer employs to show the unique excellence of the entertainment
is similar to the presentation of the King in Purity, except that what here is
a part of the rich background, enhancing the hero figures and their fight, is
an integral part there of the poem's fabric, indicating the perfection of heaven.
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At the end Theseus fulfills the role of judge, awarding Ehiily to
Palamon, after a long consideration of the death of Arcite in victory. His
function of instigator and judge is not so different from the king-figures in
romance, but the way in which he is developed, by the presentation of this
"bantering" tone of experiential wisdom, this is different, showing clearly
Burrow's meaning of the "high eld" figure whose humorous view of the heroes
lights up their situation from a different angle.
In Sir Gawain and the Green Knight the figure of Sir Bertilak has a
role similar to Theseus' at the end. He is outside the testing situation
Sir Gawain finds himself in, and, as tester, has the function of pronouncing
judgement as well as arranging for the action, as Theseus does. His function of
instigator of action is not fully revealed until the end, but at Sir Bertilak's
castle it is Gawain's host who is the active force, entertaining Gawain fittingly,
and suggesting the exchange of winnings with him. At his first encounter with
Bertilak, Gawain sees the lord who is to entertain him:
Gawayn gly^t on ]oe gome jDat godly hym gret.
And y a j) t hit a bolde burne“J^at*^ bur^ a^te,
A hoge h^el for ]oe nonez, and of hyghe eldee;
Brode, bry^t, watz his berde, and al beuer-hwed,
Sturne, stif on “Jae str^Je on stalworth schonkez,
Felle face as'jpe fyre, and fre of hys speche;
And wel hym semed, for sc e^, as ])e segge jDu^t,
To lede a lort'schyp in lee of leudez ful gode. (842-49) .
The poet describes Bertilak as he appears to Gawain and in his 
judgement Bertilak is well suited to lordship. Bertilak's castle with its 
courtly and fitting service is described to show that the entertainment of
Gawain there lacked nothing. Bertilak's court is shown as rivalling Arthur's
in every respect; his hall is no provincial court, unable to offer fitting 
hospitality to courtly guests.
Sir Bertilak is shown not only in his awareness of courtly behaviour,
but also in the vigorous energy and delight with which he pursues all his
activities. A!,; the Christmas festivities,for example, he occupies a central
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position, similar to that of Arthur at his court. He leads his guests in 
revelry "to glade Sir Gawayn" (989):
Tpe lorde luflych aloft lepez ful ofte,
Mynned merthe to be made vpon mony syjiez,
Hent he^ly of his hode, and on a spere henged.
And way ne d horn to wynne }oe worchip Jjerof,
l)at most myijje my^t meue *j;iat Crystenmas why le- (98I-85) »
He is most often portrayed in action, in the three days of hunting,
for example, and in every aspect of his behaviour he illustrates both courtly
virtues sind the kind of energy which Arthur exhibits in his conquering
expeditions in Morte Arthurs, Bertilak is of course only half the presentation
of this mysterious authority figure in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. The
Green Knight himself reveals that his fitness to judge Sir Gawain is based
on the test undergone by Gawain at the castle. The shape'-shifting Sir
Bertilak*s authority revealed her* is similar to Theseus*dispassionate
consideration of Palamon and Arcite's case; Bertilak speaks with the same
certainty about Gawain's behaviour and,whether his verdict is accepted or not,
he can absolve him:
Now know I wel W  cosses, and }3y costes als.
And p e wowyng 01 my wyf: I wro3t hit myseluen.
I sende hir to asay ]pe, and sothly me J>ynkkez 
On]pe fautlest freke ]Dat euer on fote 3ede;
As perle bi ]pe quite pese is of prys more.
So is Gawayn, in god fayth, bi d^r gay kny3tez. (236O-65).
Like Arthur he has a grim humour, exemplified by his casual approach to
Gawain at the Green Chapel, and his whole attitude is that of tester and judge,
the authority figure who considers Gawain with sympathetic understanding.
These figures of authority Burrow connects with A.C. Spearing's
comments on man in the face of an "all encompassing power", against which he
?/]
is powerless to struggle. * Burrow gives the example of Gawain facing 
"the magisterial Green Knight", which, it seems, is typical of the authority 
figures of the age. The ultimate authority is clearly God, and other 
authority figures, like the King in the parable, which represent God, reflect 
the power over man possessed by the Deity. The King's confrontation of the
3 1 .^ Patience and the Gawain poet*, Anglia, S4" (1966), 307 .
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man in foul clothes is indicative of the absolute authority which this ruler 
commands. The King commands instant obedience from his servants; his anger 
against the guests who refuse to come, who dare to disobey him,is very great, 
and his judgement that they will never come to his feast is final. When 
confronted by his lord, the man in foul clothes is so frightened, that,like
\
the Roman senators confronted by Arthur in Morte Arthua^ he cannot speak.
Although the King in the parable lacks the humorous detachment 
found in Theseus and Bertilak, his speeches, as I have shown, have an energy 
and passion lacking in the original, especially in his attack on the 
unfortunate in clean clothes. His wrath has no possibility of mercy or 
tolerance in it, as is right in a narrative illustrating God's hatred of 
impurity. On the other hand, his behaviour towards the other guests- shows 
that he is a generous lord, as he feasts.them and entertains them well. The 
lord, who represents God, has these two aspects of courtesy, pleasure in his 
obedient servants, and violent and implacable anger against impurity.
The narrative in which he appears is entirely literal, but the 
meaning affects the presentation in that the anger of the lord is emphasised 
and his courtesy is developed. The punishment of the ill-clad man is severe, 
because the symbolic meaning of impurity is close to the surface here, and the 
punishment is for impurity rather than for a social lapse. The whole narrative 
focuses at this point, just as the poet narrows his viewpoint to show how the 
lord sees the man in foul clothes. The poet adapts the authority figure, the 
ruler, to fulfil the role of God, altering the King in the parable to blend
with the theme of the poem.
It is, of course, difficult to portray God, to make the
incomprehensible comprehensible : some form of aULalogy, like that used in the 
parable is almost inevitable, and when a poet like the Gawain-poet.one of whose 
characteristic qualities is the ability to detail realistically, presents the 
figure of God, it is likely that there will be some discrepancies in
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characterizations of the unknowable. In the drama of the period-/ God the 
Father is presented in a more stylized manner than He is by analogy in the 
parable. At the beginning of each cycle God Himself details His creative 
activity, defining Himself and His attributes in speech which is often of a 
higher style than that of most of the cycle; in the Towneley play He begins 
thus:
Ego sum alpha et o ,
I am the first, the last also.
Gone god in mageste;
Meruelus, of myght most, 
ffader, & son, & holy goost.
On god in trinite. 32
The "high style" is illustrated by the first York play:
I am gracyus and grete, god withoutyn begynnyng,
I am maker Vnmade, all mighte es in me,
I am lyfe and way vnto welth wynnyng,
I am formaste and fyrste, als I byd sail it be.
The effect is description rather than characterization, as God tells of His
actions in creating the world. In the other plays in which He appears, God
initiates action only, without acting Himself. His role of judge is obvious
at the Fall, at the murder of Cain, and when He tests Abraham by ordering
him to slay Isaac his son. The physical presence of an actor playing God
clearly limits any display of His omnipotence, and the Wakefield master, or
another reviser, exploits the distinction between the actor and the Creator
in the Towneley Mactacio Abel when Cain calls Him a "hob over the wall", an
obvious reference to the actor's appearance in a gallery over the playing
a r e a . jt is not possible for the God of the drama to be seen in a
relationship with another character, as is, for example, God with Abraham in
Purity. The stage-relationships must be more formal, more public than those
possible in narrative, where God is not so obviously before the reader.
32. The Towneley Plays.edited by G.England Sc A.«V.Pollard,LJLTS.ES.71,p.l >11
1 - 6
33. The York Plays .edited I.T.Smith, P.l, 11.1-4 .
34. The Towneley Plays . p. 17,11.2 Sc 7.
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The God of the plays, therefore,often commands and judges, but is above 
the human relationships, as He is, presumably, physically above the 
human characters on stage. The authority noted in the presentation of God 
in Purity is there, but without the sense of confrontation which is to be 
felt as the Lord in the parable faces the disobedient man. When God 
speaks to Abraham for example, to order him to sacrifice Isaac, in the 
Towneley play. He speaks directly and not by an angel messenger as in 
several of the other plays. He calls to Abraham, who asks, in reply, who 
it is :
Deus: It is I, take tent to me.
That fourmed thi fader adam.
And every thyng in it degre.
Abraham. To here thi wil, redy I am.
And to fulfill, what euer it be (p.42,11.60-64).
There is no sense of relationship here, nor any emotion such as marks the
encounter between the Lord and the man, or God and Abraham later in Purity.
The presentation of God in Purity is not without its problems, 
as I said earlier. The initial dramatic presentation of God colours His 
presentation for the rest of the poem, which uses Old Testament narratives 
unlike the New Testament parable. God has a direct part in these narratives; 
He is presented as being in contact with men, arranging their destinies 
and holding conversations with them. The spare Hebrew narrative raised few 
problems in the presentation of God as unlike man; the dramatist overcame 
the difficulty by isolating and formalizing Him, but the poet of Purity, in 
filling the gaps in the Vulgate narrative and realizing the narrative in 
concrete terms, in making more explicit what the Hebrew left unexpressed, 
presents an anthropomorphic God at times during the poem. When the poet 
s-peaks of God's anger at "fylthe", which is beyond His anger at other sins, 
he implies that God leaves His customary behaviour pattern and becomes 
mad with rage:
For as I fynde, "Joer he forget alle his fre^ewez,
And wex wod to J^ e wrache for wrath at his hert. (203-4).
This may, incidentally, echo the Ockhamist view that God could behave in an 
uncharacteristic manner, if it pleased him, because He was not bound by His 
own laws.
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The anthropomorphic presentation of God is particularly
noticeable in the Flood narrative, where the poet speaks of God's reaction
to the evil of mankind:
When he knew uche contre corruppte in hitselven,
And uch freke forloyned fro p e ry3t wayez,
Felle temptande tene towched his hert;
As wy3e, wo hym withinne werp to hymselven:
'Me fo^^ynkez ful much ]oat ever I mon made', ... (281-84).
This specific linking of God's feelings to man's is unusual as Menner notes:
at a place where other commentators are careful to explain away any
implication from the Vulgate that God might feel as a man, the poet increases
this identification.^^ Here God is presented as feeling wrath and sorrow
in the same way as a human; the presentation here is direct, not by
analogy as in the parable, where the King represents God. Here again God
is presented as a man who changes his mind because of his overwhelming
anger. A more detailed examination of God in this narrative will be found
in the following chapter on the Flood exemplum; here it is enough to show
the difference between the Wedding Feast narrative, in which a human
figure provides a parallel for God's behaviour, and the Flood narrative,
in which God is seen as man so that He appears less than omnipotent, and
controlled by the emotions which possess Him.
This is confirmed by the transitional passage following the Flood
narrative, in which the poet summarizes God's behaviour commenting on His
changing emotions:
Hym rwed )>at he hem uprerde and ra3t hem lyflode.
And efte ]pat he hem undyd, hard hit hym'J^olt;
For quen "pe swemande sor3e so3t to his hert,
He knyt a covenaunde cortaysly wyth monkynde 'jpere.
In 3pe mesure of his mode and me'pe of his wylle, (561-65).
Here He seems to regret His destructive anger, like a human lord, as if the
poet is seeing the analogy from the Wedding Feast of the Lord and God, this
time as a direct presentation. The analogy has been transformed so that God
is like a human king in all His actions, and this shifting from image to a more
35. Purity, ed. , Menner, p.80, Note on line 284.
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literal presentation is typical of the poet's use of images on various levels.
A clearer example of this is to be seen in Pearl, where the Dreamer
misinterprets the image of Heaven as a court, insisting on seeing it literally
as a human court, so that he is moved to enquire about the lodging for so
many maidens (Pearl.925-30). In Purity the idea of God as lord is
interpreted in several ways from the parable to the more abstract and symbolic
concepts, moving away from anthropomorphism. An example of this movement into
the abstract occurs at the end of this transitional passage when the poet
reminds his hearers of God's creative powers and His omniscience as Creator:
For he is)>e gropande God,'J>e grounde of alle dedez,
%pande of uche a ring J>e reynyez and hert; (591-9 2 ) •
In the next narrative of Abraham and the destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah, the concept of God in the original is closer to that in the Flood
narrative than to the story from Daniel or the parable. God appears as a
human figure, this time traditionally, since the three men who visit
Abraham at Mambre are said to be a manifestation of the Trinity. The poet
does not describe them literally since to do so would be to detract from the
mystery of the three in one:
If J>ay wer farande and fre and fayre to beholde.
Hit is epe to leve by'jpe last ende. (607-6 0 8) •
His physical presence here does not lead to an anthropomorphic presentation
as in the Flood narrative, and there is no violent overriding emotion. This
presentation shows the courteous God whom the pure in heart may see and enjoy.
God praises Abraham's entertainment, and behaves as a fitting guest:
And God as a glad gest mad god chere. (64l).
Although God is angered at the sexual impurity of the cities. He 
explains the reasons for this anger to Abraheim, in the language of tltc cotufl 
which Baltazar later tries, and fails, to use. He contrasts the love He has 
planned for man with the impurity of the cities:
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* I corapast hem a kynde crafte and kende hit hem derne,
And amed hit in myn ordenaunce oddely dere,
And dy3t drwry Jaerinne, doole al^serswettest, „
And)oe play of paramorez I portrayed myselven; (697-700)•
The statement of God's anger-
Hem to smyte forJ>at smod smartly I Jjenk. (7 1 1)-.
is calm, compared with the violence of the earlier narrative and He is
persuaded by Abraham to moderate His wrath even more. Although God holds a
dialogue with Abraham, He is not realized in human terms in His emotional
response to sin, as earlier and at the actual destruction of the Cities, He
is the more remote instigator of the storm, the power behind the universe :
TP e grete God in his greme bygynnez on lofte;
To wakan we de re z so wylde “Jf^e wyndez he caliez, (947-48) ,
This God is seen in this exemplum as courteous7 noble in His aims,
and gentle in His relationship with Abraham. He appears to change His mind
over the destruction of the cities, but the poet's chief concern here seems
to be the reaction of Abraham, so that God is not developed, nor His attitude
explained, except in the general terms of His love for His friend Abraham.
The difference in presentation of God here and God in the Flood story is
partly due to the differences in the source, and partly due to the difference
in emphasis here placed on the positive view of God, on His courtesy towards
the pure, instead of on His negative and destructive attitude towards sin.
In the Flood God is seen as an angry Lord, while here He is courteous, just
as the Lord in the parable is angry at the ill clad man and courteous towards
His other guests. God,as Abraham's guest, though presented less vigorously
than the God in the Flood narrative, behaves fittingly; it is made clear
that He behaves with perfect courtesy towards His host. Abraham himself,
however, is developed more fully here so that God's role is more passive
than in the earlier narrative.
In the homiletic passage between the second and third narratives,
the poet presents the purity of Christ, and the need for purity in the hearer.
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The life of Christ is told briefly, indicating His purity and showing the
efficacy of Christ in making the impure pure, so that the method by which
the hearer becomes pure can be made clear. The incident in Christ's life
which receives the most detailed treatment is His Birth, and here the poet
describes the scene with lyric formality, without any of the literal
description associated with the Gawain-poet. He speaks of the "cleanness" of
the Birth itself and the glad rejoicings of the angels who attend Mary.
He comments:
\ )  enne watz her bly)p>e barne burnyst so dene
ip at bc^e 'Joe ox and p e asse hym he red at ones:
jpay knewe hym by his clannes for Kyng of nature, (1085-87) *
This description presents a kind of earthly court for Christ, attended by
angels, worshipped as "Kyng of nature" by ox and ass, and perfectly pure. It
is a continuation of the earlier image of God's court, adapted to the Nativity,
and here remote from the literal level of presentation, so that this second
person of the Trinity is in some ways less human than the God of the Flood
narrative, because He is more closely identified with the image of the court
and with the abstract concept of purity in Himself. Words like "dene" (1088')
and "Cortayse" (IO8 9, 1097) are used to describe Christ, and the poet moves
from a consideration of His earthly purity to a reminder of the image which
is central to the poem:
]Ous is he kyryous and dene*Jaat “Jjou his cort askes;
Hou schulde ^ u  com to his kyth bot if Jjou dene were? (1109-10) •
Here the poet stresses the merciful nature of God, an aspect overshadowed by 
the destructive force with which He punishes.
In the third exemplum God is presented differently mainly because of 
the source. He is the force behind events, directing and controlling, but not 
Himself involved in the action. The poet makes clear that God is omnipotent, 
particularly in explaining why the pagan Nabugodenozar was permitted to 
triumph over God's people who were disobedient:
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For'joi oure Fader upon folde a foman hym wakned,
Nabi^odenozar nuyed hym sv/yj)e; (1175-76) *
Disobediance is a cause of destruction, and God could have altered history, 
had he wished:
For had Joe Fader ben his frende "Jsat hym bifore keped,
Ne never trespast to him in teche of mysseleve.
No Calde wer alle calde, and kythes of Ynde- (1229-31) •
Human agencies therefore perform God's will, and He is set at one remove 
from the destruction.
God's reaction to sacrilege is similar to His reaction to men's sin 
at the time of the Flood:
So'Jpe Wo r cher ofjjis wo ride wlates j)erwyth,
3 )at in *]pe ppynt of her play he porvayes a raynde; (1501-2 ) .
His hatred of sin is indicated by the verb "wlates", which 
emphasises his revulsion, but His role of judge is actively filled by 
Daniel in the narrative.God Himself is more remote here than in other 
narratives, being the force behind the events and not the near-human figure 
of the other stories, who is in direct contact with man.
The image of kingship is still central in this narrative, in the 
parody of the Wedding Feast, which includes the unsuccessful attempts by 
Baltazar to be a courteous King. Baltazar's obvious inadequacy contrasts 
with the assured behaviour of the King in the Wedding Feast, and other aspects 
of his behaviour, which.will be considered in more detail in a later chapter, 
emphasise the difference between God's Kingship and that of an impure man.
At the end of the poem the poet draws together the various images 
and themes, referring to the initial parable and to the Beatitude : the words 
he employs have here been enriched throughout the poem through their use in 
various settings:
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]pus upon J>rynne wyses I haf yew Jaro schewed,
■joat unclannes tocleves in corage dere 
Of}oat wynnelych Lorde'^ jat wonyes in he van,
Entyses hym to be tene, teldes up his wrake;
And clannes is his confort, and coyntyse he lovyes,
And }x)se "))at seme a m  and swete schyn se his face.
1k>at we gon gay in cure gere j^ at grace he uus sende,
*J)at we may serve in his sy]t]oer solace never blynnez. (1805-I2 ) .
The presentation of God as a lord is not unique, even in the work
of the Gawain poet. In Patience the poet exploits the master/man relationship
between God and Jonah; Jonah's disobedience is seen in terms of his
obligation to his lord. In the short exemplum which leads into the story of
Jonah the poet imagines what would happen if he disobeyed his "lege lorde"
(49-^6) and Jonah also uses courtly vocabulsiry; in his prayer to God from the
whale,for example, he concludes his prayer with the affirmation "haf here my
trouthe" (336). In Patience, therefore, the poet sees the relationship
between man and master as a reflection of the relationship between God and man.
Throughout Purity the linking imagery of God the King, presented
as a perfect mediaeval ruler, holds together disparate characterizations of
God, so that there is a feeling of unease in the overall presentation. In
Patience with one narrative only, the image is developed within the story; in
Purity with several narratives, the image is not developed consistently,
and the effect of the various means of presenting God is to make His character
somewhat inconsistent. The poet presents God by means of imagery, parable,
and "realism", in which he develops the Old Testament character of God
anthropomorphically. There is also the lyric presentation of Christ which
differs markedly in style from the presentation of God in the Flood narrative.
The two sides of God's nature emphasised in the poem. His pleasure in purity
and His anger at impurity, alternate and there is no real attempt to create a
unified figure, since an explanation of God's character is unnecessary within
the theme of the poem. The contrast between the angry and the gracious God
must be stark to indicate the fearful consequences of impurity on the one hand.
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and, on the other,the happy relationship purity brings about. This results 
in the double presentation of God, which is further complicated because the 
poet dramatizes different portraits of God from the Vulgate original.
J.F. McNamara sees Purity as Ockhamist in its insistence on good
works, which enable the penitent to enjoy God's grace. McNamara points out
that God's will alone determines the success or failure of the Christian, so
36
that the reward for man's efforts is God's gift to bestow or withhold.
That the poem seems Ockhamist also in the arbitrariness of God's behaviour 
at certain points in the poem is a result of the poet's use of various sources, 
linlced by one image of courtliness, and of his alternating presentation of the 
gracious and the angry God.
In the Wedding Feast, the source of the recurring image of God, the 
poet first presents the two facets of God's character, and makes dramatic the 
two responses of God to man's behaviour. In this narrative the poet uses the 
courtly authority figure, familiar in other literature, to develop the 
presentation of God, and he also illustrates here his tendency to realize 
details of behaviour and setting, which causes him to make the God in the 
Flood narrative such a human figure. The Lord of the Wedding Feast narrative 
has the energy and ability to command associated with Theseus in the Knight's 
Tale and Bertilak in Sir Gawain. He is perhaps less impersonal in his 
judgement than are those two, since his anger at the "harlot" is wrath at a 
personal affront, a slur on his dignity. This adaption of the detached 
judgement of the authority figure may be traced throughout the poem, in the 
Flood, and in the Destruction of the cities so that God appears to be 
personally involved in man's behaviour, less than God in His inability to 
present a detached judgement on His creation.
3 6. J.F. McNamara, VResponses^;^_Ockhamist theology', p. 37 ff-
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Although God in the poem is a background figure against whom human 
characters are portrayed, He presents in some ways the most interesting 
problems. The presentation of God illustrates the poet's "associative" 
technique,that is, the setting together of differing presentations without 
the links necessary to join them. The poet uses different methods of 
presentation from lyric to realistic, and also different and contrasting 
facets of character, God in anger and God in contentment. Typical, too^of 
the Gawain - poet is the use of "reversals", the sudden turn from anger to 
joy, joy to anger, which he displays in the presentation of God. There are 
many ambiguities in presentation, because God is a background figure, and 
several occasions where the poet's ability to dramatize one moment in his 
narrative makes that moment have a greater impact than perhaps it should - 
I think, for example, of the anger of God at the Flood. It is difficult to 
judge why the poet presented God's regret for the destruction at the Flood 
so forcibly, why Abraham seems to have more sympathy for the Cities than 
does God. Either the poet, having presented the contrast between God's anger 
and graciousness in the Wedding Feast narrative, realized other narratives 
scene by scene without reference to the overall effect, or he was intent on 
presenting God as a somewhat arbitrary Lord, as He is in part in Patience, 
who must be obeyed because to disobey brings retribution out of all 
proportion with the offence,not a detached justice, but a blind fury against 
"fyljie". The second possibility seems more likely, because it implies an 
imperfect picture of God, with His anger overemphasised to reinforce the 
lesson that impurity is repugnant to Him.
It is interesting that the poet chooses to use an adaption of a 
stock characterization to make God personal rather than to adopt the 
stylized presentation of God familiar in drama. If this anthropomorphism
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tends to make God’s behaviour irrational, it also creates a strong sense of 
His presence throughout the poem. In his imagination of the Lord in the 
Wedding Feast he creates a lively portrait full of specific detail which 
influences the characterization of God throughout the poem.
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CiLlPl'Llt 4.
LO/Ji. .a-J'üiAM and LOT.
Introduction
The first two long exampla in Purity, the narratives of the Flood 
and of the Destruction of the Cities, can be considered in the same chapter 
because, from the point of view of character, they share a similar back­
ground and tradition. Noah and Abraham, the patriarchs who are both seen 
as types of God in meddaeml exegisis, are presented with unqualified 
approval, as good characters, counterbalancing the totally evil figures, 
like Cain or herod, and Lot in Purity shares features of presentation with 
Abraham.
Although these characters are developed fully in the Middle Ages 
from the Biblical outline, and overlaid with levels of interpretation not 
there in the Hebrew original, it is interesting to consider the sources of 
these characters to see whether the direction of their development was in 
any way determined by differences in conception in the original. In Prie 
Auerbach's book Mimesis: the representation of reality in Western 
literature ^ he makes an interesting comparison between the Homeric epic 
and the Old Testament, contrasting the two presentations of character, 
background and narrative; this shows the distinctive features of Hebrew
literature in relief, against the background of another culture's
1
conception of man. One of the principal differences which Auerbach 
perceives is that of perspective; where the Greek writer lights his scene 
equally, foreground and background being on the same plane, the Hebrew 
writers hi^ilight certain features,leaving the background dark, ‘ihey use 
only the most necessary details in a compact and allusive narrative. Many 
of the distinctive Hebraic features can be traced to the writer's desire 
to present the truth, not only of the literal history, but of the 
spiritual significance of the events also.
1* Mimesis; translated by W, Trask,(Princeton,1953)»CM.I,
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Auerbach also comments on the development of character in the 
Old Testament compared to the static presentation in Homer. Whereas 
Odysseus returns unchanged by his adventures, Jacob, for example,develops 
from "the supplanter" to Israel, the dying patriarch in Egypt. However 
absorbing the immediate circumstances, the Old Testament character always 
retains a sense of his own past and God's dealings with him, a fact which 
gives a depth of background to the narrative. On the other hand, the 
writer is not concerned to describe the thoughts and motivation of his 
characters but rather leaves them to be inferred; Auerbach cites the 
silent journey to Mount Moriah by Abraham and Isaac on the way to 
sacrificeas an effective example of this.
The understated, unelaborated Hebrew work, with its underlying 
purpose of tracing man's relationship to God, was the object of continual 
commentary from the pre-Christian era onwards. The process of writing in 
links in the narratives of the early books of the Old Testament, of 
explaining and interpreting motives, was started by Jewish writers, 
particularly in the inter-Testamental period,and continued with increasing 
magnitude by Christian writers, interpreting the Old Covenant in the li^t 
of the New. This altered view of the Old Testament, now seen as a pre­
figuring instead of significant in its own right, is mentioned by Auerbach 
again, in his essay on Figura, in which he comments that the Old Testament 
"first came to the newly converted peoples as figura rerum, or phenomenal 
prophecy, as a préfiguration of Christ, so giving them a basic conception 
of history which derived its compelling force from its inseparable bond
with the faith, and which for almost a thousand years remained the only
2
acceptable view of history*"•
2m E. Auerbachi Scenes from the Drama of European Literature: Six Essays, 
(New York,1959),p53*
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Since the original is seen through a mist of significances, 
prefigurings, symbols or examples, it is difficult to assess the impact 
of it on the Middle Ages. Even in Purity, vhere the literal level of the 
narrative is of the first importance, there are echoes of other interpre­
tations, and an obvious awamess of the centuries of Christian tradition. 
Yet there does seem to be a difference, generally, between the Christian 
presentations of the two major characters under examination, and this may 
be due in part to their different origins. The Noah-figure is to be found 
in the myths of many of the peoples of the eastern Mediterranean area, a 
part of a common cultural inheritance ; indeed, the tradition is inherited 
from the Babylonian-Akkadian myth of Sit-napisti, according to some 
scholars, and to be found in the Greek legend of Deucalion also. Abraham, 
on the other hand, has no counterpart in any of the near-Eastem culture 
groups. Noah, then, has a mythic universality as "man" while Abraham, 
although he is thought to represent a tribe or a nation and not an 
individual, can be seen as a representative individual, a figure called 
out of one culture to found another. Abraham held a special place for the
Jewish nation as "Father of the nation. Elect and lover of God"...... ."
the suprenfe example of holiness", and therefore Jewish midrashic writers 
sought to harmonise the accounts of his life in Genesis in the light of 
this, and not to write in links which might show his character in a less 
than perfect light.
In pre-Christian times the figure of Noah was developed; the 
first century B.C. Book of the Jubilees contains references to a Book of 
Noah in which the patriarch is given a miraculous birth, and in which he 
describes his experiences of the Flood. Linked with the story of Noah is 
the development of his wife's character, to be found widely in folk-tales, 
and, of course, in the English mystery plays.
3 , Cambridge History of the Bible,Vol. I,(Cambridge,1970),p218.
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According to F. L. Utley, the need to discover a history and name for Noah's 
felt
wife VfîlS ^  quite early in the Christian era, by Rabbinic scholars as well as
4Christians, and she cites the fourth century Epiphanius who attacks the 
Gnostic teaching that she was an evil character who repeatedly burnt the ark.^ 
A.J. Mill traces the legend of her agreement with the Devil, and his entry 
into the ark which is reflected in the Newcastle Noah play, from folklore 
and chronicle.^ The earliest fully developed story is Enikel's Chronicle of 
the thirteenth century, and F.L. Utley, in attempting to account for the 
number of names attached to Noah's wife, remarks on the interlinking of the 
Flood story with the Fall of man, as Noah's wife takes on the characteristics 
of Eve, to correspond with her husband's role of second father of mankind.
Thus the importance of Noah himself in the story of the Flood is diminished
by the inclusion of this apocryphal material.
In the Cliristian era the typological interpretation of Abraliam,
particularly in the Sacrifice of Isaac, as God the Father, is a closer fit
with the story than is the interpretation of Noah as Christ in the Ark of 
the Church. The emotive elements in the Abraham story coincide with those 
of the underlying meaning; Abraham's love prefigures God's love. The 
interrelationship of Christ and Noah on the other hand is more or less 
mechanical and Noah has no distinctive personality as has Abraham.
Both Abraham and Noah were familiar to the people of mediaeval
England, and through Abraham, Lot. Both are patriarchs, both are instit­
ut or s of a new age in the Seven Ages of the World. Abraham is perhaps 
best known from the Sacrifice of Isaac narrative, in which he appears, 
usuailly following Noah, in the cycle drama. Their stories were read in
churches before and during Lent, with other important Old Testament 
8figures, and they appear frequently in fiediaeval art (as for example in 
the Old Testament window of Malvern priory).
4. 'One Hundred and Tiiree Names of Noali's Wife', Speculum .16 (l94l), pp.423-432.
3- 'One Hundred and Three Names', p. 447-
6. Noah's Wife Again', P M L A, 36 (1964), pp. 613-626
7 . '103 Names', p. 430.
8. See Mirk's Festiall, edited by J. Erbe, E.E.T.S. 9 6 , p. 62ff.
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Their presentations vary from the completely stylised ante-types of Christ 
or God, to the more literal and more familiar Old Testament figures, 
according to the purpose of the writer. The two are generally distinct in 
their development. Noah may be presented as a dignified figure, or a 
hen-pecked husband; Abraham is rarely a comic figure, and he is more often 
given the dignity due to the founder of the Jewish nation. In Purity, the 
writer presents Noah differently from Abraham and Lot, according to the 
different purposes of the two exempla.
The main source, as I have said, for the narratives in Purity 
is the Vulgate, and thus a comparison of the English with the Latin
highlights the contrasts in presentation between them, and reveals the 
areas in which the poet has either amplified or condensed his material. 
Although the Vulgate is not the only source for the poem, A.C. Spearing, 
in giving his reasons for a comparison between the two says:
But the Vulgate was certainly his basic source, and the 
simplicity of its narrative makes the elaborated detail of the Gawain- 
poet’s work stand out vividly by contrast. 9
I shall therefore consider the differences between the two, 
and, although I realise that other details may have been taken from 
commentaries and other sources, it is the poet’s method of deploying these 
details and the fact that some are chosen while others are ignored, which 
is important.
NOAH and the Flood Narrative
In Purity Noah appears in the first of the three main exempla 
by means of which the poet investigates the nature of "clannesse". The 
poet recounts the story of the Flood to make clear the "malys mercyles" 
of God (1 2 5 0) towards sinners in impurity or "fyl]pe" in contrast with the 




The focus in the exemplum is fixed on the sinners themselves and on the
anger of God, as expressed in the Flood, as the opening lines of the
exemplum make clear:
"per watz malys mercyles and mawgre much scheued,
pat watz for fylpe upon folde J>at pe folk used, (250-51).
Hence the amplifications of the Vulgate text are mainly in these two
areas of the story. To see why Noah is portrayed as he is in the narrative,
it is necessary to examine the development made by the poet in the portrayal
of the sinners and of God.
The narrator builds up a clear picture of these evil doers by
contrasting their unique advantages with their wicked behaviour. He uses
superlatives to describe their appearance, but the adjectives he chooses
are very general words, like "fayrest", "“jpe most and pe myriest" and "pe
styfest". (11. 253-55), together with a defining phrase which emphasises
their uniqueness, as with "pe stalwaipest pat stod ever on fete," (255).
This is reminiscent of descriptions of heroes in romance, as, for example,
Havelok in Havelok the Dane:
Hwan he was eloped, hosed, and shod.
Was non so fayr under God.
Pat euere yete in erpe were.
Non pat euere moder here; 10
or William in William of Palerne. when the Emperor of Rome first sees him:
but panne bi-held he a-boute & pat barn of-seye
hov fair, hov/ fetys it was Sc freliche schapen;
so fair a si3t of seg ne sawe he neuer are,
of lere ne of lykame lik him nas none,
ne of so sad a semblant pat euer he say w:p) ei3yen. 11
This kind of "uniqueness" topos, which is a rhetorical device similar to
those considered by W.R.Curtius in his examination of the eulogy in
Latin literature of the classical old later periods, is adapted by the '
poet in Purity later in the description of the sinners. Using superlatives
still, he indicates their inversion of right values:
10. The Lay of Havelok the Dane,edited by W.W.Skeat, Second edition by 
K.Sis^am,(Oxford,1 9 6 3^ 11 971-74.
11. William of Palerne,edited by W.W.Skeat,ElXS. ES 1 ,11. 224-28,
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He watz famed for fre pat fe3t loved best,
And ay pe digest in bale pe best watz halden. (275-76).
The contrast between what they are and what they appear to be is heightened
by the poet’s comment that they had to obey no law ’’bot loke to kynde" (2 6 3).
This is a general description of the whole race, given in
general terms; it is only later in the portrayal of the Flood itself that
the poet gives the people any individuality, and then his focus has changed
to show the sadness of the waste these people have brought upon themselves.
The poet’s condemnation is clear, but he has a wistfulness about the missed
chance of these people, who were close to Adam in excellence:
For hit was pe forme-foster pat pe folde bred,
~pe ^el aunceterez sunez pat Adam watz called.
To wham God hade geven alle pat gayn were,
Alle p>e blysse boute blame pat bodi my3t have.
And pose lykkest tope lede pat lyved next after; (257-61).
This whole description amplifies the Vulgate, and makes the virtues with
which the people were endowed more specific than the biblical "isti sunt
potentes a saeculo viri famosi" (Genesis Ch.6^^). This general description,
standing as it does at the beginning of the exemplum, makes clear that the
fate of these people is the focus of interest.
Against this description of evil the poet sets God’s wrath.
The portrayal of God in this narrative is different from that in the parable
of the Wedding Feast, as was shown in the previous chapter, and the
difference lies in the presentation here of God as human in His sorrow and
in His anger:
Felle temptande tene towched his hert;
• As wy3e, wo hym withinne werp to hymselven: (283-84).
It is unusual, as Menner remarks in his'note on these lines, to imply that 
God had any human feeling, since commentators, like Alcuin and Augustine 
whom Menner quotes,were at pains to explain away any suggestion of human 
e m o t i o n . G o d ’s anger is seen in the line quoted, as something outside 
himself, just as human anger is described in the manuals of Christian 
behaviour. Anger need not be sinful, according to them, since examples of 
righteous anger, notably on the occasion when Jesus cleared the Temple of
12. Purity,p.80,Note to line 284,
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money-changers, are given, but even so this anthropomorphic element in
Purity is disturbing and has parallels elsewhere, particularly with the
God in Patience.
God appears to change His mind in the Flood narrative, since,
before the Deluge, He expresses regret that He ever made man:
*'Me for'J^ ynkez ful much ])at ever I mon made,
Bot I schal delyver and do away Ip a t doten on ]3is molde.
And fleme out of ]oe folde al ]oat flesch werez," (285-87),
whereas afterwards His anger has evaporated, and He can view man more
philosophically:
"Now, Noe, no more nel I never wary
Alle "Joe mukel mayny jon] molde for no mannez synnez,
For I se wel ]pat hit is sothe,]pat alle mannez wyttez
To ur^ryfte arn alle "J>rawen wyth ]Do3t of her herttez.
And ay hatz ben, and wyl be 3et, fro her barnage;"(513-17)*
These two sentiments are to be found in the Vulgate, but the poet amplifies
the speech of God and increases the anthropomorphic elements which the
earlier commentators were at pains to exclude. God in Purity here is given
much more force than the God of the Vulgate; the poet uses adverbs to
define God's feelings more closely:
'* and sore hit me rwez 
jDat ever I made hem myself;" (290-91)»
This intensifies the Vulgate expression of sorrow, and the next phrase,
not in the Vulgate at all, implies God's lack of omniscience previously,
and shows almost that God has been outwitted:
..... "bot if I may hereafter,
I schal wayte to be war her wrenchez to kepe." (291-2).
These additions made God more like a human being, and therefore less than 
God.
The way of presenting "fyljoe" and "clannesse", to be found 
elsewhere in the poem, in concrete terras which increase the sense of 
revulsion against the former, increases the sense of God's humanity here.
13
A.C.Spearing describes the "fastidious revulsion" with which God is endowed, 




“Wyth. her miwoi^elych werk me wlatez vythiime
■pe gore]perof me hatz greved and]pe glette nwyed;’' (305-6 ).
"Wlatez" is a verb used of God's reaction later in the poem, when He 
punishes Baltazar, (15OI). This then is not the only description of 
God which uses such concrete terms to describe His emotion; it is, however, 
the one presentation in which these terms are used together with a speci­
fically human description of God's feelings and the intensity of these 
feelings. If line 3^7 is correct and "my" is not an error for "with" as
Menner suggests, then the line implies that the destruction is a way of
easing the violence of God's feelings, an instinctive action to rid Himself 
of impurity:
*‘I schal strenkle my distresse, and strye al togeder,
Boÿe ledez and londe and alle "Jjat lyf habbez. ' (307-8 ).
This is reinforced by the clear regret for His action which the poet
imputes to God later in the homiletic link passage, where he says:
Hym rwed ]pat he hem uprerde and ra^t hem lyf lode.
And efte J)at he hem undyd, hard hit hym )ao^ t;
For quen J>e swemande sorje so^t to his hert,
He knyt a covenaunde cortaysly wyth monkynde ]oere, (56I-6 4).
It seems that God's overwhelming anger gives place to a calmer appraisal of
man's constant state of evil, following the destructive vengeance of the
Flood.
In the consideration of the character of God in the Wedding Feast, 
and more briefly in the rest of Purity, it was clear that the God in this 
narrative was presented differently from the rest, in the specifically 
human terms in which He is seen. When^ God appears as man to Abraham, there 
is no sense in which He is overtaken by this overwhelming anger to destroy 
the cities, and no sense in which He is not completely in control of the 
situation, yet here He is seen as manlike in His sorrow and anger, determined 
to be more wary than He has been where man is concerned. The poet has 
amplified these emotional aspects of God, giving Him a distinct character­
ization which moves from anger to sorrow, and- the poet's own view of God is 
far from certain; apart from God's lack of awareness over man's perfidy. He 
speaks:
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"Wylde wrakful wordez in his wylle greved:" (3O2).
Another unusual aspect of this narrative which reinforces the
ambiguity of the poet's own opinion on the character of God is the poet's
reaction to the sinners during the Flood. In the description of their
sinfulness there was a certain wistfulness at their wasted opportunity,
but here, at the moment of their destruction, he does not mention their sin,
but rather gives dramatic vividness to the scene by picking out the moments
of action. He makes specific the universal flight to the high ground by
focusing upon "uuche burde wyth her bame" (378). The inevitability of
death is the aspect of the Flood shown, not its punitive force:
Bot al watz nedlez her note, for never cow)5e stynt 
3)e ro^e raynande ryg, Ipe raykande wawez, (381-82)j
and it is God's anger, not the poet's condemnation which is stressed; their
cry goes unheeded:
- his mercy was passed,
And alle his pyte departed fro peopleat he hated, (395-96)o
A. C. Spearing comments on the poet's description of the drowning, done
1 4
"with a compassion that seems almost a reproach to God". When they die.
the poet turns attention from the reason for their death by focusing on
the behaviour of friends and lovers:
Bi pat J>e flod to her fete flowed and waxed,
]Den uche a segge sej wel ]pat synk hym byhoved;
Frendez fellen in fere and fajsmed togeder.
To diy^ her delful deystyne and dy^en alle samen;
Luf lokez to luf and his leve takez,
For to ende alle at onez and for ever twynne. (397-402).
The animals as well as the people cry out to a merciless God, 
whose anger seems particularly savage at this point, because He is pres­
ented as a human figure who cannot control His wrath.
This treatment of the Flood is due either to the mediaeval 
tendency to concentrate in translation on one scene at a time, to create 
effects appropriate to the incident which may not necessarily be consonant 
with the narrative as a whole, or, as I suggested in an earlier chapter, to 
the poet's presentation of many facets of God's character, which are not
linked consecutively, but merely set side by side.
The Gawain poet .p. 6 7»
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The emphasis in this narrative is upon God's wrath, in His reaction to 
sin, and the poet's presentation of this is equivocal, since he alters 
the Vulgate's neutral tone in describing the fate of the sinners,by- 
indicating the pathos of their deaths, and deliberately refraining from 
condemnation. God's man-like wrath is balanced by the immense power He 
possesses, and it is this which creates the feeling of unease inherent 
in the Flood narrative, since God's instinctive re-vulsion against sin 
destroys the entire generation. The impossibility of escaping His wrath 
is the main point of the narrative, as the subsequent homiletic passage 
makes clear, but the result of the dramatization of His anger is to pre­
sent God as less than omnipotent. God's loss of control, His lack of 
mercy reflects the Ockhamist theological opinion that God's power was 
absolute, that He could, if necessary change His mind, or, as the poet 
says, "formate alle his fre "jDewez" (2 0 3),
God is not only seen as the destroyer, although in such a 
cataclysm of destruction there is not much room for any development of 
His relationship with Noah, the good man who survives. Noah is not 
developed greatly from the Vulgate; he appears abruptly as a "wy^e" :
Ful redy and ful ry^twys, and rewled hym fayre;
I n y e  drede of Dry^tyn his dayez he usez.
And ay glydande wyth his God his grace watz^e more. (294-96). 
Even the brief background of the "generations of Noah’ given in the 
Vulgate is omitted, and this characterization of him is that given in 
the Bible. God's comment on Noah:
ForJ>ou in reysoun hatz refigned and ryjtwys ben ever: (328),
is also taken directly from the Vulgate.
The poet omits the specifications of Ark-building both in 
God's speech and Noah's response, but says merely:
Ful graj^ ïely gotz )is god man and dos Godez hestes.
In dry^ dred and daunger,"pat durst do non cÿ>er. (341-42).
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In the final phrase here, Noah's obedience is shown, in contrast to the 
disobedience of his generation, but there is no realised response to the 
astounding news that he is to turn ship-builder; this contrasts with the 
response of anger in God,showing the close focus on God, and the distant 
presentation, at this point, of Noah. Noah is not described when he is 
building the ark, as in the Mystery Plays, and,although he replies to 
God' 8 enquiry as to whether he is ready to sail with an extra-Vulgate 
affirmative, he is not made any more definite\character. , the one
attribute he possesses being total obedience, which makes him passive.
After the violence of the Flood's rising, which corresponds 
to God's wrath, the poet concentrates on the Ack briefly, with its 
occupant, " Noe 3>at of te nevened 3>e name of oureLorde," (4IO). His 
description of the Ark is from an observer's viewpoint ; there is no 
attempt to show how Noah and his family lived:
Whederwarde so }3e water wafte, hit rebounde;
Ofte hit roled on rounde and rered on ende;
Nyf oure horde hade ben her lodezmon, hem had lumpen harde.
(422-2 4).
Noah and his family are seen here only in relationship to God, so that 
how they existed in the Ark is relatively unimportant. The end of the 
Flood is also seen in terms of God's mercy to Noah:
Bot quen y e  Lord* of }je lyfte lyked hymselven
For to mynne on his mon his meth abydez, 
jDen he wakened a wynde on watterez to blowe; (435-3?) .
The waning of the Flood is carefully described as a lengthy 
process, and for the first time the^scene is presented as Noah sees it, 
following the Vulgate:
Bot be hy^est of Je eggez unhuled wem a lyttel,
33 at Jpe bume bynne borde byhelde jpe bare e:i^ )e. (451-5 2) o
In the sending forth of the birds, the poet draws on Jewish 
and Arabic tradition, particularly for the episode of the raven, which 
became a commonplace in the Noah story. In Purity the raven's unfaith­
fulness to Noah and his feasting on carrion is a minor example of 
uncleanness: he
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Fallez on foule flesch and fyllez his wombe,
And sone ^ederly forjete ^isterday steven,
How J)e chevetayn hym charged at ]>e kyst ^emed. (462-6 4).
His unfaithfulness reflects the "sub-theme" of "trawjae" in the poem, and
his minor act of rebellion parallels the major sin of Noah's generation.
Noah commends the dove for its truthfulness in contrast, and at its
return:
])en watz "p e r joy in pat gyn where jumpred er dry^ed.
And much comfort in pat cofer pat watz clay-daubed. (491-92).
This is the nearest the poet comes to describing the feelings of the Ark-
dwellers, and in its general expression of emotion, it does not bring
Noah or his family vividly to life, as his brief descriptions of the
drowning sinners did. Even in Noah's reaction to the raven's disloyalty
the poet says only that Noah: "banned hym ful byiterly wyth bestes alle
samen" (4 6 6). There is no direct speech, and the linking of Noah with
the animals in the curse decreases what sense of individuality there is;
this contrasts with the forceful presence of God in His speech on the
sinners. It is interesting that Noah curses the bird, since in the
Mystery Plays which mention its defection, only the York play has a
direct curse:
Noe: Nowe sonne, and yf he so forthe gange,
Sen he for all oure welthe gon wende.
Then be he for his werkis wrange . _
Euermore weried with-owten ende.
It seems that in the retention of the curse in Purity, the poet presents
an example of disloyalty and its reward, following the loss of the main
evil opposition to God in the Flood.
All that Noah does is seen as dependent on God. He steers the
Ark and keeps it, and the family remain within the Ark until God commands
them to leave:
Uch on loved oure horde, bot lenged ay stylle,
Tyl pay had typyng fro pe Tolkepat tyned hem perinne. (497-98).
The last view of Noah is his sacrifice of "comly and clene" animals (508)
to God, concluding the presentation of the obedient servant.
I3 . The York plays $ ed. L.T. Smith,(Oxford,1883), p32,11229-232.
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Although the poet does not characterize Noah at all, he does
realize certain scenes, like that of the Flood, and at the end. the
freeing of the animals from the Ark. They walk out "pcolyprublande in
pronge" (5 0 4), and their habitats are listed as they are dismissed:
•.. .Wylde wormez to her won wrypez in Jje enpe,
pe fox and pe folmarde tope fryth wyndez,.... (553-34).
The narrative ends with God’s speech to Noah, the two Vulgate 
speeches being condensed into one, and the rainbow seal of the covenant 
being omitted. Much of the repetitious detail of the Vulgate is omitted, 
notably the details of the Ark's size, the repetition of the Flood des­
cription, and the two messenger doves. Amplifications occur particularly 
in the description of the Flood itself, with the death of the sinners and 
with the reaction of God.
The narrative is on a literal level, although Noah is not 
characterized, a straightforward telling of the Flood story, angled to 
give prominence to God's wrath and the death of the sinners. There are 
certain references, however, which show that the poet is aware of other 
treatments of the story, which are mentioned by C.C. Morse^^for example 
God asks Noah:
"Hatz ]pou closed py kyst wyth clay alle aboute?'(346 )^  
as His instructions to "cleme hit wyth clay comly wythin(n)e” (3I2)
demanded. Although the poet speaks of the "cofer pat watz clay-daubed)(4 9),
in the Vulgate the ark was to be covered with pitch. The change could
indicate a reference to the allegorical meaning of the ark as the body,
in which Noah, the soul, is enclosed. The poet does not develop the
allegory, and certainly the literal level is the most important. Noah's
Ark was frequently allegorized in the Middle Ages, vâien every aspect of
its construction was seen as having spiritual or moral significance.
According to Hugh of St. Victor, Noah is Christ "sive quemlibet praelatum"
and the Ark is the Church or, in the moral sense, the Ark is the soul and
Noah "intellectus rationalis et sensus spiritualis, affectus bonas
II ^ 7
16. 'The Vessel/in Cleanness; University of Toronto Quayt^ r.ly, 4d(l97l)#202-l6< 
A7» Allegoriae in Vetus Testamentum. P.3j., ed Migne,(Paris,I884),tom 175*col 633.
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The height, length, and materials of the Ark are all allegorized, partic­
ularly where, as is often the case, the Ark represents the Church. The 
poet of Purity on the other hand has simply made the reader aware of the 
allegorical dimension and customary interpretations of the Ark.
Noah himself is a secondary figure in the narrative ; he is seen 
only in obedience to God whose forceful character makes Him central in 
this narrative. Noah’s relationship with God is not shown as a personal 
one, as with Abraham and God. God's speech to Noah in which he is given 
directions about ark-building- is "public" speech- and not the private, 
intimate conversation God has with Abraham. God says to Noah:
'Pe ende of alle-kynez flesch pat on mpe mevez.
Is fallen fo:p wyth my face, and fo3per hit Ipenk." (503-4) •
With Abraham, God is under a sense of obligation:
*Me bos telle to pat tolk pe tene of my wylle.
And alle myn atlyng to Abraham unhaspe bilyve." (687-88).
While in the narrative God's feelings are recorded and His change in 
emotion from the beginning to the end detailed, Noah has no emotion at
all. In this presentation of the destruction it is the death of the
many and not the salvation of the few which is stressed, since it illus­
trates the punishment for uncleanness $ rather than the reward for right­
eousness.
The ambivalence of feeling towards those who die in the Flood
is clearly felt in other presentations of the story. The fate of the
sinners is highlighted in the paraphrase Cursor Mundi:
pe leuedis listed noght o^pride, 
pai suam bi par suains side;
0 lauerdschipp was bar na strijf 
Was naman lelus of his wijf , ^  •
Here, however, Noah is the central figure, who preaches repentance to the
people before the Flood, and prays for mercy on their souls afterwards.
18# Cursor Mundi , SECS. 57 , Cotton Vesp. AIII , 11.1791-94-
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The presentation of the effects of the Flood is clearly more possible 
here than in the drama, where the impact is greatest with the concentration 
on the fate of the one family to be saved: to present the mass of people 
and something as abstract as the wrath of God with sufficient 
impressiveness is very difficult, given the limitations of the mediaeval 
stage, which coped with Ark-building but avoided the Deluge.
In the York play, Noah's disobedient wife, characterized in 
traditional fashion, expresses her sadness at losing her friends in the 
Flood:
Vxor: Nowe, certis, and we shulde skape fro scathe,
And so be saffyd as ye saye here.
My commodrys and my cosynes bathe,
pam wolde I wente with vs in feere
Noe: To wende in pe watir it were wathe,
Loke in and loke with-outen were.
Vxor: Allas! my lyff me is full lath,
I lyffe ouere lange jpis lare to lere. 19.
At the end of the play, she enquires for her friends, to be told abruptly
of their drowning. In the Chester play, the Wife will not leave her
gossips until it is almost too late, and the gossip expresses her fear of
drowning. In two plays, therefore, the playwrights give some attention
to the sinners, to those nearest Noah's family, through the person of
Noah's wife.
This character, developed from early Jewish and later Gnostic
tradition,tends to dominate the action in all but one of the extant
mystery plays. Rosemary Woolf in her book The English Mystery Plays says
that, while on the Continent Noah's,wife was seen typologically as the
20Virgin, and Noah was a type of Christ, in most of the English plays the 
obedience of Noah is counterbalanced by the disobedience of his wife, who,
far from representing the Virgin, is "the stock figure of the shewish wife
• ? 1 common to all misogynistic literature."
19. The York Plays,pp.49-50, 11.141-48.
20. The English Mystery Plays,p.133»
21. The English Mystery Plays,p.138.
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The miseries of marriage, as portrayed in the plays, seem to owe something
to the fabliau-genre with its "realistic" portrayal of bourgeois life,
most marked in the physical battles in the Chester, York and especially
the,Towneley plays. R. Woolf says:
It is tempting to posit the influence here of fabliaux as 
opposed to general misognystic traditions, for fabliaux and plays share 
in common the literary arrangement of preparing for the shrewish wife's 
demonstration of flamboyant obstinacy by carefully contrived dialogue. 
However, our knowledge of the circulation of fabliaux in England is so 
uncertain that it would be dangerous to insist on a direct influence: 22 ^
Likenesses to fabliaux can be seen, but R. Woolf remarks that the
exaggeration in presentation of Noah's wife is not a "comic diversion",
rather an incomplete form, the reverse of the Virgin whose obedience is
23mirrored by Noah's wife's disobedience. Other traditions are linked with
the fabliaux: Noah is very old - biblically he is six hundred - but his age
is a further link with the fabliaux, an aspect of comic old age, like
the old lover in the Merchant's Tale or the carpenter in the Miller's
Tale. Noah's great age, on the contrary, which makes Ark-building impossible
without special grace from God, indicates his depencLence on God by
by illustrating his extreme human frailty. In the least fabliau-like and
least realistic presentation of the Flood, in Ludus Coventriae, Noah
retains his traditional presentation:
How xuld I haue wytt a shypp for to make 
I am of ryght grett Age V.C. lere olde 
it is not for me ]pcLs werk to vndyr-take 24 
Ffor ffeynesse of Age my leggys gyn folde.
The most realistic Noah of all, in Towneley, also says:
And now I wax old,
Seke, sory, and cold;
As muk apon mold '
I widder away. 25
Although Noah retains his biblical age in Purity, he apparently finds no 
difficulty in building his vessel, and there is no mention of the hundred
22. The English Mystery Plays,p.142,
23. The English Mystery Plays.p.144,
24. Ludus Coventriae^edited by K . B l o c k , 120,p.39*11# 126-29.
25. The Wakefield Pageants in the Towneley Cycle,edited by A.C.Cawley, 
(Manchester, 1 9 6 8), p.15 ,1160-63.
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years it takes the Ludus Coventriae Noah to complete it.
Not all the presentations- of Noah and his wife reflect the 
fabliau-tradition. In the Chester play Noah's wife begins by helping 
Noah to build the ark, but then she refuses to leave her gossips until 
compelled. In the Newcastle Shipwrights' Play there is the fullest 
development of Noah's wife as a second Eve, who has a compact with the
p c
Devil:' in the Ludus Coventriae- the whole play is stylized, close to 
the typological interpretation of Noah as Christ and his wife as the 
Virgin. The fullest version of the shrewish wife is in the To^ n^ieley play: 
here she is consistently domineering and violent, until rebuked by her 
children for fighting, when she becomes an obedient wife. The relationship 
between Noah and his wife is illustrated by her opening reply to Noah's 
enquiry about her well-being:
Now as euer myght I thryfe, the wars I the see. 27 
This sets the tone for the play, which has as its climax the fi^t ^ 
between them.
The presentation of Noah is affected by this portrayal of his
wife. He has contrasts in speech style, from the dignified opening,
when he prays to God:
Bot yit will I cry for mercy and call:
Noe, thi servant, am I, Lord ouer all!
Therfor me, and my fry shal with me fall,
Saue from velany, and bryng to thi hall 
In heuen; (p. 15, 11^4-68),
to his matching insults with his wife:
I shall make joe still as stone, begynnar of blunder!
I shall bete the bak and bone, and breke all in sonder.
(p.24 11. 406-7).
The comic Noah and the dignified one accord ill together, and the more 
vivid impression, unfortunately for the patriarch's dignity, is of the 
frightened husband:
26. Non-cycle Mystery plays.edited by 0.Waterhouse^EE%8,ES. 104.
27. The Wakefield plays in the Towneley Cycle,edited by A.C.Cawley, 
p.19,1. 191.
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And I am agast that we get som fray 
Betwixt vs both,
For she is full tethee,
For litill oft angre; (pp.18-19,11*184-87).
The poet of Purity is more faithful to the Vulgate than are the mediaeval 
playwrights. He does not amplify the text to provide a homelife for Noah, 
and he ignores the "realistic" traditions in the portrayal of Noah and 
his family. From the portrayal of other female figures in Purity it 
seems clear that he could have created a successful Noah's wife, had he 
wishedo The two women who appear in the next exemplum, although only 
briefly portrayed, share some of the characteristics of mediaeval woman­
hood, as seen by misogynie clerics of the Middle Ages» Sarah hears God's 
promise of an heir for Abraham;
3>enne y e burde byhynde "pe dor for busmar la^ed.
And sayde sothly to hirself Sare he madde:
'May ]X)U traw for tykle Jat ^pu t(em)e montez.
And I so hy^e out of age, and also my lorde.' (653-56) •
The Vulgate expression of disbelief has turned into something like
contempt and derision in Purity, and her denial of laughter later is
affirmed by an oath: "by hir trawjDe" (667)0 This brief picture of Sarah
is paralleled by a slightly langer description of Lot's wife, who has some
of the disobedience of a Noah's wife in the Mystery plays. Lot instructs
his wife and servants not to give the angels "sour ne no salt" (820):
the poet comments:
Bot ^et I wene ]oat ]oe wyf hit wroth to dyspyt.
And sayde softely to hirself: 'Jîis un(s)avere hyne 
Lovez no salt in her sauce; ^et hit no skyl were 
pat ojoer bume be boute, ^ oa^  bcÿe be r^ rse.' (821-24) «
The poet remarks upon her disobedience:
And als ho scelt hem in scome]pat wel her skyl knewen. (827), 
and she is punished by transformation into a pillar of salt. (996-999)» 
Thus in these brief passages the poet sketches a wifely char­
acter similar in some respects to Noah's wife in the plays; A. C. Spearing
speaks of "just the right note of grumbling obstinacy" which the poet
28
captures in his portrayal of Lot's wife. In the presentation of Noah,
however, there is none of this "realism" and not even the realization of
28. The Gawain-poet ,p.6l.
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Scripture customarily associated with the Gawain-poet, at such places as 
the moment when Noah learns of his task, or when the Ark is afloat. Noah 
is simply obedient, dependent on God for every action, and the key figure 
in the narrative is God; it is He who is characterized and seen reacting 
to sin and then to His own destructive power.
The figure of Noah is adequate for its purpose, since the 
poet focuses upon the sinners or upon God, and upon the negative aspects 
of punishment rather than the positive aspect of salvation. The narrative 
is a graphic description of the wrath of God, and the most unusual factor 
is the characterization of God whose revulsion is expressed so powerfully 
in the Flood. God here is apparently described literally. His actions 
realized as the poet realizes Abraham’s later, but because the poet sees 
God in human terms, as regretting His uncontrollable actions after the 
Flood, this presentation is unlike other presentations involved in action, 
as with Abraham in the next narrative. The poet's dramatization of God 
makes His wrath both understandable and vivid, and more terrible because 
it stems from a man-like character. God’s potentia absoluta is linked 
with an anthropomorphic presentation and the result is a weakening of 
God's omnipotence. God's character is not balanced by a positive 
presentation of Noah, since this would have dissipated the impact that 
God has in the narrative. Noah is relatively colourless and passive because 
the main impression to be given is of the power, force and violence of God.
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ABRAHAM and LOT
Both Abraham and Lot appear in the second of the three main 
exempla, in the story of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorah. As was 
stated in the introduction, Abraham and Noah are in some ways similar, 
since both are patriarchs and both are frequently used typologically to 
represent an aspect of the Godhead. The two developed differently, 
however, in the Middle Ages. Noah's character seems to have developed 
from material outside the biblical source; his age and his shrewish wife 
are influenced to some extent by secular genres like the fabliau, at least 
indirectly. With Abraham the development of character springs from the 
story itself. In the most familiar of the Abraham stories,the Sacrifice 
of Isaac, the problem facing Abraham, of whether or not he can obey God, 
was one faced by any mediaeval man, whereas in the Noah story there is no 
such dilemma and the interest centres either on Noah's wife or on mechan­
ical details of ark specification.
The poet of Purity uses Abraham as a central figure in the 
exemplum, employing different techniques from the neutral reporting of 
action in the description of Noah; the poet moves on from the consider­
ation of the fate of evil-doers, as in the Flood narrative, to a contrast 
between them and "the good man":
And "bere he fyndez al fayre a freke wythinne,
3d at nert honest and hoi, J)at h^el he honorez,
Sendez hym a sad sy^t to se his auen face.
And harde honysez^^ise c5^ er, and of his erde flemez. (593-96) .
This is another reference to the Beatitude which forms the text 
of the poem. Instead of describing simply the negative aspects of Grod' s 
judgment, he now contrasts the varying fates of men, either to see God, 
or to be dammed. It must be his aim to make the good man appear good in 
relation to God and men, and his friendship with God an attractive thing. 
With the story of the meeting at the Oaks of Mambre he can create a 
positive picture of goodness which is unusi^l in the Middle Ages.
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Abraham is used figurally in the poem, that is, he is a figure 
with a position in biblical history used to foreshadow a state which will 
come to pass: he is the figura of the pure in heart who does in fact see 
God. The description of Abraham is literal, with fewer of the allegor­
ical overtones than there were in the Flood narrative ; he is not "purity" 
and there is no diminuition of what E, Auerbach in his essay on Figura 
calls "the historicity of the sign", that is, he has an existence inde-
29
pendent of the interpretation utilised by the poet of Purity. Unlike 
Noah who is simply obedient, Abraham has a character more developed than 
the need to show purity demands.
This figurai presentation of Abraham is used with warrant from 
Scripture itself because the writer to the Hebrews, in the eleventh 
chapter, lists faithful men of the old Covenant, among them Abraham, who 
was willing to trust God even to the death of his son. Thus Abraham was 
seen as a man ofiaith, who looked forward to the time when his faith 
would be vindicated in the New Testament. In the same epistle Abraham 
is described as the representative of the entire Jewish nation, who 
serves Melchisedëc , the ante-type of Christ (Hebrews Chapter ?).
Abraham, therefore,is seen figurally as the faithful one, and typolog- 
ically as the Jewish nation, in the Bible, and these two ways of presenting 
Abraham are reflected in the development of his character in the Middle 
Ages. Christian adaptation of Jewish typological technique made Abraham 
the ante-type of God the Father, giving up His Son in sacrifice, and this 
interpretation is familiar through its use in the Mystery Plays, as well 
as in sermons and commentaries. Of this the poet of Purity makes little 
use, except possibly that with his reference to the promise of a son for 
Abraham and Sarah he brings to mind the typological levels of meaning 
with which Abraham is endowed.
2 9 . Scenes from the drama of European literature % (N. Y., 1959 ), plf
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The most familiar figurai interpretation of Abraham, which 
follows the biblical tradition of seeing him as a figura of faith, appears 
in Piers Plowman. Langland's use of allegory and typology have received much 
critical discussion, and it is a commonplace that his personae are conceived 
on a "sliding scale" of reality, moving from the literal to the allegorical, 
from a "picturing" mode to an emblematic one in the course of a few lines. 
Where the figure itself is fairly constant, as with Piers Plowman, the 
meaning alters throughout the poem, which seems to be a quicksand of 
shifting images and meanings. Rosemary Woolf speaks of the lack of clarity 
and the impossibility of visual interpretation in the poem, which is 
unusual in mediaeval allegory.
The figure of Abraham appears in the B. text, Passus XVI,' 
following the description of the Tree of Charity in the Life of Dobet.^^
The dreamer swoons, within his dream, and sees Piers Plowman tending this 
Tree; when he awakes from this inner dream, he goes to seek Piers Plowman 
again, and meets with a man who is described as being "of Abrahames hous 
an heraud of armes." (1.177). This man is seeking for the coming of Christ, 
and he explains the Trinity to the dreamer, as a necessary part of 
Christian doctrine. Although he uses similes to make the concept clearer, 
like:
Wedloke and widwehade with virgynyte ynempned.
In toknynge of the Trinité was taken oute of o man. ,
(B.Pass XVI, 203-4)
the dreamer has to seek supplementary information on this point from the
Samaritan, whom he later meets. Abraham describes his own meeting with the
Trinity at Mambre, and there follows a condensed version of the life of
*■
Abraham, adapting the Biblical order to begin with the meeting at Mambre 
and to end with the meeting with Melchisedek. Abraham says that he has 
heard of Christ through John the Baptist, the last of the prophets to be 
condemned to Hell when he dies, because man is not reconciled to God until 
Christ's death, and he then shows the Dreamer "Abraham's bosom", the place 
where the patriarchs and prophets await Christ's coming.
30. R.Woolf,*Some non-medl^eval qualities of Piers Plowman, Essays in 
Criticism, .12 (1962), p.113.
31. Piers Plowman,ed. Skeat,p.490,line 172 ff.
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The Dreamer laments that no one has yet fetched the godly 
from Abraham's bosom, but then he spies another man, Spes, to whom he turns 
for fresh information. Spes is another figure from the Old Testament,
Moses, and he, too, seeks Christ. Both Faith and Hope appear later, when 
the Dreamer, going with Hope, sees the Good Samaritan, who in the poem 
is going to joust at Jerusalem. Faith and Hope take the places of the 
priest and the Levite who pass by the wounded man in the parable, but
their reaction is more violent because of the nmning with which the poet
has endowed the narrative:
Feith had first si3te of hym ac he flegh on syde,
And nolde nou3t neighen hym by nyne londes lengthe.
Hope cam hippyng after that hadde so ybosted.
How he with Moyses maundement hadde many men y-holpe;
Ac whan he hadde si3te of that segge a-syde he gan hym drawe.
Dredfully, by this day! as duk doth fram the faucoun.
(B.text Pass. XVII,
11.57-62).
The Good Samaritan in Piers Plowman is Christ, who only is able to 
revive the wounded man, sinful man, and the Dreamer, following him, learns 
more about the Trinity and what will happen after the Resurrection:
And thanne shal Feith be forester here and in this fritth walke.
And kennen out comune men that knoweth nou3te the contre.
Which is the weye that ich went and wherforth to Iherusalem.
(Pass XVll ^  11. 112-114).
In the next Passus (B.XVIII) Langland describes the Entry into Jerusalem, 
and the Crucifixion, in which Faith is involved. He asks Faith who is 
"in a fenestre" (15), who is "jousting in Jerusalem", and after the 
description of the Crucifixion it is Faith who curses "the fais luwes"
(9 2 ) for their actions.
This figure of Faith is obviously not a,unified personification, 
all on one level. When the Dreamer meets the figure of Faith, the man 
who is "as hore as an hawethorne" (B XVI,1.173), he appears to be on a 
literal "realistic" level: yet the Dreamer meets him on "Mydlenten 
Sondaye" (B XVI, 1.172), the fourth Sunday in Lent, during which time the 
lessons appointed are taken from Genesis and are about the patriarchs, so 
that the Dreamer meets with this, figure in biblical reading.
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He describes himself as "an heraud of arms", and "of Abrahames hous", 
that is, a faithful man. In the c\|;ext it is made clear why Abraham’s 
faith was considered to be so special, because he was faithful "er eny 
lawe were." (C. text XIX,1.187).
The figure of Abraham the patriarch is fused with the idea of 
Faith as a herald, seeking "A ful bolde bacheler" (B text XVI,179) who 
has a recognisable "blasen" (B. XVI,I7 9); this is part of the allegoriz- 
ation of Christ's death as a joust against the Devil and evil forces, 
which is developed in B. Passus XVIII with the description of the 
Passion: Hope, too, seeks after a knight. Faith„therefore, is both the 
figura. Abraham, and, allegorically, a herald.
Faith's description of the Trinity is what is necessary for 
faith in God, and in the way in which it is presented,, it is didactic 
material of a fairly commonplace nature, simply to instruct the dreamer 
and his readers. His personal encounter with the Trinity is different 
from the usual exposition, since here the poet returns to the figura of 
Faith, to Abraham and his actual experience. The incidents from Abraham's 
life are described in the first person, as Abraham gives witness to his 
faith*
The first description concerns the meeting at Mambre, and it 
is dealt with briefly:
Thus in a somer I hym sei^ as I satte in my porche;
I ros vp and reuerenced hym and ri^t faire hym grette;
Thre men to my sy^te I made wel at ese,
Wesche her feet and wyped hem and afterward thei eten
Calues flesshe and cakebfede and knewe what I thou^te ;
Ful trewe tokenes bitwene vs is to telle whan me lyketh.
(B. Passus XVI,225-3 0).
Certain spatial details, like the porch, and Abraham's greeting are 
presented, giving the incident a literal dimension; Abraham is sitting, 
he gets up to greet his guests, and, as in the Vulgate, it is summer. 
Langland condenses the incident to a minimum, and Abraham simply reports 
on what he has done* The transition from the pronoun "hym" to "thei"
indicates that this is an illustration of the Trinity, but the narrative
is not particularised, consisting mainly of parallel main verbs;
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I rose vp and reuerenced hym and ry^t faire hym grette;
The literal "calues flesshe" and "cakebrede" shares a line with the 
spiritual dimension of their relationship, that God knew Abraham's 
thought*
As with the other descriptions of incidents in Abraham's life,
the historical is defined in terms of its spiritual meaning. This is
particularly clear in the lines on the meeting with Melchisedek:
And sith he sent me to seye I shoulde do sacrifise.
And done hym worshipe with bred and with wyn bo the,
(B.Passus XVI, 245-4 4)*
The other incidents which the poet includes are the circumcision of
Abraham and his household, and the sacrifice of Isaac, both of which,
together with the other events, are fore shadowings of the New Covenant.
Abraham reiterates the hope he has of reward, in the sacrifice of Isaac:
He wiste my wille by hym he wil me it allowe,
(B.Passus XVI, 255),
and in the circumcision, when he says he bled for love of God:
"and hope to blisse the tyme" (2 37) .
He is faithful in his belief in God's promises and he says of them:
Myn affiaunce and my faith is ferme in this bilieue;
(B.Passus XVI, 2 38).
Thus the life of Abraham is seen in terms of its spiritual significance
with Abraham above all "the fote of his faith" (245).
Abraham's function as protector of the faithful who died
before Christ's coming is then alluded to in a section which moves away
from the life of Abraham, which, even if it is seen in its spiritual
significance only, has a historical base. Abraham speaks of his action
when he "conforted many a careful" who await Christ (245)> this
mention of his role as comforter brings his speech to an end. The
dramer then comments:
I hadde wonder of his wordes and of his wyde clothes;
(Pass. XVI5 2 53).
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Here we are apparently on the literal level, considering the patriarch's 
strange appearance, but the next lines make it clear that Langland 
moved into a pictoral, non-literal mode: -
For in his bosome he bar a thyng that he blissed euere.
And I loked on his lappe a lazar lay there-inne
Amonges patriarkes and profetes pleyande togyderes.
(Pass. XVT , 254-5 6) -
takiiDg the metaphor "Abraham's bosom" and realising it in a way which 
brings a jarring note to the otherwise straightforward speech. The 
encounter ends with Abraham's explanation of this phenomenon, which is 
claimed by the devil until rescued by Christ.
The picture of Faith given later in the poem seems to be a 
personification not a figura; even here, where Faith is called 
Abraham, allegorical and figurai technique are interwoven. Within this 
section of the poem, Abraham the figura, the father of the faithful, 
the herald who represents Faith, and Faith the persona are seen as 
alternating aspects of the one concept, Faith, and the poet slides these 
aspects together to form a whole with the idea of a faith which goes 
before, which awaits fulfilment.
In Purity, althou^ Abraham is used figurally to represent the 
pure in heart who see God, the literal level is all important. The poet 
choses to illustrate purity in one man, at one time, without relating it 
to a typological scheme in which all purity looks forward to Christ, 
although he shows Christ's purity later in the poem. Abraham basically 
is simply a man who is pure, and any other interpretation of his char­
acter, or the reason for God's visit is largely ignored. The spiritual 
significances of the story, so important in Piers Plowman, are not 
noted in Purity; although there are certain allegorical overtones here 
and there, they are limited to the one concept of purity. Like langland, 
the author of Purity has adapted biblical narrative to suit his purpose, 
but in a quite different way* .
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In Piers Plowman there is no description of Abraham's emotions, at the 
Sacrifice of Isaac, for example; since he is faith, a literal picture of 
his feelings and motivations would be out of keeping. Other presentat­
ions of Abraham draw on a more realistic tradition*
Even in Purity there are reminders of the poet's aim, to 
illustrate "clannesse", as when he describes the "dene cldj)e" (6 3 4) 
which Abraham lays before his guests, and the "plater honest" (6 38) with 
which he serves God; "Fyl>e" is the word used to describe Sodom's sin 
(68O)* These are the only aspects which have a symbolic function, al­
though, as with the presentation of Noah,the poet must have been aware 
of Abraham's place in allegory and typology.
The exemplum of Abraham is quite lengthy, and it seems to be 
two more or less separate narratives, one dealing with God's visit to 
Abraham, and the other with the Destruction of the Cities. The first 
obviously illustrates the positive side of the poem, the purity of 
Abraham, and the second the punishment of impurity, but the exemplum is 
more skilfully structured than a simple contrast of episodes. As with 
the Flood narrative the poet keeps close to the Vulgate, and he ampli­
fies the Vulgate itself rather than importing apocryphal material.
The narrative occurs in Genesis chapters 18 and 19, and the poet 
emphasises the parallels between the two incidents to stress the like­
ness between the two good chracters, Abraham and Lot* The two stories 
are alike in the Bible: heavenly visitors come to a good man and they 
are fittingly entertained* The poet makes the parallels closer by 
showing Lot's wife disobeying God during the visit, as Sarah does in 
doubting Him, and by omitting Lot's Vulgate hesitation in leaving Sodom* 
The poet alters the second section, bringing prominence to the visit to 
Lot as well as to the destruction of the cities, so that Lot in some 
senses takes over Abraham's role as the pure man within Sodom* The 
resemblance is not complete, however, and there is a further bonding of 
the two episodes by a return to Abraham at the end*
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The character of Abraham is an unusual one for the Middle 
Ages for several reasons; methods of character portrayal like narrator- 
directed commenb/lescription and dialogue employed by other mediaeval 
writers are used, but the main means of describing his character is 
through his actions. When Abraham is introduced at the beginning he 
is seen simply as "olde Abraham" (60l). The poet's realizing imag­
ination is not used here to present a portrait, a rhetorical effictio 
which details external appearances, like those discussed in the Intro­
duction. Physical details of Abraham, like his lack of a hood, later, 
and his folded arms (6 4 3), are mentioned as signs of his respect for his 
visitors, not as his customary appearance and posture. His character is 
realized not by any significant external feature, but by what he does, 
and the way in which he acts, and by his speech.
Description of external appearance within the narrative is 
not all on the level reserved for Abraham. As with the exemplum of the 
Flood, the poet either suppresses or amplifies character according to 
his purpose, and the physical description of characters is evidence of 
this. There are parallel scenes with the description of the visits of 
God or angels to Abraham or Lot. They are both amplified from the 
Vulgate "tres viri" in the case of Abraham's visitors, and "duo angeli" 
in the case of Lot's, so that however they are described, it is the 
poet's choice of technique. Abraham sees three men approaching him, 
and they are described in the most .general of terms as "wlonk" (6 06); in 
line 607 the sentence structure maintains the ambiguity necessary for 
describing God, while implying the surpassing beauty of the three men:
If "bay wer farande and fre and fayre to beholde.
Hit is ejoe to leve by*)oe last ende* (607-8).
This reticence may be contrasted with the description of the angels sent 
to warn Lot in Sodom, where the poet develops their portrayal as typ­
ically Miediaeval angels from the fact that in the Vulgate they were 
attractive to the Sodomites:
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Bolde bumez were "ÿsy bo}De, wyth berdles chyimez,
Royl rollande fax, to raw sylk lyke,
of ble as ÿe brere-flor where so Joe bare sohewed;
Ful dene watz ]3e countenaunce of her cler y^en;
Wlonk whit watz ]oer wede and wel hit hemm semed* (789-93),
Here the "feturez ful fyn and faut le z bo)?e" (7 94) are shown in detail,
because it is necessary to indicate why the Sodomites attacked the house,
since the angels are seen walking through the street to Lot, and because
it is possible to present angels as physical beings, whereas it would
detract from the mystery of the presence of the three in one God vdth
Abraham if he were described*
The beginning of the exemplum sets "olde Abraham" spatially:
Olde Abraham in erde onez he sytte^,
Even byfore his hous-dore, under an oke grene;
Bry^t blykked jpe bem of Ipe brode heven.
In pe hy^e hete ]aerof Abraliam bidez.
He watz schunt to ^pe sciiadow under schyre levez. (601-5)°
This AoC* Spearing sees as an example of the poet’s realizing of Scripture;
he comments that the poet expands the material details of the setting, such
as his domestic arrangements later and says:
It is details of this kind the poet seizes on, and he draws them 
out and weaves them together to form a thoroughly realistic presentation of 
an event wliich is in itself mysterious and even portentous* The dark back­
ground Auerbach finds in Genesis is flooded with a clear light,which reveals 
every detail and articulates space so as to make it intelligible and even 
intimate* ^ 2 ,
The opening words of the exemplum expand the words of the Vulgate that God 
appeared to Abraham as he was sitting "in ostio tabernaculi sui in ipso, 
fervore diei" (Genesis 18^). The heat of the day is given prominence as the 
reason for Abraham's position; the bent door has become a "hous-dor" and he 
sits under "an oke grene" which becomes an important feature of the narrative ; 
liis guests sit on the tree root, awaiting Abraham's hospitality, and the 
green oak transforms the nomadic background into wliat Spearing’ describes as 
an ’English picnic.
^2 , The Gawain poet,p*58
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Having set the scene, the poet describes Abraham’s reaction 
to his guests’ arrival: he makes it clear that he follows the customary 
line that the three were the Trinity:
And as to God "jpe good mon gos hem agaynez, (6ll).
Abraham's first speech to them indicates the importance he attaches to 
this visit, and reflects his recognition that this is God, not only 
because he "haylsed hem in onhede“(612)* The speech is polished, humble 
and polite, as befits a loving and dignified servant of God. He says:
'’Hende Horde,
3if ever'jpy mon upon molde merit disserved,
Lenge a lyttel with'jpy lede I lo^ly biseche;
Passe never fro )5i'‘ povere, ^if I hit pray durst,
Er ])ou haf biden with ]3i bume and under boje restted;”
(612-16) .
He speaks of himself in the third person here and later, calling him­
self ""jpi mon, y y  lede" "]pi pouere" and "Jii bume". This amplifies the 
Vulgate: "Domine, si inveni gratiam in occulis tuis, ne transeas servum
tuumi", (Genesis 18^),using the indirect form of address, but extending 
it so that he uses different nouns to describe himself each time, partly 
due to the needs of alliteration. This variation of words? and the 
.balance of the sentence, with the two central pleas to God to "l@ige a 
lyttel" and "passe never", makes the introduction graceful and elegant* 
Each request is qualified by a humble assurance, "I logly biseche" and 
"^if I hit pray durst" in the next line, and the Vulgate request, based 
on an assumption that Abraham has found favour in God's eyes, is made 
more general and indirect in the fj^ rst line quoted, as "J>y mon upon 
molde mecà.t disserved,"*
This general request to stay having been made to one God, 
Abraham goes on to address the three men, as in the Vulgate* In this 
part of the speech similar suggestions for service are made in the poem 
and in the Vulgate, but the end of the speech, in which Abraham tells 
them that they may go afterwards, is omitted*
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The adverb he uses - "And fast about schal I fare..." - indicates his
eagerness to serve them himself, since the poet retains the torrent of
proposals from the Vulgate, which reads somewhat breathlessly in English
with the parallel main clauses increased in number;
"And I schal wynne yow wy^t of water a lyttel.
And fast aboute schal I fare yor fettle were waschene;
Resttez here on >is rote, and I schal rachche after 
And brynge a morsel of bred to banne yor hertte; "
(617-20).
The initially slow and dignified speech culminates in this 
promise of fevered activity, reflected in the activity itself which 
follows while the men wait "by bole of]sLs brode tre" (622). The haste 
which is mentioned in the Vulgate is emphasised here;
enne orppedly into his hous he hy^ed to Sare,
Comaunded hir to be cof and quyk at J>is onez: (623-24) . •
The speech of Abraham to Sarah is almost literally translated from the
Vulgate, being slightly amplified to make three imperatives to her and
not two* The poet includes in this speech Abraham's intended action, to
go and kill a calf, so that Sarah will have prepared the fire:
"Quyl I fete sumquat fat, pou"pe fyr bete,
Prestly at ^ s  ilke poynte sum polment to make." (627-28).
The reported speech to the servant, to cook the calf, is also imperative
in tone* The prevailing impression of this section is one of haste,
with adverbs descriptive of speed, like "orpeddly" (623), "cof and quyk"
(6 2 4), "bylive" (6 2 6,632), "prestly" (628), and "faste" (63I). qualifying
many of the verbs. In the lines quoted above also, the insistent
"prestly at pis ilke poynte" stresses the need for haste.
The speed of movement continues with the description of the
setting out of the meal. Here again the breathless haste is reported
by means of a series of parallel main verbs with the subject omitted:
"pe bume to be bare-heved buskez hym"jpenne,
Clechez to a dene clo)ie and kestez onpe grene,
Drwe "]pryftyly per on po pre^perve kakez,
And bryngez butter v^hal, and by bred settez; (633-36).
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This partly translates the Vulgate "Tulit quoque butyrum et lac, et 
vitulum quern coxerat, etposuit coram eis;** (Genesis Ch.18®); the poet 
has expanded this outline, giving a spatial dimension to the feast and 
making each separate item of food occupy a separate clause, so that the 
impression of speedy action and movement is increased.
There is no intrusive authorial voice pointing out the 
fitness of these actions, but the range of words used to describe 
Abraham and his behaviour indicate the complete approval the poet feltr 
and directed his readers to feel for Abraham. The initial humble dignity 
of address to God, and the later impression of eager service, increased 
from the Vulgate, indicate by speech and action what sort of a character 
Abraham is. His reaction to God in both reverence and practical service 
meet with complete approval from the poet, who sums up this section^ in 
one of his rare comments on the action:
As sewer in a god assyse he served hem fayre,
Wyth sadde semblaunt and swete, of such as he hade; (639-40)»
Abraham's posture,"bare-heved" (633) and "al hodlez, wyth armez upfolden" 
(643)1 is obviously correct, according to contemporary manners, and, like 
his conscientious haste and dignified speech, reinforces the view of 
his character as being perfectly appropriate and attractive in its 
detail. God's reaction to Abraham's behaviour is a factor which favours 
this view, since the poet says:
And God as a glad gest mad god chere,
))at watz fayn of his frende, and his fest praysed. (64I-4 2). 
This loving service is very different from the presentation of Noah's 
obedience:
Pul graÿÿely gotz "jois god man and dos Godez hestes.
In dry^ dred and daunger joat durst do non ojoer. (341-42) .
After the meal God gives Abraham the promise of a son, »^diich 
Sarah "'jDe madde" (6 5 4) disbelieves. This exchange emphasises the great­
ness of God, who can- if necessary break His own natural law- to fulfil 
His promises:
I Hope z ho ojt may be harde my hondez to work? " (6 6 3) .
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Whether God's reply to Sarah's denial that she laughed;-
"Now innoghe, hit is not so,” Taenne numed "pe Dry^tyn,
"For ]oou lajed alo^, hot let we hit one." (669-70) -
is in fact an evidence of God's tolerance, as Spearing suggests, seems to
me uncertain, since it could equally well he interpreted as an abrupt
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termination to the argument. .
The portrait of Abraham in action continues with the patriarch 
escorting the three men on their way to Sodom. He goes with him:
For to tente hym wyth tale and teche hym Ipe gate. (6 7 6). 
Abraham's obligations as perfect host include directing his guests on the 
way, and in Purity, although not in the Vulgate, he must "tent hym wyth 
tale", continuing in conversation until they depart. This is a small 
evidence of how the poet has realized the Vulgate narrative in describing 
Abraham's fitting attendance on God*
The conversation, however, takes a somewhat grimmer and less 
graceful turn than before when "}oey of mensk speken" (6 46), to speak of 
the proposed destruction of Sodom. Here again- the poet is using the 
Vulgate order of events, but altering the tone in which he speaks of them,
so thatjWhile the Vulgate says simply that God cannot hide what He is about
to do from Abraham, in Purity the poet makes the sentence more intimate 
by saying:
How my^t I hyde myn hert fro Habraham y e  trwe, (682) .
He thus makes God's counsaL that which is nearest to Him, "his hert", and
in the next line refers to it as "my counseyl so dere" (683). God en­
trusts Abraham not only with His intentions jf but with His most secret
plans. The poet condenses the next part of God's speech from the Vulgate, 
where the Bible speaks of God's foreknowledge of the just way which 
Abraham's family would follow, and he ends the speech with an amplific­
ation of God's purpose to tell Abraham:
Me bos telle to ]pat tolk ]De tene of my wylle,
And alle myn atlyng to Abraham unhaspe bilyve. (687-88).
3?. The Gawain-poet,p.60 .
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This speech is a further indication of God’s relationship with Abraham, 
which the poet has built up from the Vulgate narrative. God was spoken 
of as a "glad gest" (64I) who approved Abraham’s behaviour, and, here in 
a speech which has aspects amplified from the Vulgate, the amplification 
indicates the greatness of the trust God has in Abraham and also the sense 
of obligation He feels towards him^expressed in the verb "bos" (687)0 
God’s speech in which He reveals His plans is amplified to 
include a description of the "kynde crafte" (6 97) which the Sodomites have 
perverted, which God specially crea.te<3. The poet limits the vengeance 
of God to an attack on "fyljae", because this is the central thread of the 
poem, but he makes clear the enormity of this sin by linking it to the idea 
that married love, or "play of paramorez" is specially sanctioned by
God Himself. As in God's reaction to the sinners in the Flood narrative, 
the sin "garez"... him "to wrath" (6 9 0), and He says:
' Hem to smyte format smod smartly I’Joenk, e (7II).
The almost lyric description of God-like love, together with the contras­
ting description of perverted love enables the reader to understand the 
causes for God's anger.
Abraham's reaction to God's plan is amplified from the Vulgate 
sentence that as God turned to go to Sodom, Abraham stood before Him. 
Instead the poet gives a sketch of Abraham's change in emotions:
"penne ar^ed Abraham, and alle his mod chaunge^
For hope of pe harde hate pat hy^t hatz oure Horde.
Alle sykande he sayde:.... (713-I5) •
It is obvious from what follows ih the Vulgate that Abraham disagrees
with God. The poet has indicated in general terms before the speech
begins the reasons for his disagreement, to make clear that this is not
a rebellious reaction. Abraham is fearful, not for himself, but for
others, and fearful, too, that God will behave unlike Himself. Again the
poet is expressing Abraham's relationship with God mainly through speech
and action: this brief description of his motivation is psychological and
not physical as is the very different description of Baltazar in the third
long exemplum.
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Abraham's sudden change to fear is not described in the physical detail of
the almost comic conception of fear found in the portrayal of Baltazar:
Such a dasande drede dusched to his hert, 
pat al falewed his face and fayled pe chere; 
p e  stronge strok of pe stonde strayned his joyntes.
His ones cachches to close, and cluchches his hommes, (1538-4I) .
With Abraham, the poet has imagined the motivation of fear and sorrow
which gives added dignity to the speech which follows. It is the more
effective because it follows the description in speech and action of
Abraham's loving relationship with God at the feast*
The speech of Abraham to God is much amplified; within the
Vulgate framework of repeated requests for mercy based on a decreasing
number of righteous men in the city, the poet has varied the pleas of
Abraham in what R. J. Menner considered to be a "tedious tour de foxce"
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because of his obvious "straining to avoid repetition"* ' In fact the
speech is a delicate balance between obedience and love, disbelief and
persuasive eloquence: like that in Sir Gawain and the Green Khi^t in
which Gawain requests permission to take up the Green Knight' s challenge in
King Arthur’s place, it illustrates the polished and polite courtly 
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diction* As Gawain has to suggest his fitness for the task in hand with­
out implying disrespect for his liege-lord’s ability, so Abraham, faced 
with a righteously angry God, has to suggest tactfully that indiscriminate 
slaughter of good and evil alike is not in the nature of a merciful God.
The poet softens the impact of the opening question in the 
Vulgate: "Numquid perdes justum cum impio?" (Gen. 18^^% by introducing a 
"Syr wyth yor leve" (715), thus deferring to God at the beginning* He 
also alters the verb from its bald implication of destruction to be 
inflicted by God to the passive:
"Schal synful and saXLez suffer al on payne?".
3 4 Purity. ed. Menner, Intro, p. liii.
J Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,11.341-61 #
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In the following rhetorical question;
"Ve]3er ever hit lyke my Horde to lyfte such domez,
~pat ]pe wykked and Ipe won^ schal on wrake suffer,
And weye upon >e worre half’^at wrathed pe never?" (717-I9 ),
the poet retains the passive, which puts the destruction at one remove 
from God's direct intervention, and thus softens the force of the direct 
question to God in the Vulgate. Abraham answers his own question;
3>at watz never ))y won "Jmt wro^tez uus alle*" (72 0),
maintaining a line of respectful disbelief for Abraham throughout* This 
first section5 Abraham's first request to God,is obviously the most 
difficult to phrase, to imply reject for God, so that the delicate rela­
tionship of faithful and loving servant to worthy and respected master is 
not destroyed. The poet achieves this by making the request indirect, by 
passive verbs, by referring to God indirectly as "my Horde" (717)* The 
mode of address varies: at the beginning the poet says "Syr wyth yor leve" 
(7 1 5), a formal speech opening, which changes to the indirect address 
quoted above, and finally he uses the second person singular at the end 
of the opening plea:
"Ipak watz never"{py won*..." (7 2 0),
a reminder of the loving friendship breaking through the formality, as 
well as a carefully structured gradation in address. These preliminaries 
over, Abraham makes the request in the fom of a hypothesis:
"Now fyfty fyn frendez were founde in ^onde toune,....."(72l), 
and the case is strengthened by the emphasis on their good qualities:
"])at never lakked y>y laue, bot loved ay traujpe,
And rextful wem, and resounable, and redylpe to serve",
(723-2 4).
This amplifies the Vulgate "justi", specifying in what ways the men are
considered good and able to qualify for the title "frendez" (7 2 1), which
is used of Abraham's relations with God. (642)0
Another rhetorical question, repeating the same ideas as the
first is framed in the same passive form:
"Schal 3)ay falle in>e faute >at (ÿ»er frekez wro^t.
And joyne to her juggement her juise to have?" (725-26).
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Abraham answers it for himself, as he did before:
"Jat nas never "jDyn note, imnevened hit wo]^ De,
])at art so gaynly a God and of goste myldel *’ (727-28),
in a tone of certain denial* Much of this is to be found in the Vulgate: 
the Vulgate’s comment "Absit a te.... qui judicas amnem terram." (Gen*18^^) 
is developed by the poet. The general principle that it is not God’s 
custom (won - 720) to behave as He intends is stated at the beginning, "6hen 
the specific request is made, and finally Abraham returns to the general 
proposition that God does not behave in such a way. This amplified appeal 
to God’s better nature is a reminder of the poet’s earlier presentation of 
Him as forgetting His "fre’Jpewez" when faced with "fyl]oe" (202-3).
Abraham conveys to Him the fact that His intended course of action is 
neither usual, nor, in fact, just* The violence which typified God in the 
Flood narrative is examined and questioned by a pure good man, who pleads 
that God should retain His customary measure, that He should maintain His 
own law of justice and not break it, as the Ockhamists of the poet’s day 
suggested He might. In judging God’s actions from within His moral system, 
the poet shows that lawless behaviour on His part is unjust and indefen­
sible in the eyes of a good man.
God's reply to Abraham amplifies the Vulgate agreement with the 
request: He links the fifty men to the virtue of "clannesse" which the poet 
has said particularly delights Him:
"And pay be founden injjat folk of her fylj)e dene,..." (750). 
The poet also makes it clear that it is Abraham’s request which God heeds: 
"Nay, for fyfty," Quod]pe fader, "and'ÿy fayre speche,"..(729)« 
God’s forgiveness will extend to the whole city, and not, as Abraham 
requests, simply to the fifty who are just. In this the poet has modified 
the Vulgate, to make Abraham’s request more modest, and God’s reply more 
generous, to spare 'Joux^  my grace one", (73l)> the entire city. The poet 
therefore prevents Abraham from appealing for evil men, and increases God’s 
generosity to the pure in heart*
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In the following exchanges, Abraham, as in the Vulgate,gradually 
decreases the number of righteous men for whose sake God will spare the 
city* The poet amplifies the Vulgate conversation, retaining the sense of 
dignified pleading with which he began Abraham’s speech, and the graceful 
acceptance by God of his requests. Abraham thanks God before going on to 
the second request:
’’Aal blessed beJ>ow,’’ quo.dJOe bume," so boner andJjewed,"(7 3 3). 
The poet uses the Vulgate idea of Abraham’s inadequacy:
"3if 1 mele a lyttel more )jat mul am and askez." (736) ,
Again the poet omits the plea for the sparing of the whole city, simply 
leaving the request as a question: "how restes ]py wylle?" (738). The next 
request, likewise, is not very much elaborated, although God’s reply to 
Abraham’s plea to save forty men indicates the strength of God’s feelings 
which He is willing to forgo. He will "’voyde away my v e n g e a u n c e m e  
vyl " (744)0 At this point, after one elaborated request and two
shorter ones, there is a pause, here and in the Vulgate. In the poem the 
poet breaks off the dialogue momentarily to comment on Abraham’s attitude: 
“pen Abraham obeched hym and hy^ly him "joonkkez: (745)»
This brief pause divides the speech, and after this point the poet amplifies 
more, particularly in the request for the thirty men, the first plea after 
the pause. He repeats the idea of Abraham’s humility found in the Vulgate 
earlier; instead of the "mul ... and askez" of that plea, Abraham says of 
himself:
"1 am bot ei?j?e ful evel and usle so blake," (747) >
in relation to "such a Mayster" (74®)• The poet retains this humility, and
his dignified apology for bringing himself to the notice of such a God:
"Bot 1 have bygonnen wyth my God, and he hit gayn ]3ynkez,
3if 1, forloyne as a fol, ÿy fraunchyse may serve." (749-50)*
As in the opening request, Abraham addresses God indirectly, and again, he
expresses disbelief in God’s proposed action, but only in terms of the
destruction of the righteous:
"What if pretty tryvande be ])rad in ^on tounez.
What schal 1 leve of my Lorde, if he hem le p e wolde?" (751-52).
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God replies in a way similar to his first answer, that "'for]^y reken 
wozëez’ '(756) the vengeance will not be performed* The next two exchanges 
are shorter than the opening plea, like those in the first section, conclu­
ding with God's final reply to Abraham's request for ten men:
"I graunt," quod]pe grete God,"graunt mercy," J>at ojper, (765). 
Thus the dialogue is effectively patterned to increase the sense 
of order and balance, of courtly style which makes it differ from the 
simplicity of the Vulgate speech* In the poem the impression given is of 
Abraham's feeling for the greatness of God, and of his knowledge of his own 
unworthiness. Abraham is shown as an attractive figure, concerned above 
all for the people of Sodom and Gomorah, at least those worthy of concern, 
and aware of what is fitting to God. God in His replies reinforces this 
image of Abraham, by making clear that it is Abraham's requests which bring 
about God's mercy and by giving Abfaham more than he requests, all the city 
and not only the righteous men* The replies of God are as varied as 
Abraham's speeches: God uses different phrases expressive of His mercy, such 
as "forgyve alle^ie gylt" (73l)> "wythhalde my hande" (74®)» "voyde away my 
vengeaunce" (744) and "spare spakly of spyt" (755)° The whole exchange is 
indicative of the poet's great skill in rhetorical organisation in presen­
tation of character*
The poet adds a postscript as God leaves Abraham, when he calls 
after Him to spare Lot, his brother. This speech returns to the humble 
formality of his first speech to God:
"Meke Mayster, on ]|>y mon to mynne if "ÿle lyked.
Loth lengez in 3on leede J)at is my lef br^er.
He syttez J>er in Sodomis,'j5y servaunt so povere.
Among Jo mansed men Jat han Jje much greved.'' (771-74) .
He speaks of Lot in the same terms as he used of himself - "Jy mon"
"Jjy lede" and "p y servaunt"* This plea for Lot is developed from a
mention in the Bible, later, that Abraham's worth was the reason for mercy
being shown to Lot. (Genesis 19^^)* The timing of this last request, as
well as its tone, is a further indication of Abraham's character since it
comes after the more disinterested pleas for the men of Sodom, as God is
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leaving:
And as he loked along ]pere as oure Lorde passed,
3et he cryed hym after wyth careful steven: (769-70).
His plea for Lot is based on God's mercy, not on Lot's goodness or right­
eousness:
" ... o tempre Jyn yre,
As Jy mersy may mal te Jy meke to spare," (775-76) *
Abraham's feelings in being entrusted with the knowledge of the
impending destruction are indicated by his demeanour as he leaves God:
pen he wendez his way, we-^ande for care,
Towarde "))e mere of Mambre, momande for sor^e.
And Jere in longyng al ny3t he lengez in wones,
Whyl Je Soverayn to Sodamas sende to spye. (777-80).
It is also an unusual feature of the poet's use of this character since the 
picture of Abraham waiting in sorrow remains in the background throu^out 
the rest of the narrative; interest in Abraham does not end with the comple­
tion of the active part he plays in the narrative. More often various 
sections of the narrative are independent, and there is little sense of 
contempûranei'ty of events as there is here* The sense of action contin­
uing, providing a focus outside the immediate one of the destruction, is re­
inforced by the reference back to Abraham after the destruction of the cities:
Abraham ful erly watz up on f e  mome,
D  at alle na3t much niye hade nomen in his hert, (1001-2) ,
This idea of Abraham's continuing existence outside the immediate focus of 
the narrative, a background concern felt in him, gives depth to his char­
acter and a feeling of continuity, which is frequently lacking in mediaeval 
character presentation, as I hope to show with the example of Baltazar 
later.
Abraham as a centre of interest in the narrative is made more 
important because events are visualised as he sees them* It is something 
of a commonplace to speak of the Gawain-poet imagining himself into situa­
tions, as he does with Jonah in Patience ; he uses a similar technique here 
to involve the reader in Abraham. At the beginning he describes Abraham 
seeing the three men:
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"P enne watz he war on Je waye of wlonk wy^ez Jrynne; (6 0 6) .
The character Abraham- and the reader see the men simultaneously, it is 
Abraham’s "seeing" and not a panoramic view of the scene from outside* 
Similarly, when Abraham looks towards Sodom after the destruction, it is 
his view which widens out into a general description:
He sende toward Sodomas Je sy^t of his y^en,
■pat ever hade ben an erde of enje Je swettest, (IOO5-6 ) .
Another instance of this occurs earlier:
And Godde glydez his gate by Jose grene wayez.
And he conveyen hym con wyth cast of his y^e; (767-6 8)
Here the purpose seems to be to establish Abraham's longing and sorrow for 
the cities: it emphasises Abraham's close relationship with God. This 
"seeing" through a character is not a universal characteristic, as can be 
illustrated from the visit of the angels to Lot. The angels are introduced 
first of all, before Lot sees them:
His sondes into Sodamas watz sende in Jat tyme.
In Jat ilk eventyde, by aungels tweyne,
Mevande mekely togeder as myry men ^onge, (78I-8 5) .
Thus with Abraham the poet establishes the character of the man 
who is pure in heart; he does it by presenting material from his viewpoint, 
establishing the focus of sympathy in him, and by describing his relation­
ship with God in speech and action. The realizing of Scripture, which 
occurs particularly in the part of the story concerned with the feast, 
assists in bringing the character of Abraham nearer in time and experience 
to the poet’s contemporaries, giving a depth and spatial dimension to the 
scene* The manner of the speeches also indicates the kind of character
Abraham has; the polished elegance and courtly tone is fitting, as is all
else about Abraham’s character, to one who is a friend of the King of 
heaven. It is an attractive portrait of a man of unselfish goodness, 
unusual in being a picture in action and speech, without a lengthy descrip­
tion by the poet of what characterizes Abraham*
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AbraJiam is presented seriously without the "humourous crosslight",for
v;hich Ricardian poets are notedthis is true also of his presentation
in the drama,where he is seen as a good m^n facing overwhelming sorrow.
Unlike other good characters,he is an attractive figure,as he is in Purity.
achieving this possibly because as in Purity his concern is for others^ not
for himself. The poet of Purity seems to have chosen this serious tradition,
since the other main characters in the exemnlum are presented for the most
part with an awareness of human weakness,which ranges from the sympathetic
understanding accorded to Sarah and Lot to the condemnation of Lot's wife
and the citizens.Only with Abraham is his goodness conveyed without a
glance at his weakness.
The same is true of his presentation in the plays;uniike Noah,he is a
dignified figure througüiout,fELced with the conflict between his obedience
to God and his lève for his son,since all the Cycle plays are concerned
with the sacrifice of Isaac. The poet in Purity was able to show Abraham's
concern for men without involving his loyalty to God; the pla^inri^ts
faced a more difficult problem,since they had to overcome the initial
hurdle of Abraliam's willing obedience to God.As Rosemary Woolf says:
Since he is a type of God the Father he can feel
no conflict nor judge the situation as a tragic dilemma,
but he is presented as having " reasoned obedience tempered by natural
human feeling.", and by exploiting this natural feeling the play^ .-nrights
malce Abraham in the plays more approachable.
The plays on this subject were among the most popular of the drama,
judging by the fact that six plays have survived,with two non-cycle plays
from Brome and Dublin as well as those from the four cycles. The Brome,
Dublin and Chester plays seem to be linlced in some way by a common
tradition,with possibly a French source upon which they all drew. These
tliree plays have both verbal links and a link in their conception of Isaac
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as "the innocent child", drawn, as R.Woolf says,from another literary' genre,
5 6. Ricardian poetry.p.122.
37. The English Ijystery Plays,p.147*
38. The English Kystery Plays,p. 148.
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"I were leuer than all wardly wyn,
That I had fon hym onys vnkynde,
Bot no defawt I faund hym in;
I wold be dede for hym, or pynde;
To slo hym thus, I thynk grete syn,
So rufull wordis I wyth hym fynd;
I am full wo that we shuld twyn,
ffor he will neuer oute of my mynd." (p.4 7 1^1.217-24)
This is the nearest any Abraham comes to questioning God, to "thynk grete
syn" of God's demand, and even though the presentation of the Towneley
Abraham is uneven, and partly fails to show his divided mind convincingly, 
it goes further than other plays in examining the situation of the man who 
is commanded to slay his son. Unlike the other plays, it is Abraham's
dilemma that interests the playwright, and not the pathos of Isaac, although
he uses that to highli^t Abraham's difficulty. The Towneley Abraham 
imagines telling Sarah what he has done;
What shal I to his moder say?
ffor "where is he", tyte will she spry;
If I tell hir, "ron away,"
hir -answere bese belife - "nay, sir'." (p.47, H * 225-28).
If Abraham's soliloquy is unusual, and more commonly to be found in Eliza­
bethan drama, the near-comedy,, of Abraham's disbelief of the angel who comes 
to prevent the sacrifice is also unique. The playwri^t has created an 
Abraham who reacts more realistically than other portrayals of him and in 
doing so has indicated, if only briefly, some of the problems inherent in 
a naturalistic presentation of this unnatural situation. Instead of thanking 
God at length for his mercy in sparing Isaac, Abraham says to Him;
To speke with the haue I no space,
with my dere son till I haue spok;^. (p.49,11.275-74)»
Thus Abraham sails dangerously near the wind of disobedience, because the 
portrayal is escaping from the bounds of typology of which Rosemary Woolf 
spoke* The end of the Towneley play is missing, so that it is uncertain 
what difference if aay this episod^avchad on the relationship between 
Abraham and Isaac* In the other playsr Isaac accepts his reprieve, as he 
accepted his fate, with equanimity.
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In the Dublin play, and only there, Sarah appears as a character, 
as a loving mother whose married life is in contrast to Noah and his wife’s 
bickering. Sarah is an obedient wife and loving mother and in all three of 
these plays Isaac's appeal to his mother and her feelings adds to the pathos 
of his approaching death.
Abraham is not the only central figure in the plays, since Isaac 
and his fate share the action with him. In several of them the playwrights 
concentrate on the pathos of the child Isaac who asks whether he cannot be 
beaten rather than put to death. Some of the plays, particularly the Drome 
play, drag out the pathetic situation before the sword is raised and the 
angel prevents the sacrifice to great lengths, because in this way they 
obtain audience sympathy and take the focus away from the willing obedience 
of Abraham in performing the task. Abraham, once he has readily agreed to 
the sacrifice which he invariably does, can feel unhappiness but not 
rebelliousness. As the Chester Abraham says;
Harte, if thou wolde breake in three
Thou shalt never master me. 40
The reason for asking this unnatural behaviour of Abraham is 
* varied. In the Dublin play^ God is testing Abraham to see whether his love 
for Him is greater than that for his son,; in York and Ludus Coventriae?' God 
simply announces His intention to test Abraham, and in Towneley Abraham 
asks for deliverance from Hell, and is tested as a result to see if he is 
worthy. In each of the plays his immediate reaction is obedience. In the 
Dublin play he says;
Aungel, as God wol, I am right wele payde
For of me his wille shal neuer be withnayde
Whil I am on lyve; 41 •
In Ludus Coventriae he says;
Now goddys comaundement must nedys be done
All his wyl is wourthy to be wrought. 42 •
3 9 . Non-cycle Mystery plays .edited by 0 .Waterhouse,EFIL8IO4 * 26ff.
40. The Chester Plays,edited by Deimling,EE2I*S ES)^2,pt.I^p80,11.405-6 .
4 1 . Non-cycle Mystery plays.p. 28,11.61-63»
42# Ludus Coventriae,BETS, 120, p.4 6,11*89-90 -
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Thus, as in Purity, Abraham is obedient to God, but in the plays he himself
affirms his obedience, which is not seen, as in Purity, in action, and as an
attitude towards God. The plays move swiftly into the central episode, the 
sacrifice itself, whereas in Purity the more leisurely narrative pace 
enables the poet to build up the picture of Abraham in more detail.
As in Purity Abraham is concerned for another, and,once the 
initial obedience is clearly established, he indicates how hard the task is 
- in Ludus Coventriae for example;
but ^itt Je fadyr to sole Je sone
grett care it causyth in my thought (p.46 11 91-9 2) , 
and in the Dublin play, he prays;
Now, goode Lord, graunt me hert Jere tylle
Jat I may do Jat is thy wille; 43
When he has confronted Isaac with his imminent death, he is clearly moved,
and,in some cases, cannot sacrifice him because of his tears. The sacrifice
is never in doubt, however, except possibly in the Towneley play, among the
latest of the cycles, where Abraham, although he obeys at the beginning, is
beset by doubts. The play^wright attempts to express his divided mind by
means of rhetorical questions;
Shuld I offend my lordis will?
Nay, yit were I leyffer my child were dede.
...Godis bydyng shall I not spare;
shuld I that ganstand? we, nay, ma fay I 44 ,
The Towneley Abraham is the only one of the six who does not tell his son 
why he is to be sacrificed. By a variety of rhetorical means the play­
wright shows the situation between father and son; one of these is by a 
series of brief exchanges;
Abraham; Isaacl
Isaac ; What, sir?
Abraham; good son, be stiH.
Isaac ; ffaderI
Abraham; What, soni
Isaac ; think on thi getl (p.46 11.187-89)*
This does not' entirely achieve the pathos desired, particularly as the 
clipped exchange continues for some time, but elsewhere there are happier 
effects, as when Abraham soliloquises on his son;
43* The non-cycle Mysterynlays. p.28 11.68-6%,
4 4 . The Towneley clays. EKC& BS,71,p.42,11.83-84, 11,117428.
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Apart from the Towneley play the others portray Abraham within
the bounds laid down by the Expo si ter in the Chester play:
By Abraham, I may vnderstand
the father of heaven that can fand
with his sonnes blood to break that band 415
The Devil had brought vs too. ,
He is less important than Isaac in the plays, although it is he who is 
being tested, because the playwrights rely on the pathos of the child offer­
ing, except in the York play where Isaac is a man and the correspondence 
between Isaac and Christ is closer. The avowed purpose of the Dublin and 
Brome plays is to show the importance of keeping God’s commandments and 
serving Him, without rebelling, even to the death of a child, but the typol­
ogical elements of Isaac as Christ are there also, as when Isaac echoes 
Christ’s words from the Cross, in the Brome play:
AI Fader of Heuyn to The I crye
Lord, reseyve me into Thy hand. 4-6 ^
Typology, therefore, colours the presentations of both Abraham and Isaac
in the plays, unlike Purity, where there is no indication that Abraham is
seen elsewhere as a type of God the Father.
The plays tend to be unsubtle in their use of heavy-handed irony 
and pathos to present the sacrifice and the effects of the plays tend to be 
crude and melodramatic, even in the Towneley play, which has a more sophis­
ticated use of speech-techniques. The playwrights often prolong the agon­
izing of Abraham over his son, delaying the angel’s intervention until every 
aspect has been mentioned. There is none of the intensity of emotion felt 
in Piirity when Abraham calls after^  God to spare Lot, but the Abraham of the 
plays is not a wooden figure, as, for example, Noah is in Ludus Coventriae, 
nor is he an undignified one, even when he is seen at home with Sarah as in 
the Dublin play.
45. The Chester Plays, p. 8 5, 11.469-72.
46. The non-cycle D^ lvstery plays , p. 48,11.295-96*
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The poet of Purity retains the tradition of sympathetic presentation of 
Abraham as a good man faced with a difficult situation, but he does not use 
the typological meaning of the character which frees him to show simply a 
good man in relationship to God. The poet, too, has an easier task, in that 
the incident he presents has no dilemma implicit in it, and he can suggest 
a more detailed relationship between God and Abraham, portraying the obedience 
of a reasoning man, who is secure enough in his relationship to question 
God. The plays are far less subtle, and obedience, in them, means a blind 
fulfillment of God’s commands so that the likenesses in presentation between 
Abraham in Purity and Abraham in the plays are very general, based on the 
dignity and seriousness with which he is portrayed, and the attractive good­
ness with which he is endowed. Only in Towneley is the playwright moving to 
a more subtle portrayal, and there the typology which sets the play in a 
wider context is weakened. Tension in the Towneley Abraham’s character 
occurs because of the differing methods of presentation,the typological and 
the literal, which lead to a disunified presentation. Abraham in Purity is 
portrayed on one level, the literal, so that he is unified throughout.
The poet in Purity does sometimes use more than one method of 
presentation, however, which leads to conflict in characterization. An 
example of this is to be found in the next section of the exemplum in the 
portrayal of Lot. The poet’s purpose in presenting Lot seems to be to main­
tain the contrast between good and evil, and to show that Lot is worthy of 
Abraham's concern. In this episode there is the greatest alteration of the 
Vulgate which is modified to increase the emphasis on his goodness. In the 
Vulgate Lot lingers in Sodom and has to be led out of the city by the 
angels. He also begs to be allowed to go to Segor, a request which the 
poet softens, making it more dependent on God’s will than it is in the 
Vulgateo Whatever the shortcomings of Lot’s wife and daughters, the poet 
makes it clear that Lot himself is obedient to the angels. The effect of 
these modifications and others is to present a good character, who, though 
he is less perfect than Abraham, is an attractive figure.
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As l^enner suggests in his note, the poet has available to him the 
Hebrew legend of Lot as a rich and avaricious man, based on the biblical 
evidence that when Abraham suggested they should separate. Lot chose the 
better and more fertile place of the cities to live.^ "^  Another tradition 
available to him was to make Lot a contemporary figure, realizing Scripture 
in a much more specific way than he does in the incidental up-dating of 
Abraham's domestic surroundings and clothing.
Structurally, as was said at the beginning, the two scenes are 
similar. God is welcomed by Abraham, who hastens to meet his guests; Lot 
hurries to greet his angel-visitors. Both men have disobedient wives, 
although Lot's wife's crime is the more heinous, both give a feast, and both 
speak to their guests with fitting reverence in a similar courtly and polished 
tone. The scenes differ among other things in the presence of the towns­
people in the second, and in 'the wrath of God, seen in the storm rather than 
verbally, as in the first section.
The poet uses the Hebrew tradition of Lot as a rich man, using 
phrases like "for he watz ryche ever." (812). The people of Sodom imply 
that Lot has grown rich among them:
'pat com a boy topis bor^,pa^pou be bume ryche?' (878).
His wealth is reflected in the position and size of his house, described at 
the beginning of the narrative, as well as in its appointments :
As Loot in a loge-dor lened hym alone.
In a porche of pot place py^t tope ^ates, 
pat watz ryal and rychu-so watzpe renkes selven. (784-8 6).
Unlike many other portraits of wealthy men in mediaeval literature, he is not
seen as an avaricious sinner, but this mention of his status detracts from
his appearance of goodness, and contrasts with Abraham, who is not seen in
relation to wordly position at all.
Lot recognises the angels for what they are and hurries to meet 
them, as Abraham did, indicating his awareness of things spiritual. His 
greeting to them is humble and courtly:
47* Purity, p.96,Note on lines 819-28.
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"Syrez, I yow byseche, 
pat wolde ly^t at my loge and lenge perinne:
Gomez to yor knavez kote, I crave at pis onez; (799-801) .
This amplifies the Vulgate sentence, so that Lot repeats the invitation to
his house: this gives the effect of shifting the emphasis, from the man to
his possessions, to his house, so that Lot appears to be more conventionally
polite, and fractionally less humble and sincere, particularly since the
poet has made it clear that Lot's house is anything but a "knavez kote".
When the angels agree to stay, they are welcomed fittingly, but
the poet makes clear that Lot himself does not hasten to prepare the meal
as did Abraham; he gives orders to his servants:
Loth Penne fui ly^tly lokez hum aboute.
And his men amonestes mette for to dyjt: (817-18).
Lot is presented, not only as a rich man, but as a mediaeval man. In place
of the meal of unleavened bread is the mediaeval supper in the rich house
of Lot, with the tables which are moved to the walls after the meal (832),
and the carefully realized wicket in the main gate, which closes to with a
latch. The town itself and its inhabitants are mediaeval in detail ; the
mob hammers on the walls and cries:
"as a scowte-wach scarred," (838) ,
The poet dwells in great detail on this incident in which the
Sodomites mob Lot's house, demanding that he send his guests out to them.
He indicates the time:
Fro"^ seggez haden souped and seten hot a whyle,
Er overpay bosked to bedde,]oe bor^ watz al up, (833- 54) #
He details the place, and the actions of the mob beating on the walls give
solidity to the description, which is integrated into the action.
The poet also gives attention to Lot: it is here that he appears
at his best. Firstly, hearing the mob, he is described reacting to the
noise:
■pe god man glyfte wyth pat glam and gloped for noyse;
So scharpe schame to hym schot, he schrank at pe hert, (849-50)
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The verbs used, "glyfte", and "gloped" meaning to stare in amazement or fear,
have a certain picturing quality, enabling the reader to appreciate Lot’s
physical reaction, followed by the more dynamic verbs in the next line,
which describe his emotional response as he is "possessed" by shame. The next
lines explain the reasons for his unhappiness:
For he knew ]^ e costoum pat kjped pose wrechez,
He doted never for no doel so depe in his mynde: (851-52).
That Lot reacts so strongly obviously indicates his goodness, and in the
following passage the poet confirms this by showing his courage in braving
the mob. The poet paints this bravery by his exclamation:
What! he wonded no wcpe of wekked kna^  vez,
pat he ne passed pe port pe peril to abide. (855-56).
Lot in other literature was not always so strong a character: in Cursor
Mundi for example he takes good care of himself:
On loth pai cried paa huse a-boute,
...Hot loth before, ar pai war warr 
Fast]oe dors pan did he sparr;
3ern on Joaim he cried merci! 
pat pai suld lete pair fule foly. 48
The poet in Purity even details Lot’s exit, amplifying the Vulgate to show
that he was careful to close the door behind him, thus, presumably, ensuring
his guests' safety. In this way details of action indicate something of his
character, just as Abraham's haste in preparing the meal for God did.
Lot’s speech to his fellow-citizens, though ineffective, is also
a means by which his character is developed. A.C.Spearing comments that
"the Gawain-poet’s power to imagine plausible speech is perhaps his most
brilliant and most dangerous gift". He cites the speech of Lot’s wife as
she disobediently salts the angels’ food, as having "just the right note of
grumbling obstinacy", but he continues that the effect there, and with Lot’s
speech to his fellow citizens is "too delightfully comic for the mysterious
import of the situation". Spearing describes the poet’s method in writing
this speech of Lot’s:
48. Cursor Mundi,edited by Morris, Cotton Vesp.Aiii 2781, 11.2787-90»
49. The Gawain-poet.p.60ff, .
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His method has clearly been to imagine himself inside the 
situation, supposing that it were from real life. What would one say, 
to try to smooths the whole thing over, if one happened to be entertaining 
a pair of angels, and a party of one’s fellow citizens came along and 
started making indecent proposals outside the house? 50 .
It is the "social unsuitability" of the Sodomites' behaviour which is 
condemned, not its "simple wickedness"; Spearing concludes:
It is a marvellously dramatic speech, and one that no reader would 
willingly give up; but surely,when we consider the purpose of the episode 
as a whole, and the terrifying violence with which it concludes, we must 
agree that the poet has been carried away by the vividness of his 
imagination. 51 ,
In this speech Lot attempts to pacify the violent mob who are 
demanding that the angels be handed over to them. The poet indicates Lot's 
intention before he speaks:
"penne he meled to po men mesurable wordez.
For harlotez wyth hendelayk he hoped to chast: (859-60).
The comic aspect of the speech lies in Lot's misjudgement of the situation, 
to attempt "mesurable wordez" and "hendelayk" with a crowd which the poet 
has described in terms of angry and confused noise. The speech is a kind of 
parody of the way Abraham spoke to God earlier, since Abraham appeals to 
God’s"mesure", to His better nature, in courtly terms, and Lot works on 
the same principle, when faced, not with a righteously angry God, but with 
a crowd which has gone beyond "mesure". Lot’s inadequate method of 
persuasion begins with a flattering reference to the citizens:
’Oo, my frendez so fre, yor fare is to strange;
Dotz away yor derf dyn, and derez never my gestes.' (861-62).
Much of the speech is an amplification of the Vulgate request that the 
citizens should not do this evil, but it is expressed in terms of the 
courtly code of conduct of the fourteenth century, as Spearing suggests.
Lot assumes that the crowd consider their social behaviour to be 
important, appealing to them as "fre", and admonishing them for their 
"vylaynye" (863)î Lot sets them within the code:
50. The Gawain-poet.p. 61.
51. The Gawain-poet,p.62*
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«And 3e ar jolyf gentylmen, yor japez ar ille.* (8 6 4).
The word "japez" is picked up later by the Sodomites in their reply;
■Who joynedpe be jostyse oure japez to blame, *' (87?):
this has a range of meanings from "frivolous pastime" to "depraved or immoral 
behaviour", so that Lot's use of it may be ambiguous, giving the Sodomites an 
opportunity which they do not choose to see, of admitting that their behaviour
52
is a trick, in appalling taste; the Sodomites understand it as implying some­
thing worse, and react violently against this and Lot's entire speech.
The first part of Lot's speech, then, is as Spearing implies, a 
realizing in contemporary terms of the Vulgate original, with the "social 
unsuitability" of their behaviour more in evidence than its moral depravity. 
The second section, however, is somewhat different, since the poet retains 
the biblical offer of Lot's daughters to the crowd. If the first half of the 
speech is typical of a fourteenth century gentleman, the second half strikes 
a jarring note since it was not, presumably, an accepted courtly custom to 
offer one's dau^ters in quite such cattle-market terms;
...^In Sodamas,Joa^ I hit say, non semloker burdes;
Kit a m  ronk, hit a m  rype, and redy to manne;.* (868-6 9) .
This biblical offer is rejected, to show the depths of the citizen's evil in 
preferring the angel-guests, but this indication of their depravity creates a 
tension between the mediaeval "Sir Loth" and the biblical character. While 
Abraham is also realised in mediaeval terms in his domestic arrangements and 
his clothes, he is not seen in relation to society and therefore incon­
gruities between the contemporary gentleman and the biblical patriarch, which 
are seen in the characterization of Lot, are not evident with Abraham, who 
is portrayed mainly in relationship to God. Abraham' s concem for his 
fellow-men is not tied to the behaviour patterns of any one age, but rather 
generalized, whereas with Lot there is a certain amount of tension between 
the source material and the poet's interpretation of it.
52. Middle English Dictionary,ed. Kurath & Kuhn, pt. J.I,japez.
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After the persuasive speech of Lot the violent action resumes as 
he is mobbed. Ironically, it is the guests whom Lot sought to save who rescue 
him, striking the mob with blindness so that the section ends with the 
Sodomites unable to find Lot's house. The poet generalizes their behaviour 
differently here, since instead of the uniform action of the crowd he con­
cludes by speaking of "uch tolke" (889) and "uch on" (890), as the angel's 
power dispels the power of the mob.
This whole scene is vividly dramatized by the poet, who increases 
the impact of it from the Vulgate. He uses a variety of effects, notably the 
contrast between the seemly order of Lot's house with the guests sitting 
after their meal and- the noise and disorder of the Sodomites. Following the 
pause in which Lot makes his speech, violence again breaks out, and the incident 
is concluded with the ineffective attempts of the people to find Lot's house 
after the angels disperse the crowd.
This is the most detailed presentation of Lot, indicating his good­
ness, before the poet prepares for the climax of the storm. The angels order 
Lot to leave Sodom, and Lot gives a further indication that he is spiritually 
aware in his dignified speech to the angels, in which he expresses his mis­
givings and shows that his conception of God resembles Abraham's;
"Lorde, what is best?
If I me fele upon fote"j3at I fie mo^t,
Hou schulde I huyde me fro hem"J>at hatz his hate kynned,
In)ae brath of his breth*Jaat brennez alle ]ainkez.
To crepe fro my Creator, and know not wheder,
Ne wheder his foochip 'me fol^ez bifore djaer bihynde?'* (915-18) * 
After his concern that he will not escape the Sodomites, he is anxious that 
Gcd's anger will destroy him wherever he is, a sign of spiritual perception 
greater, for example, than Jonah's, who flees to escape God, and reminiscent 
of the psalmist, who asks where he can flee to avoid God. The poet has 
altered the Vulgate to increase this sense of Lot's spiritual awareness, 
omitting his self-interested request to be allowed to stop in Segar. Where 
the Vulgate indicates Lot's lack of total obedience, the poet shows his 
dependence on God; he will only go to Segor "if his wylle wore (928).
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Lot seeks to escape with his wife, his daughters and the men whom 
his daughters are to marry but their reaction to his news in the poem and the 
Vulgate is one of unconcern;
]pGi3 fast laÿed hem Loth,ay le^en ful stylle. (956) ,
The fact that Lot seeks to save others is another factor in the presentation 
of his character. The poet makes this incident dramatic by placing it at dawn, 
when the angels rouse Lot. Instead of setting their instructions in the 
Vulgate order, where they are given after Lot has been taken from the city, 
the angels tell Lot to escape as soon as they wake him, and the angels assist 
Lot's wife and daughters on their way, but not Lot himself, since his linger­
ing, the poet implies, is due to his inability to persuade his family to 
cone,(955 ff). Small details, like the fact that Lot "wakened" (935) his 
family to tell them, add to the drama and haste implicit in the scene.
When the storm arises and the destruction begins, the poet focuses 
on the fate of the cities and not on the family fleeing from Sodom. He con­
trasts "]>D grete rowtes" (9 6 9) within the city with the four hastening away, 
but the focus on Lot is simply a contrast and his feelings, apart from those 
of fear, are not detailed. He is a representative figure, the one saved, at 
"this moment, rather than the individually delineated figure of earlier in the 
exemplum;
“pe segge herde pat soun to Segor pat ^ede.
And pe wenches hym wyth pat by pe way folded;
Ferly ferde watz her fleschpat flowen ay ilyche,
Trynande ay a hy^e trot pat tome never dorsten. (975-76).
The poet does not indicate Lot's reaction to his wife's death, merely stating
why she was killed, in terms of the sub-theme of "mistraupe", in which she had
sinned. Lot, it seems, has served his purpose, to indicate the reaction of
a good man to evil and therefore he is no longer needed as a character. His
reaction to the punishment is not necessary, since it would detract from the
impact of the punishment itself, and therefore he is used to further a
different purpose, the contrast between the immensity of destruction and the
tiny human figures who are saved, and for this no characterization in detail
is needed, an example of the functional nature of mediaeval characterization.
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Although Lot is a good character, Abraham-like in his response to 
God, he is unlike the presentation of Abraham in that he is viewed with 
humour and he is not presented as perfect, as is Abraham. This variation is 
achieved by several means. The poet sets Lot in society, and, inevitably in 
giving him a position, he awakens certain expectations of behaviour, which, 
as I have shown, are sometimes at variance with those in Vulgate original.
The poet describes Lot as rich and presents him as a contemporary gentleman 
with surroundings which he describes in some detail. Although his wealth is , 
not indicative of sin, it colours the reader's view of him, making his 
invitation to the angels and entertainment of them part of social convention, 
unlike Abraham's welcome of God, which, while reflecting social convention, 
was not seen as a result of it, but rather because of Abraham's reverence 
for God.
Lot's behaviour in dealing with his fellow-citizens shows him 
fulfilling the role of host to the best of his ability: the irony is to be 
seen because the angels who are his guests are better fitted to overcome the 
mob than is Lot with his courtly speech. Lot fails in his appeal, and one 
feels that he might have realized that the Sodomites were impervious to 
courtly standards; he uses the wrong means, mistaking the situation in an 
incident which is only comic because the angels are in charge of the situation, 
and able to disperse the mob. Lot is most concerned with the social implic­
ations, at least at the beginning of the speech, and the incongruity of Lot's 
style is an indication of the skill with which the Gawain-poet uses language, 
to reinforce the impression of the good but fallible man. Lot's inappropriate 
treatment*of the Sodomites shows a misjudgement of the situation similar to 
that of the Dreamer in Pearl, where in the vision the narrator confuses the 
image of heaven as a kingdom,seeing it in earthly terms.Lot does not show the
/ 53same "exaggerated and comic naîvete" as the Dreamer,as Spearing calls it,
but his mistaken appeal to the Sodomites,in indicating the good man's
helplessness in the face of violence which is successfully met only with
violence,makes Lot a sympathetic figure, a good man who fails although his
intentions are right. This is emphasised by his bravery in facing the mob, |
confronting what Jonah in Patience^flees. ;
5 3 . The Gawain-poet,p.1 6 5 .
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Twice Lot is shown as trying hard to do what he thinks God wants, 
and failing;the second time, he attempts to rouse his family to escape from 
Sodom, and again, the angels have to intervene to make them go. Lot remains 
in danger to warn them, but he is ineffective. This presentation of Lot is 
made clearer because the poet omits any reference to Lot's own moral weakness, 
when in the Vulgate he himself hesitates in Sodom, and the end result is a 
good character, without Abraham's excellence, and with a sense of fallibility.
Lot is a fairly brief characterization, amplified from the Vulgate 
and altered so that he serves the poet's purpose; by speech and action, and by 
the skilful use of the setting, the poet develops an attractive figure, con­
ceived on a literal level. Lot has no well-established and familiar place in 
religious tradition, comparable to Noah and Abraham, and, as with the charac­
terization of Abraham, there are no exact counterpartswith which Lot can be 
compared in other literature. Only such figures as Gawain, Jonah or the
Dreamer in Pearl, who face in their different ways situations which are 
beyond their means to control,are similar, and they are all fully-developed 
presentations of what in Lot is sketched in, a sympathetic portrayal of human 
weakness, in the face of heavenly or earthly power. Gawain is perhaps closest 
to Lot, since, when he is tested at Bertilak's castle, he is faced with a 
situation in which his courtesy is inadequate. The skilful speech with which 
he achieved the Green Knight's challenge in Arthur's court is not enough to 
enable him to remain worthy of the pentangle in Bertilak's castle, but the 
poet withholds the nature of the test from his readers until the end, so that 
the nature of Gawain's inadequacy is concealed as well. The reader feels only 
the tension of Gawain's delicate attempts to outmanoeuvre the lady, which 
succeed until the third morning, but even before then- Gawain's confidence is 
undermined because the lady's concept of what is courtly'differs radically 
from his own, so that he is judged wanting by a standard he never adheres to, 
largely, one feels, without quite understanding what is happening to him. At 
the end of their first encounter, for example, the lady says;
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•Now he ]oat spedez vche spech ]ois disport 3elde yow!
Bot “J^ at 3e be Gawan, hit gotz in mynde.’
•Querfore? • quo}) ]ce freke, and irejihly he askez,
Perde lest he hade fayled in fourme of his castes; (1292-95).
Like the Sodomites, the lady does not play the game according to the rules,
although the lady's game is a more subtle and skilful one, being dependant
on the same concepts, and not like the Sodomites*na complete perversion of
the code.
The judgement the Green Knight passes on Gawain indicates his good­
ness, but not his perfection: as with Lot, so Gawain has done his best, 
performed better than any other knight, but like Lot he fails:
and sothly me }pynkkez 
On ]pe fautlest freke pat euer on fofce 3ede;
As perle bi pe quite pese is of prys more,
So is Gawayn, in god fayth, bi dj^r gay kny3tez. (2362-65).
There are of course marked differences in presentation and purpose between
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight and Purity, but in both. Sir Gawain and Lot
illustrate the Ricardian "image of man", as being in confrontation with
54"some more than human power". In Lot's case, with the Sodomites, the 
power is human, and, unlike the presentation of Jonah, in which his 
confrontation with God is unheroic. Lot's deliberate confrontation of the 
citizens is seen as brave and commendable, in spite of its failure.
Like Abraham, Lot is an individual character, made so because he 
is described by action as well as by speech. He cannot be categorized as a 
certain type of man because his reactions are dependant on the context so 
that he is at one moment glad to entertain the angels, ashamed for his 
fellow citizens at another, and frightened of God's destructive power at a 
third. At the same time his character is presented more briefly than 
Abraham's because he shares the action with the destruction of the cities 
and his wife's disobedience.
The other characters who surround Lot are not shown in such great 
detail: Lot's wife, as I have already described in the section on Noah's 
wife, is momentarily realized, to indicate the reason for her disobedience; 
the actual moment of her second sin is recounted principally for its moral 
implications, and because the punishment is amazing.
54. Ricardian poetry,p.103.
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Lot is not considered in relation to her at all. The citizens are characterized 
as a mob with a vivid description of the noise they make; their actions and 
speech are violent, full of threats such as;
"If pou lovyezpy lyf, Loth, inpyse wones,...." (84I) ,
and
"An outcomlyng, a carle, we kylle of Pyn hevedl" (8 7 6) .
The citizens are described in terms of the shouts and cries they raise, of sin,
and of fear; firstly the poet comments on the effect of their sin;
Vjliattl pay sputen and speken of so spitous fylpe,
Whati pay ^e^ed and ^olped of ^estande sor^e, 
pat ^et pe w^d, and pe weder, and pe worlds stynkes 
Of pe brych pat upbraydez pose bropelych wordez. (845-4 8),
and secondly he describes the destruction, not with the sympathetic detail he
showed at the death of the Flood victims, but in very general terms, more
terrifying because the disembodied shrieking is the only human reaction to the
destruction;
Such a ^omerly jarm of jellyngper rysed, 
perof clatered pe cloudes pat Kryst myjt haf ra\pe. . (971-72) .
The angels are seen as typically mediaeval angels in appearance,
and, like God in the earlier section, they are polite and polished in their
behaviour at the meal;
penne setenpay at pe soper, wern served bylyve, 
p e  gestes gay and ful glad, of glam debonere,
Welawynnely wlonk tylpay waschen hade, (829-31)•
As with God's reaction to Abraham they reinforce the impression that Lot does
well by their reaction to him; they are presented in human terms as "seggez"
(8 3 3), and ’pe ^onge men" (88I). They are more active in the narrative than
is God earlier, rescuing Lot from the citizens and from destruction, and there
is less of the aura of mystery and dignity, to be found in God's speeches.
The angels are not characterized, however, their speeches and actions being
functional in the narrative.
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It is Lot who forms the contrast between the good and obedient 
servants of God and the evil sinners in "fylj)e", and the contrast is the more 
effective because Lot is made an individual, neither infallible nor perfect, 
and presented on a literal level to make a character who has counterparts only 
in the Gawain-poet* s other work. Abraham, too, is unusual in being conceived 
as a pure character whose goodness is credible, mainly because his relation­
ship with God is so skilfully delineated. Neither character in this narrative 
is cumbered with a typological dimension, which makes realistic presentation 
difficult and both are the focal points of their narratives; Abraham, indeed, 
is the most important character over-all, unified in presentation and seen as 
an individual throughout, but Lot, too, while there is some tension between 
the source-material and the manner of presentation,is a figure unique in 





In the preceding chapter I examined three characters who represent 
the "good", patriarchal figures who are used in some literature as types of 
God. In the third exemplum, by far the longest in Purity, the character 
mainly developed-an illustration of "impurity", the negative aspect of the 
poet's theme - is the impure man who will definitely not see God. The poet 
shows God's wrath concentrated on an individual, Baltazar, the King of 
Babylon. This narrative, from the Siege of Jerusalem to Baltazar's death, is 
the least unified of the exempla in Purity and the one making the greatest 
number of points. According to the poet in his transitional "Exhortation to 
Purity" (Manner's subtitle), his aim is to show how jealous God is of any­
thing that belongs to Him:
For when a sawele is saltled and sakred to Dry3tyn,
He holly haldes hit his, and have hit Ide wolde; 
penne efte lastes hit likkes, he loses hit ille.
As hit were rafte wyth unry3t, and robbed wyth pewes.(1139-42)•
This transition moves from the soul of a man which God desires to the more
general idea of anything which is consecrated to God being His:
his wrath is achaufed 
For pat pat ones watz his schuldre efte be unclene, 
pa3 hit be bot a bassyn, a bolle, djper a schole,
A dysche, djper a dobler, pat Dry3tyn onez served.
To defowle hit ever upon folde fast he forbedes, (1143-47).
This is obviously moving in to the story of the sacred vessels which
Baltazar defiles, and this third exemplum shows defilement of what is God's
in two ways, defilement of the holy vessels and defilement of Baltazar
himself. The poet contrasts the fate of Baltazar with that of his father.
Nabugodenozar, who does not defile the vessels, but rather honours them.
Thus the vessels are the important symbols of purity in this narrative,
standing against the impurity of the Babylonish court.
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The poet begins the narrative with an account of the seizure of 
the vessels from the Temple at Jerusalem to give these symbols of purity a 
place of importance; part of the poet's difficulty seems to be that these 
inanimate objects must be of equal interest to the King, He does not 
entirely succeed in making the contrast a balanced one, in spite of the 
attempt, which A.C. Spearing notes, to bring life and movement to the vessels 
in the long description of them which he gives as Baltazar is about to defile 
them (lines I45I-I4 8 8),
This long description realizes them in very detailed terms, 
although, as Spearing comments, it degenerates into a list of gems towards 
the end -
Ande safyres, and sardiners, and semely to^pace,
Alabaundarynes, and amaraunz, and amaffised stones, (1469-6 0),
and so on. The detailed description which precedes this may owe something
2
to description of feasts in Mandeville's Travels, according to Menner, and
certainly the poet enables the reader to visualize these vessels, as when he
describes the "coveœâ. cowpes foul dene" (I4 5 8):
pe coperounes of jpe covacles }?at on \>e cuppe reres 
Wer fetysely formed out in fylyoles longe.
Pinacles py^t per apert pat profert bitwene,
And al boiled abof wyth braunches and leves,
Pyes and pape-^ayes purtrayed withinne.
As pay prudly hade piked of pomgarnades; (146I-66).
As Gollancz says "The pictorial gift of the poet is well exemplified in this
3
last section of his poem".
The poet does not rely only on this description to focus attention 
on the vessels; he has already described them less specifically at their 
seizure:
Day ca^t away "pat condelstik, and pe crowne als,
Pat pe auter hade upon, of a^el golde ryche;
...Je bases of J)e bry^t postes and bassynes so schyre,
Dere disches of golde and dubleres fayre,
pe vyoles and pe vesselment of vertuous stones. (1275-76,1278-80)-
1* The Gawain-poetnPo63.
2. Purity*p.109«Note on lines I46 ff.
3. Cleanness,ed. Gollancz, Preface,p.XXVII •
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Not only here hut later, in describing the entrance of Baltazar’s feast, 
the poet contrasts the solid gold cups of God’s service with the paper decor­
ations which herald Baltazar’s meal: they are:
Pared out of paper and poynted of golde,
Broje baboynes abof, besttes anunder,
Poles in foler flakerande bitwene.
And al in asure and ynde enaumayld ryche, (I4O8-II).
The poet therefore uses description and contrast to indicate the beauty and 
purity of God’s vessels which are defiled.
This is one evidence of the interwoven structure of the narrative. 
The exemplum has its place in the scheme of the entire poem, the feast given 
by Baltazar balancing the Wedding Feast,narrative at the beginning, and 
Baltazar himself in some senses standing in contrast to Abraham, the impure 
and the pure. Within the long narrative also there is balance and contrast. 
The worldly feast of Baltazar contrasts, as instanced above, with the former 
use of the holy vessels in the Temple. The siege and capture of Jerusalem 
are paralleled by the night attack on Babylon at the end of the exemplum and 
Zedechyas' downfall is paralleled by Baltazar’s death.
There is not only a structure of narrative units in the exemplum; 
ideas occur and reoccur. The most obvious one is the need for purity and 
the absence of it in Baltazar: the secondary theme of "untrawj^ e" also occurs, 
in Baltazar’s worship of idols, Nabugodenozar’s downfall through pride and 
Zedechyas’ disloyalty ^o God, together with that of his people, the Jews. A 
third theme of "wisdom" is distinguished by Pamela Gradon here, in 
Nabugodenozar’s recovery of his senses following his fall, when he acknow­
ledges God’s powerLack of wisdom certainly characterizes Baltazar’s 
behaviour, which encompa»es every kind of sin contrary to God's law.
The poet does not present a God active in the narrative, as in the 
two preceding exempla, and therefore His controlling power is indicated by
5
other means, foremost among which are what A.C. Spearing calls "reversals".
4 . Form and Style*p.122.
5. The Gawain poet.p. 69 ff.
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By that term he means the contrast between a past exalted state and the 
present unhappy one, which is clearly a mediaeval commonplace, used to 
describe the fall of great men, and a definition of tragedy for the Middle 
Ages. The drowning sinners of the Flood and the evil men of Sodom and 
Gomorrah both fall to destruction because of God's wrath, but in the third 
exemplum again and again the poet explicitly contrasts the latter with the 
former state of being. The captured Hebrew lords are described thus:
So sytte in servage and syteJat sumtyme were gentyle;
Now ar chaunged to chorles, and charged wyth werkkes,
Boje to cayre at J>e kart and ye kuy mylke,
Dat sumtyme sete in her sale syres and burdes. (l257-60) .
Nabugodenozar’s fall is summed up in Daniel's speech:
Dus he countes hym a kowjpat watz a kynge ryche, (16 8 5),
and finally Baltazar at his death is described:
hat watz so do^ty Jat day and drank of ]5e vessayl;
Now is a dogge also dere Jat in a dych lygges. (1791-92).
This exemplum, as well as being the longest, contains the greatest 
number of named characters. Zedechyas, Nabuzardan, Nabugodenozar, Baltazar 
himself, his wife and Daniel all appear, together with their courtiers and 
soldiers. Unlike the preceding chapters, here there is no contact between 
the human characters and God, except in the impersonal writing on the wall 
at the end. Daniel the prophet is not developed as one might expect to 
stand as the pure man of God in contrast with Baltazar. Instead he acts as 
God's voice in condemning Baltazar and is himself a neutral character. It 
is obvious that the other characters have in common their status as kings or 
nobles, and the exemplum, like the Wedding Feast which it parallels, is firmly 
set in a courtly surrounding. The poet uses character, as he does descrip­
tion, as one of the ways in which he achieves a distinction between purity 
and "fylje", and, like other foci in this part of the poem, it is important 
at some times and neglected at others. The sort of conception of character 
utilised seems to be based on a variety of traditions, all centring on man's 
status, in particular the position of king or ruler.
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In the chapter on the Wedding Feast I examined the historical 
view of kingship in the Middle Ages, which presented a complex set of con­
cepts leading to several different ways of defining kingship according to 
the status of the definer. These various views are reflected in the presen­
tation of kingship in literature. On the one hand, he may be the centre of 
his court, the focus to which the hero returns after his adventures and not
a part of the action at all, or on the other hand, in some Charlemagne
6
romances like the Four Sons of Aymon, Charlemagne himself is the figure the 
heroes oppose, because this and other similar poems represent the feudal 
view of the king in what amounts to baronial propaganda.
The status of ruler does not automatically provide the King with a 
function in the romance in which king-figures chiefly appear. From the dis­
cussion of the King as authority figure in the earlier chapter it is clear 
that the ruler may be outside the main action, or alternatively that he may 
be simply gullible, ready to believe anything a wicked Steward whispers to 
him. The functional King figure sometimes provides the impetus to action, or 
is an obstacle to be overcome by the hero in his triumphal progress. Whether
the vi Heinous king is a usurper, as in Havel ok the Dane or a rightful lord
8,
who impedes the hero’s path to the heroine, as in Sir Eglamour of Artois (in
which the frustrated king cries out to the hero: "What, devell, may na thyng
]pe sla?" (line 65c) ), his character is not the poet's object of interest.
Romance character was discussed in the Introduction, where it was noted that,
for most romance-writers, verLsimilutude in characterization was not a prime
concem. For the courtly writers, .aspects of human behaviour interested them
more than the presentation of "real people", so that Vinaver says of Chretien
de Troyes, that he "lets the characters enact a line of argument that happens
to interest him, no matter what kind of characterization,real or unreal, may
9
happen as a result",
6. The Four Sons of Aymon,edited by 0.Richardson,EETH  ES. 44,45#
7. Havelok the Dane,edited by W.W.Skeat, (second edition,rev.by K.Sisam,Oxford,I9 6 3),
8, Sir Eglamour of Artois,edited by A.S.Cook,(New York 1911)#
9, The Rise of___ Romance.p.50#
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For the popular romance writers "behaviour" is narrowed to become simply
man in action, and with these romances it is easy to see that character
falls into certain categories, common to most romances, just as the
narratives have episodes which are found in many romances.
Although kingship is the goal the hero attains in the end, kingship
is frequently associated with villany, because of the oppositive function of
the king. One of the types of villainous rulers who appear in popular romance
is to be found particularly in the Charlemagne romances, which were
translated into English in the late fourteenth century. This is the Saracen,
the Sultan or Sowdon, who has certain characteristics, apart from the
/
monotonous regularity .with which he is defeated by the hero. Most notable
of these is his idolatrous worship of Mahound, in which he resembles the
functional villain of the Saints’ Lives, many of which are the religious
equivalents of the popular romance. In the Saint's Life the villain is
frequently an emperor or a justice, since most Saints' Lives have their
origins in the persecution of Christians under the Roman emperors. One of
the many heathen justices is Dacian in the Life of St. Vincent, who laments
on his repeated failure to execute Vincent:
Alas sede ]De lustice is oure mi3te us bynome
War of seru^ oure godes ~]pat ssolde him ouercome. 10.
These pagan rulers in both romance and Saint's Life have a similar tendency
to fly into wild and unavailing rages at their failures, a fact which, of
course, highlights the hero or saint's success: "wod wro-'jo^ e” is a common
description of these unfortunate pagans in the Southern English Legendary.
This wildness and lack of control is familiar in tyrants in the
drama, particularly Herod, whose wrath, as exemplified in the Coventry
Corpus Christi play,^^ is legendary. Young and other writers have traced the
1 2
development of Herod, among other figures, in some detail. Though not the
earliest of liturgical drama, the scenes in which Herod appears, the
Officium Stellae ,show his violence and rage at an early date.
10. Southern English Legendary,edited by D'Evelyn and Mill, EET2. 235,p.27,
11. 69-70.
11 . Two Coventry Corpus Christi plays.re-edited by H.Craig,EETS. ES, 87.
12, The Drama of the Medieval Church ,(Oxford, 1933), Vol.Ilÿ). 33 ff.
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Ultimately this can be traced to the Gospel account in Matthew 2^^, and by 
the eleventh century he appears in plays, like the Freising play in which a 
Herodes iratus brandishes a sword and dashes his book to the g r o u n d I n  the 
later Middle Ages in England the Herods in the cycles vary in their 
presentation, although not in their salient features of violent rage and 
cruelty. They have attracted to themselves features which characterize
other figures of evil in the plays, as,for example, the beauty which is a
part of Lucifer's downfall. The York Herod in the Trial of Jesus considers 
that one reason for Jesus' silence may be His amazement at Herod's angelic 
beauty:
No sone, Je rebalde seis vs so richely arayed.
He wenys we be aungelis euere ilkone: 14.
Other evil rulers in the plays, like the Towneley Augustus Caesar and the
Pharaohs,are portrayed in a way similar to the Herod character, each
beginning with a boasting speech and showing the same lack of control.
These evil characters, according to Sister N. Maltman, are part of
a parody of the heavenly order, a kind of "lowerarchy" which makes them
1 5sons of the Devil instead of sons of God. They are distinguished by their
similarity to their infernal parent particularly in the sin of pride, which,
together with Lust, is the cause of Lucifer's fall according to the
Fathers. In Purity the brief picture of Lucifer reflects that in the plays:
his fall is due to his sin in ascribing glory to himself and not to God:
He se3 no3t bot hymself, how semly he were (209):
he boasts that he will "be lyke to Jat Lorde JatJe lyfte made". (212).
Lucifer's purpose in the poem is to illustrate God's "mesure and meje"(247)
towards all sins except that of "fylje": in the Mystery plays- his
presumptuous pride is shown in greater detail in the plays on the Fall^which
are stylized and symbolic in their action. The Chester Lucifer comments
directly on his own excellence:
I am pereles and prynce of pryde,
for God him self shynes not so sheene. 16,
13. The Drama of the Medieval Church,Vol. II p.92 ff .
14. The York Plays,p.302,11*270-71>
15.'A Study of Evil Characters in the English Corpus Christi Cycle;(Unpub. 
diss-.^erkeley»1957),p.239 .
16. The Chester Plays,pt. I.KE.TS. ES. 62, p. 16,11.163-64.
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and the Towneley character speaks of his position:
ffor I am lord of blis
ouer all this warld, I wis, '
This boasts are perversions of God's speeches, which in each Cycle open the
drama. As the Chester Deus says:
Bothe Visible and eke Invisible, all is my Weldinge; 
as god greatest and glorious, all lyeth in mea licentia.
For all the mi^te of the maiestye is magnified in^  me 
Prince principall proved in my perpetuall prudens."
These claims to absolute power which characterize Lucifer can be seen in 
his offspring, notably Herod, who says in the Chester play, for example:
For I am evyn he that made bothe hevin and hell^^, 
and, as it will be seen later,the character of Baltazar in Purity has some of 
these traits. The entire narrative in which he appears parodies the Wedding 
Feast, so that inevitably he is to be seen as a parody of the King there, 
perverting this representation of God by his inverted values.
Other similarities in the evil characters in drama are the verbal 
echoes, like swearing by the devil or by Mahound, as do the pagan rulers of 
romance and Saint's life. Generally these evil rulers in the drama are 
exemplary figures, presented with didactic purpose. Their evil characteris­
tics are exaggerated, but they are not like the functional villains of the 
romance and Saint's life: with all their family likeness, they have a 
figurai dimension, by virtue of their existence in the Bible as well as in 
the drama. These comically exaggerated vices with which they are endowed 
are part of a presentation of kingship. which A. Williams says is one con­
ceived from below, a tyranny satirized from the viewpoint of "the yeoman or
20
the small-town burgher".
The fact that these evil rulers in the drama can be seen as guilty 
of specific sins reflects the perception of human behaviour found in the 
manuals of Christian behaviour, discussed in the Introduction. As J. Burrow 
says:
The Towneley Plays,SBT.S. 71,P- 4,H * 94-95.
The Chester Plays.pt.I,Po9-lG,11.11-14 • 
iq* The Chester Plays.pt. II,p.17,1-488.
2q * The Drama of Medieval England ^ (Michigan,1961), p.130.
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One of the cardinal requirements of the Sacrament of Penance was 
tliat the penitent should make a full confession; and to do this he had to he 
able to identify by name the various sinful workings of his mind. The con­
fessor could help him only if he was acquainted with some comprehensive 
scheme of moral psychology which, like a reference grid on q^ miap, would 
enable them to cover all the ground together systématically.
The kind of characterization that that produced has been indicated
earlier, and evidence of it can be traced in the portrayal of rulers in the
drama.
Lucifer falls because of his lust and his pride, two deadly sins
well known to mediaeval man. Pride is generally the principal sin, "Je strong
wyn and my^ty" of the Devil, and the one to which rulers, and the nobility
22
generally, were particularly prone: Robert Mannyng of Brunne, for example,
in the manual Handlyng Synne, a free translation of William of Waldington's
Norman-French, says to nobles:
3yf Jou for pryde art outrage 
JafJoou are come of hygh lynage 
Bejenke )aa weyl fro when Jou cam
Alle we were of Adam , ^3
Owst, noted that writers and preachers, being outside the secular hierarchy,
brought the weight of their condemnation to bear on the vices of rulers : in
such outspoken terms that critics in the past considered them to be rebel-
24
lious, the motive force behind the Peasants' Revolt. Owst shows this assum­
ption to be false, since established clergy, not only rebellious mendicants, 
attacked rulers for not fulfilling their God-given roles to the standards set 
by the Church. There is therefore a tradition outside literature of seeing 
the ruler in an unfavourable light, as sinful man. This is reflected in the 
popular fifteenth century concept of the Dance of Death, in which those of 
"high lynage" figure prominently. The Emperor complains in his reply to 
Death in the fifteenth century English version:
21# Ricardian poetry,p.106-7.
22# The Book of Vices and Virtues,EETS.217,p.11,line 28.
23» Handl?.rng Synne#edited by Furnivail,EET^ 123, 11.3031-34"
24» Literature and Pulpit in Medi-^eval England*p.287ff.
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A s^ miple shete ther is no more to seyne
To wrappe yn my bodi and visage
Ther-vp-on sore I may comipleyne 25'.
That lordes grete have litle a-vauntage.
This Christian emphasis on the transitory nature of worldly power 
finds expression in the mediaeval concept of tragedy, which inevitably 
involves some consideration of rulers in its stress on the fall from high 
estate, which, in the use of "reversals" in Purity, is echoed there. The 
idea of tragedy is one which developed from the Classical concept and there­
fore it is not only frequently linked with the sin of pride but also with 
the Wheel of Fortune. H. R. Patch traces the course of development of the 
Goddess Fortuna and examines the concept of her Wheel, which turns to dis­
lodge the king when he is feeling most secure He remarks:
We may find allusions to the wanton pride of the hero before his 
fall, a circumstance that makes the action of Fortuna more rational. Here 
she does not really put down the meritorious; she castigates pride,which was 
at thiSprtime considered as the greatest sin of all, as a vice involving every 
other. •
The fall of princes in this way can be viewed as occumng as a 
result of sin, or more simply because fickleness is the nature of Fortune.
In the romances, also, the view of the King can be equivocal, particularly 
with reference to one ruler, Alexander, who is either condemned by the 
theologians for the vices which led to his downfall, or commended by courtly 
writers for his chivalric virtues. The mixed presentation of Alexander is 
traced by G. Cary from the classical source to his appearance in late med­
iaeval Alexander-books, and it seems that generally the religious writers, 
particularly the theologians with their concentration on the biblical 
references to him in Daniel and the Book of the Macabees, saw him unfavourably, 
while secular writers particularly saw him as an idealized conqueror, a heroic
figure who fell by the operation of Fortune, or because it was God's will to
28give him higher glory.
2 5  ^ The Dance of Death,ed.F.Warren,Ellesmere M.S.,p.10,11,85-89.
P6 . The Goddess Fortuna in mediaeval literature.(New York,1927).
2 1  o The Goddess Fortuna,p.69»
2 Q^ The Medi-eval Alexander^(Cambridge,1956), see especially Part B chs.l and 2.
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Alexander may be in some ways unusual in this two-fold character­
ization, but the equivocal view of kingship can be illustrated in the 
alliterative Morte Arthuig, in which it seems that there are two views of the 
King. In his study of the poem. W. lylatthews sees the source of the interpre­
tation as being partly based in the traditional view of Alexander, in this
OQ
case, the theological critical view of him« Matthews adduces parallels in
presentation and references to Alexander in the poem, which he sees as
influenced by this pejorative view of the conqueror-king; Matthews seems to
overstress the poet’s condemnation of Arthur’s empire building. In the early
part of the poem, in the visit of the Senators to Arthur’s court to demand
tribute until the arrival in France and the battles with the Emperor himself,
the poet commends Arthur and attacks Lucius the Emperor, whose army is pro-
10
tected by "weches and warlaws". This acclaimed authority figure who dominates
his court has been considered with reference to the ruler of the Wedding
Feast earlier, but Arthur is criticized as well as praised for his war-like
ambitions, particularly towards the end of the poem, so that there appear to
be two Arthurs, one the noble king and conqueror, and the other the sinning
man, shedder of innocent blood. On the one hand he is described as courteously
giving peace to Metz, which he has won, to the ladies who beg for mercy:
"Salle no mysse do ^ow, ma dame, that to me lenges;
I gyf ^ow chartire of pes, and ^oure cheefe maydens.
The childire and the chaste mene, cheualrous knyghtez;" (3057-59)>
and he is characterized as a "valyante bieme" (3 055)/who speaks "with fulle
meke wordes" (3056)0 On the other hand, in Tuscany he is described as a
despoiler:
Into Tuskane he tournez, whene -thus wele tymede.
Takes townnes fulle tyte with towrres fulle heghe;
Valles he welte downe, wondyd knyghtez,
Towrres he tumes, and turmentez the pople,
Wroghte wedewes fulle wlonke, wrotherayle synges,
Ofte wery and wepe, and wryngene theire handis; (3150-55)*
2 9  ^ The Tragedy of Arthur^(Berkeley»I9 6 0).
-Q* Morte Arthu2B.edited by E. Brock,EETS, 8,p.18,line 6I3.
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His "character" seems to change according to the needs of the moment in the 
romance, so that he is the angry king, attacking the Roman embassy at one 
time, the brave knight killing the evil giant, and the overcautious commander 
who wrongly rebukes his brave knights (1922-45). This episodic conception of 
character is overlaid by the two opposing views of the King which run through 
the poem, as the philosopher makes clear in his interpretation of Arthur’ s 
dream at the end of the poem, when the condemnatory voice is stronger.
Within lines of each other, these two views are presented: firstly:
Thow has schedde myche blode, and schalkes distroyed,
Sakeles, in cirquytrie, in sere kynges landis;
Schryfe the of thy schame, and schape for thyne endel (5398-400),
and secondly:
ffore thy ffortune the fetches to fulfille the nowmbyre,
Alls nyrme of the nobileste namede in erthe;
This salle in romance be redde with ryalle knyghtes,
Rekkenede and renownde with ryotous kynges.
And demyd one domesday, for dedis of armes,
ffor the doughtyeste that euer was dueHand in erthe: (5458-4 2).
The character of Arthur is more complex than Matthew implies, because of the 
episodic structure in which it is conceived, in which the parts are not
necessarily connected in a sustained presentation of character.
Kings and rulers, therefore, are frequently portrayed in mediaeval 
literature coloured by the religious conception of the man in high office 
being liable to sin. The poet of Purity draws on this religious tradition in 
this last exemplum. seeing the King as a man^ rather than idealizing him, but
the courtly tradition, which is to be seen in one aspect of Arthur in Morte
Arthurs, is reflected in the earlier presentation of the Lord in the Wedding
Feast and in the recurring image of God as King.
Kings and emperors appear frequently in the exempla-books as 
illustrations of Pride, frequently under the sub-heading Vainglory. The 
exalted position and exotic behaviour of Roman emperors made them particul­
arly suited to be examples of this, and it is not only in the exempla-books 
as such in which they occur. In Higden’s Polychronicon, translated into
English in the late fourteenth century by John Trevisa, there are stories of
■51the extravagant vices of the Roman emperor s.
3 1 . Polvchronicon Ranulnhi Higden,inThe Chronicles & Memorials of Great Britain
and Ireland during the Middle Ages, ed.by J.RoLumby, (London, 1872)» Vol.I’^5iP^ 92ff.
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Nero in particular is described as being the most bizarre of them all; he 
never wore any clothes twice, he shod his mules, and himself, in silver and 
he fished with nets of gold and ropes of red silk. He demands to suffer the 
pains of childbirth, and he is callously cruel in destroying his mother.
God destroys his mechanism which simulates the world and the movement of the 
sun because of Nero’s presumption. Later emperors are also seen as examples 
of vices: Vitellius is a glutton, Vespasion covetous, Lomitian mean and 
Commedius lecherous. The scale of their vices, and inN.ero's case, the 
bizaase quality of them, seems to have held a fascination for the men of this 
period and something of the extravagant nature of sin seems to have influenced 
the portrayal of Baltazar. Another book describing the exotic behaviour of
men in far-off lands is used by the poet of Purity in his description of
the appearance of the Bead Sea and the feast at Baltazar's palace - 
Mandeville's Travels describes the rich court of "the grete Chan", who is
3 2
styled "the grettest lord under the firmament", and the emperor of the world. 
The late fourteenth century taste for the strange and bizarre seems to have 
influenced the portrayal of Baltazar and his court, where luxury and vice
are greater than that to be seen at home.
The figures of Baltazar and Nabugodenozar are not as well known as 
the familiar patriarchs of the first two exempla. They appear in histories 
of the world, like Polychronicon quoted above and in numerous exempla-books. 
Both appear in Gower’s Confessio Am antis and in Chaucer’s Monies Tale, and 
the use made of them by these poets forms an interesting contrast to the 
treatment of them in Purity. In Purity both characters are used figurally 
with no typological or allegorical undertones; since the whole of the Old 
Testament was allegorized, however, it is inconceivable that even the narr­
ative parts of the Book of Daniel should escape, and Hugh of St. Victor 
indicates the interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar and Nabuzardan at the seige 
of Jerusalem, in which Nebuchadnezzar is the Devil, and Nabuzardan an evil 
spirit invading the Church, v
52 > Mandeville’s Travels.edited by P. Hamelius,EKLS,155*
. Alle^oriae in Vetus Testamentum.ed. Migne,P.L. ,tom 175,col. 724*
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The story of Belshazzar’s Feast is not recounted here: nor is it in Cursor
Mundi nor in the Middle English Metrical Paraphrase, and the destruction of
Jerusalem is dealt with only briefly, so that the events seem to have been
known mainly through exempla-books, as typical examples of Pride or Sacrilege.
The development^therefore, of the figure of Baltazar would seem to be the
poet’s own, since, unlike Abraham, Baltazar had no traditional development,
apart from the brief sketches of him in the exempla-books.
The first of the two developed and contrasting figures in the
narrative in Purity is Nabugodenozar, who is described in the same episodic
way with which Arthur was portrayed in Morte Arthurg. In Nabugodenozar's case,
the two characterizations are almost entirely separate, as the poet completely
changes the angle from which the king is viewed. At first Nabugodenozar,
pagan of Babylon,is contrasted with the faithless king of the Jews, Zedechyas.
At the beginning of the narrative, the sub-theme of the poem, ’’untraw}>e", is
illustrated by the poet’s description of the Jews:
For]pat folke in her fayth watz founden untrwe,
%)at haden hy^t ]pe hy^e God to halde of hym ever; (II6I-62).
Here the seondary theme becomes an aspect of the main theme, since in the
transition passage the poet has spoken of man purified by penance who must
keep himself pure, possessed by God. The sinner in ’’fylj^ e", as in any other
sin, is disloyally making himself impure. and untrue to God.
Zedechyas, the King of the Jews, like his people who ’’folded c^er
goddes" (1 1 6 5),is described as the representative of his nation, sinning as
they do: Ke used'àbominacienes of idolatrye" (1173) • The poet points the
contrast between the two camps of Judah and Babylon by oxymoron: the Jews
anger God so much:
Dat he fylsened "jpe faythful in j)e falce lawe
To forfare ]pe falce in "jpe faythe trwe. (1167-68).
This contrast is the device by which he characterizes the king, briefly,
showing what Zedechyas ought to have done and what he did:
He sete on Salamones solie, on solemne wyse,
Bot of leaute he watz lat to his horde hende; . (II7I-7 2).
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His specific misdeeds are not mentioned, apart from the idolatry quoted
above, which is very different from the detailed description of Baltazar’s
similar sin later.
The poet does not develop the character of Zedechyas at all; even
in the description of his attempted escape from the city and his blinding by
Nabugodenozar, there is no consideration of him as a person, his feelings
and motivations, in seeing his sons slain before his eyes. Instead the poet
simply draws the moral:
Now se, so ])e Soveray^ set hatz his wrake;
Nas hit not for Nabugo ne his noble naujîer,
3)at oJ>er depryved watz of pryde with paynes stronge,
Bot for his beryng so badde agayn his blyjse horde; (1225-28).
Zedechyas is used here much as kings are used in exempla, to illustrate a
specific point, in this case the fall of the proud sinner. The poet turns
his readers' attention to the detail of the attempted escape:
houde alarom upon launde lulted watz })enne;
Ryche, nÿed of her rest, ran to her wedes.
Hard hattes ))ay hent and on hors lepes;
Cler claryoun crak cryed on lofte. (1207-10).
The excitement of the chase is more significant than the feelings of the
hunted. The destruction of Jerusalem is described in a similar way, with the
violence of the action reflected in the numerous verbs. Once in the temple
Nabuzardan and his men:
Slouen alle at a slyp ]pat served J^erinne,
Pulden prestes hi }ie polle, and plat of her hedes,
Bitten dekenes to de]pe, dungen doun clerkkes,
.... "^ enne ran Jjay to^e relykes as robbors wylde, (1264-6 6,1 26 9). 
There is some sense of sympathy with the people of Jerusalem, starving under 
siege, and all condemned to death:
iay slowen of swettest semlych burdes,
Bajied bames in blod, and her brayn spylled, (1247-48).
This is reminiscent of the treatment of the fleeing woman and children in
the Flood narrative, but the main emphasis here is on the seizure of the 
relics, for which climax this is the preparation.
Nabugodenozar, in contrast with the faithless Jews, is firstly 
characterized as "]pe faythful in J>e falce lawe"(H67):
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he is described generally as the victorious commander,"noble in his chayer"; 
(1218), but the poet neither condemns nor praises his actions in killing the 
people. He is more concerned to inform his readers that his punishment is 
from God and that the victorious pagan’s actions are directed by Him. (1225- 
1252)0 Nabuzardan, the "gentyle due' (1255) who actually takes Jerusalem, is 
not given any characteristics at all, apart from the most general comments 
that he is "])e chef of his chevalrye" (l258) and that he is angry when he 
attacks Jerusalem (124O).
Nabugodenozar's reactions to the Holy vessels is the next important 
indication of how the poet sees him. The poet has amplified the Vulgate 
statement that the treasures were brought to him, to indicate that Nabugoden­
ozar' s attitude is the right one. First of all the King is presented with 
captives, and then with the treasure, so that his reaction to the vessels is 
a climax to which the poet works. The poet says:
And Nabugodenozar makes much joye,
Nou he "^ e kyng hatz conquest and]pe kyth wunnen, (1504-5)*
The prisoners, however, become insignificant in contrast to the jewels:
Bot y>e joy of y e juelrye so gentyle and ryche.
When hit watz schewed hym so schene, scharp watz his wonder;
(1309-1 0).
His behaviour is exemplary:
He sesed hem wyth solemnete, ]oe Soverayn he praysed
33at watz a^el over alle, Israel Bry^tyn; (1315-I4 )
... He trussed hem in his tresorye in a tryed place
Hekenly wyth reverens, as he ry^t hade;
And ]per he wro^t as y e  wyse, as 3e may wyt hereafter.
For hade he let of hem lyjt, hym mo^t haf lumpen worse. (1517-20).
In this way Nabugodenozar, the 'scourge of God' for the Jews,
is seen as passing the test Baltazar fails later. The poet is not concerned
for Nabugodenozar himself, but only for a certain behaviour pattern which 
enables the reader to judge him.
The King has been seen in contrast to the faithless Jews as a faith­
ful servant of God; he is now seen in relation to his son Baltazar. The 
poet describes Nabugodenozar in very general terms:
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IPat ryche in gret rialte rengned his lyve,
As conqueror of uche a cost he cayser watz hatte,
Emperor of alle ]pe erjpe, and also ^ e saudan,
And as ]pe god of Jje grounds watz graven his name, (132I-24).
This description contains some unusual features, since, althou^ words like
"ryche" "conqueror" "cayser" and "emperor" axe used frequently with no moral
sense, the last two descriptive plirases "]ae saudan" and "]3e god of }oe grounds"
are usually used pejoratively. The "saudan" implies an idolater, an evil man
in many of the Charlemagne romances, and "}De god of Ijpe grounds" is a boasting
claim of an evil character like Herod. In fact this latter phrase is used
again later, and this passage is the main link between the two portraits of
Nabugodenozar. In this part, unusually, there is no condemnation of the
King; the poet uses passive verbs to indicate the claims made to high pmtion
- "watz hatte" in line 1322 and "watz graven" in line I324 - to diminish the
impact of these words with their undertones of sinful pride and arrogance,
and to indicate that the King himself does not claim them.
That there is no condemnation of Nabugodenozar here is made quite
clear:
And al")>ur^  dome of Daniel, fro he devised hade
pat alle goudes com of God, and gef hit hym bi samples,
Pat he ful clanly bicnu his carp bi "jpe laste.
And ofte hit mekned his mynde, his maysterful werkkes. (1325-28).
Not only does he not claim the proud titles for himself, but his acknowled­
gement of God is an antidote to pride, a source of the opposite virtue of
meekness. The poet concludes this section of the poem with a moral common­
place:
Bot al drawes to dy^e wyth doel upon ende;
Bi a ha]jel never so hy^e, he heldes to grounde, (1329-30).
Death the leveller, the subject of the Dances of Death, takes Nabugodenozar
who becomes another example of the transitory nature of life:
And so Nabugodenozar, as he nedes moste.
For alle his empire so hi^e, in er^e is he graven. (1331-32).
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The second part of the portrait of Nabugodenozar occurs in Daniel's 
speech to Baltazar, when he is interpreting the writing on the wall and 
explaining why Baltazar has been condemned. There the poet makes clear that 
Nabugodenozar, too, had sinned and was punished, but, unlike Baltazar, had 
repented. Biblically this part of Nabugodenozar's life comes after the 
seizure of the vessels; the poet deliberately delays the knowledge of his 
sin and fall until Daniel's speech, to make the contrast between the good 
and meek Nabugodenozar and the proud Baltazar clearer and to highlight the 
enormity of Baltazar's behaviour later, since it becomes obvious in Daniel's 
speech that Baltazar knew Gkd and rejected Him, so that the judgement against 
him is made more complete and final.
Daniel begins with the picture of Nabugodenozar seen already:
]De Soverayn of heven 
Fylsened ever ]py fader and upon folde cheryched,
Gart hym grattest to be of govemores alle.
And alle ]pe worlde in his wylle welde as hym lykes. (1643-46).
This time the poet omits words with pejorative overtones, but the terms he 
uses to explain the extent of Nabugodenozar's power are reminiscent of the 
commission to Peter, to loose and bind whatever he liked in Heaven or in 
earth:
Who so wolde wel do, wel hym bityde.
And quos deth so he dezyre, he dreped als fast;
Who so hym lyked to lyft, on lofte watz he sone.
And quo so hym lyl^d to lay, watz lojed bylyve. (l647-50)*
It is repeated that this was only because he loved God:
For of ))e Hy^est he hade a hope in his hert, (l653)*
The poet, in Daniel's voice, builds up a picture of might dependant on
God, which is removed when the King rejects God. The poet describes the
actual moment of fall:
Til hit bitide on a tyme, towched hym pryde
For his lordeschyp so large and his lyf ryche; (1657-58)*
This idea that pride, "towched hym" is typical of the mediaeval concept of
sin as something from outside a man, a controlling force which takes hold of
a man, not a part of his nature. This is one result of seeing man sinning in
specific areas which are often personified, so that the sin itself gains^  life
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and the sinner loses, as he appears as a will-less puppet acted upon by- 
external forces.
This part of the presentation of Nabugodenozar is constructed like
a Fall of the Angels. Nabugodenozar, like Lucifer, has all the advantages,
which are enumerated, until for some unspecified cause, also like Lucifer,
pride comes and he falls abruptly. Nabugodenozar is given a boasting speech,
like Lucifer's, as he forgets "]pe power of 'J>e hy^e Prynce" (I6 6 0). Lucifer
in Purity says:
"I schal telde up my trone in ]pe tramountayne,
And by lyke to J)at Lorde ]pat ])e lyft made." (211-12).
In the Towneley play he says:
ffor I am lord of blis, 
ouer all this warld, I-wis,
My myrth is most of all;
...And ye shall se, full sone onone.
How that me semys to sit in trone 
as kyng of blis;
I am so semely, blode and bone, 
my sete shall be ther as was his. 7,.
As for Nabugodenozar, the poet comments, "his my^t mete to Goddes he made"
(1 6 6 2), as does Lucifer. He uses words used of him earlier in the poem:
"I am God of ]pe grounde, to gye as me lykes.
As he ]pat hy^e is in heven his aungeles ])at weldes. (I663-6 4).
Now Nabugodenozar claims them for himself: Menner cites this as one of the
exceptional additions which modify character, considering it to be an echo of
the Herods of the Mystery play^^ In fact no Herod uses these exact words,
although the sentiments behind them are similarly stated in most of the
plays, as, for example, the Chester Herod:
I weilde this world withouten wene '
...For I am-f. king of all mankinde,
I byd, I break, I loose, I bynde,
I maister the Moone;....
The absolute claims of the Herods in the plays have an extravagance of
boasting which is comic. In Purity the claim to supremacy is undercut
ironically as Nabugodenozar makes clear on what he bases his claim:
3 4 . The Towneley Plays,p.4 11.94-?6, 99-103*
33» Purity .Introduction,p. lij.
36. The Chester Plays.pt. II,p.I67»11*165» 169-171.
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"If he hatz formed ]pe folde and foik Jperupone,
I haf bigged Babiloyne, bur^ aljerrychest,
Stabled^erinne uche a ston in strenkjpe of myn armes;
Nojt never my^t bot myn malce such ano^er". (I665-6 8).
The contrast between "jpe folde" and "Babiloyne" is obvious, reinforcing his 
assertion that he is god on earth, as God is in Heaven. Immediately God 
speaks in judgement, and he falls to the beast-like state which the poet 
describes in detail. The voice of God following straight away after the 
boasting speech -
Now Nabugodenozar innove hatz spoken, (167I) - 
is much more dramatic in Purity than in the Vulgate, because there the King 
is warned in a dream of his imminent fall. In Purity there is no warning, 
and Nabugodenozar's claim is bigger, since in the Vulgate he simply claims 
Babylon as his own. In this way the poet adapts the Vulgate order and 
implications to his own ends, using well-known characterizations like Herod 
in the Mystery Plays and the similar structure of the Fall of Angels to 
establish what kind of sinner Nabugodenozar is, and also using similar tech­
niques of presentation, like the vaunting speech and irony to create a close 
link with Herod-hk» characters.
The poet is not concerned to show what it felt like to become an 
animal as Nabugodenozar did, although he does successfully realize the 
progress of Jonah, for example, into the whale, an equally unusual situation.
In Nabugodenozar's case the poet's attention is on the fact of his punish­
ment for pride which his son has ignored, not on his progress to repentance.
The poet describes his physical appearance after seven years as a kind of 
wild man, like the literary wild man to be found in romance, clothed in his 
own hair:
His berde ibrad alle his brest to "jpe bare urjpe, (l693)«
The poet describes him as like this until he acknowledges God, until he 
gains wisdom, but he does not say how he came to himself, but merely that he 
did, and gained forgiveness. This, again, is a reversal in status; the 
beastlike figure becomes the king once more quite suddenly when he acknowledges 
God.
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A similar dramatic reversal takes place in the moral romance Robert of
H c H j ,  in which a proud monarch is humbled when an angel takes his place
as King, causing him to be made the Court fool.^'^ There the transformation
IS not so unnatural as in Purity; Robert remains human, even though he is
degraded, although his transformation back to King is as sudden as
Nabugodenozar's. In Purity the punishment for pride is that in the Vulgate,
but the poet makes it more recognisable to his readers by using, seemingly,
some of the characteristics to be found in the "wild man" of romance. L.D.
Benson describes this figure as it relates to the portrait of the Green
Knight and he shows the typical aspects of appearance;^® in Ywain and Gawain,
which Benson quotes, the "churle" is hideous and clothed in hair:
Unto his belt hang his hare,
And efter'jDat byheld I mare. 39 .
Not that Nabugodenozar is like the Wild Man in other ways, but in describing
man become beast-like in a "realistic" way, unlike Gower's presentation of
him which I shall consider later, he draws on an established tradition of
madness, in which the Knight like, for example, Lancelot in Malory's
Lancelot and Elaine, or Tristram in Tristram and Isolde, runs wild for a
number of years, as P.B.R.Doob says in her book.^^
In Confessio Amantis Nabugodenosor appears three times; firstly
with reference to his dream of the image with feet of clay which represents
the kingdoms of the wo r l d s e c o n d l y  as an illustration of Pride (Liber I,
p.Ill ff) and thirdly and more briefly as an example of Sacrilege (Liber V,
p.1 4 0 ). It is the second of these narratives which deals with the same
material as Purity, but it follows the Vulgate order,including the prophetic
dream given to Nebuchadnezzar. Gower sets the story as an illustration of
Vainglory,which is to be avoided as a branch of Pride.
37. Middle English Metrical Romances,Vol.Unedited by W.H.French & C.B.Hale, 
p.933 ff,
38. Art and Tradition in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.p.72 ff.
3 9 . Ywain and Gawain.edited by A.B.Friedman and N.T.Harrington,EET3- 254,11.
253-54.
4 0 . P.B.R.Doob, Nebuchadnezzar's Children:Coventions of Madness in Middle 
English Literature.(New Haven, 1974)j134 ff.
41 . The Complete Works of John Gower: The English Works.edited by 
G.C.Macaulay,(Oxford,1901),p.21 ff.
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Gower begins by showing the greatness of Nabugodenosor, setting it 
finrily in history:
For al the world in Orient 
Was hoi at his comandement:
As thanne of kinges to his liche 
Was non so rnyhty ne so riche;
As who seith, alle in thilke dawes 
Were obéissant and tribut bere.
As thogh he godd of Erthe were. (Liber 1,2789-2796) .
Thus Gower describes the King in terms similar to those used by the poet of
Purity, but here Nabugodenosor is proud from the beginning:
He was so full of veine gloire,
That he ne hadde no mémoire 
That ther was eny good bot he
For pride of his prospérité; (Liber 1,2799-2802) .
Gower stresses his pride again and again, and does not give Nabugodenosor 
the same solid background the poet of Purity establishes In the Siege of
Jerusalem for Nabugodenozar. Amplifications of the Vulgate are slight, to
emphasise the pride of the King mainly, as in the dream he is^ven of the
tree which is hewn down; when the voice cries:
When al his Pride is cast to grounde,
The rote schal be faste bounde, (Liber 1,2839-40)*
The dream itself is amplified by the insertion of part of the interpretation,
when the tree suddenly becoiœ s a man who will be condemned to eat grass.
Gower, while not concerned with the character of Nabugodonosar
apart from his pride, suggests the relationship of love between the King and
his prophet Dani&. The Vulgate is retold as narrative and not as the letter
written by Nabugodenosor in the original, and so the poet is able to report
the relationship between the two:
This king hadde in subjeccioun 
Judee, and of affeccioun 
Above alle othre on Daniel 
He loveth, for he cowthe wel
Divine that non other cowthe; (Lib. 1,2837-61).
Daniel, on hearing the dream 'made a wonder hevy chiere' (2871), and the
King's reaction is a gentle one:
The King tok hiede of his manere,
And bad him telle that he wiste,
As he to whom he mochel triste.
And seide he wolde noght be wroth. (Lib. 1,2872-75)*
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Daniel is still ’wonder loth* (2876)• This exchange between the two extends
the passage in the Vulgate only slightly, but it implies delicately the
feeling of love between King and prophet, which is absent from a similar
situation in Purity in which Daniel is the condemnatory preacher. Daniel's
speech to the King makes his sin specifically 'Thi veine gloire and thi
folie' (2 89 9); the speech is, as the Vulgate, a clear exposition of the King's
position, with a reasoned request that the King should leave his sin.
The very relationship which Gower suggests between Daniel and
Nabugodenosor, and the reasoned speech of interpretation leads to a problem
familiar, if unfelt, in romance when the villain is requested to repent, as
in the Charlemagne romances; this is obviously the only course open to a
reasoning man, yet, as villain and evil, one which he is unable to take.
Here, Nabugodenosor, faced with this reasoned speech, cannot take the obvious
course; in the Vulgate the punishment is delayed for twelve months, so that
at least the King's foolishness is delayed also, but,in Gower's work, he
covers the apparent inconsistency of the persuasive speech which does not
persuade by means of personification and metaphor:
Bot Pride is loth to leve his lord.
And wol not soffre humilité 
With him to stande in no degree;
And whan a schip hath lost his stiere.
Is non so wys that mai him stiere
Ayein the wawes in a rage. (Lib. I 2940-45)»
This particular problem does not arise here in Purity, since the 
poet omits the relationship between the King and the prophet, showing only 
the fall of the King. He does face a similar problem with the speech to 
Baltazar, but here Daniel prophesies judgement, rather than exhorts to re­
pentance, so that the emphasis is no longer on Baltazar's future actions.
Nabugodenosor's state of mind is made clear, as he is possessed by 
pride and vainglory, a state inconsistent with the suggestion of the relat­
ionship of love between the King and his prophet. The poet is much more
abstract in the analysis of his downfall.
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And fell withinne a time so,
As he in Babiloine wente,
The vanite of Pride him hente;
His herte aros of veine gloire,
So that he drawh onto mémoire 
His lordschipe and his regalie
With wordes of Surquiderie. (Lib. 1,2954-60),
Gower is not concerned with the depth of background in which the poet of
Purity sets his Babylon, nor with the physical and spatial details, nor with
the dramatic possibilities of the scene as shown in Purity. His is the
analyst's point of view here, not showing pride in action but informing of
its presence in very general terms.
The transformation from man into beast Gower achieves by contrarium.
Firstly Gower indicates the change in his state:
Tho thoghte him colde grases goode,
That whilom eet the hote spices
 In stede of chambres wel arraied
He was thanne of a buish wel paied, (Lib. I, 2976-
2983-84),
in physical terms, generally, and then after the seven years he uses a
similar device to indicate Nabugodenosor’s coming to himself:
In stede of mete gras and stres,
In stede of hand es longe des.
In stede of mans a bestes lyke
He syh: (Lib. I, 2993-96) .
This is the reversal theme similar to that which runs through Purity, but
whereas in Purity the poet simply says, after describing the beast-like King,
"He com to knawlach and kenned hymselven" (1702), here Gower gives in some
detail the King's self-awareness. His first thought, according to Gower,
might suggest his cure incomplete:
and thanne he gan to syke
For cloth of gold and for perrie.
Which him was wont to magnefie. (Lib. 1,2996-98).
Gower has "realized" the feelings of the animal-king and his behaviour, 
particularly as he prays for forgiveness. Here Gower is at his most specific: 
he imagines the beast-Nabugodonosor praying an amplified prayer which includes 
a promise that he will "suie Humilité" (2020-21) as an antidote to "veine 
gloire", and then, unfortunately, he imagines the King's posture:
And thogh him lacke vois and speche,
He gan up with his feet areche,
And wailende in his bestly stevene 
He mande his pleignte unto the hevene 
He kneleth in his wise and braieth,
To seche mercy.... (Lib. 1,3023-28).
This picture indicates the complete change undergone by Nabugodenosor, but
it is a somewhat comic realization because it is so specific. The poet of
Purity, on the other hand, retains the King's dignity,even as a beast, by
making him like a wild man and not an animal, so that the effect of
Nabugodenozar's transformation is terrible and not comic.
Gower concludes his example with the moral point which has been
driven home time and again that Pride, and especially Vainglory, is against
God's law. Gower's narrative is much more controlled by its purpose, to
illustrate the effects of this sin,than is the case with Purity, in which
Nabugodenozar's story stands as an example within an example to indicate
Baltazar's wickedness. For Gower, Nabugodenosor for most of the exemplum
is simply a vehicle for pride: for the poet of Purity, on the other hand,
Nabugodenozar has a number of functions, is portrayed in a number of ways,
and the background in which he is set is both richer and deeper.
The treatment of both Nabugodenosor- and Baltasar in the section
on Sacrilege in the Confessio Amantis, a subheading of Avarice, (Liber V,
1 1 .7 0 0 9 .3 1 ), merely lists the names of the Kings, Nabugodenosor' and
Baltasar among them,who had sinned in this way,together with a brief
summary of what they did, so that they can scarcely be said to be
characterized at all. In the other well known treatment of the two, in the
Monkfe T a l e both stories are told, as Robinson says in his note, as a
43"double tragedy"; the Fortune moral appears'at the end of the second story.
In this Tale it is the Monk's aim to illustrate tragedy:
Of hym that stood in greet prosperitee,
And is yfallen out of heigh degree
Into myserie, and endeth wrecchedly. (p.189,1975-77).
4 2 . The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer. p.1$1.
4 3. Ibid. p.748, Note on line 2145.
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He achieves this by retelling stories of well-known people from literature, 
either biblical or classical, in brief exempla, examples of reductio rather 
than amplification. Particularly in the case of Nabugodenosor the treat­
ment is brief, covering his entire career in five stanzas: in such a short 
space much of the treatment is of necessity abstract and general, as, for 
example, the concise opening:
The myghty trone, the precious trésor.
The glorious ceptre, and roial magestee 
That hadde the Kyng Nabugodenosor
With tonge unnethe may discryved bee. (p. 191^2145-46),
an example of what E.R. Curtius calls an "inexpressibility topos", an accepted
rhetorical device for introducing the idea of uniqueness in some form or 
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other. Nabugodenosor’s main purpose is to illustrate the fall of a prince,
and Chaucer sketches his state of mind in the most general terms:
This kyng of kynges proud was and elaat;
He wende that God,that sit in magestee,
Ne myghte hym nat bireve of his estaat. ( 2167-69) •
Balthasar is shown in general terms similarly:
For proude he was of herte and of aray;
And eek anÿâolastre was he ay. (2186-87).
As H.R. Patch says,pride was one of the main reasons given for the Fall of
L-. ^
princesj in the Monk’s Tale the fact that these Kings fell is important, the
climax of the exempla; the reasons for their falls are less important than
the picture of high estate and sudden reversal. The moral drawn from the
stories of'Nabugodenosor and Balthasar' is very general:
Lordynges, ensample heerby may ye take
How that in lordshipe is no sikernesse; (2259-40)•
Both Gower and Chaucer are adapting the usual usage of the exempla
to their own ends, using the stories briefly and efficiently to illustrate
either some vice, or some tragedy, and this is the custom*ary way in which
such stories were employed, though frequently with less skill and control.
44, European Literature anJthe Latin Middle Ages» p.159* 
4P. The Goddess Fortuna,p.69.
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All the elements from the Vulgate which appear in Gower and Chaucer are 
used in Purity in greater detail, but the result is completely different, 
mainly because the pace of the narrative in Purity is much slower, taking in 
detail and more aspects of the narrative than the narrow illustration of 
one specific point. The characters in Purity are much more fully developed, 
and set spatially in a realized background.
In Purity the character of Baltazar is that found in the Vulgate, 
which the poet follows closely here as elsewhere. The interpretatHn put 
upon Baltazar, that he is a figura illustrative of sacrilege,is reflected in 
the presentation in Purity, since this sin, in the sense of taking what is 
God's for his own^  ends,is the main one presented in the narrative. The 
character presentation of Baltazar draws on other traditions of literature, 
like that of Nabugodenozar, and, like him, it is not a unified presentation. 
Other interests, like the description of the vessels, the feast Baltazar 
gives, the writing on the wall, the prophecy and finally its fulfilCmient, 
all these things intarupt the focus on Baltazar. The poet presents him in 
different ways, showing different aspects of his "character" at each appear­
ance, so that, like Nabugodenozar,he appears to be several characters instead 
of one, although, like his father, the poet links the characterizations.
With the briefer portraits of Nabugodenozar the links were verbal, "]0e god 
of ]oe grotmd^* used in each, for example ; with Baltazar the links seem to be 
more in the nature of the sins and the methods in which they are described, 
all of them indicating the extravagance and depravity of a character not un­
like the portrayals of the Roman emperors in Polychronicon. Different 
traditions are drawn together, particularly religious literary traditions, 
to present this composite picture of the King.
He is seen first in relation to his father, who is characterized 
as the good pagan ruler. This initial picture of him is the most complete 
given and it shows him, not physically, but as he is spiritually and 
morally, as if he is undergoing an involuntary confession and judgement.
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Following the death of Nabugodenozar, which is presented as showing the 
inevitability of death even for the highest of Kings, the poet introduces:
"]>e bolde Baltazar, at watz his barn eldest" (1 3 3 3 ) • This epithet "bolde"
is used of him throughout the narrative and, although it is obviously intro­
duced for alliterative purposes, it also has a function in presenting the 
King ironically, since "bolde" is not an apt description of him, whether it 
is taken to mean "brave and daring" or even "noble and fine" (Menner), The 
poet indicates rapidly the sort of ruler he was:
In‘]pe bur^ of Babiloyne )üe biggest he trawed,
pat nauper in heven ne on eo^e hade no pere; (1535-36);
this kind of expression is frequently used by evil characters, particularly
Lucifer and Herod, to express their pride, a pride which in this case is
undercut by the fact that it is based in "alle Ipe glori pat hym pe gome lafte,
Nabugodenozar,]pat watz his noble fader;" (1557-58). The contrast is made
explicit between the father who worshipped God, and his son whose claim to
supremacy rests on his father's might. Thus Baltazar is seen at first as a
proud boaster, descendant of the Herod character, and his pride is undercut
by irony as the poet shows on what it is based.
In the next sentence more sins are added to Baltazar, this time
in a detailed description of his idolatry; this is given in detail, since it 
is this denial of God which forms part of the basis of his sin. In fact it 
might be said that the foundation of his character is opposition to God.
Like descriptions in the manuals of Christian behaviour, this is a general 
picture, not particularized to one time and place, nor specific to one
individual: the poet imagines the worship of idols and the idolater's behav­
iour as a general pattern. Firstly he contrasts the true with the false 
worship:
Bot honored he not hym pat in heven wonies,
Bot fais fantummes of fendes, formed with handes. (1540-41)•
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This makes clear the poet’s point of view, the summary of Baltazar's behav­
iour, which is then expanded to show his worship in detail. The "fais 
fantummes" are man-made, and the contempt the poet expects to awaken in the 
reader is stirred by the contrast between the materials of which they are 
made, and the use to which this is put:
And of stokkes and stones he stoute goddes callz
Whenpay are gilde al with golde and gered wyth sylver, (1343-4 4).
This mocking of an idolater is to be found in similar terms and tone in 
several of the biblical prophets, notably Jeremiah and Isaiah; in the latter 
the prophet speaks of the carpenter who burns half a piece of wood to cook 
a meal and makes an idol to worship from the other half (isaiah 44^^^^). 
Having established the misuse of "stokkes and stones", he goes on to des­
cribe Baltazar's worship:
And pere he kneles and caliez, and clepes after help.
And pay reden him ry^t, rewarde he hem hetes.
And if pay gruchen him his grace to gremen his hert.
He cleches to a gret klubbe and knokkes hem to peces. (1345-48)•
The three verbs in line 1345» following the clear indication in the preceding 
lines of the futility of praying to these gods, continue this idea of futility 
and of the poet's mockery by their parallel positions, and by the repet­
ition of similar verbs "caliez and clepes". In the next lines the poet 
describes his reactions, skilfully building up to the climax in line 1348: 
he achieves this by a variation of the contrast device. He contrasts the 
two possibilities, the good advice and the bad, and extends the second condit­
ional clause to fill an entire line (1 34 7), unlike the first, in which 
conditional and main clause together make up one line (I3 46). The effect 
is to delay the second main clause of the contrast, and its violence is the 
more effective because of its unexpected bathos.
The vocabulary used in these lines, too, reflects the fact that 
this parodies Christian worship; verbs like "kneles" and "caliez" are used 
of Christian worshipers, and,more especially, words like "ry^t" (1346) and 
grace" can have a specifically Christian religious force.
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These words are used of Baltazar, whereas usually they are used of God: the 
idea that Baltazar rewards his gods (1346), and that they displease him by 
failing to do what he wants, inverts the usual worshipper-God relation­
ship, and in the last line the power of punishment is also given to Baltazar 
in the onomatopoeic conclusion to his worship. This section parodies the 
role of God as judge and controller, showing Baltazar’s claim to an authority 
which he has in fact usurped.
This portrayal of the idolater at worship, although it is controlled 
in its effect and subtly comic, is part of a conventional tradition. C. 
Meredith Jones in his examination of portrayals of pagans, particularly in 
the romances, sees the Saracen, particularly as presented in the Charlemagne
group of romances ,as being possessed of standard behaviour patterns and re- 
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actions. When the Sultan’s gods fail, as they inevitably do, C. Meredith 
Jones says:
The procedure is standardized: a comparison with God, a threat,
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followed by the destruction or maiming of the image.
This violent anger is frequently followed by equally violent
regret, and in this image of idolatry, Jones sees an inversion of Christian
behaviour, such as is visible in the description of Baltazar. An example 
which shows the similarity in behaviour between the "songe of geste"
Saracen and Baltazar can be seen in The Sowdone of Babylone ^ a late four­
teenth century translation of one of the Charlemagne romances which were so 
4ü
popular in England. The "Sowdon", Laban, repeatedly attacks his gods and 
asks forgiveness of them as frequently, using Christian vocabulary iron­
ically in this pagan setting:
In Ire he smote Mahounde,
That was of goolde fulle rede.
That he fille down to the grounde
As he hade bene dede. (2507-10)&
Thay counsailed Laban to knele a down 
And aske forgevenes in that place.
And so he didde and hade pardon
Throgh prayere and.specialle-grace. (2523-26).
'The Conventional Saracen of the Songs of Geste* Sneculumy 17. (l942)j p201ff,
4 / 'Tne uonventional Sarax5en%p.215.
4^* Edited by Hausknecht , ES. 38*
1These Sultan figures are often over-drawn; this scene of anger and 
then repentance is repeated until the last drop of humour has been squeezed 
out of it. The evil rulers of Saints* Lives have similar properties and a 
similar exaggeration in the portrayal of the frustrated and powerless pagan. 
In Purity the scene in which the poet describes the idolatry of Baltazar is 
an example of Baltazar's evil and therefore it can be understated: the 
poet's aim is to indicate the sin of idolatry and Baltazar's perverted wor­
ship, not to illustrate that his gods are demonstrably inferior to the 
Christian God, as is the case with the Sultans. Baltazar's violent behaviour, 
therefore, although it has its source in the Saracens of other literature, 
stands without the motivation provided for them of frustrated rage against 
God, and is therefore somewhat unexpected, being a characteristic of Baltazar 
himself and not a proof of his gods' powerlessness.
This idolatry is an interpolation hÿ the poet in the Vulgate 
sequence, as is all this summary of Baltazar's character; the suggestion for 
Baltazar's idolatry is taken from the Vulgate, when the court are sacrileg­
iously using the holy vessels; according to Daniel chapter 5» they drink wine 
from them, and praise their gods of wood, metal, stone and other materials.
At this point in Purity the poet expands this statement, again saying that 
these gods "were of stokkes and stones" (15 2 3). He uses further irony:
Never steven hem astel, so stoken is hor tonge; (152 4),
and lists the names of these false gods:
Alle Jje goude golden goddes’J)e gaulez ^et nevenen,
Belfagor, and Belyal, and Belssabub als, (1525-26).
He contrasts the false with the true gods:
Heyred hem as hy^ly as heven were ]?ayres,
Bot hymj>at alle goudes gives, at God ]pay for^eten. (1527-28).
Here the poet follows the Vulgate, but makes the calling on false gods more 
specific because he names them. His point of view is one of supreme contempt 
for these "gaulez" with their "goude golden goddes" (1 52 5) in that line with 
three words carrying alliteration in the first half line, which points the 
poet's irony. Baltagar himself here is simply one of the court, but because
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of the description of his own idolatry earlier, the poet makes clear the 
fitness of God's judgement on him specifically.
Following the description of Baltazar»s idolatry, the poet lists 
his other chief sins, summarizing what is to appear in detail later in the 
narrative :
Tpus in pryde and olipraunce his empyre he haldes.
In lust and in lecherye and lo'Jj-elych werkkes;
And hade a wyf for to welde, a woiJ»elych quene,
And mony a lemman, never ]pe later, ]jat ladis were called.
In ]pe clernes of his concubines and curious wedez,
In notyng of nwe metes and of nice gettes,
Al watz )>e mynde of ]pat man one misschapen ]}inges,
Til ]3e Lorde of ÿe lyfte liste hit abate. (1349-56).
This resume reads in part like the index of a manual on the Seven Deadly
Sins. Having seen Baltazar’s blasphemy in worshipping idols and his anger
in destroying them, we now see that he sins also in pride, lust and gluttony,
three aspects which will be developed more fully later in the narrative.The
poet presents a figure who exemplifies all the sins considered earlier in
the poem; he is idolatrous, disloyal to God, he is sexually impure,as the
contrast between his "woi^elych quene" and "mony a lemman" makes clear, and
he is foolish,as the poet shows the unwisdom of his action,defying God in
the face of his knowledge of his father's fate.
The sentence which speaks of him delighting "in notyng of nwe
metes and of nyce gettes" indicates his sin in gluttony, since "coryouste"
comes under this heading - "to seke what mete lyketh him most "J)e:|dely3t in
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■^ e lust of pe flesch", as the writer of Jacob's Well puts it. This gluttony 
contrasts with the "mesure" and fitness of the Lord of the Wedding Feast, 
and emphasises the total unfitness of Baltazar. The poet's summing up of 
this section is couched in unusual terras,in its implied obsession with 
"misschapen ‘Jnnges": in the Oxford English Dictionary this use of misschapen 
with the figurative meaning of "morally monstrous and ugly" is the earliest 
and the only one until 1509 when Barclay uses it in the Ship of Fools. In 
,the Anglo-Saxon the verb "scippan" from which it derives is frequently used 
of creation by God,and therefore "misschapen" could conceivably reflect the
idea of evil in the sense of "miscreated", by the devil.
49. Jacob's Well,edited by A.Brandez,EETS. 115,p.l44,line 20.
50. O.E.D.*Vol VI.mis-shapen.2.
51. Anglo-Saxon Dictionary  ^ed.Bosworth & Tollei;(reprinted* 1972). scippan II,
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This accords well with the general presentation of Baltazar the parody of 
the King who represents God, and indeed of God as King of Heaven throughout 
the poem.
This portrait of Baltazar, when compared with the introduction to 
Abraham, is much more detailed; Abraham is described in action in the narr­
ative almost as soon as he appears, but Baltazar is neatly dissected before 
the action begins by an omnisment narrator, who lays the component parts of 
Baltazar before his audience like pieces from a construction kit. The 
apparent detail of description is in fact generalized, so that Baltazar could 
be any tyrant ruler, although the ordering of the description to cover 
themes in the poem, and its place in the scheme of the poem give the figure
I
some individuality. Baltazar is judged guilty, as he is seen sinning in
certain recognised ways, and his character is mapped out in terms of his
guilt, so that he becomes for mediaeval readers of the poem a clear example
of a certain kind of sinful King, recognisable from other literature, and
made specific here by his place in the narrative.
The next phase in the presentation of Baltazar*s character is
shown in his preparation for the banquet and his participation in it; the
omniscient narrator still controls the puppet-king, as is clear from the way
in which he speaks of Baltazar. With Abraham the presentation was by a
camera-like technique, when the narrator "watched" and reported the action;
in this case the narrator is within the character he describes, exposing the
mechanism which motivates Baltazar. There is an example of this in the
reasons Baltazar gives for having the feast, according to the poet:
Thenne ]3is bolde Baltazar bi)îenkkes hym ones 
To vouche on avayment of his vayneglorie:
Hit is not innoghe to y e  nice al no^ty Jink use,
Bot if alle Je worlde wyt his wykked dedes. (1356-60).
This is obviously not the reason Baltazar himself gives for the feast; that
is revealed later in the proclamation he gives. The poet, like a sin-analyst,
is describing the Kings behaviour as evidence of vain-glory, a boasting in
his own evil, and this clearly does not build up a realistic character,' like
Abraham's, where the terms in which Baltazar is described are so general and
seen so unsympathetically^understood completely^ and condemned.
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Baltazar's own reasons for giving the feast are shown in the re­
ported proclamation. The feast is arranged so that all the nobility:
Schulde com to his cort to k ^ e  hym for lege,
And to reche hym reverens, and his revel herkken.
To loke on his lemanes and ladis hem calle. (I368-70).
Baltazar’s nobles are not only to affirm their allegiance, they are to 
provide sustenance for his pride in reverencing him, and also, strangely, 
they are to honour his concubines. This last reason is the one which provides 
a link between the various parts of the presentation of Baltazar, a thread 
running through his varied characterization. Already in the summary of his 
character the poet has commented on his concubines:
And mony a lemman, never Je later,Jat ladis were called. (1352). 
The Vulgate indicates that Baltazar's concubines were among those who drank 
from the Holy Vessels, but the poet sees Baltazar also as attempting to gain
social acceptability for his "lemmanes", that they may be part of the polite
society of which he aspires to be the head. At the feast itself, when 
Baltazar is drunk, his attempts to use courtly language and to gain accep­
tance for his concubines are defeated. The poet describes his drunken 
gazing about the court and says of him, "his wenches he byholdes" (1 4 2 3)» 
and in his speech calling for the use of the Holy vessels, the same failure 
to master completely courtly usage occurs:
"Letjise ladyes of hem lape-I luf hem in hertl
pat schal I cortaysly kyje, and ])ay schin knawe sone
per is no bounte in bume lyk Baltazar J e w e s . (1434-36)*
It seems to be a part of his pride, to boast of his own generosity and
fitting behaviour, as well as a revelation that his courtliness is only skin-
deep, since when he is drunk he speaks of his ladies "lapping". A. C.
Spearing comments: "Baltazar's use of the gross word "lape" undermines his
pretensions to coJrtaysye....", since "lape" is used most frequently to
52describe animals drinking.
5 2 . The Gawain-noet . p.6 3.
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Baltazar's attempts to twist courtly language and behaviour to 
his own ambitions fail, as does his idolatrous worship and finally his rule 
itself. The feast episode has clear parallels with the earlier feast, which 
was given by the King "to marie his here dere," (52), and at which courtli­
ness is rightly used. Baltazar’s character is based on the perversion of the 
standards and behaviour of God and the King, and this is the thread which 
binds the disparate parts of his character together. God Himself, in speak­
ing to Abraham, uses the courtly polite language to describe pure love, and 
to indicate that it is a specisLl concern, of His:
And pe play of paramorez I portrayed myselven;
And made Jerto a maner myriest of ojer.
When two true togeder had ty^ed hemselven,
Bytwene a male and his make such merje schulde come
Wel ny^e pure paradys mo^t preve no better. (7OO-4 ).
This presentation of Baltazar continues the poet’s method of illus­
trating his theme by association, by defining words like "cortaysye" and 
"cortays" in situations and thereby enriching them. Baltazar is presented 
comically in his failure to use the courtly language which God, Abraham and 
Lot employ successfully, and it is similar to the dreamer’s misuse of lang­
uage in Pearl, where he persistently sees heaven in earü% terms, although 
there the presentations is more subtle than this exaggerated figure of the 
King. Other words are misused; for example, the concubines are described as 
"<der", a word used of the angels who visit Lot, and of the Holy Vessels.
Only Daniel, who adheres to the right moral standards, condemns Baltazar for 
giving the holy vessels to "J>y wenches" (I716), a biblical rebuke which the 
poet has enlarged to show Baltazar’s "vanyte unclene" (I7 1 3).
After the proclamation of the intended feast the poet describes 
the gathering of Baltazar’s nobility and the palace to which they come, 
which is drawn partly from the description of the Great Khan's palace in 
Mandevllle's Travels. The only reminder of its owner is in the poet's 
comment:
b  at watz a palayce of pryde passande alle <^er, (1389)
and this passage of transition which indicates Baltazar's might and wealth 
passes rapidly into the description of the feast itself.
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The poet gives the impression of the great numbers of people involved and 
their relative positions in a way which makes the feast a mediaeval one, 
although the verbs "hiled" and "bounet" depersonalize^ the nobility:
]jpenne watz alle "pe halle-flor hiled wyth kny^tes,
And barounes at J)e sidebordes bounet aywhere, (1597-98).
Baltazar himself is simply " p e dere selven” (l399) who is alone on the dais, 
apart from ''his dere concubynes in cloJ)es ful bry^ t*' (I4OO), anothezjreminder 
of his inverted values.
The entry of the feast is described in some detail, particularly 
the paper decorations, which I have compared v/ith the description of the 
Holy Vessels; the noise of instruments is also a feature of this part of the 
poem, as it is to be later during the use of the Holy Vessels. Here there is 
no focus upon Baltazar himself, but instead upon the "subtleties" which 
ornament the feast, the worldly counterparts of the holy vessels.
The feast continues with a description of Baltazar's drunkenness ; 
the poet comments that the King "lenged at "Jje table" (I4I9 ); a sign of his 
gluttony. Within the sin of gluttony comes the sin of drunkenness; tavern 
scenes, like that described in Piers Plowman in the confession of Gluttony, 
are frequently to be found in manuals of Christian behaviour, considered as 
the devil's school-house, where he performs the miracles of making the 
drunkard dumb and crippled. In Ancrene Hiwle, all the sins are given posit­
ions at the devil's court; the Glutton is the manciple:
^lae ^iuere gluttun is ]pe deofles maunciple 
ach he stik^ eauer inceler oSer incuchene. his heorte is i]je 
disches.his ^ cht al ibe nepp, his lif ijge tunne. his saule i'J)e 
crochue Kimep biforen nis lauerd. bi smuoeled & bi smeored 
on disch in hisan hont. aschale inhis c%er Maôeled^^s wordes. 
wi^ele^ as for drunken mon & hau^ imunt tofallen.^^
The description of Baltazar makes similar points, though in a
different way; the poet describes the action of the wine;
So faste]pay we^ed to him wyne, hit warmed his hert,
And breyÿed uppe into his brayn and blemyst his mynde,
And al waykned his wyt, and wel ne^e he foies;
For he waytez on wyde, his wenches he byholdes,
And his bolde baronage aboute bi ^ e wo^es. (I42O-2 4).
c? Ancrene RiwTe,Cotton M.S. Cleopatra CVI^edited by E.J.Dobson,SEH2S.267^
pp. 159-6 0,f 9 2,11-6 - 1 5.
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Unlike the sketch in Ancrene Riwle, in which the external attributes of 
drunkenness are important, in Purity the internal aspects, what happens to 
Baltazar's mind and judgement,are emphasised. The progress of the wine and 
its effects, too, is charted in more detail, with less emphasis on the physi­
cal results. Ancrene Riwle has a much more concrete picture of the drunkard 
with his dirty clothes, dish and bowl: Baltazar's behaviour is realized, but 
this is one occasion only, not his typical appearance. The similar points 
made are the lack of control, which all the sin-manuals emphasise, shown with 
Baltazar in his looking about-(he waytez on wyde , (l425))-and his disjointed 
speech later. This brief picture of Baltazar the drunkard shows the man 
acted upon by wine, much in the same way as he is acted upon by sins: it is 
unusual that the poet implies a kind of progression of thought in the King, 
seeing his "wenches" and his "bolde baronage" and the calling for the vessels 
to instance his "bounté"(l436), to fulfill the purpose for which he called 
the feast, and make his barons "reche hym rever«niè"(l369)•
The actual decision to send for the holy vessels is also considered 
as something from outside Baltazar operating upon him:
Ipenne a dotage ful depe drof to his hert.
And a caytif counsayl he cajt bi hymselven. (1425-26).
It diminWnes the force of Baltazar as a person that his sins are described 
with active verbs like "drof to his hert" (14 2 5), since it suggests Baltazar 
as a neutral being, acted on by external forces, unlike Abraham in the pre­
ceding narrative where he actively feels and reacts, but it is a feature of 
the presentation of the King that he himself is passive and the sins active.
The long description of the vessels which follows makes the 
contrast between the sinful court of Babilon and the purity of the vessels 
themselves. The poet withdraws his focus from Baltazar himself for much of 
this section, merely contrasting the sinners generally mth the pure vessels. 
The first contrast is between their former service in the Temple and the 
present use:
Now is sette for to serve Satanas ^ e blake,
Biforejpe bolde Baltazar wyth host and w^'-th pryde. (1449-5 0).
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Here the poet links Baltazar definitely as a sinner with the devil, as a 
kind of server in a black mass, a parody of the usual Christian service 
typical of evil in the drama and elsewhere. The poet contrasts Baltazar’s 
feast with these vessels, which are described again and again as "dene".
As at the beginning of the description the poet concludes with the contrast 
between their proper and their present function. The poet comments on God's 
reaction:
Leve “]dou wellpat^e Lor de “jo at "jpe lyfte ^emes,
Displesed much at ]Dat play in jjat plyt stronge,
J)at his jueles so gent wyth javeles were fouled,
p a t  presyous in his presens were proved sumwhyle, (1495-96) .
The contempt God feels is indicated by the word "javeles" which contrasts
with "jueles" earlier in the line (I494), and the condemnation of Baltazar's
part makes him less of a person than before:
Now a boster on benche bibbes ]perof,
Tyl he be dronkken as "joe devel, and dotes joer he syttes. (1499-1500) 
Again the poet generalizes:
Nou is alle J)is guere geten glotounes to serve, (I505), 
so that the entire court are condemned as sinners in gluttony. His main aim 
here seems to be to point the contrast between "fyljîe" and "clannes", indic­
ating God's righteous anger against the former. The sinners at court are 
condemned in very general terms, and apart from the drunken command from 
Baltazar -
Baltazar in a brayd bede bus ]oerof -
'Ve^e wyn in ]Ois won-Wassayll 'he cryes. (1507-I5O8 ) -
the King himself is submerged in the general condemnation of the court, who 
drink and "gloryed on her false goddes" (1 52 2).
The poet's focus returns to the King at the writing on the wall; 
separating the two descriptions of the mysterious hand is a portrait of the 
terrified King. This scene is presented melodramatically with the sudden 
change from the noisy revelry, the "clatering of covaclez" (l5 15),to the 
relative silence of the hand which "scraped wyth a scrof penne”(l5 46), and 
against this sudden reversal- the portrait of the King is set in equally 
melodramatic terms. Many of the details are those taken from the Vulgate:
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When]) at holde Baltazar blusched to “Jjat neve,
Such a dasande drede dusched to his hert,
ID at al falewed his face and fayled J>e chere;
3^ e stronge strok of ]pe stonde strayned his joyntes.
His cues cachches to close, and cluchches his hommes.
And he wytn plattyng his paumes displayes his lers.
And romyes as a rad ryth ))at rorez for drede, (1537-43)•
All but the last two lines are to be found in the Vulgate description, but
in Purity the terror is more violent, because most of the Vulgate phrases
are repeated, as in line 1539 -
]pat al falewed his face and fayledl^e chere; (1539) -
which amplifies: "'func facies regis commutata est," (Ban.5^ )» The verbs,
too, are more forceful, as for example "strayned his joyntes", and "cachches
to close". The simile at the end, "as a rad ryth" (1543)> sums up the
exaggerated picture of Baltazar. This adds little to our knowledge of his
character; rather it is a portrait of a man controlled by an overwhelming
emotion, a comic picture, given dispassionately for readers to enjoy. The
poet invites his readers to share the comedy of this overpowering terror,
seen physically: it is totally unlike the fear of Abraham on behalf of the
Sodomites, which is understated, a description of feelings not appearance:
]3enne ar^ed Abraham, and alle his mod chaunged 
For hope of pe harde hate ]oat hy^t hatz oure Borde. (713-14)*
The intense nature of Baltazar*s terror is seen in the poet's comment before 
Baltazar speaks:
Sone so ]pe kynge for care carping my^t wynne,... (1550),
integrating the emotion into the narrative in a way not done in the Vulgate, 
but there is no corresponding linkage between the drunken Baltazar and the 
terrified Baltazar which are two separate portraits, not specifically 
connected with one individual.
The poet follows the Vulgate narrative in speaking of the King's 
attempts to find the meaning of the writing, but he makes clear that the men 
Baltazar first turns to are evil "wyse of wychecrafte and warfares o^er" 
(1560), and the poet in emphasising this- indicates again Baltazar's perver­
sion. The poet's contempt for their learning is superb:
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And alle J>at loked on }Dat letter as lewed]^ay were,
As J>ay had loked in ]pe le]per of my lyft hote. (I58O-8I).
Their failure brings about the final portrait of Baltazar;
}3enne cryes p e kyng, and kerves his wedes:
Whatl he corsed his clerkes and calde hem chorles.
To henge )>e harlotes he he^ed ful ofte;
So watz J>e wy^e wytles, he wed wel ner. (1582-85).
This again shows the King controlled by emotion, this time anger, which is
presented in the manuals of behaviour as making a man "out of his witte" or
"wood". The Vulgate simply says that Baltazar was "greatly troubled '*
(conturbatus est - Daniel 5^ )» and in the amplification of this portrait the
poet seems to draw on the tradition of anger in the drama, particularly,
given the structure in which it is set, with the Herod character. Herod
enquires of his clerks where Jesus is to be bom, and they are able to tell
him, but his anger occurs at their information that a child-king is to be
born. The Towneley Herod's reaction is typical;
The dewill hang you Bigh to dry, 
ffor this tythyngl ^
He rages "from the intense hatred of one who believes himself a god and now
n 5 5finds that the true God has come, as Rosemary Woolf says.
Baltazar and the Herods seem to be similar in the melodramatic
violence of their behaviour, and their "posed" attitudes of rage, or, for
Baltazar, drunkenness. Since the plays have no narrator, Herod is forced to
give a running commentary on his moods, with no mediation such as occurs in
Purity, with the narrator; in several of the plays this limitation makes the
presentation clumsy in effect, as when the Coventry Herod describes himself:
I stamp, I stare, I look all about 
.... I rant, I rawe, and now run I woodel
The playwrights generally speaking have not the sophistication of technique
necessary to present a "realistic" Herod figure, nor, within the dramatic
conventions as far as they are known, did they need to do so.
54.The Towneley P l a y s ES.71,Pol54>H-455-56.
55.The English Mystery Plays.p.203.
56. Two Coventry Corpus Christi plays.EEJIS; ES. 87,p. 27, H.279, 281.
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The tyrant figure in each of the plays has a conventional character, with
excessive boasting and extreme rage and violence. Rosemary Woolf, however,
points out that it is possible to adapt the conventions so that Herod is
either "an egotistical political figure" as in Ludus Coventaae, or an
oppresive tryant like those of the Saints' Lives, as in the first present­
ly
tation of him in the Towneley Plays. The figure of the comic Herod is not 
presented with the same subtlety as Baltazar in Purity, and there is some 
evidence that the Herod figure has taken over the main interest in certain 
of the plays, notably the York Trial of Jesus before Herod, where the comic 
elements of characterization are repeated simply for their own effect.
Although in the drama there are marked differences in character­
ization from that in narrative poetry, it is possible to see the similarities 
in presentation also,particularly between Herod and Baltazar. Both parody 
the God-given standard of behaviour and owe allegiance to the Devil, per­
verting their position as rulers under God. Baltazar, however, can be 
characterized in vignettes, as the poet varies or withdraws the focus comple­
tely from the King. There are other aspects of narrative like the descrip­
tion of the Holy Vessels, which are important, and the poet can describe 
character directly, varying between direct speech and portraiture as 
necessary. The playwright, on the other hand, has the emphasis always on the 
character on stage, so that in the drama Herod is presented continuously, 
without a withdrawal of focus unless he leaves the stage,and dialogue is 
the main means of characterization. The poet of Purity, therefore,,draws on 
the tradition rather than imitates the characterization of the tyrant.
There are three possible plays in which the Herod character appears, 
in the Magi play, the Massacre of the Innocents and the Trial of Jesus , which, 
although historically it deals with a different Herod, has a character with 
similar attributes. The first iwo plays may not necessarily present a unified 
characterization, as is the case in the Towneley cycle, in which the first
5'/, The English Mystery Plays.0.202.
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Herod is obsessed with the worship of I'^ ahoundand the second^the Wakefield 
Masters, is the violent tyrant par excellence. It is the latter play I want 
to consider, since, although later than Purity in composition,it offers a 
good illustration of mediaeval dramatic characterization at its best.
The Magnus Herodes begins by transferring the boasting speech from
Herod to the Messenger so that it is he and not Herod as in other plays who
claims that the King is "kyng of kyngis"... "Chefe lord of lordyngys" (37,
58
38jo The boasts are similar to Nabugodenozar's boast in Purity to be chief 
of all rulers," p e gode of]3e grounde"(l663), and like Baltazar’s reported 
opinion of himself as being without peer in heaven or on earth. The messen­
ger’ s speech is ostensibly to report to the audience that they must be obed­
ient to Herod and not speak of the King who has been bom, and in this way 
the audience are involved in the play, as Herod's subjects. The playwright 
uses irony in the presentation of the extent of Herod's empire, which 
stretches "From Egyp to Mantua, into Kemptoune"(4 0),a similar device to that 
in Purity where Nabugodenozar boasts of his might in building Babylon, comp­
ared with God's creation of the world. When Herod appears, the Messenger 
remarks that the audience "carp of a kyng", a fact which gives Herod an 
opportunity to threaten them in very violent and specific terms, which are 
out of keeping with the concept of a great King, being more like the villain 
hissed at in pantomime or melodrama:
For if I begyn, I breke ilka bone,
And pull fro the skyn the carcas anone - (84-8 6).
He alternates between what might be called the high and the low styles:
For I haue all in wold: in me standys lyfe and dede:
'^Hio that is so bold, I brane hym thrugh the hedel (91-92).
Herod, like Baltazar,is controlled by emotion, notably anger, and 
he is exaggerated throughout: he says.
What dewilli me thynk I brast for anger and for teyne; (II8 ), 
as he explains his feelings on learning of Jesus' birth, and later, at each 
annoyance, he makes similar exclamations. When the doctors inform him of 
the prophesies about Jesus, his violence becomes more extreme:
38. The Wakefield Plavs in the Townelev Cvcle e^dited by A.O. Cawley,
(Manchester, 1968), p. 64 ff,
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WarI I say, lett me pant. Now thynk I to fyght 
For anger.
My guttys will outt thryng 
Bot I this lad hyng;
Withoutt I haue a vengyng,
I may lyf no langer. (238-4 3).
This excess o f anger, while being funny, is inexplicable even to him:
Shuld a carll in a kafe bot of oone yere age
Thus make me to rafe? (244-4 5) ,
The irony with which Herod is presented in the play partly rests
in his misconception of Christ as King, since he sees Him as a potential
usurper, a worldly King. As well as Herod's references to Christ which are
ambiguous, like:
If I this crowne may here, that boy shall by for all. (112),
meaning more than Herod intends, the playwright uses minor characters like
the Messenger and the Soldiers- to undercut his pretensions, being obedient
to him to his face, but expressing their own point of view about him in
asides, as when a Soldier promised a reward remarks:
So haue ye lang sayde - do somwhat thertylli (434)*
Thus minor characters are used in a similar way to the narrator in Purity.
in undercutting by irony the pretensions of the main character.
Like Baltazar, Herod is anxious to be known as generous; he
promises rewards to his soldiers:
And ye knyghtys of oures
Shall haue castels and tovn?es, (447-4 8),
and also to the audience:
Markys, ilkon, a thowsande, when I am bowne.
Shall ye haue. (463-6 4).
Herod is a typical mediaeval tyrant, in both his rages and his promised
rewards,* he is unusual in the energy of his language, its force and vivacity,
as well as its extreme violence. This is comic rage, but with its involve­
ment of the audience by threat of violence it is also sli#itly uneasy, 
with threatening undertones,. . Herod's rage in Towneley is excessive, but it 
is kept within the bounds of.the play, .so that the play is not full of 
gratuitous exhibitions of Herod's rage simply to make the audience laugh.
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It cannot be so wide-ranging in its presentation of subject as Purity,and 
it makes fairly simple points about Herod's character, like his rage, his 
generosity and his boasting pride, expressed in traditional ways, including 
swearing by Mahound. He is similar in his vices to Baltazar, whose melo­
dramatic presentation seems to owe something to this most famous of the 
tyrants.
The third exemplum in Purity continues for two hundred lines 
following the description of Baltazar's rage at his clerks, but the 
Baltazar character typified by extreme emotions disappears. The poet 
introduces the queen's advice to consult Daniel neatly, by commenting that 
she heard the King's rage, but when Daniel appears before him, Baltazar's 
speech is closer to the tone of the Vulgate than any part of his character 
which has gone before, and the change is remarkable:
'Leve sir,' he sayde,
'Hit is tolde me bi tulkes p a t J>ou trwe were
Profete of'Joat province ]pat prayed my fader,' (1622-24).
The only hint that Baltazar is other than reasonable comes in the petulant
confession that his clerks have not helped him:
For alle Calde clerkes han cowwardely fayled. (1631).
Baltazar's Vulgate generosity is used by the poet in a speech which is more
or less neutral as far as characterization is concerned.
Until the end of the exemplum, Baltazar ceases to be a focus for
the poet's attention as a character. As an object of vengeance he is
there to be punished, but his sins have been made clear, and therefore there
is no need to reveal them further. Daniel indicates the enormity of Baltazar's
offence in the prophecy, in ignoring the warning provided by his father:
'Bot 'ÿou, Baltazar, his barne and his bolde ayre,
Se3 Jsese syngnes wyth sy3t, and set hem at lyttel,
Bot ay hatz hofen >y hert agaynes "Jpe hy3e Dry3t
Wyth bobaunce and wyth blasfayme host at hym kest, (1709-12).
In addition to this, the vessels have been misused, and therefore the
judgement for ">at frcÿande fylj>e" (1721) is destruction.
The poet is obviously more concerned now with the destruction and
judgement, since he describes the King’s commands to reward Daniel just as
in the Vulgate, with no attempt to realize the reaction of the King to this
news of his impending destruction. The poet is not, however, merely
following the Vulgate,since he amplifies certain aspects of the narrative,
which concludes here with the simple statement "Eadem nocte interfectus est
Baltassar, rex Chaldaeus." (Daniel 5^^). The poet amplifies the end of the
feast, setting out the time-scale for the Persian attack, and also the
attack itself. He concludes the description of the rewarding of Daniel:
Bot how so Danyel watz dy3t, "pat day over3ede,
Ny3t ne3ed ry3t now wyth nyes fol mony, (1753-54).
A sense of foreboding is increased by the poet’s comments:
Baltazar to his bedd with blysse watz caryed,
Reche ]pe rest as hym lyst, he ros never "jperafter, (1765-66).
He might not have been warned by Daniel for all the concern he is shown to
have after the feast, and obviously- the poet has finished with him as a
’realistic’ character; now he is an object of vengeance, a symbol of evil
kingship to be punished, not the comic tyrant of the earlier part of the
exemplum.
The realism in this section of the narrative rests with the
attacking Persians silently scaling the walls and killing before the men
awake. Baltazar’s death was quoted earlier as an example of the reversal
of status which is to be found often in this exemplum, but even the gory
death might be the death of any tyrant: there is nothing to indicate
Baltazar’s individuality:
Baltazar in his bed watz beten to dejpe,
"Jyat bojae his blod and his brayn blende on *J?e clc^es;
■jpe kyng in his cortyn watz ka3t bi pe heles,
Peryed out h i  p e fete, and fowle dispysed, (1787-90).
He is less than man, an object, and subject of the poet’s moralising:
Now is a dogge also dere p a t in a dych lygges. (1792)
The narrative concludes on a note of irony, that the barons who were
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assembled to give allegiance to Baltazar now turn to Darius,who:
sajtlyng makes
Wyth alle ])e barounz )>eraboute, "ÿat bowed hym after. (1795-96) .
The poet’s summarizing comments on Baltazar bring the exemplum back to the
theme of the poem, that the impure man will not see God:
He watz corsed for his unclannes, and cached Jserinne,
Done doun of his dyngneie for dedez unfayre.
And of "jpyse worldes worchyp v/rast out for ever.
And 3et of lykynges on lofte letted, I trowe.
To loke on oure lofly horde late bitydes, (I8OO-4 )*
Thus in the end Baltazar’s character has resolved itself into "the impure 
man", his destruction complete and finale The poet gives attention to the 
sort of man the King is only as long as it is necessary to illustrate his 
sin: when this has been established, the important factor becomes his punish­
ment, and therefore interest in character is no longer maintained. Baltazar 
might have been expected to react with terror at Daniel’s prophecy, but this 
is unnecessary and would have detracted from the solemnity of the judgement 
and the destruction. The comic tyrant here, unlike Herod in certain of the 
plays, is kept from taking over the purpose of the narrative.
The conception of Baltazar’s character is different in kind from 
that of the character of Abraham earlier in the poem. Baltazar is analysed 
according to the accepted psychological scheme of the day and seen with 
reference to his sins: his actions are illustrations of these sins, inter­
preted as such by the poet. Abraham, on the other hand, is presented only 
in terras of speech and action, with far less interpretative comment by the 
poet: his characterization is more subtle and understated than is Baltazar’s, 
although Baltazar himself is a relatively subtle portrayal of a typical 
tyrant. The most important distinction between the two characters is that 
Abraham’s is a unified presentation, whereas Baltazar’s is not. The interest 
in Abraham is maintained to the end, unlike Baltazar’s case. Abraham is 
also consistent in action; his love, obedience and concern are shovntlirough- 
out, whereas Baltazar’s character is illustrated by means of several 
sketches of the tyrant enacting certain typically sinful behaviour.
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Part of the difference in presentation comes from the original 
obviously; the poet uses the Vulgate, keeping close to the Latin narrative, 
so that something of the difference in tone between Genesis and Daniel is 
retained: in the Book of Daniel it is Daniel himself who is important, in 
sharing God’s dealings with the Chaldeans and His people in exile. The 
references to Baltazar, therefore, tend to be allusive, unlike Genesis, in 
which Abraham is the focus of attention. In^pite of this, however, the 
poet has amplified more in the last exemplum.filling out a somewhat spare 
Vulgate text, and in doing so he has chosen to represent Baltazar as his 
version of a tyrant figure. The narrator’s point of view is very different 
between Abraham and Baltazar, in the former presenting character sympathet­
ically and with restraint and in the latter explaining motivation from the 
outset.
Baltazar’s character is built up from different aspects of the 
tyrant in literature, being closer to the typical mediaeval view of evil 
character as presented in the romance and the drama. The fragmentation of 
character due to the concept of sin. and sin psychology- as seen in the 
manuals of behaviour is visible here in Baltazar, with separate presen­
tations, almost, of the idolater, the drunkard and the apgry man; yet the 
poet has combined these elements skilfully, firstly within the tyrant 
tradition, and secondly within the structure of the poem, covering the dis­
parate elements to some extent by the manner of presentation, by which the 
poet sees Baltazar as a parody of the King presented earlier, and, in the 




The last major characterization to be considered is that of 
Jonah in Patience : this poem, shorter and more unified than Purity, lacks
the homiletic link - passages, because it has only one exemplum. the story of
Jonah as found in the Vulgate, to illustrate its theme of patience defined by
the poet from the paraphrase of the Beatitudes in the introductory section:
"pay ar happen also > at con her hert stere.
For hores is ]?e heuen-ryche, as I ]oer sayde. (27-28) ,
J.J.Anderson says of this definition that it "is significant 
in its generality, implying as it does not only endurance of misfortune (as 
in the original beatitude), but self-control in all circumstances;", ^
The presentation of this theme differs from that of Purity
/
in which the Beatitude is more freely .expressed:
■pe haÿ>el dene of his hert hapenez ful fayre.
For he schal loke on oure Lorde wyth a bone chere;
(Purity 27-28).
The Beatitude there is considered together with the reward promised for it, 
so that the poem is structured around the concept of the pure man in God's 
presence, and the impure man out of it. In Patience it is the actual idea 
of the Beatitude itself, not its reward, which is examined, so that Jonah 
is seen as one who cannot "stere" his heart, and not as one who does not 
possess "heuen-ryche" as well. In this way the character of Jonah is more 
important, since his impatience is the focal point, not his reward or 
punishment, as is the case with Baltazar, for example, in Purity. Jonah holds 
a position similar to Abraham ^ whose purity, which enables him to see God, is 
considered and illustrated in some detail. Here, too, the emphasis is on 
what makes Abraham pure, as in Patience it is on what makes Jonah impatient.
Patience, the theme of the poem, has no certain position in 
the table of virtues in the Middle Ages: it is not one of the cardinal 
virtues of faith, hope, love, prudence, temperance, fortitude and justice,
1. Patience,p.7*
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but M. Bloomfield comments that in the literary opposition of vices
to virtues, these cardinal virtues were often altered to make a more
2
fitting contrast to their opponents. Virtues called "remedia" were 
often used, a term which derives from the idea that sin was a disease 
which could be controlled ty certain medicinal virtues.  ^ Patience was 
frequently used as one of these, often opposed to the deadly sin of Wrath. 
Therefore, unlike the Vices,which have a fixed position in literature, 
the virtues are presented differently in different treatises, according 
to the writer's desire. In the Book of Vices and Virtues^, for example, 
the writer is describing the seven cardinal virtues, and therefore patience 
is only one aspect of the "prowesse", a subdivision of fortitude. In
5
Ancrene Riwle. on the other hand, patience is the "salue" of wrath , and in
the Castle of Perseverance. Patience defeats Wrath in the battle for Mankind
ty reminding the vice of Christ's patient endurance for man:
"jDowsentys of aungellys he myth han had 
To a wrokyn hym per ful ^eme.
And ^yt to deyen he was glad ^
Us pacyens to techyn and leme.
In all of these treatments patience is considered as involving some kind
of endurance, although obviously as an attitude to wrath it encompasses
some degree of self control. In the chapter on the form and structure of
Purity and Patience I considered the theme of the poem, and with Patience
it was clear that the poet used the idea of patience expressed in
patristic literature, that it is the basis of a man's relationship to
God, thus utilising a more complex view of patience than that in the
7
manuals of behaviour.
2. M.W.Bloomfield, The Seven Deadly Sins .(Michigan. 1952). p.66.
3* The Seven Deadly Sins.p.67*
4. Edited by W.N.Francis, EEflCS. 217,p.l67,
5. Cotton M.S.Cleopatra CVI,p.208,f 128,1.4ff, edited by E.J.Dobson,SEES, 267.
6. The Macro Plays.edited by M.Eccles,EEJES. 262, p66^ 2134-2137*
7. Chapter II.p 57 rr. .
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The best known exemplum on the virtue of patience must be
Chaucer's treatment of the subject in the Clerk's Tale and here critics seem
to have dealt mainly with the relationship between the teller and the tale,
with Chaucer's adaption of the Petrarchan story, ultimately a folk tale, as
well as with the characters of Walter the tester and Griselda the tested.^
A.C.Spearing in a study of the Tale comments that the narrator is a "critical
commentator" on his Petrarchan source, who not only comments on the action
but Alters the original to heighten the pathos of Griselda»s suffering.^
This he does, for ex^ ample, when her daughter is taken by the Sergeant,
apparently to death; Griselda is given a speech of farewell, which emphasises
the fact that she is truly suffering, and not simply being an unfeeling
personification of patience:
And thus she seyde in hire benigne voys,
"Pareweel my child ! I shal thee nevere see.
But sith I thee have marked with the croys 
Of thilke Fader - blessed mod:e he be! - 
That for us deyde upon a croys of tree,
Thy soule, litel child,'! hym bitake.
For this nyght shaltow dyen for my sake." (554-560).
■^cvs
Here and elsewhere, Chaucer is able to transfer the emotionalfcom the mother
to the child, so that Griselda is still patient, but less wooden and stilted
than other figures of patience, such as Griselda in the original who hands
over her children with no comment at all.
Spearing also explains the tension between teller and tale,
saying that the tale apparently aroused conflicting feelings in Chaucer. The
original Petrarchan story was a parable, to illustrate man's attitude to God
and to arouse his hearers to serve God, as Griselda served Walter. Chaucer
seems to have a split perspective ; a.ccor3itig to Prof. Ss-ltCh;
At times, Chaucer sees the story he- has undertaken in the symbolic 
perspective of religious parable; at other times, he seas it in the opposing 
perspective of human realism;* 10 /
8. The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer.p. 101 ff.
9.'Chaucer's Clerk's Tale as a Mediaeval Poem\in Criticism and Medis^eval 
Poetry, 2nd Edition ,(London,1972), p.76 ff «
10.'Chaucer 's Clerk's TaleL p.91.
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Spearing explains this in terms of the mediaeval view of life:
It is about a world divided against itself, and articulates a 
view of human life of which a distinctive feature is precisely that it feels 
the pull of more than one single set of moral standards. 11
In the presentation of Griselda and Walter this tension is to
be found. Walter in the original folk tale seems to have been a supernatural
being, whose marriage to a mortal could only become binding if the mortal
passed stringent endurance tests by adhering to a condition laid down by her
lover at the beginning. In the Clerk's Tale Walter demands obedience from
Griselda before their marriage, but the dependence of the tests on the
original demand is lost, and Chaucer motivates Walter to testing by speaking
of an obsessive force which drives him:
But ther been folk of swich condicion 
That when they have a certein purpos take,
They kan nat stynte of hire entencioun,
But, right as they were bounden to a stake.
They wol nat of that firste purpos slake. (701-5).
A.C.Spearing speaks of this obsessive quality as bearing "a recognizable
«al 3^ 2
symbolic relationship to the darker side of\life." The mixture of folk
tale and mediaeval setting creates a tension in the poem because the reason
for the test is now internalised within a character, not dependent on some
supernatural law governing those who marry mortals.
In the presentation of Griselda Spearing notes that Chaucer
13describes her largely in terms of negatives:
No likerous lust was thurgh hire herte yronne,
Wel ofter of the welle than of the tonne 
She drank,and for she wolde vertu please.
She knew wel labour, but noon ydel ese. (214-17).
The spiritual meaning of the poem is suggested by comparing
14Griselda's experience with the Virgin Mary's:
But hye God sumtyme senden kan
His grace into a litel oxes stalle. (206-7).
11.'Chaucer's Clerk's Tale\pp. 103-4*
12.'Chaucer's Clerk's Tale.p.97,
13. 'Chaucer's Clerk's Tale!.p.95»
14. The Clerk's Prologue and Tale,edited by J.Winny,(Cambridge,1967), p.13.
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and again;
And she set doun hir water pot anon
Biside the thresshfold, in an oxes stalle,(290-91).
As well as this symbolic level there is a formalized presentation of Griselda
as the patient wife, replete with every virtue. The poverty she endures is not
described in the realistic terms of the fabliau-tradition. Even when there are
realistic details they are distanced by the abstract concepts behind them:
And whan she homward cam, she wolde brynge
Wortes or othere herbes tymes ofte.
The whiche she shredde and seeth for hir lyving.
And made hir bed ful hard and nothying softe;
And ay she kepte hir fadres lyf on-lofte
With everich obeisaunce and diligence
That child may doon to fadres reverence.(?25-31).
As Walter's wife she is described in the same terms of abstract virtue:
She was encressed in swich excellence 
Of thewes goode, yset in heigh bountee,
And so discreet and fair of eloquence
So benigne and so digne of reverence..... (408-11).
Griselda, in spite of the pathos with which her trials are seen, is mainly
presented as the patient wife, with symbolic overtones; her very poverty at the
beginning is an aspect of her principal virtue, since patience and poverty were
frequently linked in the Middle Ages, as they are in the prologue to Patience.
The sense of realism is increased in the Clerk's Tale by the
narrator's comments on the action and by the reaction of other characters, the
citizens and Griselda's father who "was ever in suspect of hir marriage"(905).
Walter himself is used to comment on his wife's unusual behaviour:
This markys wondred, evere lenger the moore.
Upon hir pacience, and if that he 
Ne hadde soothly knowen therbifoore 
That parfitly hir children loved she.
He wolde have wend that of som subtiltee.
And of malice, or for crueel corage.
That she hadde suffred this with sad visage.(687-93).
Chaucer here makes clear that her inertia is due to patience and not
indifference, in this way avoiding the greatest danger in presenting a
negative character whose main virtue is a lack of reaction. Griselda
herself, while she is patient, implies that Walter's behaviour is not what
she expected. Chaucer suggests the difficulty she has in remaining patient
and the suffering she endures:
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0 goode Godl how gentil and how kynde 
Ye semed ly youre speche and youre visage 
The day that maked was oure mariageI (852-54) .
Chaucer sets symbolism and realism side by side, creating the
tension which Spearing notes, which is neither relieved nor explained.
Griselda* s patience is incredible, as the first moral drawn at the end of the
poem makes clear;
This storie is seyd, nat for that wyves sholde 
Folwen Griselde as in humylitee.
For it were inportable, though they wolde;
But for that every wight , in his degree,
Sholde be constant in adversitee 
As was Griselde; (1142-47) •
This is the Petrarchan moral, the point of the fable, but Chaucer's envoy with
its ironic advice to husbands, sets the tale at a greater distance from
reality;
Griselde is deed, and eek him pacience.
And bothe atones buryed in Ytaille;
For which I crie in open audience.
No wedded man so hardy be t'assaille 
His wyves pacience in trust to fynde 
Grisildis, for in certein he shal faille. (1177-82) •
Here Griselda's incredible character and the lack of realism in the tale stand
revealed, but it is only in the envoy that the story is undercut, since in
the tale the relationship between symbol and reality is presented in a more
complex way. Chaucer goes some way in showing how hardly Griselda achieves the
passivity of patience, which in other Griselda-like figures seems simply
inertia. Griselda is still a somewhat static and mannered figure, endowed with
superlative excellence, a parcel of virtues rather than a complete person.
Chaucer's presentation of patience is described mainly in negative terms,
although the increased emphasis on the pathos of the situation to some extent
masks this. As with Patience> the narrator of the Clerk's Tale comments
directly on the action, and is, indeed, a more insistent voice than is the
narrator of Patience. Chaucer presents an example of patience by a mixture of
symbolism and realism which, judging by his comments in the envoy, he does not
find completely convincing.
A complete personification of patience such as occurs in Piers
Plowman presents fewer problems, morally at least, than the example in the
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Clerk's Tale. Patience in Piers Plowman is an allegorical figure, unlike the 
figurae of Faith and Hope considered earlier in the chapter on Abraham. 
Patience appears as a guest of Conscience at the beginning of one of the 
dreams in the B. text Pas sus XIII, in company with the Dreamer, a Master of 
Divinity, and Learning. As with other parts of Piers Plowman literal, 
allegorical and didactic elements are mingled. Of the guests at Conscience's 
table, the Dreamer and the Master of Divinity are presented literally, the 
latter an an arch-hypocrite whose gluttony belies his pious words. Langland 
notes realistic details of his behaviour, for example, when he is asked about 
Dowel:
'Dov/el ? 'quod this doc tour- and toke the cuppe and dranke- 
*Do non yuel to thine euenecrystene nou^t by thi powere. '
^ (B XIII, 103-4) •
He is given ordinary food at the meal, the quantity of which indicates his
gluttony:
He eet many sondry metes mortrewes and puddynges,
Wombe-clout es and wylde braune & egges yfryed with grece.
(B XIII,62-63) ,
aad only in bis bitter sauce "post mort an" (^CIII,44)> is there an allegorical 
dimension.
Patience, Conscience and Scripture,on the other hand, are
allegorical presentations. Patience is characterized as a pilgrim;
Ac Pacience in the paleis stode in pilgrymes clothes.
And prey de mete for charité for a pore heremyte.
(BXIII, 29-30) ,
waiting in patient poverty here at the beginning. He is also given other
attributes of a pilgrim, like a wallet in which he keeps his food on the
journey; at the end he sets out with Conscience on a pilgrimage;
Conscience tho with Pacience passed pilgrymes as it were.
Thanne had Pacience, as pylgrymes han in his poke vLttailles, 
Sobrete, and symple-speche and sothfaste-byleue.
To conforte hym and Conscience if they come in place
There Vynkyndenesse and Coueytise is hungiye contrées bothe.
(BXIII 215-9) •
Patience's presentation as a pilgrim is not entire, not inconsistent, since 
at the feast, he is simply patient, being given allegorical food appropriate 
to him. Both Patience and the Dreamer are served similarly;
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Conscience ful curteisly tho comaunded Scripture
Bifor Pacience bred to brynge and me that was his macche,
He sette a soure lof to-for vs and seyde, 'agite nenitenciam.'
And sith he drough vs drynke diu nerseueransT (B XIII 4-6-49) •
Patience teaches both Conscience and the Dreamer of Dowel, Dobet
and Do best, with patient humility;
'At ^owre prey ere,' quod Pacyence tho 'so no man displese hym; 
Disce, and Dowel doce, and Dobet;
Dilige. and Dobest thus tau^te me ones
A lemman that I loued Loue was hir name.' (B XIII 135-39) •
O.G.Hill in relating the Piers Plov/man treatment of patience to
the Christian tradition remarks that patience is dependent on love, according
to the Fathers, and that love and humility, that is, spiritual poverty, are
15closely linked with patience in a consideration of the virtues.  ^ The pilgrim's
charm^which the Doctor of Learning discounts, is dependent on love, and it
causes Conscience to seek to follow Patioice as a pilgrim. Patience is seen as
a type of patient poverty, described simply as a pilgrim and not seen in
action as are Faith and Hope later in the poem. He preaches his creed of
patient poverty to Haukyn the Active Man, whom the pilgrims meet with his
baptismal coat soiled with the seven deadly sins. Conscience advises him on
hov/ to clean ito and Patience preaches to him on how to keep it spotless
afterwards. He offers food from his wallet, which is of an allegorical nature;
But I loked what lyflode it was that Pacience so preysed.
And thanne was it a pece of the nater-noster fiat voluntas
tua. (B XIV,47-48) *
A long homily follows, on patient poverty, on the consolations that await the 
poor, and, in one or two cases, all men, and on how the poor escape temptation 
from all the vices. Here the speaker is relatively unimportant ; the message 
is of greatest interest, not the allegorical figure who speaks. As in typical 
homily. Patience lists the advantages of poverty, and, as he speaks, Haukyn 
cries out and the Dreamer awakes. The figure of Patience in Piers Plowman is
used to instruct, mainly by the homiletic speeches he is given, and the
allegorical figure of the pilgrim is given little concrete substance in 
literal life.
15.*Patience, style,background,meaning and relationship to Cleanness'. p.ll7.
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Thus Patience is considered as an allegorical figure in 
the Castle of Perseverance, as an instance of behaviour in the manuals of 
Christian behaviour, or as an aspect of characterization in an illustrative 
tale like the Clerk's Tale. None of them is positively characterized with 
lively detail as are the vices.
Certain of the problems which are faced by Chaucer in the Clerk's 
Tale also confront the poet of Patience, notably the problem that if the 
character tested is presented sympathetically, the tester, God in Patience, 
appeeirs in an unpleasant light. The theme in Patience is more complex than 
in most of the other treatments. Patience in the poem is a more broadly based 
virtue, the foundation of man's relationship to God. The poet use^ a negative 
exemnlum to illustrate this; Jonah, in rebellion against God, is impatient, 
and the discussion of the virtue therefore proceeds by opposites. Instances 
of obedience in the poem are contrasted with Jonah, and there is the patiaice of 
God himself, but fundamentally the exemplum is a negative one which thus avoids 
the presentation of a static virtue.
The poet's primary source is the Vulgate and at times he
translates very closely, as for example "de ventre inferi", which becomes "out
of the holfi.-.of helle wombe" (306), and "in corde maris", which is translated 
"of pe depe se into "Jpe dymme hert" (308) ; in both phrsises the poet picks up 
the key word "wombe" or "hert" from the original and elaborates them.^^ In 
Jonah's great prayer to God the poet sometimes picks up the alliterating letter 
from the Vulgate, as in line 310:
Alle ]pe gote^ of ÿ>y guferes and groundlez povle]... 
which translates "omnes gurgites tui".
It is clear that the poet remained close to the Vulgate, omitting
very little and amplifying the original to cover gaps left by that spare
narrative, " the same kind of filling in of material detail that we found
' 17
throughout Purity"^as A.O.Spearing says.
16. N. Berlin. 'Patience: a study in poetic elaboration, SI^3096l\p82.
17* The Gawain Poet.p.81.
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Other biblical passages are used apart from the Book of Jonah,
notably Psalm 94 and the Beatitudes from Matthew. Other sources have been
suggested for the exemplum by W. Vantuono, for example, such as Be Jona et
18
Nineve. attributed to Tertullian ; this is disputed by J.J.Anderson and
others, especially S.B.Liljregen^who argues that the likenesses to be found
there are coincidental, and that the curious phrases to be found in the Latin
poem would certainly have found an echo in Patience. had the poet been using it 
19as a source.  ^ Other sources Vantuono feels the poet may have used are 
Prudentius^ 'Hymnus leiunantium'. Naufragium Jonae Prophetae by Marbodus of 
Eennesj and Jerome's Commentary on Jonah. The similarities adduced by Vantuono 
in putting forward these as sources are not necessarily proofs that the poet of 
Patience used them all. Vantuono himself admits at one point that the 
likenesses could be coincidental, the result of the use of a common source. 
\Yhether the poet used them all or only some, the most important consideration
is what he chooses to use and what neglect for amplification, since this gives
a clue as to the direction of the poem, and, for this purpose, a close 
examination of the Vulgate text is necessary.
It can be seen from the texts'quoted above that the Book of 
Jonah was quite familiar to the clerics of the Middle Ages. R.H.Bowers has
20traced its use from the time of the early Church to the later Middle Ages.
He distinguishes two different ways of using the Book, firstly the typological
interpretation and secondly the allegorical.The first is the earlier, stemming
from the biblical request made by the scribes and Pharisees that Jesus should
give them a sign. He replies that the sign of Jonah is the only one they will
receive; as he was in the whale three days and nights, so Christ will be in the
earth (Matthew 12, 38-41). In Luke 11^ 29-32, Jesus speaks of the repentance
of the Ninevites at Jonah's preaching^which is a condemnation of his
contemporaries who refuse to listen to him. The second use of the Book of Jonah
21stems from the twelfth century, according to Bowers. It is an allegorical
18.‘.The Structure and Sources of Patience*, p.401 ff.
19.'Has the poet of Patience read Be Jona?*.jES'44B (1914-I5), pp.340-4%.
20. Ihe Legend of Jonah# (The Hague,1971)*
21. The Legend of Jonah, p.30ff .
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interpretation, which sees Jonah as "the dove", one meaning of his name. The
whole story is allegorized, the three days in the whale being seen as the time
before the law, the Old Law, and the New Law, respectively.' O.G.Hill argues
for an audience of preachers for Patience on the grounds that the Jonah-story
was used to illustrate the need for preaching continuously, as,for example,
in Peter Comestor’s Ad Praelatos, the text of which is^Lescendit Jonas ad
2 3interiora navis et dormiebat sopore gravi." Peter Comestor interprets the 
story allegorically, so that Jonah's name "Jonas, filius Amathi" means 
"columba, filius veritatis." Nineveh is the Church to which the preacher is 
sent, and the three days' journey is a symbol of baptism in the Name of the 
Trinity. This allegorical tradition is the one Hill favours as the one in 
which Patience is set, although there is no direct evidence for such an 
interpretation in the text, nor is there any implication that the errand on 
which the poet imagines he is sent, in the prologue, is necessarily one of 
preaching, as Hill implies.Patience is concerned with a broader 
presentation of patience, and to restrict it so much seems unnecessarily 
narrowing.
R.H.Bowers sees Patience as utilising mainly the earlier way of
using the Book of Jonah,- telling the story literally without the detailed
allegory which characterized later usages. There are typological and symbolic
aspects in Patience as we shall see later, which indicate the poet's awareness
of other traditional ways of interpretation. Although there is evidence from
O.G.Hill and R.H.Bowers that the story of Jonah was used in the Middle Ages, it
did not have the central place in the typological schema accorded to Noah or
Abraham, nor was it as well known as the stories of the patriarchs.
In mediaeval English literature the Jonah story appears briefly,and
sometimes unexpectedly. R.H.Bowers comments that it is used frequently as a
P5
source of specific allusions," as for example in a late fourteenth century 
version of a Life of St.Alexis, in which St.Alexis, in fleeing to "Thars"
22. 'The Audience of Patience*, M P, 66 (Ï965),p. 103,
23. Comestor, ed.Migne.P.L.,tom 198,col.1838 ff.
24. 'The Audience of Patience*, p.105.
25. The Legend of Jonah, p.71 •
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from his father* a officer, who is sent to find the pilgrim son, is driven
26
to Rome by a storm. The writer comments that this is like Jonah's experience
in fleeing from God, although Alexis is not seen as disobedient* The story is
briefly told following the Vulgate, until the whale lands with Jonah inside:
Whan pe whal was comen to londe,
(perto was many mannes honde.
On hym forto hewe;
And whan ]]e whal was to-cleued, 
lonas pylte vp his heued.
And gan his body shewe,
Vp he ros ^pe folk to teche.
And goddes wordes he gan to preche. (p.48, 619-26).
This somewhat unusual mode of egress from the whale is a strange visualized
detfidl in an otherwise brief illustration, a kind of rationalization, of which
R.H.Bowers speaks of in his discussion of the early use of the Jonah story, where
the literal level of the story necessitated consideration of such problems as
the reason which Jonah was not digested inside the whale.
Elsewhere Jonah is used as illustrative exemplary material; in
Speculum Sacerdotale the story is used in the section on penance? in 
28Quadragesima. Here the main emphasis is on the King of Nineveh's repentance;
Jonah's disobedience in refusing to go and preach, is not stressed, although
the writer speaks of Jonah answering God's command thus:
I knowe no^t the cite ne the way thedir, (p.57,11»16-1?) ,
and rationalizes Jonah's experience in the whale, remarking that "for the hete of
the fisshe alle the heeres of his hede were loste and gone of". (27-28) However,
since penance and repentance is the most important aspect of the story, Jonah's
motivation for his disobedience, his behaviour and appearance are unimportant.
Apart from his use as illustrative material, the other main use of
the story was as a figure in the Prophet play in the drama. In the Chester play
of Balaam and Balak. Jonah appels, among many other prophets, to foretell the
29coming of Christ, as in a conventional prophet play.
26. Adam Daw's Five Dreams about Edward II etc, edited by F.J.Fumivall, 
BEŒS.69,p.47»Laud MS,1.580 ff.
27# The Legend of Jonah, p.28.
28. Edited by E.H.Weatherley,EETS.200, p.57-58.
29. Edited by H.Deimling,EETS Esj62 , pt I,p.99,
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Jonah in Chester speaks of his prayer to God which was heard through "mercy"
and "grace" and then he makes the usual parallel between himself and Christ,
which the Expositor then clarifies.
Jonah: In myddes the sea cast was I,
for I wrought in obedyentlie, 
but in a whalles bellye 
three days saved I was. (349-52)
Expositor: Right as lonas was dayes three 
in wombe of whall, so shall he be 
In earth lyinge, as was he 
And rise the third daye. (357-60) .
In the Ludus Coventriae prophet play his appearance is even more brief than
that in Chester, and he himself explains the significance of his own
experience:
Jonas prophet a: I jonas say ]pat on jpe iijde m o m
ffro deth he xal ryse l?is j^^rew tall 
fyguryd in me^oe which longe befom 
lay iij days beryed with in “Jpe qwall.
Jonah here is simply a didactic figure, indicating the usual typological
interpretation of the prophet, as is clear from the use of the word "figuryd"
to denote the relationship between the prophet and Christ. This typological
meaning of Christ in Hell also implies that the whale represents Hell, and as
such his diabolic nature is presented in several Bestiaries.
Mediaeval commentators, not content with the general similarity
between Jonah's experience and Christ's,sought to see the whole of the Book of
Jonah as prefiguring Christ's life, and, since Jonah behaved disobediently,
they explained away his rebellion against God, to parallel Christ's sinless
life. ÎRiis makes for inconsistency, as with the influential commentary by
Jerome, in which he seems to be commenting on the immediate verse, and not
sustaining an overall interpretation.^^
According to R.H.Bowers: "Jerome oscillates, both defending and condemning the
32conduct of the prophet". He attacks Jonah for sleeping in the boat, but 
later he excuses his second disobedience at Nineveh.
30. Edited by K.Block,ETO. ES. 120,p.59, 67-70 .
31. F.L.,tom 25 ,11310*
32. The Legend of Jonah, p.27.
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Typologically the flight to Joppa to escape from God*s command was interpreted
as the Incarnation, according to the Glossa Ordinaria cited hy Malcolm Andrew
in his examination of the effect of typology on Patience. T h e  typological
figure of Jonah as antetype of Christ is clearly difficult, and therefore
in the later Middle Ages, particularly where the allegorical and tropological
interpretations of the Bible were more widely used, certain theological
writers condemned Jonah* s behaviour, as, for example, Peter Gomestor in the
homily already mentioned.
In Patience the narrative is mainly told on a literal level, as
illustration of the need for patience: there are, however, aspects of symbolic
interpretation in the poem, particularly in the poet*s awareness of the
typological dimension. Where Jonah imagines his sufferings at the hands of the
Ninevites, M. Andrew and A.C. Spearing both note that these parallel the
sufferings of Christ:
•Cure syre syttes,' he says, 'on sege so hy^e.
In his glowande glorye, and gloumbes ful lyttel
Pag I be nummen in Nunniue and naked dispoyled.
On rodeywly to-rent with rybaudes mony, ' (93-96) .
This is the clearest comparison with Christ in the whole poem, although later,
when Jonah is in the whale, the poet refers to it as a "warlowe" (258) which
could imply a monster on a devil, a reminder of the accepted typology.
Elsewhere the poet seemingly igiores the typological level, although there are
allegorical overtones, as when the poet comments on Jonah's soiled mantle thus:
Hit may wel be pat mester were his mantyle to wasche; (342),
which could refer, symbolically,to his "soiled" life of disobedience.
M. Andrew sees Jonah as both antitype and subfulfiLament of
Christ:
There would be nothing improper about this as a piece of 
interpretation; indeed it was an exegetical commonplace that a thing, person, 
or action could simultaneously represent a good force and an evil one. 34
He sees the poem in tezms of a series of simultaneous parallels
and contrasts between Jonah and Christ, and he indicates where these occur,
as in the "spakest" sailor's speech: ^
33**Jo^^ and Christ in Patience  ^ M«P% . 70 ( I9?3j^*230.
34.'Jonah an^ Christ in Patiencet p.231-
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Lo, al synkes in his synne and for his sake marres*( 172), 
which he considers is similar to the speech of the high-priest Caiaphas at 
Christ's trial (John 11^^). Andrew also considers that the sailors not wishing 
to bathe their hands in innocent blood parallel Pilate's action, and that Jonah 
is most like Christ in his behaviour at Nineveh. A.C. Spearing^on the other hand, 
sees Jonah as an antitype of Christ entirely. It seems that as the poet realizes 
some aspects of the story and not others so he uses typology from time to time, 
to undercut Jonah's behaviour sometimes and to give a special significance to 
events at other times. Certainly Andrew seems to take the symbolic element a little 
too far since much of the material he cites, particularly with reference to 
the sailors, is in the Vulgate, with no more implication than the literal in 
the text. The typological element is simply one dimension of the poem, used 
ironically, a reminder that there are other interpretations of Jonah which see 
him as a type of Christ.
Jonah is an unusual-character in Patience: he is an illustration 
of the lack of patience, a negative example of the thane of the poem. The 
virtue itself, patience, is the major consideration, not its reward, so that 
Jonah's behaviour, at least at the beginning and the end when the poet 
illustrates the lack of patience and its consequence, is most important. The 
difference in presentation between Jonah and other figures is that while Jonah 
disobeys God, is forgiven and rebels again, he is not destroyed ' as is 
Baltazar in I^iritv. The poet's attitude to him is equivocal, and he is at 
times presented sympathetically, unlike Baltazar who is largely seen in terms 
of the outward manifestations of his emotions. Jonah is a rebellious but not 
wholly evil man, something unusual in mediaeval terms. R.H. Bowers comments 
on him:
And the poet regards Jonah throughout from a Boethian point of 
view, so prevalent in fourteenth century England, as a man who stubbornly 
confused human intelligence with divine intelligence because of man's 
persistent egocentric tendency to think in anthropomorphic projections, to 
presume that God's intelligence is comparable to man's. 35
35* The Legend of Jonah.p.62 .
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The narrator leads into the Jonah story by narrowing down the
idea of patient durance and self control to a servant who has to agree to
perform his lord's errands, whether it pleases him or not:
3if me be dy^t a destyne due to haue.
What dowes me y>e dedayn o^ ouer dispit make ?
OJper 3if my lege lorde lyst on lyue me to bidde 
Ojaer to ryde ojoer to renne to Rome in his emde,
\ïhat grayjped me ])e grychchyng hot grame more seche ? (49-53)*
This aspect of the story, concerning Jonah the servant of God who refuses to
obey God's rightful commands, is illustrated more clearly by contrast with the
other characters in the poem, who obey him immediately. A.C. Spearing notes that
when God commands the winds to raise a storm, they obey i nstantly.God  says
angrily:
'Ewrus and Aquiloun9>at on est sittes.
Bio we 8 bd]pe at my bode vpon bio wat teres.* 
iDenne wat3 no tom "jper tytwene his tale and her dede.
So bayn wer >ay bcÿe two his bone for-to wyrk. (133-36).
The whale, too, is instantly obedient:
Thenne oure fader to 3>e-fysch ferslych bidde^
"pat he hym sput spakly vpon spare drye.
■pe whal wende^ at his wylle...... (337-39)* •
These two additions by the poet serve to emphasis the disobedience of Jonah.
B|y these means the poet structures the Vulgate so that the disparate parts of the
story seem to tend to one end. Another contrast, this time human, is between
the behaviour of the sailors and Jonah: they treat him with fear and reverence
when they know he is the servant of God, and pray to God before they cast him
out:
Pyrst ■pay pray en to pe prynce pat prophètes seruen,
Pat he gef hempe grace to greuen hym neuer 
Pat pay in balele] blod per blenden her hande],
"pa3 pat hapel wer his pat pay here quelled. (225-28).
Even their idolatry earlier, when they pray to their own gods for help in the
storm, is a token of their spiritual awareness since Jonah at that time is
asleep in the hold. Although the poet gives a list of gods similar to that given
in the Baltazar narrative in Purity, he does not condemn their worship, as he
did Baltazar's:
36. The Gawain Poet, p.91.
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Summe to Vemagu per vouched advowee solerane,
Sumine to Diana deuout and derf Neptune,
To lÆahoun and to Mergot, pe mone and pe sunne,
And vche lede as he loued and layde had his hert. (165-68).
The sailors change allegiance to God as soon as Jonah tells them of Him, and
their action in sacrificing to God as soon as they are safe on shore
stresses that they are now obedient to God:
per wat3 louyng on lofte, when pay pe londe wonnen.
To oure mercyable God, on Moyses wyse.
With sacrafyse vp-set and solempne vowes.
And graunted hym on to be God and graythly non oper. (237-40)* 
The Ninevites also repent as soon as they hear of God's displeasure and await 
His mercy in sackcloth and ashes, with fasting: the king of Nineveh 
acknowledges Gk)d:
' And if we leuenpe layk of oure layth synnes.
And stylle steppen in pe sty^e he sty3tle3 h;^ seluen.
He wyl wende of his wodschip and his wrath leue.
And for-gif vus pis gult, ^if we hym God leuen. ' (401-4 ) *
In fact all the other oharaoters serve to point the contrast between Jonah,
who is especially God's servant, yet nevertheless is disobedient, and the
others who are God' a creatures or men who do not serve Him, yet who are
obedient as soon as they know Him.
The final example of patience in the poem is found to be in
God himself; at the end of the poem- he contrasts his own behaviour with
Jonah* s:
'Wer I as hastif aspou, heere, were harme lumpen;
Coupe I not pole bot as pou, per pryued ful f ewe,
I may not be so malicious and mylde be halden.
For malyse is no^ to mayntyne boute mercy with-inne'. (520-23) •
He shows this merciful patience both to the Ninevites and to his disobedient
servant Jonah. There is much more to the presentation of God than this simple
contrast between patience and impatience, but this will be considered later,
after an examination of Jonah himself. At the end, certainly, God's patience
is the final contrast between the disobedience and impatience of Jonah and the
positive expression of the virtue found in the other characters in the poem.
The character of Jonah is introduced carefully by this general
consideration of a mediaeval master-man relationship, with the poet stressing
the obedience due to a "liege lord" and the fact that, like it or not, this
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obedience is expected: patience comes in willing obedience, self control,
since there is no other alt emative possible. The liege-lor d/man relationship
is one which is used throughout the poem to describe God* s relationship with
Jonah. He is the master whose commands are to be obeyed and Jonah is the
disobedient servant. This colours the presentation of both Jonah and God
throughout the poem, and it seems to reflect the meaning of patience as basic
37to man's relationship to God, seen by D. J . Williams.
Jonah is introduced seemingly casually at the end of the poet's
illustration of the necessity to obey one's Lord willingly:
Did not Jonas in Jude suche jape sum-whyle ?
To sette hym to sewrte, vnsounde he hym feches. (57-58).
At the beginning he is described simply in terms of his function:
Jonas joyned wat^peivinne jentyle prophets; (62) •
There is no realization of "Jude" as there is of Abraham's
surroundings for example. Jonah is introduced with no antecedents, no sense
of his existence outside this story. Here the poet follows the Vulgate since
Jonah is not described at all there. A.C. Spearing remarks that "the Book of
Jonah has many of the same literary qualities as Auerbach points to in 
38
Genesis", and he cites the "vertical relationship" between God and man which 
is more important than man's relationships in society. This causes the 
presentation of the story with the minimum amount of spatial detail, and a 
sense that the characters speak from a void, as in the early narratives in 
Genesis. The effect in Patience is similar to that in the original: God's voice 
is heard from nowhere, speaking to a man whose place is unspecified. With the 
Abraham narrative in Purity, similar in the original to Jonah in this respect, the 
poet amplified the hints of physical details like the oak and the meal, to 
present a solid setting for the action: with Jonah he does not choose to develop 
this aspect. Instead he amplifies the material to provide motivation for the 
characters, at least in the first and leist sections, ühus the poet amplifies 
characterization in important sections of the poem.
37*‘The Point of Patience*, p.132.
38. The Gawain Poet, p.79.
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When God's speech comes to Jonah, it is clearly unwelcome:
Goddes glam to hym glod J^ at hym vnglad made, (63),
^ d  at the end of it, Jonah reacts with anger:
When]p)at steuen wat3 styntj>at stowned his mynde,
A1 he wrathed in his wyt, and wyÿerly heJ)o^t: (73-74) •
Jonah's speech which follows is an amplification of the original,
explaining why Jonah should flee from God's command to go to Nineveh. His
reasons for disobeying God, principally based on fear, may not be original
(fear is given as a reason for Jonah's disobedience by Marbodus of Rennes^^)
but the expression of it is certainly the poet's own. A.C. Spearing comments:
"Here the poet's power of instant realization is attributed to Jonah himself5"^^
and indeed Jonah is seen imagining the consequences to himself of obedience.
The Vulgate says simply: "Et surrexit Jonas, ut fugeret in Thar sis a facie
Domini (Jonah 1^).
In Patience Jonah begins:
'If I bowe to his bode and bryng hem J»is tale.
And I be nummen in Nuniue, my nyes begynes. ' (75-76).
Firstly he states the case in conditional clauses which posit a possible course
of action and imagine its result. Thus Jonah moves from fact to fantasy
immediately: the "nyes" are catalogued in detail and increasing severity later,
but he goes on to consider what he has been told of the character of the
Ninevites:
'He telles me ]30se traytoures a m  typped scbrewes;
I com wyth‘Jx)se ty]pynges, ]oay ta me by lyue,
Pyne3 me in a prysoun, put me in stokkes,
Wry*y>e me in a warlok, wrast out myn y^en.' (77-80)*
Jonah's amazement at God's information about the evil of the
Ninevites is emphasised by the first strong stress falling on the alliterating
"telles" (77); and Jonah moves from there with verbs which are ambiguous in
tense, as Spearing says, appearing to be in the present, as Jonah imagines
himself into the future situât ion. The things which happen to Jonah are
39* NaufragiunJonae Prophetae. P.L. ,tom 171,col I676.
40. The Gawain Poet, p.86 .
41* The Gawain Poet, p.86,
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increasingly terrible, from imprisonment to blinding, and he describes them
in a series of parallel clauses, the verbs of which have their subjects
unexpressed: this increases the sense of speed, as Jonah imagines more and more
horrific events. It also makes the speech comic in its presentation of Jonah's
vivid imagination, building from general to specific in the course of a few
lines. Jonah then sums up and moves on to another idea:
^]pis is a meruayl message a man for-to preche 
Amonge enmyes so mony and mansed fendes.
Bot if my gaynlych God such gref to me wolde.
For desert of sum sake, ])at I slayn were.' (81-84)*
His amazement at God's command moves from a general consideration
of the consequences of going to Nineveh to the possible reason behind it, and
he decides that God's main object is to have him killed, and not to threaten
punishment to the Ninevites.
He decides not to go to Nineveh, to bank on God ignoring him when
once he has gone:
'At alle peryles, ' qu(^ J)e prophets, 'I aproche hit no nerre;
I wyl me sum o\?er waye tat he ne wayte after;
..And ly^tly wnen I am &st he letes me alone.' (85-86,88).
Spearing comments that at this point as Jonah moves off to the port he seems
to draw away from the reader into indirect speech:
]5enne he ryses radly and raykes hi lyue 
Jonas toward port Japh, ay janglande for tene 
})at he noldejpole for no ]>yng non of J)ose pynes, 
pa^'Jje fader pat hym formed were fale of his hele. (89-92)*
Spearing also comments on the triple negative in line 91» which he considers
gives the effect of "childish petulance"^; Jonah is described later as
"janglande" (433) as he argues with God at Nineveh. The speed of his action is
again noted here as elsewhere in this passage where he is escaping from God,
in line 89, as if swiftness could outrun God.
The poet returns to direct speech again:
'Oure syre syttes,'he says, 'on sege so hy^e.
In his glowande glorye, and gloumbes ful l^tel 
]9a3 I be nummen in Nunniue and naked dispoyled.
On rode rwly to-rent with rybaudes mony.' (93-96).
42* The Gawain Poet, p.86.
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This indicates Jonah's self pity and what Spearing calls "a personal grudge
against God".^^ Jonah's irony, shown ty his use of words like "syttes on
sege so hy-3e" and God's 'glowande glorye', to indicate the separation of God
from his people, misfires, since in the next two lines he describes his
sufferings in terms which parallel Christ's, indicating that God v/as indeed
caring for his people, and that Jonah's opinion was mistaken. Jonah here is
contrasted with Christ, in his unwillingness to undergo suffering patiently.
The description of Jonah's embarkation is given in some detail;
the poet obviously draws on alliterative tradition to present the departure,
but also it emphasises the haste in the bustle of activity to leave the
harbour, and the happiness of Jonah in escaping:
J)e bl^pe brej>e at her bak pe bo sum he fyndes.
He swenges me pys swete schip swefte fro hauen. (107-8).
The poet draws this first part of the consideration of Jonah to
a close by an extended comment on his behaviour. During the description of
Jonah and his speech the poet remains more or less neutral, presenting Jonah's
imaginative speech with no adverse comment, apart from a statement that Jonah
is angry. The effect of the speech is achieved from within the speech^ ty irony and
by the progress of the thought. Only when Jonah is on board ship does the poet
comment directly on Jonah's feelings^ and the fitness of these feelings for a
servant of God:
Wat3 neuer so joyful a jue as Jonas wat^^jenne,
Dat ÿe daunger of dry3tyn so derfly ascaped;
He wende wel J>at]>at wy3 ÿat al J?e world planted
Hade no ma^t in J>at mere no man for-to greue. (109-112).
The first two lines quoted imply Jonah's pride in his achievemait and they
stand as reported thought in Jonah's mind. The poet's opinion in the follotving
lines shows Jonah's short sightedness, as revealed by the name for God in
line 111: "])at wy^ >at al>e world planted". The poet elaborates on this,
making clear Jonah's danger:
Lo,'be wytles wrechche, for he wolde noot suffer.
Now nat3 he put hym in plyt of peril wel more.
Hit wat3 a wenyng vn-war Jjat welt in his mynde,
]3a^ he were so^t fro Samarye, J>at God se3 no fyrre. (113-116).
43. The Gawain Poet, p.86.
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The poet indicates that Jonah's disobedience is based on his unwillingness
to suffer,his impatience. He describes Jonah's thought that he could escape
from God as something positive, growing in his mind, and demolishes Jonah's
opinion by quoting the same psalm as was used in Purity;
•0 foie] in folk, fels] oj^er-whyle
And vnderstondes vmbe-stounde^a] 3e be stape foie.
Hope 3e l^ at he heres not ]^ at eres alle made?' (121-23) .
It is made clear that Jonah was, or ought to have been, aware of this
particular psalm: "J>at ofte kyde hym ]oe carpe J>at kyng sayde", (II8).
The psalm is used in a similar way in Purity, to indicate the stupidity of
sinners who think their evil is hidden from God:
Bot savor, mon, in layself, Jx)u a sotte lyvie,
I J)a3 }30u here ]3ysell babel, brj^enkJje sumtyme
Wh^er he ÿat stykked uche a stare in uche steppe y^e,
^ii hymself be bore blynde, hit is a brod wonder; (Pfirity, 581-584) •
In Patience the quotation is more literally translated; it is not simply
included in the text, but its source is acknowledged, as an evidence of Jonah's
stupidity.
The poet concludes this passage of comment by indicating Jonah's
blindness, and giving an ominous warning of what is to come:
Bot he dredes no dynt ]oat dotes for elde.
For he wat] fer in "pe flod foundande to Tarce;
Bot I trow ful tyd ouer-tan pat he were,
So]Dat schomely to schort he schote of his ame. (125-28).
Not only was Jonah disobedient, but he was also unaware of the need to fear
God; the poet's warning contrasts with the happy confidence of Jonah at the
beginning of this passage. The reason given for Jonah's fearlessness, that he
"dotes for elde," seems to be a passing reference to the tradition of foolish
old age, to be found in fabliaux, for example in the Merchant's Tale, where
January is a typical deceived old man. When Old Age is described elsewhere, there
is an element of this foolishness, even when the figure also represents wise
Old Age. Physical debility characterizes the Elde figure in the Parlement
of the Thre Ages.^^ but also he has a typical desire for God, and finally he
possesses "the old man's" sins, in which Jonah resembles him:
44* Edited by I. Gollancz, SEEB/1915) , 158-63 .
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He was ballede and blynde and alle babirlippede,
Totheles and tenefull, I telle ]Owe for sothe;
And euer he momelede and ment and mercy he askede 
And cried kenely one Criste, and his crede sayde,
With sawtries full sere tymes to sayntes in heuen;
Envyous and angrye, and Elde was his name.
In Patience this half-line seems to be nothing more than a way of explaining
Jonah's behaviour: there is no further indication that he can be seen as a
typical "Elde" figure elsewhere. It is an interesting brief example of
characterization by allusion to a known stock figure.
In all this section Jonah's character is amplified from the
Vulgate; all Jonah's thoughts and the poet's comments direct the reader to
Jonah's inability to suffer patiently, to be submitted to Cod, and they show
his sin in anger. The effect of this presentation of a rebellious character
is unlike that of Baltazar in Purity: Jonah is not seen in a physical
manifestation of anger, as is Baltazar, when he destroys his idols. Instead
the poet presents Jonah's thoughts in what A.C. Spearing calls "an uncensored
transcript of the workings of the character's mind".^^ The thoughts and
speech progress without direct comment on their truth or falsity, and even the
irony to be discussed in Jonah's speech is not directly remarked upon, so that
the impression of Jonah is drawn from his own opinions. The poet, of course,
skilfully undercuts Jonah's pretensions by the torments he chooses, which
parallel Christ's. Jonah's state of mind is described on one occasion, when
he reacts against a specific command of God, but he is presented more intimately
on this one occasion than Baltazar is in a general presentation. Although Jonah
is seen with reference to the traditional typology, the poet makes clear that
there is no comparison between the two and the implicit contrast between Christ's
sufferings and Jonah's refusal to suffer makes Jonah's anger stand out the more
clearly.
The narrator's attitude to Jonah, too, is interesting: 
it is not the outright condemnation of the sinner, but rather a warning to 
repentance, similar to that given to the sinner in Purity when the poet uses 
the same psalm. The difference can be seen in the outright condemnation of 
Baltazar, where the ominous suggestion of judgement shows a finality, at the
beginning of Baltazar's part in the action:
45. The Qawain-poet,p.86 .
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Al wat z "joe mynde of pat man on misschapen Joinges,
Tilpe Lorde of })e lyfte liste hit abate. (Purity 1355-56).
In Patience the poet implies an unpleasant, hut not final judgement:
Now hat^ he put hym in plyt of peril wel more. (II4).
Thus the narrator's attitude is less hostile to Jonah than it is to Baltazar,
although his attack on Jonah here indicates the folly of his behaviour, but as
stupidity, not as malicious evil. The presentations of the two characters are
very different, Baltazar being exaggerated in his actions and "possessed" by
vices like anger or gluttony, and Jonah being presented as his thoughts lead
him to folly.
Following the comment on Jonah's behaviour, the poet describes
the rapid obedience of the winds to God^ and the storm.
When 3 6^ breth and ]pe brok and j^ e bote metten.
Hit watz a ioyles gyn ]}at Jonas wat] inne.
For hit reled on roun vpon]3e ro^e y}^ es; (145-47).
Here the storm scene is amplified and the detail made more substantial,
particularly in the behaviour of the sailors, who lighten the boat by throwing
their property overboard, and who pray to their gods. In this section^ the poet
adapts the Vulgate order, so that the sailors decide on the casting of lots
before Jonah is found sleeping in the hold, instead of before. He also gives
the "spakest" sailor's comment:
'And quen]De gulty is gon, what may gome trawe,
Bot he ]pat rules"J^e rak may rwe on‘]x»se o]>er?.* (175-76),
as advice given to all the man's companions and not, as in the Vulgate, just
to Jonah, showing the spiritual awareness of the man even before he knows God.
The noise and activity in the ship, as the sailors work and pray
to their gods,contrasts with the silence below decks where the only noise is
Jonah's snoring. The poet amplifies the Vulgate statement that Jonah "descendit
and interiors navis et dormiebat sopore gravi" (Jonah 1^), by providing for
Jonah an exact position in the boat, and by realizing the moment when he is
discovered by a "lodesman", describing the moment of discovery from the
"lodesman's" point of view:
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A lodes-mon ly3tly lep vnder hachches,
For-to layte mo ledes and htm to lote bryng*
Bot hym fay led no f reke pat he fynde my^t,
Saf Jonas )3e jwe, )Dat jowked in deme; (Ï79-82) ,
The poet explains Jonah's motives;
He wat^ flowen for ferde of Jje flode lotes (183),
and describes his position in detail:
 and on a brede lyggede,
On-helde by "Jd© hurrok, for]pe heuen wrache
Slypped vpon a sloumbe-selepe, and sloberande he routes•(184-86)•
The sleep is thus described literally, and, on an allegorical level, it
indicates Jonah's spiritual state. His unawareness of God, his spiritual sloth,
is reflected in the physical sleeping detailed so graphically. According to
S. Wenzel,Sloth was thought to be a spiritual sin only until the twelfth
century, when it gained the physical aspect which was to become all important.
The spiritual aspect was still considered, as is clear from the Book of Vices
and Virtues; under the heading of Sloth comes a summary of six causes of "evil
ending" in "slew]pe". These six begin:
On is vmbuxumnesse, whan a man ne wole not do J>at he is charged 
to doo in penaunce; or ]if a man schulde any bing do, and hym 
■Joink^ to hard, excus^ hym to do it, and ]if he vnderfonge)) 
it, he do but little "joerof or elles ri^t nou^t.
]pe secounde is not to suffre, for ri]t as he may nojyLng bere 
]purgh vmbuxumnesse, ne may he no J>ing suffre for inpacience, 
pat is vnsuffranee, andjberfore dar no man speke to hym 
in helpe of his soule.4(
The list goes on from grudging to anger, self contempt and finally despair
and the desire to be killed. Obviously Jonah is not Sloth, since much of the
description of him is literal with no suggestion of allegorical overtones at
all, but the poet, in characterizing Jonah'sains of grudging anger and wanhope
at the end, may have echoed the pattern of sloth as found in the manual of
Christian behaviour. It is possible that these brief pointers to a certain
sin would have been instantly recognisable to his contemporaries and, certainly,
at this point in the poem, Jonah is spiritually slothful, unaware of the power
and demands of God.
46. The Sin of Sloth: accedia in medi aval thought and literature»
(Chapel Hill,1967). ' '
47. The Book of Vices and Virtues. RFÆS.217,p.29, H. 11-20.
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Jonah's awakening is described literally, and forcefully, with
the suggestion also of a stay in Hell in the sailor* s curse:
l3e freke hym frunt with his fot and bede hym ferk vp; 
per Hagnel in his rakentes hym rere of his dremesJ(187-88).
More physical detail and violence emphasise the literal level of the narrative,
and also present Jonah in an undignified light, a comic figure who sleeps
"sloberande" and is awakened by a kick, to be dragged on deck by the sailor:
BL pe haspede he hentes hymbenne.
And bro^t hym vp by pe brest and vpon borde sette, (189-90).
The reaction of the sailors to Jonah follows the Vulgate, but the
poet amplifies the number and force of the questions they ask:
'What pe deuel hat3 pou don, doted wrech ?
What seches pou on see, syn-ful schrewe,..J.(196-97)•
The sailors i make clear Jonah's position:
' Lo, py dom is pe dy3t, for py dedes ille;
Do gyf glory to py godde, er pou glyde hens. (203-4).
The sailor's speech uses the Vulgate questions, but makes them more forceful
and condemnatory, showing again the contrast between sailors and Jonah.
This extension of the Vulgate, giving in more detail the eager, angry reaction
of the sailors, is followed by Jonah's speech. The poet is again close to the
Vulgate, and therefore the speech is unlike previous speeches of Jonah. He
begins:
'I am an ebru, 'qu<^ he, ' of Israyl borne; 
pat wy3e I worohyp, iwysse, pat wro]t alle pynges,
Alle pe worlds with pe welk^, pe wynde and pe sternes,
And alle pat wone] per with-inne, at a words one*. (205-8).
This is amplified by the long description of God: in the original He is
described simply as having made the sea and the dry land. This first sentence
moves more slowly because of the list of things God has made, and the winding
syntax is unlike previous speeches in which frequent use is made of parallel
clauses (77-80). The irony in Jonah's earlier opinion of God, for example,
"my gaynlych God" in line 83, when he contrasts God's nature and position with
his supposed inactivity and lack of concern towards his prophet, is totally
lacking from this speech in which Jonah simply states his knowledge of God.
The poet has put two Vulgate speeches of Jonah together, so that he tells the
sailors who he isf and confesses his guilt as well:
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’ Alle pis meschef for me is made at J)ys tyme,
For I haf greued my God and gulty am foundenj’(209-10) •
There is no corresponding line in the Vulgate to line210, when Jonah explicitly
admits his guilt. Jonah's speech is concluded with advice to the sailors to
throw him overboard, a request from his second speech in the Vulgate.
This speech seems unlike anything seen of Jonah previously in
the poem; it is quiet and dignified, reflecting closely the Vulgate original.
It is a surprising speech, coming after the comic and undignified picture of
the sleeping prophet, and it stands without any comment from the poet on
Jonah's feelings or state of mind. It seems to me that the poet has realized
the poem scene by scene as he adapted the Vulgate so that, to some extent,
the impact of one incident is unrelated to the effect of another. Here the
undignified comic figure is forgotten, and the dignity and simplicity of the
Vulgate original is retained and amplified. Jonah, then, is not a consistent
figure: the poet now concentrates on the punishment for his impatient
disobedience, and therefore removes the focus from the "inner life" of Jonah,
to more formal contrasts of behaviour between the sailors and Jonah, simply
setting one against the other to indicate how disobedient Jonah has been. The
characterization of Jonah here, therefore, is relatively unimportant, and the
reader is distanced from him and from his intimate thou^ts, which the poet
revealed at the beginning.
The ssdlor's reaction to this news, as in the Vulgate, is one
of fear and attempted escape: all this section, from the calling up of the
winds to Jonah's arrival in Nineveh,stresses the power of God to command
obedience; Jonah's punishment is an object lesson that impatience does not pay.
As I said earlier, the sailors are a contrast in behaviour to Jonah, in their
eagerness not to offend God by killing his prophet, and in their thankfulness
when the storm subsides: both these elements are present in the Vulgate, but the
poet emphasises the merciful nature of God (239), and the sailor's complete
allegiance to him.
The Vulgate follows the fortunes of the sailors before turning
to Jonah's fate, and Patience does likewise. The effect in Patience is greater,
since the poet has amplified the calming storm and the sailor's actions, making
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clear that the storm stopped, but the sea took a little longer to become calm:
He wat] no tytter out-tulde p a t tempest ne sessed;
)?e se sa]tled"Joer-with as sone as ho mo^t. (23I-3 2).
The literal level of the narrative is stressed in the explanation that the 
ship is not able to sail of herself, but is carried to shore by the current, a
detail not given in the Vulgate. The leisurely pace of the narrative at this
point builds up a certain suspense, an uncertainty as to the fate of Jonah, and 
the poet contrasts the fates of the sailors and the prophet:
%)a] )3ay be jolef for joye, Jonas ]et dredes;
J)a] he nolde suffer no sore, his seele is on anter;
For what-so wo^ed of J>at wy]e fro he in water dipped.
Hit were a wonder to wene, ]if holy wryt nere. (24I-4 4).
This section, then, in the presentation of Jonah shows little of 
his character. He is seen partly through the eyes of the sailors, and his 
state of mind is indicated only indirectly, in his "sloumbe-slepe"; what he feels 
towards God, and how he has been changed by the experience of the storm are not 
indicated, nor is it clear what his feelings are as he is hurled overboard, 
except in the most general terms. The poet obviously chooses to concentrate 
only intermittently on what seems to the modem reader the most interesting 
aspect of Jonah, the realistic and detailed presentation of character, and only 
when it furthers his purpose to illustrate the impatience which caused the wrath 
of God. It is the poet's choice to create a realistic presentation or not, since 
he amplified the "gaps" in motivation in the Vulgate at the beginning, and 
there are similar "gaps" here, since Jonah gives no indication as to his feelings 
in condemning himself to death. There remain, therefore, parts of the 
presentation of Jonah's character which are not consistent, nor fully explained 
because they do not further the poet's purpose. In this part of the poem the 
poet contrasts obedience with disobedience, continuing with the idea of Jonah 
the undignified figure, but from a distance, not dissipating the effect of the 
very dramatic presentation of Jonah's anger by presenting Jonah's fear equally 
dramatically.
In the next part of the poem comes the description of Jonah's
sojourn in the whale. First the poet indicates briefly what happened to Jonah,
that a whale swallowed him, and before giving the description of Jonah inside, 
he makes it clear that it is God's care which keeps him alive. Incidentally,
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the poet explains the timely arrival of the whale by saying he "wat^ beten.fro 
]oe abyme" (248) one of the effects of the storm mentioned earlier: 
pat breed fysohes
Durst nowhere for ro^ arest at Jje bothem. (143-44)*
This shows the poet's awareness of detail and his need to explain many things 
which are not clear in the original, to realize Scripture, and it also shows 
that he must be aware of the choice either to realize or not to realize, and 
hence his presentation of Jonah is a consciously chosen one, not a random 
development.
The poet's indication that God shields Jonah is given in terms
which answer Jonah's earlier criticism of God's aloofness:
For nade ]oe hy]e heuen-kyng, f>ur] his honde my^t.
Warded ]ois wrech man in warlowes gutte].
What lede mo]t lyue, bi lawe of any kynde,
pat any lyf my]t be lent so longe hym with-inne ? (257-60).
Jonah says earlier "oure syre syttes....on sege so hy^e" (93) and considers
God's lack of care; here the care is made more personal by the poet's use of
"his honde my^t" and the verb "warded" which together suggest an almost human
guardianship. In the next line- the echo of Jonah's earlier criticism is made
more explicit:
Bot he wat^ sokored by })at syre >at syttes so hi^e, (261) ,
although the prophet himself is "wanle^ of wele" (262). The poet now extends
the general statement that Jonah is in the whale to indicate his feelings
and his fate, in greater detail.
Firstly the poet speaks of Jonah's awareness:
Lorde, colde wat] his cumfort, and his care huge.
For he knew vche a cace and kark ]oat hym lympedj (264-65).
Jonah understands his position, and it is neatly summarised in a simile :
he is swallowed "As mote in at a munster dor" (268), a graphic simile which
also has the effect of reminding the reader of the spiritual purpose of this
event, which is a kind of penance to return the prophet to a right service of
God. The description of Jonah's progress into the whale is very vividly
imagined: it is a progress with a lengthy description culminating on his
arrival in the whale's stomach itself:
He glydes in by Jse gilesjour] glaymande glette,
Relande in by a rop, a rode pat hym J>0]t,
Ay hele ouer hed hourlande aboute, .
Til he blunt in a blok as brod as a halle. (269-72).
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A.C. Spearing comments:
Sound, rhythm and syntax work together to produce an 
astonishingly complete enactment of the experience, as, for example, when 
the liquid and verbless confusion of 'Ay hele over hede, hourlande aboute' 
is jarringly cut short by the past tense and plosives of 'Til he blunt 
in a blok'. 48 .
The description is close to Jonah's view also; since the poet
also comments on the "rop" (270) as Jonah sees it: "a rode ]sat hymjto^t."
At the final arrival in the "blok", the allegorical level is indicated once
more:
And }oer he festnes J>e fete and fathme^ aboute.
And stod vp in his stomak pat stank as pe deuel; (273-74)*
This is a clear reminder of the parallel between the whale and Hell in which
Christ spent three days, according to tradition. In the midst of this literal
description the poet comments on Jonah's position:
per in saym and in sor^e pat sauoured as helle,
per wat] bylded his hour pat wyl no bale suffer. (275-76) •
The filth and the smell of the whale, as well as the vivid realization of Jonah's
progress through it, are what are emphasised, and this points the physical
discomforts of Jonah's experience. The poet in the line quoted widens the
perspective, to show that this is the consequence of Jonah's sin; in using the
word "bour" of the whale's stomach, the poet is using a recurring theme. In his
introduction to Patience J.J.Anderson quotes A.C.Cawley's suggestion that the
49bower is a "mediaeval fool's peiradise, a haven of false security." The most
obvious "haven" in the poem is the "wodbynd" bower later in which Jonah awaits
events at Nineveh, but when Jonah sleeps in the hold of the ship, he is
behaving much as he does in the "wodbynd" bower, and when he is in the whale,
the poet makes the link explicit between these three places of "safety", by
calling the whale a "bour" and by commenting on his position there:
per he sete also sounds, saf for merk one.
As in pe bulk of pe bote]per he by-fore sleped. (291-92).
It is an obvious irony that when Jonah thinks he is safe and secure, in the ship
and in the bower, that he is in great danger, and that in this "bour" where he
seems to be least secure he is safely in God's hands. D.J.Williams speaks of
48* The Gawain Poet, p.84 .
49* Patience4 p*14#Hote 4*
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Jonah's search for a refuge from the world where everything is instantly
obedient to God, and it seems these three bowers represent attempts at escape,
which because of God's omnipotence are doomed to fail.^^
The physical unpleasantness of the whale is stressed again by
the description of Jonah's search for somewhere to remain;
And penne he lurkkes and laytes where wat] le best 
In vche a nok of his nauel, bot nowhere he fynde]
No rest no recouerer bot ramel ande myre.
In wych gut so-euer he got^, bot euer is God swete. (277-80).
The contrast between the whale "pat stank as pe deuel", and God's "sensible 
51fragrance" , "bot euer is God swete", is very distinct. Jonah finds "no rest 
ne recouerer" until after his prayer to God, a fact indicating his dependence 
on God.
The first prayer is not found in the Vulgate, and it is in fact
unlike the second Vulgate prayer in tone. Vantuono suggests that this is a
clever interpolation of the poet's to cover the fact that the prayer in the
Vulgate begins in the past tense: "Lorde to pe haf I cleped" (305)> in the 
52Vulgate "clamavi".^ D.J. Williams, too, sees the second prayer as one of
thanksgiving as it is in the Vulgate, accounted for by the requests in the first
53prayer which are answered.^ These reasons may be true, although the poet makes
the second prayer one of submission as well as thanksgiving, and the first
prayer is unusual in tone. Jonah begins with an imperative:
'Now, prynce, of py prophète pite ]x>u haue'. (282).
This abrupt opening is unlike the customary prayers advocated for repentance
in its demand for pity which proceeds the admission of failure. This follows,
although couched in such a form that it seems that Jonah is not entirely
concerned to admit his guilt.
'pa] I be fol and fykel and falce of my hert,
De-woyde now py vengaunce. Jour] vertu of rauthe,
Tha] I be gulty of gyle, as gaule of prophètes, 
pou art God, and alle gowde] ar grayjo ely J>yn owen (283-85)•
50.’The Point of Patience, p.135 #
51» The Gawain Poet, p.85,
52. *Structure__and,_Sources of Patience y p. 401 *
53** The Point of Patience, p.134.
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The three terms in the first concessional clause^" fol and fykel and falce" (283),
following one after the other in a parallel construction, are so general that
it is possible that the poet is implying a certain lack of sincerity in Jonah's
confession, particularly as the following line again demands rather than requests
pardon. A similar construction follows which repeats Jonah's admission of
guilt "as gaule of prophètes" (284) and admits God's complete control of all
things. A further demand concludes the speech:
^Haf now mercy of py man and his mys-dedes.
And preue pe ly^tly a lorde in londe and in water'. (287-88).
The request to "preue pe" seems inappropriate in its implications that God is
being tested by Jonah. He continues the concept of the master/man relationship
which the poet introduced at the beginning speaking of himself as "py man" and
of God as "a lorde" and his prayer is based on a plea for mercy and pity,
although it is couched in ataipt and demanding terms. There is no answer from
God after this prayer, except that Jonah finds a clean comer of the whale in
which to test, an occurrence which. O.G.Hill sees as God's reply to Jonah:
With pat he hitte to a hyme and helde hym per-inne,
59er no de-foule of no fylpe wat] fest hym abate; 
p)er he sete also sounde, saf for merk one.
As in pe bulk of p e  bote per he by-fore sleped. (289-92).
Jonah is described as spending three days "ay penkande on dry^tyn" (294) which
might suggest that he was not entirely patiently submitted to God's will in the
first prayer, demanding that God should fulfil his side of the bargain
immediately. This is the only indication of Jonah's exact relationship to God
at this point, and since the poet makes no comment on it, it is uncertain what
effect it is intended to have. There is no clear tracing of Jonah's repentance
and turning to God; the evidence here is on Jonah's physical feelings, on the
reedization of what it might be like to be in the intestines of a whale, so that
the focus is on the physical aspects and not on Jonah's state of mind.
Jonah's second Vulgate prayer follows on his three-day sojourn
and his consideration of God:
His my]t and his merci, his mesure Jpenne;
Now he knawe^ hym in care pat coupe not in sele. (295-96).
54* O.G.Hill, Fatience;Style.background meaning, p.38.
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The poet translates the Vulgate very closely at this point, so that the tone
of the English prayer is unlike Jonah's other speeches, apart from the
translation of the Vulgate speech to the sailors. The speech is preceded by a
vivid reminder of Jonah's position:
Ande as sayled pe segge, ay sykerly he herde 
J3e bygge borne on his bak and bete on his sydes;(301-Z).
This prayer "ful prest" (303) begins with a personal address to God which in 
the Vulgate is impersonal:
'Lorde, to pe haf I cleped in care3 ful stronge.
Out of pe hole pou me herde of hellen wombe; *(305-6),
a change in the relationship of Jonah and God which is continued elsev/here
in the prayer. Otherwise the poet is close to the Vulgate, amplifying little
and perhaps using two subjects in place of the Vulgates one,as in:
Alle pe gotez of]py guferes and groundelez powlez, (310y^which
translates "omnes gurgites". The original Hebrew verse is in itself
repetitious, so that the poet remains close to the Latin in translation. The
prayer itself speaks of God's mercy in rescuing the poet from the overwhelming
storm, and his confidence that he will once more serve God. The poet conveys
the force of the storm and the power of the water overwhelming him as does the
Vulgate. The poet makes some ideas more specific as when the prophet reports
his own speech:
"Care-ful am I, kest out fro py cler y3en
And deseuered fro py sy3t, 3et surely I hope
Efte to trede on "py temple and teme to py seluen.(314-16),
Uiri
translates "Abjectus sum a conspectu oculorum tuorum; ve^^amen rursus videbo
templum sanctum tuum" (Jonah 2^ ). The poet includes Jonah's feelings-"Care-ful
am I"-and also the more specific hope of Jonah to "teme to py seluen." There is
no alteration, however, of the tone of the Vulgate up to this point. Jonah
acknowledges God's sovereignty, as in the Vulgate, but,instead of translating
literally the Vulgate statement that God would lift Jonah's life from
corruption, the poet introduces a specifically Christian concept:
* *p ou schal releue me, renk, whil py ry3t slepe3,
%)ur^ my^t of py mercy pat mukel is to tryste.»(323-^4).
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Jonah's confidence in God's mercy "whil^ ry^t slepe^" is a
Christian commonplace, that no man could he saved, according to God's just
judgement, until he returns to God's favour, through grace. The verb "slepe^"
is an unusual one to be used in this context, implying as it does that God's
justice must wink before Jonah can be saved. The relationship between justice,
mercy and grace was an uncertain one, after the Ockhamist theology which
removed the confidence with which man stood before God, and Ockhamists seemed
to indicate a certain arbitrariness on the part of God,who could save an
unrepentant sinner if need be, and damn one who had enjoyed his grace. Jonah
expresses his hope in God's mercy, but implies that it is to be obtained at
the expense of this justice.
The other adaptation the poet makes is to implant in the prayer
the master-man relationship:
'For whenp'acces of anguych wat] hid in my sawle,
J)enne I remembred me ry]t of my rych lorde,
Prayande him for pete his prophets to here,'(325-2?)•
The idea of God as a "ryche lorde" is not in the Vulgate and neither is any
parallel phrase to "prayande him for pete." The Vulgate simply states that
Jonah remembered his God, so that his prayer might reach God's temple. Thus
both additions make the prayer closer to the mediaeval concept of the
relationship between God and man, one based on mercy and pity on God's side,
and repentance on man's. The idea of God's mercy occurs in the Vulgate, in
the next part of the prayer in whieh Jonah speaks of those who neglect God's
mercy, putting their trust in "vanitates frustra." The poet makes this more
specific, suggesting that Jonah's knowledge has now turned into experience:
'I haf meled withjy maystres mony longe day,
Bot now I wot wyterly }3at ]DOse vnwyse ledes,
])at affyen hym in vanj^e and in vayne pynges,
Forjjsink "jpat mount es to no^t her mercy forsaken I ' (329-32).
This idea of speaking with "j>y maystres" is not in the Vulgate.
The poet also amplifies the Vulgate promise to pay vows to
God:
'Bot I dewoutly awowe, "J)at verray bet] halden.
Soberly to do pe sacrafyse when I seal saue wooÿe,
And offer Jse for my hele a ful hoi gyfte.
And halde goud 5>at Jaou me hetes, haf here my trauthe.' (333-36).
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The conditional nature of the sacrifice is twice expressed in the poem, and 
not mentioned in the Vulgate: "when I shal save woi^e" and "offer Jse for my 
hele." The last line is the poet's addition, and it clearly brings the prayer 
closer to the original disobedience of Jonah for which he was punished. The 
final phrase, "haf here my trauthe," sets the whole prayer in a mediaeval 
mode, based on the agreements betweai liege-lord and servant. Parts of the 
prayer which are expanded deal generally with what Jonah wants from God, which 
in the Vulgate is less than explicit. The poet turns the prayer from a 
confident statement of God's power to protect his prophet, to a request for 
mercy and pity and he emphasises also the promise at the end, that Jonah will 
serve more faithfully. Since the poet does not comment on Jonah's state of 
mind, as he did at the beginning of the poem, it is clear that he did not wish
to log the repentance of Jonah in great detail, as he did the disobedience and
impatience. This could clearly be a turning point in the poem when Jonah, 
having leamt patience in the whale, reaches a new understanding of patient 
service of God, but the poet does not indicate clearly Jonah's position, nor 
does he show God speaking in reply, so that the relationship between them is 
seen only from Jonah's side.
The result of the speech is God's command to the whale to vomit 
up Jonah on dry land. The poet comments on Jonah's "sluchched clones":
Hit may wel be )>at mester were his mantyle to wasche: (342).
A.C. Spearing says of this that it is an indication of Jonah's spiritual state,
as for example, is the coat of Haukyn in Piers Plowman (HXlll,272ff) as well
55as a literal detail, realizing scripture. The irony is that Jonah is soiled 
"inwardly" and he is unaware of it; yet even this presents some problem in 
how the reader sees Jonah at this point. Following his confession to God, it 
should be possible to see a forgiven Jonah, fulfilling his promise to do what 
God commands; instead we have an allusive reference to a soiled cloak. In this 
section of the poem it seems that the poet is being intentionally ambiguous with 
reference to Jonah's character, not indicating clearly whether he has returned
55. The Gawain Poet, p.83.
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to obedience, or whether some part of him is still impatient with God, and,
if the latter is true, what credence should be placed on his prayer. Since
Jonah is to prove impatient again, his central obedience is lightly stressed
and his exact state of mind remains intentionally obscure.
God's second speech to Jonah follows on from his first command;
"Nylt Jdou neuer to Nuniue bi no kynne^ waye^ ?" (346), and it
i i /
seems to express God's exasperation with his servant; Jonah's reply suggests
complete obedience to God:
*]isse, lorde,'quo^a Joe lede, 'lene mej>y grace 
For-to go at ]pi gre; me gayne^ non o]per.' (347-48).
This is an amplification of the Vulgate, and it is mediaevalised in Jonah's
request for 'grace', and his confession " me gaynez non oJ>er" which implies
resignation at least to God* s command: he is indeed a subdued figure,
compared to the angry prophet at the beginning.
The part of the poem in which he preaches to the Ninevites sees
no return to the intimate portrayal of'the prophet, although how one should
consider his preaching to the Ninevites is again uncertain. In the Vulgate,
Jonah's message is simple: "Adhuc quadraginta dies, et Ninive subvertetur."
(Jonah 3^). In Patience this is much amplified so that Jonah preaches
destruction four times, with increasing intensity:
']et schal forty daye] fully fare to an ende,
And ]9enne schal Niniue be nomen and to nO]t woi^e;
Truly Jois ilk toun schal tylte to grounds;
Vp so doun schal 3e dumpe depe to "Joe a^byme.
To be 8wol]ed swyftly wythjoe swart ezÿe.
And alle "jpat lyues here-inne losejoe swete*. (359-64).
As with Jonah's imaginings at the beginning, where his fate at the hands of
the Ninevites became increasingly horrific, so here, the fate of the Ninevites
themsdves moves from the general concept that Nineveh will be "nomen and to
no^t wo2?jpe" through to the terrifying idea "to be swelled swyftly wyth pe
swarte erjpe". It is tempting to see a touch of vindictiveness in the way
in which Jonah obeys God's command, particularly in view of his reaction later
when the Ninevites repent.
Jonah's continuous preaching brings a swift reaction from the
citizens, who repent : with Jonah's vivid realizing of the destruction of the
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town, it is not surprising that:
Such a hidor hem hent and a hatel drede,
]3at al chaunged her chere and chylled at Joe hert. (367-68).
Unlike the cities doomed for destruction in Purity, there is no presentation
of the evil they have done to displease God: since they are only seen in
repentance there is no need to show the evil, to alienate the readers
sympathy for them. The poet expands the Vulgate description of their
repentance to show their feelings of sadness and fear, as well as to make more
specific their actions in putting on hair shirts and putting dust on their
heads. A similar expansion of detail occurs when the poet describes the
king's repentance:
And he radly vp-ros and ran fro his chayer,
His ryche robe he to-rof of his rigge naked,
And of a hep of askes he hitte in})e mydde^. (378-80).
The speed of the king’s repentance seems melodramatic, particularly as most
of the poem is a fairly slowly paced amplification of the Vulgate. In this
place the action is speeded up simply'by a near literal translation of the
Vulgate text; the feeling of melodrama is further increased in the king's
actions and reactions:
He aske^ heterly a hayre and hasped hym vmbe,
Sewed a sekke “Jper-abof, and syked ful colde;
5)er he dased in pat duste, with droppande teres,
We-pande ful wonderly alle his wrange dedes. (381-84).
The decree he sends out also seems exaggerated in its orders: the poet
amplifies the Vulgate speech that no man nor animal should eat or drink
to give details of the forbidden activities. Firstly he specifies explicitly
those covered by the decree, among them:
* Vch pprynce, vche prest, and prelates alle,*(389).
and then catalogues the things forMdden*
brottt ne, no 
' Ne best bite on ncAbent nau]per,
Passe to no pasture, ne pike non erbes, ^
Ne non oxe to no hay, ne no horse to water*. (392-94)*
The purpose of this fasting, which is linked later with a turning from evil
ways, is to please God:
' What .vrote bjper wyte may ^if pe wy^e lykes,
]3at is hende in pe hy^t of his gentryse ?' (397-98).
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This is similar to the sailor’s instant obedience to God but here the phrase 
for God is a clearly mediaeval one; "hende in ]^ e hy3t of his gentryse,", 
reflecting the courtly virtues attributed to God in Purity, for example, and 
elsewhere; it is unlike the phrases used of God elsewhere in the poem, which 
speak of His creative power and might generally. The king places reliance on 
his mercy:
wot his my3t is so much,jDa3 he be raysse-payed, 
pat in his mylde amesyng he mercy may fynde.' (399-400),
using expressions similar to those used by Jonah in his plea for God’s mercy
as he prayed from the whale.
Gentleness and nobility are God's characteristics, according to the king of 
Nineveh, and in spite of his melodramatic turn from evil to good as soon as he 
hears Jonah's threat, God hears him:
And God pur3 his godnesse forgef as he sayde; 
pa3 he oper bihy3t, with-helde his vengaunce, (407-8).
This contains the reminder that God has changed His mind - "J>a3 he (per
bihy3t," - and the section of the poem ends with this evidence of mercy. The
Ninevites' repentance, which is so swift and sudden, according to tradition
was not long lasting and they were destroyed; the extreme into which they fall
appears unrealistic. Although writers of the Middle Ages were given to
presenting their characters in extreme terms, as when the hero or heroine in
romance is spoken of as weeping or swooning, with an artist such as the poet
of Patience one wonders whether this extreme and non-literal presentation of
the repentance of the Ninevites does not represent in some sense an insincere
turn to God,
The final section of Patience, that corresponding to the fourth 
chapter in the Book of Jonah, sees a return to the angry Jonah who lacks 
patience. When he knows of God's forgiveness his reaction is similar to that 
at the beginning:
Much sor3e penne satteled vpon segge Jonas;
He wex as wroth as pe wynde towarde oure lorde.
So hat3 anger onhit his hert, he calle3
A prayer tope hy3e prynce, for pyne.... (409-12),
Here sorrow and anger are seen as positive things which invade the prophet, 
with positive verbs like "satteled" and "onhit." The poet has amplified the 
SDeech of jonah to God and altered the tone of it to some extent.
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Jonah starts his speech with righteous indignation and an 
appeal for God's judgement;
biseche ]oe, syre, now ])ou self iugge,
Wat^ not Jjis ilk my worde ÿat woiÿen is noi^e, ' (413-14)*
The poet structures the speech more than that in the Vulgate, beginning two
sentences in similar ways: "Wei knew I*..*" (417) and "I wyst wel...."(42l).
He alters the Vulgate description of God's qualities, to make Him more like a
mediaeval nobleman:
*Wel knew I]oi cortaysye, 'py quoynt soffraunce, 
p y  bounte of debonerte and "^ y bene grace, 
py longe abydyng wyth lur, ipy late vengaunce,
And aypy mercy is mete, be mysse neuer so huge.* (417-20) ,
"Cortaysye", "suffrance" "debonerte" and even "grace" are courtly qualities,
prized in secular society as in religious. The poet inverts the Vulgate order
here, showing God’s qualities before Jonah's assertion that God's mercy was his
reason for fleeing from Tarshish. Jonah's reasons conflict with the actual
presentation of his fear earlier in the poem, and this obviously undercuts the
righteous indignation Jonah expresses here, even if his sentiments were not
themselves dubious:
' I wyst wel, when I hade worded quat-so-euer I cowJ)e 
To manace alle ]pise mody men ]3at in ])is mote dowelle^,
Wyth a prayer and a pyne J)ay my^t her pese gete,
Andjaer-fore I wolde haf flowen ler in-to T a r o e (421-24)*
Although Jonah is arguing against himself, since he himself has obtained from
the merciful God a rescue and reinstatement, his contemptuous dismissal of the
Ninevites' repentance as being "wyth a prayer and a pyne" does echo the effect
of the description of the Ninevites' actions earlier with their hasty and
melodramatic turning to God. Jonah's anger is clearly comic since his
allegations are untrue; his true reasons for fleeing were far less justifiable,
but there is a sense in which the Ninevites obtained forgiveness "with a prayer
and a pyne", which, although it is not definitely presented as bad, is not
presented as an entirely sincere change: Jonah's phrase seems a not unreasonable
way of describing their change.
Jonah concludes his speech with a melodramatic plea for death:
‘Now, lorde, lach out my lyf, hit lastes to longe;
Bed me bil^e my bale stour and bryng me on ende, ,
For me were swetter to swelt as swÿ^e, as me jaynk) (425-27)*
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This is the Vulgate amplified and modified so that Jonah appears self-
pitying, particularly, as A.C. Spesiring comments, with the allusion to "my
bale stour". Spearing speaks of Jonah's "childish death wish", the undignified
portrait of the man in rebellion against God.^^ His reason for wishing to die,
not found in the Vulgate^is his fear of being found a false prophet. According
to R.H.Bowers, Nicholas of Lyra, the early fourteenth century Franciscan .writer
of the influential Fostillae perpetuae. explains Jonah's anger against God as
57being due to his fear of being vilified as false.^ This detail, used to 
excuse the behaviour of an antetype of Christ, is turned here to illustrate 
Jonah's lack of control and his pettiness in desiring his own vindication at 
the cost of Nineveh's destruction.
God's reply asking whether he is right to be angry is 
unsatisfactory to Jonah, and he is described as leaving Nineveh as he left for 
Tarshish:
Jonas al joyies and janglande vp-ryses.
And halde^ out on est half of joe hy^e place, (433-34)*
He is again described as "icyles and janglande", as at the beginning, and his
reason for leaving the city is given as:-
/
For-to wayte on jpat won what schulde woiÿe after.(436),y the 
reason given in the Vulgate, which is the more forceful here because the poet 
has amplified the motivation of Jonah in wishing the destruction of the city.
The poet vividly describes the "bower" itself prepared for Jonah 
according to God's commands; this is another, minor, instance of the obedience 
of created things to God's will. The bower is seen through Jonah's eyes, in 
effect:
penne wakened ]De wy^ vnder wod-bynde,
Loked alofte on y>e lefjaat lylled grene; (446-47),
and
D e  gome gly^t on ]pe grene graciouse leuesj (453), 
where "graciouse" mi^t be Jonah's own adjective. Jonah's reaction is excessive, 
as critics have pointed out:
56. The Gawain poet* p.88 .
57* The Legend of Jonah» p.60 .
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Ipenne wat] joe gome so glad of his gay logge,
Lys loltrande joer-inne lokande to toune;
So blyjoe of his v/od-bynde he bait ere s J)er-vnder,
J3at of no diete ])at day- joe deuel haf - he ro^t.
And euer he la^ed as he loked jpe loge alle aboute.
And wysohed hit were in his kyth j?er he wony schulde,
On he^e vpon Effraym c^er Ermonnes hille^*
'Iwysse, a wofjoloker won to welde I neuer keped*. (457-64)•
His state of mind is described by the participle "loltrande" and the verb
"balteres", physical actions suggesting mental state. "Loltrande"especially
is reinforced by the effect of the second half-line, in which there is a reminder
that Jonah's delighted laziness awaits the destruction of the cities. A.C.
CO
Spearing speaks of the childishly dramatic change from dejection to delight^ 
which characterizes Jonah at this point. Although extremes of emotion are 
common in mediaeval literature, this exaggerated delight seems to contain a 
suggestion of his lack of control. This is reinforced by the line which speaks 
of his fasting, because of his happiness and the parenthesis condemning his 
food to the devil. The poet illustrates Jonah's impatient lack of control here 
by indicating his physical activity, or lack of it. He also expresses Jonah's 
sense of ownership, of the proud proprietorship he feels for this "loge": 
in line 46I he "la]ed as he loked jae loge alle about", and later he wants to 
take it home with him. This proprietory air explains some of Jonah's anger 
when "his" wodbynde dies, a fact picked up by God in his speech replying to 
Jonah:
'jpou art waxen so wroth forjoy wod-bynde,*(497) •
This is noted by Spearing in commenting on this action and reaction between God 
and J o n a h . I n  this way, by giving a description of Jonah's extreme reaction 
and his sense of possession, the poet prepares for his second melodramatic 
call for death when the "logge" withers away.
Jonah's speech to God on this occasion is%ain an amplification 
of the more dignified Vulgate "Melius est mihi mori,quam vivere". (Jonah 4^),
58. The Gawain poet, p.88 •
I
59. The Gawain poet, p.89.
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His physical discomfort in the hot sum is made more vivid:
pe man marred on J>e molde Jat mo^t hym not hyde, (479),
but the destruction of his "wod-bynde" is more central to the fact that "he
weped for sor^e (48O). Most of Jonah's speeches to God, apart from his meek
reply after his stay in the whale, begin with a description of his anger; this
time he speaks "with hat el anger and hot", (48I). Although the dignity of the
Vulgate's restrained speech is not to be found, there is a certain dignity in
Jonah's initial cry to God, even if it degenerates into self-pity later:
'A, }x)u maker of man, what maystery Jje joynke^
J3 us )jy freke to forfare for_-bi alle c^ oer?
With alle mes chef jaat ]oou may, neuer ÿou me sparey (482-84).
Jonah's epithet for God, "maker of man" is a reminder of God's sovereign power
over Jonah, and Jonah questions God's reasons for apparently playing with him.
Certainly it seems a misuse of God's "maystery" to create and destroy plants
in this way simply to discomfort the prophet, and Jonah's picture of tiiis
meddling God who indulges in "meschef" for the sake of it, is a convincing one.
However, the speech becomes a self-pitying outburst, as Jonah's reasons for
this are made clear;
'I keuered me a cumfort J>at now is cagt fro me,
My wod-bynde so wlonk )>at wered ray heued;
Hot now I se J>ou art sette my solace to reue;' (485-87).
The "cumfort" and "solace" were described above in Jonah's delight at his
bower, and in that description the poet made clear that Jonah's action was
sinful, in his "loltrande" and in his fasting for joy in possession. The
righteous indignation of Jonah's speech is therefore undercut, and the whole
speech becomes melodramatic in its self-pity in the last line:
'Why ne dy^tte^ jpou me to di^e ? I dure to longe* (488).
This speech with its concept of a God who enjoys destroying whatever enjoyment
man may possess hasj^ a basic assumption the idea that God's control is unjust,
and not operating because of God's concern for man. The master-servant
relationship implicit in the poem brings with it the concept that man is to
serve God, rather than that God is to care lovingly for man. It is a matter
of stress, since the poem is concerned with man's relationship to God and not
God's with man, but Jonah's speech expresses an extreme view of this necessary
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obedience and the punishment which follows disobedience.
God's reply characterizes Jonah as "wrath" and "waymot", 
setting the destruction of the "wodbynde" in perspective:
'Why art ]x)u waymot, wy^e, for so lyttel ?' (492)^/a* implied 
criticism of him which Jonah is quick to pick up in the next line:
'Hit is not lyttel, ' quoja pe lede, 'hot lykker to ry^t;
I wolde I were of "^s wo ride, wrapped in raolde .^' (493-94)*
Jonah's conception of justice, embodied in his complaint about his treatment 
at God'8 hands, again illustrates his own self-righteousness, and his final 
plea for death is petulant, another instance of his death wish, developed from 
the Vulgate and set in this melodramatic and self-pitying framework. This is 
Jonah's last speech; the Hook of Jonah and Patience*3 treatment of it end 
with God's speech, in which he compares Jonah's sadness over the destruction 
of a plant with his own sadness at having to destroy Nineveh, had the city 
not repented.
The final description of Jonah, as characterized in this last 
exchange is one of impatience, which is, as it were, unresolved, since the 
poet does not add to the ending any mention of Jonah's reaction to God's 
speech. This can obviously be seen as partly due to the poet's need to have a 
clear picture of impatience, as well as to his close adherence to the Vulgate 
text, filling gaps rather than bringing in new material. Jonah's impatience 
certainly leaves a vivid impression on the reader by his forceful speech, 
but the exact impact this speech has, or was meant to have, is difficult to 
assess, partly because it stands without narrator's comment, and partly because 
of the presentation of God in the poem, which inclines slightly to Jonah's 
view of Him.
Jonah's very forcefulness makes him an unusual figure in his 
attack on God's behaviour which goes unrebuked by the narrator, if not by 
God. When he is in the bower, Jonah's behaviour is described in terms of his 
actions on a literal level with moral implications in the choice of words 
used. Although the poet presents the description of the bower as seen by Jonah, 
he does not give the detailed psychological description of the beginning of the 
poem; instead Jonah is described externally, by a seeing rather than an
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omniscient narrator. The speech exchanges with God stand more or less alone 
with simply the comment that Jonah was angry, so that, as with the 
presentation of Abraham in liirity. the character is shown directly, without 
the mediation of the narrator. This presentation of Jonah, like Abraham,appears 
to be far more 'realistic' and life-like than was the presentation of 
Baltazar, even though Jonah is also seen as melodramatic in his over-reaction 
to the destruction of the bower. Baltazar's melodrama is one of action and 
Jonah's of speech, a part of his character and not a feature of his 
presentation. Although Jonah is ostensibly a presentation of impatience, the 
opposite of everything included in patience as defined by the poet, he 
emerges as a forceful figure on a literal level, in a presentation which, in 
using allegorical and typological levels intermittently, gives a sense of depth 
of character and significance, more than is usual in an illustrative figure in 
an exemplum. Jonah is unusual in that he is presented as a character who is 
disobedient, but without the outri^t condemnation customarily associated with 
this; he is a comic figure at the beginning and at the end, yet not as Baltazar 
is comic in his distorted actions: Jonah is comic because of his pretensions
and the way in whichMs motives and actions belie his righteous speech. The 
presentation of Jonah is more subtle and more sympathetic. He is not shown with 
the same close presentation at all times; as I have shown, in the central section, 
■ from the storm to his complaint to God at Nineveh, the poet indicates no detail 
of motivation, and has no close focus as he does at the beginning and the end, 
where the presentations ar*e similar. Jonah, like other mediaeval characters, 
is characterized closely only where necessary, where attention to character 
furthers the intention of the poem. Jonah, however, has a liveliness of 
presentation and a fullness of characterization which makes him a rarity in 
mediaeval English literature.
Before considering characters in some way related to Jonah, it 
will be useful to examine the presentation of God, since the impression gained 
of Jonah is partially at least grounded on the presentation of God. As stressed 
beforen the relationship is seen as that of the lord and his man, and if Jonah 
is a rebellious servant, God is portrayed as reacting like a mediaeval lord.
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This, together with Jonah's accusation that God employs "meschef"
against him, and the imagery of tricks and traps in the poem, tends to confirm
to some extent Jonah's view of God, that He is a powerful pursuer who plays 
with man*
At the end of the poem the exchange between God and Jonah at 
first seems similar in tone to the beginning. God is described, as elsewhere, 
as speaking angrily, "upon a breme wyse."
'Herk, renk, is jcis ryot so ronkly to wrath ^
For any dede ]jat I haf don c^ er demed ]3e e^t? (431-32).
The short abrupt sound of the beginning "Herk, renk", with its plosives confirms 
the sternness described by the poet, and he makes this speech more impersonal 
than the equivalent in the Vulgate; "Putasne bene irasceris tu?." (Jonah 4^ )*
In the second exchange between them God appears less fierce and abrupt;
'Is Ipis ry]t-wys, jpou renk, alle py ronk noyse.
So wroth for a wod-bynde to wax so sone ?
Why art pou so waymot, wy^ e, for so lyttel ?' (490-92).
The second question seems at least to expect an answer; both the first and
second speeches of God quoted above are expressed similarly in the Vulgate, the 
second being identical but for the addition; "super hedera." In Patience, the 
second speech is made a more personal address,, by the addition of the second 
question (492).
God's third speech is much amplified, since it is here that the
poet presents the concept of the patient God. Jonah's grumbling at God's mercy,
as well as his own experience of it, and the poet's statements about the
goodness of God, all these modify the harsh impression created by the 
relationship with Jonah. At the end of the poem the patience and mercy of God 
are indicated as God contrasts first Jonah's concern over the "wod-bynde" and 
His own concern for His handiwork, and then more generally Jonah's anger with 
His own patience. This second comparison, which is not in the Vulgate, draws 
the exemplum closer to the theme of the poem, and is a lead-in to the conclusion 
on the need for patience which rounds off the poem. The poet makes God's 
address to Jonah more forceful and specific, stressing Jonah's unjustifiable 
wrath over the loss of his bower:
'■Joou art waxen so wroth for "py wod-bynde^ * (497)*
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This is the opening of the speech in the Vulgate, but in Patience the
poet has made the beginning more dramatic by summing up what God has to
say in one sentence:
*penne by-*]penk joe, mon, if ÿe for-)>ynk sore,
If I wolde help my honde-werk, haf ÿou no wonde%* (495-96),
The poet also contrasts Jonah's feelings, and the cause of those feelings,
the death of the 'wod-bynde' and Jonah's desire for death:
'And ^et lyke^ )>e so lu)>er, ])i lyf wolde^ J)ou tyne.' (500).
Also more specific is God's description of the Ninevites; firstly he
shows that the destruction of repentant sinners is displeasing to him:
'T?e sor of such a swete place bur de synk to my hert.
So mony malicious mon as mourne^ ]oer-inne,' (507-8),
Here for the first time in the poem God speaks of Himself anthropomorphically,
Much of the description of God in the poem has been in terms of His
creative power; only at this point, and where Jonah is in the whale, and
the poet comments that God protects him his hande my^t (257)/ is there
any sense of God as a person, as there is throughout the exemplum of
Abraham. As well as the repentant citizens, the poet catalogues other
innocents who would have been destroyed, such as the "sottej formadde"
(509) "lyttel barne^" (510) andVjmmen vnwytte" (511). This emphasis on
mercy is a reversal of the presentation of God in the exemplum of Noah in
Purity where this just vengeance is shown; there the poet presents the
sinners who drown in the Flood sympathetically, by showing the innocent
victims who die, "Uuche burde wyth her bame" (Purity, 378), which
emphasises the terrible nature of God's vengeance.
At the beginning of the poem, therefore, the poet portrays
an angry, avenging God who orders His prophet to Nineveh with no apparent
concern or love for him; at the point where Jonah is swallowed by the
whale, this picture begins to change slowly, so that, while His anger is
still present when He speaks. His mercy is also revealed. God Himself makes
the point in His last speech in the poem, that His anger is controlled,
unlike Jonah's;
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*Wer I as hast if as *)pou, heere, were harme lumpen;
CoujDe I not jpole hot asjaou, jDerJryued ful fewe.
I may not be so malicious and mylde be halden,
For malyse is no^ to mayntyne boute mercy with-inne.»(520-523).
The reader, with Jonah, learns more of God's character as it is revealed 
by the poet, but there are still dark areas, as with Jonah, in which the 
impression created is uncertain, particularly in God's relationship with 
Jonah at the beginning, with the use of words which imply tricks, traps 
or escapes. Sometimes the poet uses ambiguous words, like "sly^tes" (130), 
and sometimes Jonah himself expresses his distrust of God, so that the 
ambiguity is not only in God as Jonah sees Him. This doubtful quality in 
God seems to be partly because,in presenting Jonah sympathetically and 
as the most important figure in the poem, the poet detracts from the 
presentation of God. It is at the point of change between the harsh God 
of earlier in the poem and the merciful God who is presented mainly at
the end that the picture is most obscure, as it is with Jonah himself at
his change to repentance. The poet does not detail His reactions to the 
Ninevites, apart from saying that He granted them forgiveness.
God is presented as One who can break His own laws when
necessary; he keeps Jonah in the whale, when, as the poet comments;
What lede mo^t lyue, p± lawe of any kynde, 
iPat any lyf myjt be lent so longe hym with-inne? (258-60).
The Ninevite's repentance causes Him to change His mind and pardon them;
And God his godnesse forgef as he sayde;
]pa^ he o)>er bihy^t, with-helde his vengaunce,(407-8),
and Jonah comments on this change which makes him a liar (428). The God of
Patience seems to be an Ockhamist God who is not limited by His own laws,
or anything else which detracts from His absolute freedom. He seems also
to be impersonal for much of the time, detached from His servants, human
or animal, and not wholly attractive in the way in which He is seen as
pursuing Jonah, even though' Jonah himself is clearly sinful; in many ways
it is a more complex presentation of God than that in Purity , where God's
hatred of all 'fylfe* is the thing stressed above all.
Patience as a whole is founded on turning points; the sailors 
turn in their fear from their gods to God, the Ninevites repent, and Jonah
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himself changes from sinful to good man. The first two are dealt with 
briefly, and in the case of the Ninevites melodramatically, as they rush 
into penance. With Jonah, since the emphasis is on his character, the 
turning point is of necessity more importantr and more obscure, since the 
poet withdraws the focus from him after the storm. The impression gained, 
then, is of a changing character, unlike the frequent static figures in 
many other religious writings, and yet this change is largely illusory 
since the poet presents two similar portraits of an angry Jonah separated 
by a distanced portrayal of Jonah in the storm, in the whale and at 
Nineveh. In this central section he is seen from outside, the emphasis 
being on his actions, and in the boat and in the whale he is largely a 
passive figure, being acted upon rather than acting. No detail is given 
of a change for good and how it comes about; his prayer is the nearest the 
poet comes to showing his repentance, and at Nineveh in his preaching, his 
attitude to the Ninevites is not clear. His ambiguous repentance is not 
stressed too much, but the fact that he is a character who turns at all is 
unusual.
Apart from the manuals on Christian behaviour, which present a
general guide to penance and confession, the only character type who is
characterized by repentance is the Everyman figure in the morality plays
most of which were written late in the Middle English period. Among the
earliest and most fully developed is the Castle of Perseverance.^  ^written
at the turn of the fourteenth or in the early fifteenth century, according 
62to its editor. Mankind changes from good to evil, from evil to good, 
and to evil again in the course of his life, yet he is unlike the 
presentation of Jonah, his position being far more clear-cut and his 
repentance being clearly stated. He is also unlike Jonah in having no 
character of his own; he is largely passive, acted upon by the personified 
Vices and Virtues around him; Confessio, for example, is greeted in this 
way;
61, The Macro Plays,edited by M.Eccles,EJSTS- 262,p.lff,
62. The Macro Plays, Introduction,pxi.
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A, Schryfte, art wel be note 
Her to 8lawthe pat syttyth here-inne.
He seyth }>ou mytyst a com to mannys cote 
On Palme Sunday al betyme,
]3ou art com al to sone, 
jOerfore, Schryfte, be pi fay,
Goo forthe tyl on Good Pryday. (1346-52).
At the point of repentance, he is touched by Penance's lance and says:
A sete of sorwe in me is set;
Sertys for synne I syhe sore.
Mone of mercy in me is met ;
For werldys myr’Jje I morne more. (1402-5).
The play is taken up with speeches of persuasion from Vice or Virtue, and,
although at the beginning, man's desire to have the best of both worlds is
nicely caught:
Whom to folwe wetyn I ne may,
I stonde and stodye and gynne to raue,
I wolde be ryche in gret aray
And fayn I wolde my sowle saue. (375-78),
he cannot be said to have a positive character, apart from that borrowed
from Vices or Virtues, and in fact the impression created by Mankind is
of passivity and vulnerability. Jonah', although he is mostly passive in
the central section, hauled about by sailors and tumbled through the whale,
is rarely seen as acted upon by emotions, as is Baltazar, for example.
Jonah's physical experiences to some extent take the place of his mental
ones in this part of the poem. Thus the only changing figure, neither
good nor evil in himself, the Everyman figure, is presented differently
from Jonah in this and other morality plays, because Jonah is not the
neutral, passive figure Mankind must be.
A character type, also from drama, who resembles Jonah more
closely than does the Everyman character in his attitude to God, is the
rebel, particularly the figure of Cain. Although Lucifer can be seen as
the arch-rebel, the presentation of Cain seems to owe little to him; he
influences the tyrant figure more, as I have shown earlier, with his pride
and arrogance. Adam, too, could be seen as a rebel, but his repentance
almost as soon as he rebels, excludes him from the category; Cain, on the
other hand, is in rebellion against God from the moment he enters the stage,
and his development in certain of the plays resembles Jonah in its
grumbling obstinacy»
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The story of Cain and Abel appears in all four of the extant 
cycles, and the characterization varies from cycle to cycle. In Chester 
the episode is set within the context of the Fall, with Cain going with 
Abel to tithe at Adam's command and returning to Adam and Eve after he 
has killed Abel. In Ludus Coventriae. also, Cain and Abel ask their 
father's advice about tithing, so that in these two cycles the play becomes 
an evidence of the evil effects of the Fall, Cain and Abel are commonly 
presented typologically, Abel being a type of Christ. Other allegorical 
interpretations are that Cain is "Synagogue", the representative of the 
Jewish relationship to God which was superseded in the Christian view, 
by Abel, the Church of Christ. This is possibly reflected in the Chester 
play in which Cain, the elder, insists on tithing first, the only play 
in which Abel sacrifices after his brother. At a different level, the 
brothers are types of Christians, Abel, the obedient servant, and tithing 
rightly, and Cain, the disobedient and rebellious Christian, who either 
refuses to tithe, or tithes from the wrong motives. In this way the figures 
of Cain and Abel can be seen on several levels of meaning, a fact which 
gives an added depth to their presentation, in certain of the plays.
The focus in the plays of Cain and Abel is invariably on Cain. 
John Gardner in his discussion of the Wakefield play, Mactacio Abel» 
introduces his topic with a consideration of earlier presentations of Cain, 
and he concludes that in Chester and in the Cornish Qrigo Mundi Cain is 
presented as a hypocrite, who seems much better than he is.^^ His main 
fault in all the plays is his bad tithing, his offering of his worst 
produce to God whom he holds in contempt. In the Ludus Coventriae the key 
words, which recur, are "best" and "werst", as Abel tries unsuccessfully 
to persuade his brother to tithe fittingly. Both Chester and Ludus 
Coventriae present their rebels seriously without much of the vivid 
wickedness of Towneley and none of the slapstick of York. In the Ludus 
Coventriae. Qrigo Mundi and Chester plays Cain falls into despair at what 
he has done, and therefore cannot be forgiven. Abel in most of the plays
63. 'Theme and irony in Wakefield Mactacio Abel', PMLA , -80 (I965ip515 ff.
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is a stilted and unattractive figure, another instance of the difficulty
of showing an attractive good character. The whole effect of the plays is
complex, with a variety of symbolic levels which in some cases smother the
literal level and make for a formalized presentation.
The two plays which present Cain differently are the York and
Towneley Cycles; the York play is incomplete, and clearly there is some
relationship between the York and Towneley plays, although the York play
as it now stands is too slight to offer very firm evidence for interchange.
It seems probable that the Towneley play was adapted from the York plays or
a similar Northern source play, and then an adapter borrowed the idea of
"garcio", Cain's servant,from the Towneley plays to York at a much later
date, or,according to M.G.Prampton, the York interpolation written at about
1415-17 was borrowed and recast by a Towneley playwrightThe
interpolation is completely different in tone from the rest of the York
play: it involves the cursing of Cain by the angel after his false tithingp
Cain is unimpressed by the angel; they exchange curses and Cain hits the
angel who comments:
God hais sent the his malyson c^ 
And inwardly I geve the myne.
The earlier York play shows some of the liveliness of language
in Cain which is a characteristic of his in the Towneley play, and some
of the same arguments that tithing is a waste of good food:
Ya! devell me thynke "jpat werk were waste.
That he vs gaffe hym agayne. (60-61),
but the end is similar to earlier Cain plays in that Cain despairs because
of what he has done, submitting to God's authority ,and flees, cursing.
It is the Towneley presentation of Cain and Abel which shows
the fullest development of the rebellious Cain, as it was the Towneley
cycle which gave the fullest portrait of Herod. This is a late play, and,
judging by the variety of metrical forms, a much revised one. According
to A.C.Cawley, the appearance of the Wakefield master's favourite stanza
at the end of the pageant (450-62), as well as "the character of the humour",
64.'The Brewbaret ' Interoolation in the York Sacrifice of Cain & Abel*,PMLA .^32
(193l),p.900o
65. The York plays, p.38.11.90-91.
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and its unique presentation of Cain.show the hand of the Wakefield master,
at least, in revising the play partially.However many revisers there
may have been, one can only study the play as a whole, according to the
total effect, from the point of view of character, and the effect, though
complex and disturbing to the usual notions of mediaeval piety,is of a
continuous presentation of Cain.
In the Towneley play, there can be no time when the character
is neglected, as there is in Patience, when the poet describes the behaviour
of the sailors to Jonah, while Jonah's reactions are undescribed. Cain is
continually exchanging words with other characters, and the only character
who may remain silent for most of the action^in his servant Pikeharnes.
In the absence of explicit stage directions it is difficult to know whether
he leaves the playing area after the beginning of the play, or remains, as
some critics think, a silent spectator of the action. Pikeharnes' part in
the action has been variously described. Is he simply a comic servant,
67drawn from Roman tradition as Rosemary Woolf suggests, or is he more
central to the action, the "root of the poet's dramatic irony" as
J. Gardner calls him?^® Whether his name means "steal armour" or "pick-
brains", there are sinister suggestions there, and Gardner cites his
ambiguous opening speech where he says:
A good yoman my master hat:
Full well ye all hym ken. (p.l , 15-16),
and also,
Som of you ar his men.(p.l  ^20).
The earlier quotation could obviously refer to Cain who appears as a "yoman" 
later, but the reference to the audience's knowledge of "my master" and the 
implication that they serve him might suggest, as Gardner says, that 
Pikeharnes serves the devil too, and Cain is therefore supplied with a
diabolical servant to assist him on his way to Hell.
66. The Wakefield Pageants in the Towneley Cycle, Introduction,pxx ff.
67. The English Mystery Plays, p.128 .
68.'Theme and Irony in Wakefield Mactacio Abel, p.517.
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Mactacio Abel is a play unusually dense in meaning, with several
levels of meaning and not a few difficulties in determining the precise
force of the action. Gardner remarks that Cain with his plough team is a
reminder of the ploughman figure, the ordinary Christian worker on a
symbolic level, so that the playwright uses a similar technique to that in
Patience.where the poet uses typology to undercut his main character by 
69irony.
The initial scene, showing the fight between Cain and Pikeharnes, 
is both comic and structurally important. Structurally, Cain's servant, who 
is disobedient to him as he is to God, is a parallel to the action of 
his master:
Cayn; I am thi master. Wilt thou fight ?
Garcio; Yai, with the same mesure and weght
That I bo_ro will I qwite. ( p2,50-52 ) •
This sentiment of Pikeharnes seems to be a key idea in the play; Cain is
ostensibly anxious to have justice, to give only as good as he gets, as is
Pikeharnes, and indeed as is Jonah in Patience. who demands that God should
be just as Jonah sees it. Cain's justice, what he feels is owed to him,
is a warped one, denying his obligations to God, as Pikeharnes refuses to
accept Cain's rights to be master. John Gardner sees Cain as substituting
70the law of debt for the law of love, and therefore in killing Abel, he 
becomes God's debtor and it is useless for him to ask for mercy. The feudal 
relationship between lord and man Gardner sees as one based on love and 
not on obligation and debt, and "the courtesy of all lord-vassal 
relationships, both social and metaphysical" he sees as central to the 
meaning of the play, a means of expressing how Cain sins in contemporary 
terms. It is interesting that the poet of Patience, too, is concerned with
justice, and Jonah's view of it, and also on the interrelationship of God
and man seen in contemporary terms.
Cain's sacrifice to God, which should express his love and duty, 
is poorly made, indicating his disobedience, and it is Abel's accepted
69.*Theme and Irony in Wakefield Mactacio Abel*, p.517*
70.'Theme and Irony in Wakefield Mactacio Abel*, p.519.
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sacrifice which causes Cain to kill him in jealousy. Cain sees God not
as the Creator but like a human neighbour, who has certain duties and
rights which He has not fulfilled: he says to Abel:
What gifys God the to rose hym so ?
Me gifys he noght hot sore and wo. (95-96),
and when Abel tells him all his goods are a loan from God, Cain bursts out:
Lenys he me? As com thrift apon the so !
For he has euer yit beyn my fo;
For had he my fre^d beyn,
Othergatys it had^seyn
When all mens corn was fayre in feld.
Then was myne not worth a neld,
When I shuld saw, and wantyd seyde,
And of corn had full grete neyde.
Then gaf he me none of his; (118-26).
There is also the well known reference to God:
Whi, who is that hob ouer the wall ?
We! who was that that piped so small ? (297-98),
71which has drawn a mixed response from critics, from E.Prosser who feels
that the audience are invited to laugh at God, to J. Gardner, who considers
that the audience laugh both at the presentation of God, and at Cain's
72misunderstanding of him. It seems that Cain's view of God is similar to
that described by R.H.Bowers in speaking of Jonah in Patience, that he
illustrates the common human error of confusing divine intelligence with
73human intelligence,of seeing God's intelligence as comparable to man's.
The presentation of character in the play is certainly one-sided;
God himself is less important and less forceful in this play than in any
other, and it is Cain who holds the stage throughout. When God curses Cain,
instead of the impressive Vulgate curse. He simply says:
And, for thou has broght thi brother downe.
Here I gif the my malison. (354-55),
and Cain himself proclaims the peril of killing him, usually spoken by
God, which takes the force from God's threat of punishment on his slayer.
71. Drama and Religion in the English Mystery Plays.(California,1961). p»79 .
72.*Theme and Irony in Wakefield Mactacio Abel%p.520.
73. The Legend of Jonah .p.62 .
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Much of the presentation of Gain is given in lively, forceful 
speech, with the abusive vulgarity which is a feature of the Wakefield 
Master's style, and contrasting sharply with the speech-style of his 
brother Abel. Abel's speeches are repetitious and frequently pompous- 
sounding in comparison to Cain's. Per example, Abel's first speech and 
Cain's reply illustrate this difference.
Abell: God, as he both may and can,
Spede the, brother and thi man.
Cayn: Com kis myne ars ! Me list not ban;
As welcom standys thereoute. (57-60).
Abel's long-windedness in advising Cain to make sacrifice makes Cain's
brevity and liveliness attractive:
Bot, leif brother, here my sawe;
It is the custom of oure law.
All that wyrk as the wise
Shall worship God with sacrifice,
Oure fader vs bad, oure fader vs kend.
That oure tend shuld be brend, (68-73).
The frequency of the rhyme in "end" adds to the repetitious nature of the 
speech, and the same rhyme ending is used later in the same speech. The 
sententiousness of this style contrasts with Cain's justifiable comment 
on it:
How ! let furth youre geyse; the fox will preche.
How long wilt thou me appech
With thi sermonyng ? (84-86).
Cain's speech style includes mimicry, picking up Abel's frequent usage of 
"leif brothers" (108) as well as parodying the proclamation at the end of 
the pageant.
The characterization of Cain, as well as including symbolic 
ideas of feudal structure and justice, is drawn from the typical behaviour 
of a Yorkshire farmer; the setting is contemporary, and Cain's grumbles 
are those of a farmer of the Middle Ages, who has stock arguments against 
tithing. The writer conceives of Cain as an avaricious, ill-tempered 
farmer, as well as a characteristic evil character, marked out by his abuse 
and blasphemy. When Abel first enters, he is simply abusive, refusing to 
offer his tithe because he is busy:
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Shuld I leife my plogh and all thyng,
And go with the to make offeryng ?
Nay, thou fyndys me not so mad! (91-93).
Cain justifies himself when Abel tells him he owes everything to God:
Yit boroed I neuer a farthyng.
Of hym-here my hand. (99-100),
and further comments:
My farthyng is in the preest hand 
Syn last tyme I offyrd. (104-5),
implying that his debts to God are paid. When he finally goes to tithe,
his whining self-pity nicely points his avarice:
We! whereof shuld I tend, leif brothere ?
For I am ich yere wars then othere- 
Here my trouth, it is non othere. (108-10)
....Pull long till hym I may me meyn.
For bi hym that me dere boght,
I traw that he will leyn me noght. (113-15).
The repeated affirmation of truth - "Here my trouth, it is none othere" -
indicates Cain's insincerity, and the irony of Cain swearing by "hym that
me dere boght" to assert that God has done nothing for him is the one
implicit in the play, that Cain persistently misunderstands the person and
position of God.
Cain's reasons for refusing to tithe are ostensibly practical:
And it is better hold that I haue
Than go from doore to doore and craue. (142-43),
and,in truth, avaricious:
Wenys thou now that I list gad
To gif away my warldys aght ? (149-50).
The Cain who makes excuses for not tithing, that his corn grew up "thystyls
and brerys" (202) and that his labour was too wearisome to be thrown away -
Or it was shorne and broght in stak,
Had I many a wery bak,
Therfor aske me no more of this, (241-43) 
would have been familiar to the playwright's contemporaries, since the 
manuals of instruction include sections on failure in tithing. Cain here 
is the typical sinner, described graphically with all the common excuses to 
illustrate this sin. As well as representing the average sinner, Cain's
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wrongful tithing also reflects his typological interpretation as an
antetype of Judas, who betrayed Christ. The writer of Jacob's Well rebukes
those who fail or who tithe werse for ]pe bettere :]aanne art ^ ou
Judas-felawe ,]pat stale jpe tythe part oflpat jaat come to jse comoun purs 
74.of crist.",
It is made clear that Cain's will is wrong in this 
contemptuous tithing: he says:
For I haue giffen that my will is. (244), 
and to Abel's anxious, and repeated, request that he tithe rightly so that
God will be his friend, he replies:
My freynd ? - na, not bot if he will ! (259), 
seemingly unable to understand his obligations to God.
Cain's sacrifice fails, and the resulting smoke brings forth 
a flood of infernal imagery from him, which makes the symbolic significance 
of this failure clear: one image familiar from Patience is:
It stank like the dwill in hell, (283).
His presentation to this point is much amplified from the Bible, and-,
although the symbolic level is there clearly to be seen, the main effect 
is literal; Cain is exaggerated in his abuse, his reasons for not tithing 
run the gamut of common excuses, and his blindness to Abel's reasoning 
verges on the obtuse, yet his lively style with its evidence of quick 
thinking and an agile mind makes him, if not sympathetic, attractive, 
especially as Abel appears as a pompous prig. Yet. at the point when Abel 
is slain, the murder is somehow shocking, because the abuse and Cain's 
contempt for his brother suddenly turns to physical violence, necessary 
for the biblical story, but unnecessary for the tone of the play proceeding. 
That the murder is insufficiently motivated is not unusual, but it makes 
Cain's character less clear and consistent. Cain simply says he is angry 
that his tithe did not burn, and kills his brother with no reason given as 
to why his lack of concern in tithing should suddenly turn to anger when he 
is rejected, as he has rejected God. The playwright gives no clue, and
74. Edited by A. Brandeis, p.122 ,11.22-23.
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therefore it is unwise to invent motivations for the character,
John Gardner remarks that after Abel's death, Cain seems to be
u nable to accept what he has done, using words like "ly" (330), "lig down
ther and take thi rest"(326) and "broght on slepe" (336) instead of blunter
75words in speaking of Abel's death.
He speaks suddenly of being afraid, after threatening the audience.
And if any of you thynk I did amys,
I shal it amend wars then it is, (331-32)
For ferd I qwake, and can no rede;
For be I taken, I be bot dede. (338-39).
The literal lively Cain of earlier in the play is replaced by this uncertain
character, since his role changes from avaricious tither to murderer and
the motivation is no longer certain and clear as was earlier when the
playwright gave the character reasons for false tithing.
This lack of clear direction in the character, who at this point
in other plays is stricken with guilt and despair, does not prevent the
playwright from expressing subtly the change in Cain. When God asks Cain
where Abel is,^  Cain replies:
What askys tho me ? I trow at hell,
At hell I trow he be-
Whoso were ther then myght he se-
Or somwhere fallen on slepyng.
When was he in ray kepyng? (345-49).
Cain seems to be feeling his way to an excuse with his repetition of
"I trow at Hell" and the second answer "Fallen on slepyng" echoes his
earlier descriptions of Abel's death. Cain's truculence returns in the
last line quoted, but it is a speech more hesitant in its construction than
were his speeches before Abel's murder.
Cain's reaction to God's curse is a return to the irresponsible
figure of earlier in the play, caring nothing for God, since he is doomed
never to win mercy:
....I wote wheder I shall;
In Hell, I wote, mon be my stall.
It is no boyte mercy to craue.
For if I do I mon none haue. (374-77).
75.'Theme and Irony in Wakefield Mactacio Abel\ p.520.
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This is unlike the despair of the biblical Cain, and the Cain in the other
cycle plays. His concern is more for worldly authority than heavenly power:
Bot this cors I wold were hid,
For som man myght com at vngayn:
'Fie, fais shrew!'wold he bid,
And weyn I had my brother slayn. (378-381),
God has already done what "som man" might do, but Cain, since he is
predestined to doom by heavenly justice, is more concerned with earthly
authority. The play ends on a lighter note as Cain parodies a "release"
proclamation for himself and Pikeharnes, while Pikeharnes parodies Cain.
Cain's conclusion is a curse for God:
Ordand ther is my stall, with Sathanas the feynd.
Euer ill myght befall that theder me commend 
This tyde. (465-67).
Rosemary Woolf says of this play:
In sum, however, Cain in the Towneley plays comes close to being 
a serious study in damnation, not a state of damnation that is magnificent 
in its anguish and apprehension of loss, but one that is mean, ugly and 
churlish.
She considers that the reason for the farcical ending with
the parodied proclamation, is to prevent this play from upsetting the
76balance of the cycle, by the "excessive imaginative weight" given to it.
In fact, though the last scene makes the murder itself less important, the
scene is concerned with certain things, like the justice of the world and
God's justice, and the evil nature of Cain which is most clearly revealed
here as devilish in origin and implacably rebellious, all of which have been
the concerns of the play throughout.
E. Prosser dislikes the play because of the one-sidedness of
presentation which makes Cain a "study in damnation", and which makes the
77murder of Abel almost an incidental occurrence. The character of Cain 
is given a fullness beyond what is necessary for the story, and this 
development is accompanied by a corresponding decrease in importance in 
the characters of Abel and God: Abel indeed is almost a straight man for 
Cain, and the role of God is cut to a minimum. The comedy of the play is
76. The English Mystery Plays, p.128#
77. Drama and religion in the English Mystery plays# p.80 .
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centred on Cain, and the audience are expected to laugh with him at Abel 
and God, as well as at Cain himself in his presentation as an avaricious 
tither, no doubt using excuses familiar to the original audience.
The Wakefield Mactacio Abel shares certain features of conception 
with Patience; the most basic is the relationship between God and man, seen 
in terms of justice. In both works there is a tendency for the principal 
characters to see God as unjust by their standards, to judge Him according 
to human standards, but there is a difference in the role of God, since in 
the play God's actions are minimised, while in the poem, there is a 
developing picture of God's behaviour in relation to Jonah. Jonah can 
be seen as powerless before God, while Cain, although he accepts God's 
judgement finally, is the more forceful figure in the play. Cain, like 
Jonah, has the playwright's sympathy and interest far more than is necessary 
for the action or indeed the meaning of the play.
The play and the poem both draw on other levels of meaning to 
add resonance to 'the literal surface: in the play particularly there are 
numerous references to allegorical and typological meanings. A similar use 
of irony, an awareness that typology, used ironically, as with Cain as 
the ploughman or Jonah as Christ, can define character, marks both works. 
Cain's vitality of language shows a similar awareness of the possibility 
of different verbal effects, although his speeches and the speech of the 
whole play ^ are cruder than the more subtle verbal style of Patience.
There are clearly many differences in characterization due to the different 
genres and the probable later date of the Mactacio Abel : Cain is
necessarily a much more public figure than Jonah, the intimate portrayal 
of thought possible with Jonah being clearly impossible here. Cain, too, 
is not consistent throughout, his later action being inexplicable in terms 
of his earlier, realistic portrayal, although it is possible that the 
typology underlying the surface realism prepared the audience for a 
devilish Judas figure at the end.
With Cain the early realism- of the grumbling blasphemous farmer 
is far more important than the significance of his behaviour. His treatment
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of his brother, his violent and imitative speech serves to -indicate that the 
playwright invents a realism of speech and action within a scene, not 
necessarily harmonizing the scenes with the purpose of the play. The 
playwright therefore amplifies Cain's mocking tithing, using a range of 
comic effects because that scene is enhanced by them, not because the scene 
is necessary to the play in that form. The character of Cain is not 
consistent, as the hesitancy in reaction after the death of Abel indicates.
The playwright has made surface realism, the reaction of this one character 
more important than the original meaning of his play. This does not 
necessarily imply that Cain must be an example of individual 
characterization, hut his character in this play is no longer bound by 
typology, nor by the purpose of the play. Although he is an evil character, 
the fact of his realistic speech, his typical excuses for his failure in 
generosity and duty to God, make him closer to the audience than the 
pompous speeches of Abel or the threatenings of God. Because he is seen as 
quick-witted, outwitting his brother, and confident in his own strength, 
unafraid of God at least at the beginning, he has the playwright's and the 
audience's sympathy. If the violence of the speech is uncomfortable and 
the character as a whole inconsistent, the surface realism and vitality 
tend to make Cain more real than any other character in the play.
Jonah, too, is not a consistent character. He is more ably 
controlled than Cain, in fulfilling his narrative function, and there is 
no sense in which Jonah usurps the power and position of God, yet his 
impatient anger, based on an erroneous view of God, is persuasive, because 
of the realistic imaginings with which he is endowed. The poet, like the 
playwright, has shown Jonah in a sympathetic light because in imagining 
these speeches for him at the beginning he enables the reader to identify 
with his situation, to appreciate why it was logical for Jonah to seek to 
free himself from God's commands. At the end of the poem, too, after all 
Jonah's experiences, the realistic presentation of Jonah, pursued by God, is 
closer to the reader's understanding than is the design of God. The human 
logic with which Jonah, like Cain,operates is a very convincing one. and closer to
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the reader's perception than the heavenly logic and intelligence which 
answers it. Therefore, the very realism of the humans, particularly Jonah, 
makes the super-human figure of God less sympathetic. One is tainted by a 
Jonah-like interpretation of events which is too strong to be entirely 
reversed even by God's last speech, indicating His mercy.
Jonah is presented as an individual in a specific situation; 
his vivid imagination, his petulant anger are recognisable characteristics. 
When he dramatizes the fate of Nineveh in his prophecy, using increasingly 
horrific details, he is doing so because his imagination works in that way, 
as the poet demonstrated with Jonah's fears concerning his own fate at 
Nineveh. The intimacy of portraiture which is found at the beginning of 
the poem is not consistent, however. In the central section of the poem the 
poet withdraws his focus from a close consideration of the prophet's 
character. He concentrates instead on the physical implications of Jonah's 
plight. There is no certainty about the reasons for Jonah's behaviour 
here. The exact force of Jonah's repentance in the whale is impossible to 
determine, because it does not further the poet's picture of impatience.
The two presentations of the impatient prophet from the beginning and the 
end of the poem, which are very similar, are the important and detailed ones. 
It could be said that the characterization of the prophet is a static one, 
being merely interrupted by the central section which adds little to the 
reader's knowledge of the prophet's character.
An unusual feature of Jonah's presentation is the detailed 
examination of motive, which allows the reader an insight into Jonah's mind. 
The presentation of Jonah is realistic throughout, being a description of 
Jonah's mental state or his physical condition. There is no evidence that 
the poet uses allegory to present his theme, except to point the contrast 
between Jonah's behaviour and Christ's. Even references to stock characters 
like Elde or Sloth serve only to illumine the character by relating it to a 
familiar pattern. The poet, in presenting a detailed picture of impatience, 
by making the speech patterns so vivid and distinctive, creates an 
individual character, imperfect in the poem as a whole but nevertheless
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unusually individual at the beginning and the end.
The narrator's attitude has some part to play in the effect 
Jonah has on the reader. Jonah is disobedient, a rebel who is nevertheless 
forgiven. While the poem as a whole condemns the action of the impatient 
sinner, the character of Jonah is not presented with the outright 
condemnation it would seem to deserve. Jonah is wrong, he is a petulant 
and not altogether attractive figure, but the narrator by his lack of 
criticism indicates that Jonah is no more of a sinner than his reader. This 
Jonah, like Cain in his misunderstanding of and anger against God, is also 
like the Everyman figure, with whom the audience is intended to associate, 
though clearly Jonah is presented with more complexity than is the 
colourless Everyman figure.
On the face of it characterization in the poem is simple.
Jonah exhibits the futile anger and impatience against God which the poet 
seeks to illustrate. Other characters all illustrate the patient, 
unquestioning obedience which God demands, and God Himself in the supreme 
example of patience in His longsuffering with this disobedient prophet.
This neat schema disregards the narrator's sympathy with his rebel, the 
intimate presentation of him which makes the impersonal presentation of 
God less sympathetic. While the conclusion of the poem indicates that 
patience is a worthwhile virtue, one to be sought if only for expediency, 
the portrait of the man who lacks it is not one of an evil character, as one 
might expect. The detail with which Jonah is portrayed, which contrasts 
with the lack of intimacy of the other characters, causes the reader to 
identify with Jonah; Jonah himself becomes of more interest than the lesson 
he is taught.
Jonah is in one sense an exemplary figure, a historical figura, 
illustrating impatience. He is, however, more than this because the 
sympathetic method of presentation, which makes Jonah's behaviour 
understandable to his readers, creates an instance of disobedience and 
impatience specific to one man. in one situation in relationship to God.
The concreteness of this example, together with the detail with which 
Jonah is presented at the beginning and end of the poem make an unusual
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characterization in which stock characters are little used. Jonah appears, 




In the Introductory Chapter I indicated briefly certain 
mediaeval methods of characterization, and certain traits of the Gawain-poet 
himself. After a detailed examination of Purity and Patience it should be 
possible to see how he conceives of characterization, and how his work can be 
related to other literature of the period. Writing in a northern literary 
tradition for an aristocratic audience, the Gawain-poet seems to stand aloof 
from the mainstream of mediaeval literature. The four poems attributed to him, 
however, can be identified with recognised genres: Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight is a romance, Pearl is a dream vision, and Purity and Patience are 
both homilies. In each of these poems, however, the genre is used in an 
unusual way, to present a work which has no exact parallels in other literature.
I have shown that in the case of Purity and Patience the poet 
adapts the homiletic genre, as D.J.Williams says, to use it as a framework, 
a setting as in the dream vision genre, so that the poems are not wholly 
didactic in intent.^ The subject matter of Purity and Patience is religious, 
the discussion of a virtue by illustrations drawn from the Bible, but the 
manner of treatment is unusual, because of the important part character plays 
in the presentation.
Much of what is unusual in characterization depends on the 
Gawain-poet's method of presenting his material. It has been clear from a 
survey of the narratives that the style of the poet himself influences the 
presentation of character. His dramatization of incidents, his vividly 
detailed description, both of place and human behaviour, contrast markedly 
with the flat paraphrases of the same biblical incidents. His realization of 
emotion in speech or action makes the biblical events described more dramatic.
His tendency is always to make concrete the abstract ideas 
which form the themes of the poems. God's reaction to "fyl}>e",which is an 
almost physical revulsion and uncontrollable destructive force which wipes
l.'A Literary Study\p.66 ff .
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out Noah's generation, is one example of this. When the poet wants to show 
Lot's wife's antagonism to the angels he pictures her deliberately salting 
their food, and when he shows Abraham's reverence for God it takes the 
practical form of the patriarch's haste to prepare a fitting meal. Jonah's 
grumbling fear is made specific as he imagines what the Ninevites will do to 
him if he obeys God. These are only a few instances of the poet's trait of 
making emotion dramatic by embodying it in action.
The poet excels in capturing moments of emotion in dramatic 
snapshots, not only with his principal characters, but also with the minor 
ones and the crowds, as I have indicated in my examination of the narratives. 
He is adept at showing briefly the mood of a crowd: the fear of the drowning 
sinners at the Flood, the frightening power of the mob at the destruction 
of the Cities in Purity, and the frenzied activity of the sailors in the 
storm in Patience. are all characterized and further the poet's purpose in 
contrasting with or confirming the theme.
In much of the poet's work, he can be said to be elaborating 
the Vulgate narratives, not only in character but in setting also. There are 
few set-piece descriptions in the poems, either of character or setting. 
Settings are most frequently described as characters move in them- and create 
for themselves a specific acting space. Lot's house is a good example of this, 
as is the Lord's palace in the Wedding Feast narrative. Lot's house by the 
gate befits his wealthy status, and the Lord's banqueting chamber, too, is 
worthy of a noble prince: both settings are used to enhance the position of 
the characters and thus to further the discussion of the central theme.
It is said of the Gawain-poet that he imagines himself into 
a situation, experiencing imaginatively his characters' actions and fates.
An example of this is Jonah's journey into the inside of the whale, which is 
similar to the detailed description of Gawain's experience as he awaits the 
falling axe of the Green Knight. Both are unusual events, described with 
realistic detail to involve the reader in the action. The poet's imagination, 
however, leads to markedly different presentations of character. In the case 
of Jonah, for example, the poet presents an insight into the working of Jonah's 
mind as he ponders on the reasons for God's commands to him, at the beginning
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of the poem, yet the poet also describes Jonah's actions in tumbling through 
the whale in a way which reveals little or nothing of his thoughts. This 
manner of describing either thought or action is by no means a continuous 
presentation, nor the only one the poet employs. In the description of 
Baltazar's rage, for example, the emotion is described without insight or 
sympathy, as observed and exaggerated emotion. Detailed description of 
action does not necessarily mean realistic presentation, although the 
Gawain-poet's imaginative experiencing of emotion may create a more life-like 
character than is common in many mediaeval works.
Another trait of the Gawain-poet, linked with the realistic 
presentation described above, is his apparent ability to "see" through his 
characters' eyes. Certain incidents are described as his characters observe 
them: one example of this is Abraham, who sees the three men approach and 
watches them go. The scene of destruction at Sodom and Gomorrah is described 
initially as Abraham wakes to see it. Similarly at the beginning of Purity, 
the man in unclean clothes is introduced into the scene as the Lord notices 
him. The poet employs this technique sparingly, but it is effective in the 
dramatic impact it allows, and in the closer indentification of the reader
with the way in which the character responds to this seeing.
The poet is clearly aware of the nuances of speech, and he
frequently creates an appearance of realism by careful structuring, as he did
in the passage from Pearl I quoted in the Introduction. This is clearest, 
perhaps,in his use of courtly speech, which is natural to the Lord in the 
Wedding Feast, and pretentious when misused by Baltazar. Abraham implies 
reverence by his use of the courtly code, where Lot is slightly more worldly 
in his vocabulary. The poet captures mood, too, in speech; Lot's wife 
grumbling at the angel's fastidious habits- and Jonah's petulance against God 
are memorable because the poet dramatizes them in speech.
So far this summary of the Gawain-poet's method of 
characterization has contained only those elements of realism or naturalism 
which distinguish his work from others and which are immediately attractive 
to the modern reader. None of the narratives I have considered indicate that 
the poet thought of his characters simply as realistic figures to be made as
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life-like as possible. As I have shown, the poet makes contrast and 
counter-contrast to make clear his theme, and the place of character within 
his carefully constructed poems is subordinate to that of theme. Most 
obvious of the contrasts are the figures of the Lord and Baltazar, together 
with the many "sub-contrasts" of kingship within the final exemplum. There 
is Zedechyas who is disloyal to God, and Nabugodenozar who serves Him 
faithfully, but who falls through pride, contrasted with the foolish and 
disloyal Baltazar. The intricacy of contrast and similarity by which the 
poet develops his theme is well illustrated by this particular narrative, 
since the poet characterizes Nabugodenozar twice, firstly to show him as the 
faithful pagan and secondly to show him as the proud ruler destroyed by God. 
The minor characters, Nabuzardan and the Queen, reinforce the theme of 
loyalty and obedience which the impure Baltazar denies.
A different kind of balance and contrast is to be found in 
Patience where the two episodes of Jonah's impatience are separated by the 
central incident of the whale. Jonah's-imaginative fears as to his treatment 
at the hands of the Ninevites, which gradually increase in severity, are 
balanced by his own sermon in Nineveh where the threats grow gradually more 
terrible. The repentance of the sailors is paralleled by the repentance 
of the Ninevites, and Jonah is given two prayers in place of the Vulgate's 
one. Balance and contrast in character, and in speech and action seem to 
be one of the poet's primary features.
Another part of this contrast and balance is expressed in the 
poet's frequent use of reversals. Sudden dramatic reversals like the fall 
of Nabugodenozar, the downfall of Jonah, and the conversion of the Ninevites, 
are common in the poems. Dramatic changes of mood, too, are to be found, 
like the Lord's sudden wrath when he sees the man in unclean clothes, and 
Baltazar's change from confident boasting to abject terror after the 
mysterious hand appears. This apparent liking for dramatic characterizations 
make the contrasts in mood striking, and, at times, melodramatic, when, for 
example, the King of Nineveh is converted. The structuring of behaviour to 
show the sudden swing from one extreme of emotion to another makes a dramatic 
impact and reinforces the theme, but it is evident from this that the poet
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is not simply using characterization to present life-like incidents, but 
to present as forcefully as he can the examples he chooses to give.
The poet presents character in a subtle idiosyncratic way.
He is apparently well aware of the possible range of effects; at one point 
in Purity he presents anger in a realistic way in his description of the 
Lord in the Wedding Feast, and at another point- he caricatures Baltazar's 
rage. The former he shows by his use of speech, with interrupted syntax as 
the Lord sees the "harlot", and with the angry variations on the word for 
"gown" by the Lord. The latter he describes with exaggerated gesture 
without naturalistic detail. Both methods of characterization are used to 
further the poet's discussion of his theme of purity. The Lord's apparent 
naturalism emphasises the terrible nature of his wrath, relating God's anger 
to a human expression of emotion, and Baltazar's caricatured rage makes his 
sinful anger humorous and easy to condemn as evil.
Not only does the poet use different methods of presenting 
character but also he only uses character as long as it furthers his 
purpose. Several of the characters considered are not presented consistently 
throughout the exempla. Lot, for example,is shown in great detail until the 
Destruction of the Cities, when the poet describes the storm and Lot becomes 
a human figure only, set against the immensity of the destructive rage of 
God. Baltazar's death, too, is presented without the detail of the earlier 
characterization of the King, as the poet's focus again changes from the 
human character's actions to the resulting reaction of God. Even Jonah, 
whose thoughts and emotions are presented so exactly when the poet reveals 
the prophet's impatience against God, is seen in less detail in the central 
section of Patience where his emotions and thoughts do not show more of the 
impatience which characterizes him. This can also be seen in Sir Gawain and 
the Green Knight, where the poet at times withdraws the focus from his 
characters, or does not explain their motivations fully, so that the reader 
is unsure of the effect the poet intended. One example of this is the end of 
Sir Gawain, not an exact parallel to what happens in Patience, but a place 
where the neutral voice of the narrator reporting what happened but not its 
significance intentionally leaves a question in the reader's mind.
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This is one of the differences between Purity and Patience 
and the homily, the narrator's voice, which has more in common, at times, 
with the narrator of dream-vision than with the didactic preacher's voice.
This mediating voice clearly influences the presentation of character, and, 
although it is not constant, it creates an unusually close relationship 
between reader and poet by the stance, more common in dream vision, of the 
fallible guide. Particularly in Patience the narrator does not have the 
didactic voice of the preacher, and this lack of condemnation of Jonah 
permits the naturalistic presentation of his grumbling. When the poet adopts 
the more customary didactic pose, as with Baltazar,the reader's sympathy for 
Baltazar's fate is alienated by his comic caricatured presentation. How the 
narrator presents his characters varies considerably: Baltazar is condemned 
and presented as a typical sinner, Abraham is shown as a good man who does not 
sin, while Lot and Jonah are both presented as fallible men whose sins or 
weaknesses are a matter for gentle humour, not condemnation. The narrator- 
figure is not a constant independent character, as is the case with the Pearl 
narrator: there are only echoes of the figure who shares weaknesses with 
his characters and his readers. This is an adaption of the conventional 
narrator who is not more obtuse than the characters he presents but who shares 
their partial ignorance, and, as such, influences characterization.
The poet-narrator also speaks, as in Sir Gawain^with a 
neutral voice, describing events in detail without showing the emotional 
reaction of himself or nis characters. This makes judgement of character 
impossible, as in the central section of Patience where Jonah's repentance 
is simply sketched in and no detailed examination of his thoughts is shown. 
There are also places where his sympathetic presentations seemingly outweigh 
his intention, as for example in his sympathizing with the drowning sinners 
at the Flood which makes God's angry destruction seem unjust and unreasonable, 
although his aim is apparently to show God's wrath at impurity»
Narrator's stance and the Gawain-poet's traits make the 
character presentation subtle and idiosyncratic. It is also possible to 
relate characterization in Purity and Patience to the presentation of 
character in other genres. In the Introduction I quoted Pamela Gradon's
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comments that in Patience and Purity the poet uses type figures to exemplify 
the theme, and that these figures are unlike figurae and unlike the figures 
in a modern novel which motivate and are revealed by plot. I think I have 
shown that Abraham, at least, is used figurally to represent the pure man, 
and that he is in no sense a type figure. Baltazar, although equally 
historical, is closer to a type figure, the evil tyrant, than are the others. 
All the characters in the poems are taken from biblical history, and are 
exemplary figures, but, as I have shown, the manner of their presentation 
varies. Character is finely balanced between its place in the narrative and 
its function within the broader schema of the poem.
Although the characterizations vary in manner and detail, they 
are all broadly within the literal presentation of character. No main 
character in either Purity or Patience is presented allegorically, and this 
in an age of allegory is unusual. Where allegory is used it is used 
incidentally, as in the narrative in which Abraham appears. His purity is 
emphasised by the mention of the "pure"' food which he sets before God. It is 
also used without explanation, so that the exact allegorical significance is 
not clear, as for example when Jonah is advised to wash his dirty cloak after 
he comes out of the whale. If this is advice to repent of sins, it seems 
strange, as it follows his prayer of repentance to God. Although certain 
critics have found a widespread allegorical meaning for the poems, the poet 
seems to present his poems literally discussing the virtues and their 
opposite vices as they are to be found in human behaviour, by example rather 
than allegory»
Typology, that schematizing of biblical history, is also not 
central to the poems. Like allegory it is used incidentally or not at all. 
Jonah's likeness to Christ is exploited to show his misunderstanding of God's 
nature, and to contrast with the patience of Christ, but, as with allegory, 
it is understated and used as a means of adding depth to the characterization. 
There is no reference to the important typological place of either Abraham 
or Noah: instead the characters are elaborated on a literal level.
The reason for this presentation may lie partly in the 
tradition from which the poems are drawn, that is, the homily. The illustrative
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tale, told to be a positive or negative example.is common in sermon 
literature. I have shown that nowhere else is the example so detailed as 
in Purity and Patience, and nowhere else is the argument carried on so 
completely through examples, but, allowing for the differences in adaption, 
the exempla in the poems and many of the sermons have a common literal 
element.
The allied didactic form of the manual of sins also has a 
strong literal tradition. There, too, sins are discussed and then illustrated, 
frequently in dramatic and exaggerated terms. A literal presentation there 
was necessary to enable identification, condemnation and avoidance of vices. 
The framework of these didactic manuals was used by Gower in his Confessio 
Amantis, but he developed the relationship between penitent and confessor, 
using illustrative tales in a similar way to the original Books of Vices and 
Virtues, and not, as in Purity and Patience, developing them to carry the 
weight of the argument. In Purity and Patience . the poet still illustrates 
his theme by using examples to follow-or avoid, but the increased length and 
detail of the exempla make the poems unlike other exemplary material.
The influence of the Books of Vice and Virtue, however, can 
be seen in the presentation of character. The great detail with which 
behaviour is presented does not necessarily lead to naturalistic presentation, 
but rather to caricature, as I indicated earlier. The fragmentation of 
behaviour created by the minute examination of the subdivisions of a sin does 
not make for a tradition of realistic characterization. The effect of this 
tradition is most clearly visible in Baltazar in Purity, where his anger and 
his fear are given stock physical expression. The pallor, the crying out 
and the uncontrollable shaking of his terror after he sees the handwriting 
on the wall are familiar signs of a sinner’s guilt, at which the righteous 
may rejoice. Jonah, too, shows traces of this tradition, modified, possibly 
to show more realistic, mental terror. With Jonah, this exemplary 
characterization may be alluded to, in a way similar to the use of allegory 
in the poem; for example, his sleep in the boat during the storm and his 
previous running from God can be related to the sin of sloth, and it is 
possible that the poet was using this tradition, without explanation just
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as he used the typological likeness of Jonah to Christ, to relate the 
character to a familiar type.
The poet is adapting the manner of presenting sins, sometimes 
coming closer to the tradition on which he draws, and sometimes moving into 
a literal presentation of his own. The use of a tradition is most difficult 
to see with the virtuous characters, particularly Abraham, because all the 
literal dramatic description of behaviour was expended on the vices, leaving 
virtuous behaviour either undescribed or wooden and stilted. One of the 
poet’s major achievements is the realistic presentation of virtue which seems 
more attractive than the surrounding vice.
There is, then, a tradition of detailed examination of 
behaviour, presented literally which, it seems, the poet adapts, as he adapts 
other traditions, to create characters, which, while they owe something to 
this close consideration of behaviour, are modified to make more unified 
characterization than is possible in either sin-manuals or exempla-books.
There is, too, the possibility that the poet develops the literal tradition 
of amplifying biblical material from the Old English. In the poems of the 
Junius manuscript, for example, the old English poet supplies details which 
re-create the Hebrew narrative as an Anglo-Saxon work. Obviously this 
up-dating of biblical story is not limited to the Old English poet and the 
works of the Gawain-poet, but the re-telling of the stories in such amplified 
detail seems to be a link between them. The use of understated allegory 
and typology also seems to be a shared trait, although both these non-literal 
levels are in the main more central to the Old English work than they appear 
to be in the poems of the Gawain-poet. The link between the Old English work 
and the Gawain-poet’s is difficult if not impossible to establish but there 
do seem to be likenesses, which, together with the mediaeval tradition of 
close examination of behaviour, are a possible source from which the Gawain- 
poet has developed. As with the influence of the fabliaux, that other 
literal presentation of behaviour, it is impossible to do more than note the 
similarities which occur in these traditions. The existence of such traditions 
within the same period confirms, at least, a growing interest in descriptive 
characterization of individuals.
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There is evidence of the use of other traditions of 
characterization, adapted by the poet as he adapts the homiletic framework.
The King-figures in Purity, characterized by social role and customary 
behaviour, are drawn partly, it seems, from the romance, in which "character" 
is defined by function in the story and not by behaviour. Although King- 
figures are to be found in exempla-books as types of vainglory and other 
sins, it is in the romance that the two traditions of kingship found in 
Purity find fullest expression.
The Lord in the Wedding Feast is an authority figure, the 
good monarch similar to Theseus in Chaucer's Knight's Tale or Arthur in 
Morte Arthun. Baltazar,on the other hand, is a type of the evil tyrant, 
the antagonist of the hero or heroine of romance or saint's life, and 
similar to the saracen tyrant of the Charlemagne romance. The two figures 
have a more than superficial likeness to their romance counterparts. The 
poet displays the Lord's authority in a fittingly courtly setting, at a 
feast, as does the poet of Morte Arthuip, when Arthur is challenged by the 
Roman Senators. Baltazar is described destroying his gods in a scene which 
can be paralleled in the Sowdone of Babiloyne. Both are adaptions and additions 
to the Vulgate which increase the identification with the King figures of the 
romance tradition.
It is the social role, the success or failure in fulfilling 
the obligations of that role which define the Lord and Baltazar. This is 
over-simplifying both presentations since, for example, Baltazar is also 
drawn from the sin-manual tradition, and the exempla-book fall of princes 
topos, but in the amalgam which the poet welds together to make his 
characters, this romance tradition is an important part here, because these 
are the only characters, with the exception of Lot, who are seen in society» 
Abraham is seen only in relationship to God, as is Jonah. Lot is described 
as wealthy, but is given no status within the city, so that the Kings are 
the only characters who are given a recognised position in society.
The tyrant figure of Baltazar also has parallels in the 
drama, particularly with the characterization of Herod. The mystery plays, 
like Purity and Patience, present biblical material, amplified and dramatized,
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and, like the poems, they have a variety of characterizations, from the 
stylized typological figures of the Ludus Coventriae Noah play to the 
fabliaux-like Processio Noe of the Towneley Cycle. The playwrights seem to 
have taken existing traditions of characterization and adapted them, as for 
example with the tyrant type. Many of the Herods have the caricatured sins 
of Baltazar and the sin-manuals but frequently Herod’s wrath is less subtle 
than that of Baltazar. Other characters, like Cain, who were compared to 
characters in Purity and Patience, have only a superficial likeness. The 
Gawain-poet has many more techniques available to him, although his liking 
for dramatic situations and dramatic speech cause a certain resemblance. 
Cain’s abusive speech style in the Towneley Mactacio Abel has a liveliness 
and inventiveness also found in the Gawain-poet’s work, for example, but this 
very general likeness implies no more than an increasing awareness of 
realistic speech and its effect in drama and poetry.
Nowhere in the Gawain-poet’s work does the character increase 
in importance to the detriment of the -overall effect, as, for example, does
Noah’s wife in the Processio Noe of Towneley. This delight in comic
characters and ’realistic’ behaviour may indicate the increasing liking of 
the later Middle Ages for individual characterization, and a weakening of the 
schematizing of experience into allegorical or typological patterns, because 
it is the behaviour of Noah’s wife, or Cain, or Herod, exaggerated but 
recognisable which is increased. In the case of Cain and Noah’s wife, both 
become caricatures, one of the bad tithes and the other of the shrewish wife, 
with details drawn from life, via the sin-manuals. In the Gawain-poet’s 
work, the element of caricature is carefully controlled when it appears in 
Baltazar, and, although they share a liking for individual characterization, 
there is little likeness between the Gawain-poet’s work and the drama »
The view of man which Burrow distinguishes in Ricardian
2
Poetry may be distinguished in the work of the Gawain-poet. He sees the 
unheroic figure of man opposed by the overwhelming power of God, as typical 
of the age. This unheroic figure can be seen in both Lot and Jonah, two
figures who are presented with humour as fallible men who are treated
2. Ricardian Poetry,p.93 ff^
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mercifully by God. Lot is presented as a good man whose best attempts to 
control the situation in which he finds himself are not enough; Jonah is 
more reprehensible, but his sinful stupidity is treated mercifully and 
he is not condemned to destruction as is the proud Baltazar. Not all the 
characters are presented in this way, but the figure of authority, God, is 
certainly shown to be an all-powerful and not entirely consistent figure.
The Lord in the Wedding Feast who represents God is an authority figure like 
Bertilak in Sir Gawain, and there is plenty of evidence in the destructive 
power of God shown in Purity that God is omnipotent. Purity and Patience, 
like Sir Gawain,reflect what Burrow sees as the period’s view of man and his 
relationship to God.
The presentation of God in Purity and to a lesser extent in 
Patience illustrate some of the problems to be found in the poet’s 
characterization. The poet uses the Vulgate narratives, adapting it as I 
have shown, but nevertheless remaining faithful to it; in Purity he uses 
several narratives and it is perhaps inevitable that the characterization 
of God should, be to some extent inconsistent. The purpose of the poem is to 
show God’s hatred of impurity, and this the poet does, but because he begins 
with a parable narrative in the Wedding Feast, his presentation of God 
throughout the poem is coloured by the figure of the earthly King.The Flood 
exemplum, too, shows an anthropomorphic God, echoing the anger of the Lord 
at impurity, but with a destructive wrath which kills innocent with guilty*
The destruction of the Cities is impersonal, not seen as the direct and 
uncontrollable outpouring of God’s wrath, and in the final exemplum human 
agents execute God’s judgement on Baltazar. The difficulty is partly in the 
poet’s dramatic realization of God in the Flood narrative, where he elaborates 
on the Vulgate’s anthropomorphism, and partly in the continuing and dramatic 
image of God as a King with a court which he uses throughout the poem. The 
overlaid imagery of courtliness is set beside the narratives without any 
attempt at blending, with the result that God appears inconsistent, at the 
same time courtly and less just than his servants. It seems that the poet, 
in presenting the two pictures of God, gracious to the pure, and wrathful at 
the impure, elaborates the narratives scene by scene, where they further this
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purpose, without attempting to show a consistent character for God.
It is possible that this inconsistency, and this insistence 
that God can change His mind and act unlike His customary nature, is a 
reflection of contemporary theological opinion since God in Patience in a 
unified narrative is presented as unsympathetic until the end, and in Jonah's 
view, at least, inconsistent. The concept of patience at the beginning, 
that one's lord must be served no matter what he commands because otherwise 
punishment will follow, scarcely argues for a loving relationship between 
God and man, although the narrator who shares something of Jonah's ignorance 
may be enlightened with him at the end. It is difficult to say because the 
poem ends with no comment from Jonah, and a restatement of the opening by the 
narrator. The presentation of God in Patience is not anthropomorphic, but 
it is not a likeable presentation until the end, when God reveals His mercy» 
His absolute power in both poems and His destructive anger possibly indicate 
the poet's attempt to show God as omnipotent and above man's knowledge, a 
lord to be feared and served, and one*who is unpredictable.
The poet's presentation of God in the Flood exemplum makes 
Him the central figure, and not Noah, who is a colourless figure of obedience. 
The poet's lack of characterization here indicates that he is well aware of 
the effect of character, and that he is not simply elaborating on every 
part of the Vulgate narrative. He ignores the well developed traditional 
characterization of Noah, to be found in the plays, as he does the traditional 
characterization of Lot later. Against Noah's colourless obedience is set 
the pure obedience of Abraham. The poet develops his characterization, by 
showing him in action preparing God's feast. Abraham's thought is not 
expressed, as is Jonah’s in Patience, but his actions and speech reveal 
character as clearly. The poet does not comment very much upon his behaviour 
and the purity he wishes to show is understated: the result is an uncommonly 
attractive good character, who is at the centre of the narrative for much of 
the time. Again, no tradition is used, except that of Abraham’s pity which 
is stressed in the Sacrifice of Isaac also, and of Abraham’s seriousness 
which in the plays contrasts frequently with the comic presentation of Noah,
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When Abraham is not portraying purity before God, then Lot 
represents the pure man, not as a carbon copy of Abraham, but instead as a 
brave fallible man. His attempt to pacify the crowd of Sodomites is 
inadequate and comic in its misjudgement of them, but the poet who created 
the comedy clearly indicates Lot's bravery in attempting anything. Before 
the focus shifts from him to the storm, Lot's character is elaborated, against 
tradition which makes him a rich sinner, to show a man worthy of Abraham's 
concern.
This double presentation of purity, two complementary figures 
seems to be a part of the poet’s method of presentation to be found also in 
his use of images and themes. He sets the presentations side by side in what 
Pamela Gradon calls a "paratactic structure", accumulating meanings by means 
of illustration here.^ Other paratactic characterization is to be found 
in the contrasting presentation of kingship with its wealth of associative 
images. The Lord at one extreme and -Baltazar at the other are presented so 
that a composite picture of true authority and judgement emerges. The sub­
theme of loyalty also, with its chivalric associations is presented in many 
guises.
Although I have spoken of Baltazar being the least realistic 
of the Gawain-poet’s characters, yet he is an unusual amalgam of traditions, 
with echoes of the Sultan, of Herod and of the figures of pride, anger and 
gluttony in the sin manuals. His speech, too, is a skilful parody of courtly 
usage much more dramatic than is customary with the tyrant figure. The 
exaggeration of his presentation, however, contrasts with the realism of the 
Lord’s anger earlier, so that his authority appears usurped, by the manner 
of its presentation.
The last exemplum in Purity has many authority figures, 
Zedechyas, Nabuzardan, two Nabugodenozars, Daniel and finally Darius, apart 
from Baltazar from himself. The complementary figures of Nabugodenozar, one 
loyal to God and other sinful, indicate the poet’s use of character to further 
his theme. There is no contradiction between the two figures of the same 
king - some of the same words are used of both - but one is commended while
3. Form and Style in Early English Literature,p.123 .
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the other is condemned as the need of the poet demands. The poet uses the 
tradition of the fall of princes for Nabugodenozar and for the fall of 
Baltazar at the end, and in this he follows the traditional treatment of 
both figures, to be found in the books of Vice and Virtue. This is but one 
tradition of characterization alluded to in this exemplum, as all the 
threads of theme and imagery are woven into a final pattern, and, as with 
Abraham and Lot, more than one impure disloyal king is presented and 
contrasted with pure loyal servants of God.
In Jonah's characterization, too, there is a similar 
positioning of disparate elements and contrasting characters, although the 
character is more unified than any in Purity, except perhaps Abraham. Pamela 
Gradon’s comment on the Green Knight in Sir Gawain is helpful in understanding 
Jonah’s presentation:
Even the apparent development of the Green Knight is expressed, 
not in terms of his own personality, for this rumbustious fellow has no real 
personality, but by the magical change of scene. As the tale progresses his 
character appears to change but, in fact, character was all there from the 
beginning. The change is a trick by wnich we are made to feel that our 
stationary train is moving. 4 •
She is referring to the apparent realism with which types
in the romance mode are delineated, but a similar process may be observed in
Jonah, whose character is presented in detail at the beginning, and reiterated
at the end. The poet withdraws the focus from Jonah in the central part of
the poem, although he details Jonah’s tumble through the whale and his 
speech to God. Not until he is again impatiently questioning God does the 
poet return to a detailed presentation of his behaviour. There are two 
presentations of impatience shown in detail, separated by a less personal 
presentation of the sojourn in the whale. Although there is an appearance 
of progress in Jonah’s character, it seems only to be a trick, a delusion 
in presentation, because the poet details only what is necessary to him in
discussing the theme.
The manner of presenting Jonah’s character is unusual; as 
with Baltazar and others in Purity, the poet draws on other traditions, on 
the sin-manuals and on typology but mainly he amplifies Jonah’s motivations, 
showing the reasonings Jonah uses to excuse his flight from God’s commands,
4. Form and Style,p.246.
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for example. The poet's imagination which makes abstract ideas concrete 
becomes Jonah's, as he imagines the fate which awaits him at Nineveh, and 
as he prophecies Nineveh's fate. This close focus and this unusual 
presentation of impatience makes Jonah seem an individual, but it is only 
for a small part of the poem that this concentration on the individual 
obtains.
The narrator, as in Purity, presents Jonah as not entirely 
unsympathetic, although he opposes God. He is not presented with great 
dignity, being dragged out of a ship's hold and swallowed by the whale, but 
the passive figure of the central section and the petulantly impatient 
prophet at the beginning and end is attractive because of the close focus and 
sympathetic presentation.
As with certain characters in Purity, there is much that 
remains unexplained, which the poet does not choose to develop, the reason 
for the two prayers, for example, and the melodramatic repentance of the 
Ninevites, which, as with the presentation of God in Purity, are uncertain 
in meaning and effect. The main effect of the presentation is, however, 
clear, a dramatic presentation of an individual characterization which 
illustrates the folly of disobedient impatience.
Both poems use a central image based on character,which 
colours other characterization: in Purity it is the king in his court and 
in Patience it is the master/man relationship. Both are specifically 
mediaeval concepts which are grafted on to the Vulgate original. At times 
the two are at variance as for example in the contrasting speech-styles of 
Jonah. Sometimes he speaks in the petulant manner imagined by the poet, 
and sometimes, as when he is explaining his status to the sailors in the 
storm, with the unexpected dignity of the Hebrew prophet. The two 
contrasting prayers, too, illustrate this change in style. It is the 
problem of the close translator, who does not imitate the dignity of the 
original in additions, but creates a style of his own, in which he captures 
the nuances of speech more realistically than the Hebrew. Here as elsewhere 
the poet does not unify. The lofty style occurs mainly in the central 
section, except where Jonah parodies himself to make his self pitying plea
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for death, and in this central section the emphasis is on God’s judgement and
not on Jonah’s character.
Although there are discrepancies in characterization where
the translator seems to have followed the Vulgate closely without regard
for the overall effect, and although there are places where characterization 
is perfunctory, there seems no doubt that the Gawain-poet’s use of 
characterization is unusually detailed for the Middle Ages. In Purity and 
Patience the argument is followed through by character presentation, by 
similarity and contrast; this method of examining a virtue and its vice by 
means of illustration is unusual in its detail and wealth of complex imagery 
and character patterns. In Purity varying examples of purity and impurity 
are set side by side, in speech, action and description of character. The 
stylized and lyric presentation of Christ's purity contrasts with the realistic 
presentation of Abraham and Lot. Loyalty and disloyalty, good and evil are 
set in a paratactic structure of characterization as well as imagery and 
scene.
The poet's synthesis of various literary traditions of 
characterization, overlaid with his own vivid presentation of behaviour,gives 
the illusion of individual characterization in several of the figures he 
presents. This close concentration on the individual is used only to further 
the illustration of the theme, but Jonah, Abraham and Lot cannot be related 
entirely to character types. The way in which they are individualized differs 
also. Abraham is seen in speech and action: comments on his thoughts are 
rare. Jonah on the other hand is endowed with imagination and motivation.
Lot is seen in action and speech, like Abraham, with a humorous detachment.
To have three such characters developed in different ways makes the poems 
a unique part of mediaeval literature, a reflection of the late Middle Age's 
growing interest in an individual presentation of reality, but also 3n evidence 
of the Gawain-poet's realizing imagination.
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